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The fourth section reports the study of the 469 fire-fighters and

its structure reflects the evolution of the issues which arose in the

course of this study. Chapter 10 describes the first stage of the project

and examines the relationship between the fire-fighters' psychiatric

impairment four months after the fires and their experience of the

disaster as well as the role of life events which had occurred before the

disaster. The role played by intrusive imagery in the onset of acute

posttraumatic morbidity is examined in chapter 1 1. The level of

morbidity observed at this stage was lower than expected. Similarly,

the fire-fighters' degree of exposure to the fires and the extent of their

losses were suprisingly poor predictors of the morbidity. At this point,

the data appeared to suggest that the disaster was a much less potent

cause of disorder than much of the literature would have predicted. To

ensure this was not a problem caused by the insensitivity of the

measure of symptoms, a subgroup of 50 fire-fighters were interviewed

eight months after the disaster to validate the General Health

Questionnaire (GHO as a measure of posttraumatic stress disorder. The

aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorders in the 50 subjects who were

interviewed at eight months is described in chapter 12 and appeared to

be more related to predisaster vulnerability factors than the intensity of

exposure to the disaster.

The emergence of a pattern of chronic disorder in the latter stages

of the study, reported in chapter 13, was unexpected after the four
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month results. The validation of the General Health Questionnaire is also

described in this chapter. Chapter 14 examines the determinants of

posttraumatic morbidity at the three stages of the study and

demonstrates the increasing role of personality and vulnerability factors

in the perpetuation of chronic morbidity. The patterns of posttraumatic

morbidity are outlined in chapter 15 and their determinants discussed.

Chapter 16 represents a more detailed examination of the

phenomenology of posttraumatic stress disorder and the ability of the

various symtoms to predict a chronic pattern of disorder. A more

psychodynamic perspective is taken in chapter 17, where I investigate

the role played by imagery of the traumatic event in the onset of

disorder.

At 42 months, a subsample of 147 subjects was interviewed using

the Diagnostic Interview Schedule to provide DSM-III diagnoses. This

provided an opportunity to examine the comorbidity of posttraumatic

stress disorder with anxiety and affective disorders and is reported in

chapter 18. The high degree of overlap in this non-patient group raises

important questions about the central impairment in posttraumatic

stress disorder. The phenomenological hypothesis that the primary

impairment in posttraumatic stress disorder is a disorder of selective

attention was then examined in the group who were interviewed 42

months after the fires. A factor analysis of the symptoms in this

population failed to provide any support for Horowitz two dimensional

model of posttraumatic stress disorder, rather demonstrating that

disturbed attention was the primary disturbance. These findings are

presented in chapter 19.
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Chapter 10

LIFE EVENTS AND PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER

THE ROLE OF A NATURAL DISASTER

Summary

Examining the impact of natural disasters on psycholo gical health

provides an opportunity to study the role played by extreme adversity

in the onset of psychiatric disorder. Four hundred and sixty-nine fire-

fighters who had been intensely exposed to an Australian bushfire

disaster completed a detailed inventory of their experiences four

months later. They also completed a brief life events schedule and the

l2-item General Health Questionnaire. Only 9Vo of the GHQ score

variance could be accounted for by the disaster and other life events;

the effects of the disaster appeared to be separate and additive. This is

similar to the relationship between life events and psychiatric illness

found in other settings. It is suggested that vulnerability is a more

important factor in breakdown than the degree of stress experienced.
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LIFE EVENTS AND PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER

THE ROLE OF A NATURAL DISASTER

Much research has tested the hypothesis that adverse life events

are causally related to the onset of psychiatric disorder Brown et al.,

1976, Paykel, 1978; Tennant, 1983; Cooke & Hole, 1983). Most of this

research has examined the additive effect of a range of diverse

experiences on psychiatric impairment. An alternative method is to
study a population comprised of people who have atl experienced the

same life event, but with a range of intensities. This resea¡ch design has

been used infrequently. One setting where it might be utilized is in
investigating the effects of a natural disaster on psychological disorder,

since the individual experiences of disaster victims vary, although they

have all been exposed to the same highly distressing event.

Previous disaster research has not universally supported the

conclusion of life events research that adversity is causally related to

the onset of psychiatric disorder (Green, L982). There is a range of

opinion about the psychological consequences of disasters, extending

from the claim that the level of morbidiry is high and long-lasting

(Gleser et aI., 1981; Leopold & Dillon, 1963) to the view that disasters

have little or no important effect on mental health (Quarantelli & Dynes,

1977). A major reason for this controversy lies in the failure of much

disaster research to use a quantitative rather than a qualitative

methodology. Green (1982) has argued that future disaster research

must carefully document the intensity of exposure and the nature of the

losses sustained in the disaster, and must relate these to the levels of

psychiatric morbidity.

Many potential problems exist in using this approach, because

accepted measures of the impact of a disaster have not been developed.

Furthermore, their validation presents problems for most researchers,
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because major disasters are infrequent. The experience of researchers

into other life events could assist in this process of validation'

Although there are a number of common methodological and

theoretical issues, there has been little cross-fertilization of ideas

between disaster research and life events research (chapter 1)' For

example, it has been concluded that although a link exists between

adversity and neurotic impairment, the relationship accounts for only

about l07o of the variance of disorder (Tennant, 1983)' On the other

hand, life events researchers generally accept that "disasters show that

when psychologicat stress is sufficiently severe' virtually evefyone

decompensates and becomes demoralised, dependent, and identifiable

as a psychiatric case" (Andrews & Tennant, 1978). such assertions

about the level of psychiatric morbidity following a natural disaster

werequantitativelyinvestigatedinthepresentstudy.

The nature of the interaction between different major adverse life

events and the onset of psychiatric disorder is another issue to be

examined in disaster victims. Holmes & Rahe (1967) suggested that

events had an additive effect, whereas Brown &' Harris (1978) assumed

that once a single event of sufficient intensity had been experienced'

other events were relatively unimportant. If the first hypothesis were

correct, the experience of substantial adversity prior to a disaster would

have an effect additive to that of the disaster; if the second were correct'

prior adversity would have a mole powerful association with psychiatric

morbidity than would the disaster event'

This chapter examined the two hypotheses by investigating the

impact of a bushfire disaster on a group of fire-fighters who had

varying exposure to it. The first fiypothesis was that a significant

relationship would exist between the clegree of adversity experienced

by individual fire-fighters and their level of psychiatric morbidity but

that this would not account for more than loo/o or the total variance' The
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second hypothesis was that major adverse life events would show a.

relationship with psychiatric disorder which was independent of the

effects of the natural disaster.

M ethod

The setting: dísaster and fire-fighters

On 16 February 1983 several disastrous bushfires burnt 2804km2

of bush, grazing land, orchards, forests, and national parks in South

Australia. Twenty-eight people were killed and many hundreds injured,

and over 250,000 stock animals were killed. The fire destroyed or

severely damaged 385 homes, and 3,200 properties were affected in

some way. A conservative estimate of the cost of the damage was

$A200 million. The psychological impact of the disaster has been

reported elsewhere (chapters 18 and 20).

A large organization of volunteer fire-fighters exists in Australia to

combat such fires. Several thousand of these fire-fighters, living both

within and outside the fire-devasted atea, attempted to control the

blaze. Three were killed, a number lost their homes, others had their

stock and farms destroyed, and many were injured. This group

provided an ideal opportunity to study the onset of psychiatric

morbidity following a disaster, because of its wide range of exposure

and losses.

Questionnaire design

A preliminary questionnaire was designed, comprising an

inventory of the impact of the disaster, a brief life events inventory, and

the 12-item General Health Questionnaire (Goldberg, 1972). It was

administered to 26 senior fire-fighters and then discussed with them.

Ambiguities were corrected, and several questions added to ensure that

a complete description of the fire-fighters' experiences was obtained.
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The inventory of the impact of the disaster consisted of 15 questions

about personal and property losses, nine about the nature and duration

of the fire-fighters' exposure to the fire, and eight documenting the

injuries sustained and the type of treatment received. These allowed an

overall rating of severitY.

The brief inventory of life events experienced before the fire was

based on items 2, 12, 13, 14, 15,45 and 60 from Tennant and Andrews'

(1976) life event inventory. These items focused on financial and legal

difficulties, bereavement, and ill-health - factors that might be expected

to influence the experience of a disaster.

The final part was the l}-item General Health Questionnnaire

(Goldberg, lg72). This has been validated as a reliable measure of

psychiatric impairment in an Australian population (Tennant, 1977), in

which setting, uSed as a 'caseness' measure, it has been shown to have a

specificity of 9lJ%o, a sensitivity of 86.8Vo, and a misclassification rate of

LO%o. For correlational analysis the Likert score of the GHQ was

calculated. A cut-off of 112 was used for definition of 'caseness'; the

prevalence of cases was also calculated at a cut-off of 213.

Sampling method

The sample was chosen from the volunteer fire-fighting service.

This did not have an accessible current membership list at the time of

disaster, and therefore the questionnaires had to be distributed through

headquarters staff. They passed them on to the brigade commanders,

who in turn gave them to the volunteers. A total of 1500 questionnaires

were delivered for distribution three months after the disaster. Despite

a request, no record was made of exactly how many of the 1500

questionnaires were given to fire-fighters. No follow-up reminders

could be Sent to improve the return rate, because the names of the fire-

fighters who had received the questionnaires were not recorded. A total
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of 489 questionnaires were returned, by prepaid postage, a mean of one

month later, i.e. four months after the disaster. Twenty questionnaires

were excluded because the responses were not sufficiently complete.

The apparent low return rate of 30Vo raises the possibitity that a

potential bias existed in the sampling. However, it may have been an

artefact, as subsequent discussion with headquarters staff revealed that

a significant number of questionnaires had possibly not been distributed

by the brigade officers, some of whom had sustained major losses

themselves in the disaster and had no time spare from reconstruction.

A comparison sample of fire-fighters was therefore studied in an

attempt to ascertain whether a range of demographic variables, or the

nature of the individual's experience of the disaster, had biased the

initial sampling. Eleven months after the fire the fire-fighting

organization had updated its membership records and these were made

available. Seven brigades, selected on advice from headquarters staff

because they were seen to be representative of the fire-fighters in

terms of experience of the disaster and membership composition, were

chosen for study as a comparison gfoup. The original sample was

resurveyed at the same time (these data are reported in chapters 13,

15, and L7).

Two follow-up letters were then sent to those comparison group

subjects who did not return the questionnaire, to ensure an adequate

response rate. By comparing this group with the original sample over a

range of variables it was possible to establish the representativeness of

the original sample within the organization. Most members of the fire-

fighting organization were involved in the disaster, so no non-exposed

control group was available.
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Method of scaling

The range of exposure and losses sustained in the disaster was

known to be substantial. The questionnaire was therefore designed to

allow separate scaling of four aspects of the fire-fighter's experience of

the disaster. Firstly, the personal loss sub-scale recorded the number of

people known to the fire-fighter who were killed in the fire and the

nature of their relationship to the subject. The weighting of losses was

based on the relative weighting for change of the items in the Tennant &

Andrews (L976) tife events inventory, which has been validated in an

Australian population (e.g. death of a close friend = 1, death of a sibling

= 2, death of a spouse = 3). The names of all those killed or seriously

injured in the fire were published in the media. This made it possible to

validate the reporting of deaths or injury in next of kin or first degree

relatives by cross-referencing the surnames of the victims with the

research subjects. No misreports of personal losses were found.

Secondly, the injury sub-scale was weighted on the basis of the

type of treatment required, rather than on reported severity of injury

which might have been subjective (e.g. hospitalization = 3, medical out-

patient care = 2, nurse or ambulance officer = 1).

Thirdly, the exposure sub-scale items (which measured the time

spent fighting the fire, the use of emergency procedures to protect the

fire unit, whether the subject was trapped by the blaze, etc.) were

additive and unweighted. The inter-related reliability of this sub-scale

was found to be acceptable by comparing the reports of members of the

same units who had similar, but not identical, experiences of a fire (r =

0.7 6).

Finally, the scoring of the property loss sub-scale covered a range

of damage and losses. This included complete destruction of a fire-

fighters's home or other property and buildings, as well as damage in
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varying degrees. Because a number of fire-fighters were farmers, loss

of income was also recorded. The items of this sub-scale were weighted

according to the amounts of practical assistance required to reparate for

losses. The weighting was obtained by surveying the special team of 20

bushfire relief workers appointed to assist the disaster victims, who

were able to assess independently the impact of losses in the context of

the disaster; their averaged responses were used as weighting. Thus the

scaling of losses was not contaminated by the distress generated. The

procedure is to be described in chapter 11.

Statistical analysis

The data were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) (Nie er al., 1975; Hull & Nie, 1981); a probability level of

one in twenty was used. Groups were compared using 2¿2, Mann-

Whitney U and Student's f-tests, according to the characteristics of the
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variable being examined. The variance of the GHQ score was

investigated using a multiple regression analysis (Hult & Nie, 1981)

which only examines the contribution of significantly loading variables.

Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated, because of the size of

the sample studied and because the SPSS only computes regression

analyses using parametric statistics.

Results

Sample

When the original cohort of 469 fire-fighters was compared with

the comparison group on a range of demographic variables, several

statistically significant, but small, differences emerged (table 1). The

mean age of the study sample was less by two years than that of the

comparison group, and the comparison group was of slightly higher

social class (Krupinski et al., 1966), more of its members being farmers.

The two groups' experience of the disaster, measured by the sum of

their fire-related experiences, was not significantly different, and they

did not differ significantly on GHQ scores.
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Disaster experience

Individual experiences of the disaster varied widely. Some degree

of property damage was suffered by 23Vo of the sample, in many cases

enough to affect their livelihood. None of the subjects had lost a first

degree relative, although 7Vo had experienced some bereavement due to

the death of a more distant relative or close friend. The mean duration

of time fighting the fire was 15.6 hours. During that time 19.77o of

subjects believed they had come close to dying, and 4l .27o had had to

protect themselves from the fire using emergency procedures. Of the

26.67o injured, l2Vo had been admitted to hospital.

Relationship between GHO and fire experience

The relationship between the GHQ and a range of variables was

examined (table 2). Most fire-related variables were significantly

correlated with the GHQ score, with the exception of personal loss and

injury. Experience of previous fires was also significantly associated

with the GHQ score, although age and social class (Krupinski et al., 1966)

were not. Experience of recent adverse events prior to the disaster was

significantly correlated with the GHQ score. The size of these correlation

coefficients was generally small, in part owing their significance to the

size of the sample.
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The t46'cases', defined by using a cut-off point of ll2 on the 12-

item GHQ, were compared with 311 'non cases'(table 3). On all

variables that were significantly different, those subjects demonstrating

psychiatric impairment had a higher level of exposure to the disaster.

Again, personal loss and injury were not significantly different between

cases and non cases.

Prevalence of disorder

The prevalence of cases among the fire-fighters was 3O7o using a

ItZ cut-off. When the 213 threshold was used, the prevalence t¡'as

23.27o

Variance attributable to the disaster

The proportion of the variance of psychiatric impairment that

could be explained by experience of the disaster and other recent life

events was examined using stepwise multiple regression analysis of the

GHQ. The fire-fighters' exposufe, perceived threat, severity of injury,

personal loss, property loss, and the recent events score were included

in the equation. The only significantly loading variables were property

loss, accounting for 4.97o of the variance (multiple r = O'23, adjusted 12 =

0.049, f = L9.03, P = 0.000). None of the other variables predicted a

significant percentage of the variance.

D iscussion

The data reported in this chapter provided support for the first

hypothesis, i.e. that a significant relationship would exist between the

degree of adversity experienced by individuals in a disaster and their

level of psychiatric morbidity. However, it should be noted that this

relationship was weak. For example, although the cases and non cases
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were significantly different on a number of fire-related variables, the

differences in mean values were not great.

The second hypothesis, about the magnitude of this association,

was supported by the finding that only 9Vo of the variance of the GHQ

could be accounted for by the disaster and recent life events. This

confirms the strength of the association previously postulated as

existing between life events and the onset of psychiatric disorder

(Andrews & Tennant, 1978; Paykel, 1978). Thus a consensus arises

from two quite different methodologicat approaches - one looking at the

effect of multiple random life events (Holmes & Rahe, t967; Tennant &

Andrews, 1976; Paykel et al., L97l) and the other, employed in this

study, looking at the impact of one threatening and destructive event.

There was also support for the last hypothesis examined: that

major adverse tife events have independent relationships with

psychiatric disorder. First, the effect of the disaster was independently

associated with psychiatric impairment, not being 'partialled out' in the

regression analysis by the contribution of threatening life events

experienced before the fire. In other words, people who had

experienced life events before the fire remained equally, if not more,

susceptible than others to the emotional effects of the disaster itself.

Second, the impact of the disaster was sequential in time, the fire-

fighters being exposed to the disaster before being in a position to

establish their personal and property losses. All but 97o were unable to

defend their own property, because they were fighting the fire

elsewhere. Although exposure and perceived threat correlated with

GHQ score, the most powerful association was with property loss (table

2). It is probable that the ongoing stresses of property loss, such as loss

of income for farmers, accounted for the strength of the association,

which provides further support for an additive effect. Furthermore, the

fact that the two variances (i.e. that accounted for by events
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experienced prior to the disaster and that accounted for by the disaster

itself) were of a similar order of magnitude supports the view of Holmes

and Rahe (1967) that major adverse life events have an additive and

relatively independent effect.

This study demonstrated that investigating the psychological

impact of a natural disaster provides an opportunity to examine the

relationship between minor psychiatric disorder and a. recent life event

in the absence of several methodological problems often encountered in

life event research (Paykel, 1983). This is because recall of a disaster is

likely to be more consistent than that of other events, its impact is

easier to document than that of a wide range of life events (Finlay-

Jones, 1981), and a disaster is not a consequence of illness (Brown,

r97 4).

However, the current study has limitations that need to be

considered in the interpretation of the data. Firstly, the questionnaire

return rate was low, as is often the case in disaster research (Logue er

al., 1981). However, the study sample was not skewed to any

substantial degree. In particular, the fire-fighters studied and the

comparison group did not significantly differ in their experience of the

disaster or the prevalence of psychiatric morbidity, the two variables

that would have suggested biased sampling. Secondly, the inventory

used in this study has not been formally validated. However, there

appeared to be face validity in its construction. For example, in the

personal loss sub-scale the weighting was based on a carefully validated

life events scale measuring these same losses (Tennant & Andrews,

1976). Formal validation can only occur following a disaster, and such

events are infrequent. To this end, Green (1982) has called for careful

reporting of quantitative methodology so that standardized checklists

can be developed for disaster research. Further work is required in this

af ea.
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Finally, it is difficult to know how typical this population was of

the victims of the Ash Wednesday disaster. While it is reasonable to

speculate that fire-fighters were significantly affected by exposure to

the disaster, the study does not establish whether the same magnitude

of association between experience of the fire and psychiatric

impairment would occur in an unbiased community sample. However as

shown in chapter 21, this proved to be a very similar order of

magnitude.

However, fire-fighters are of particular interest because, unlike

others involved in disasters who, in general, attempt to pfotect

themselves, most of these people were committed to facing extreme

danger for hours on end, as well as risking serious injury and

substantial personal and property losses. This would suggest that the

relatively small association between psychiatric impairment and

exposure to the disaster cannot be explained away by a relative absence

of danger or loss.

Furthermore, the validity of these data is substantial because a

number of potentially confounding variables, often present in disaster

victims, were not operating. Two factors that can influence the

reporting and prevalence of neurotic impairment among disaster and

accident victims aÍe compensation payments for psychological trauma

and the neurological sequelae of head injuries (Lishman, 1973)- The

voluntary nature of the orgânization to which the fire-fighters belonged,

and the absence of head injuries among them, meant that neither of

these potentially confounding variables was operating here.

In conclusion, the data suggest that the majority of the fire-

fighters studied did not become cases, despite experiencing prolonged

life-threatening stress, frequent injury, and property loss. This raises

the possibility that psychiatric morbidity in a population affected by

disaster can perhaps better be explained using a model where the
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disaster acts as a trigger to most of the individuals who are already

vulnerable to decompensation (Hendin et al., 1983; McFarlane, 1984). If
this proposition is correct, the exact prevalence of cases following a

disaster may be more influenced by the prevalence of premorbid risk

factors than by the severity of the disaster. Although the prevalence of

psychiatric impairment in a population afær a disaster may be

substantial, such a trigger effect would lessen the size of any linear

correlation between the disaster experience and psychiatric disorder if

individual thresholds for decompensation were variable, as has been

suggested by Paykel (1978). This may explain why only 4.97o of the

variance of minor psychiatric disorder in this population could be

explained by the intensity of the individual's disaster experience.

The small proportion of the variance of disorder successfully

accounted for in this population raises the question of what factors may

explain the rest of it. Some disaster literature has proposed that

problems with mental health, where they exist, can be attributed to the

destruction of kinship or social networks (Perry &. Lindell, 1978).

However, these fire-fighters had high levels of social support before,

during, and after the disaster from within the fire-fighting organization.

Also, two studies of psychiatric morbidity among victims of this same

bushfire disaster found little or no relationship between social support

and the GHQ score (Hill, 1983; Wallace et al., 1985). Thus lack of social

support did not appear to be a major factor contributing to psychological

impairment.

Therefore, the other variables which may influence an individual's

vulnerability to psychiatric morbidity following a disaster - such as

genetic predisposition to psychiatric disorder, personality type,

psychodynamic characteristics, and family relationships - all require

further investigation. If preventative mental health services are to be
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provided after disasters, definition of the characteristics for those who

are at risk of decomposition is of central importance.
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Chapter L1

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENT AND A

NATURALDISASTER:THEROLEOFDISTRESS

Summary

The relationship between adversity, distress and psychiatric

impairment was examined in a gfoup of 469 fire-fighters who had an

intense exposure to an Australian bushfire disaster' The data suggested

that psychiatric impairment measured by the General Health

Questionnaire and distress measured by the Impact of Event Scale wefe

relatively separate phenomena. Psychiatric impairment in these people

appeared to be related more to their level of distress after the fires than

to the severity of their exposure and losses'
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENT AND

ANATURALDISASTER:THEROLEoFDISTRESS

A range of opinions continue to exist about the size and nature of

the causal role which life events play in the psyctiiatric disorders (Cooke

& Hole, 1983; Tennant 1983; Brown & Harris, 1978). One aspect of this

debate focuses on the exact nature of distress and its relationship with

psychiatric disorder, especially in people who are experiencing

adversity (Bebbington et al., l98l). In particular, there is little consensus

about whether distress and psychiatric disorder are distinct or identical

phenomena in people who have experienced traumatic events

(McFarlane, 1985). Investigation of this issue may help clarify the role

that life events play in the onset of psychiatric disorder.

Three divergent views seem to exist. First, those who conclude

that life events play a relatively minor aetiological role in psychiatric

disorder (Tennant, 1983) emphasize the necessity of separating normal

distress responses from psychiatric disorder (Tennant et al., 1981).

Second, some researchers e.g. Brown et al. (1985) who propose that life

events play a central role in the onset of psychiatric illness (Brown &

Harris, 1978) conclude that depressive disorder is basically a distress

response. A third hypothesis exists, namely that distress and

psychiatric illness are separate phenomena and that extreme adversity,

such as a natural disaster, is a potent cause of distress but not of

psychiatric disorder (Quarantelli & Dynes, 1977; Power & Penrick, 1983)'

Thus while there is general agreement that adversity causes

distress, there is little consensus about whether adversity plays a major

aetiological role in psychiatric disorder or whether dist¡ess and

psychiatric disorder are distinct or identical phenomena.

The nature of the causal link between life events and psychiatric

impairment and the role of distress have been a source of investigation
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in another way (Rabkin & Struening, 1976; Paykel, 1978). There has

been discussion about whether it is the amount of change (Holmes 8L

Rahe, 1967) or the emotional threat (Brown, l974)/distress (Paykel, et al.

l97l) caused by the event that is responsible for the relationship.

Tennant and Andrews (1978) concluded that distress was the

intervening variable, measuring distress with a life events scale which

assumed the amount of distress was directly proportional to the number

of events experienced.

This present study aimed at examining the nature of the

relationship between adversity, distress and psychiatric illness using a

different methodology. Rather than trying to compare the effect of

many different life events in a population it investigated the impact of a

single event, a natural disaster, which had been experienced by all of

the subjects. In such a setting it is possible to measure separately the

nature and intensity of the experience of the event, the amount of

distress it caused and the prevalence of psychiatric impairment.

In this setting a strong causal link between the intensity of the

experience of the disaster and consequent psychiatric disorder was

hypothesized to exist because posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was

anticipated to be the most prevalent disorder on the basis of the

following evidence. First, many studies have indicated that

posttraumatic stress disorders are the most commonly precipitated

psychiatric illness after disasters (e.g. Weisaeth 1985; chapter 3).

Secondly, Green et al. (1985) in a recent review about PTSD concluded

that 'the nature and intensity of the stressor is the primary aetiological

factor in individual differences in response to stress'. Against this

background, this study aimed to investigate the following hypotheses.

First, the null hypothesis was proposed that, distress and

psychiatric impairment would have a high degree of covariance because

they were identical phenomena. Secondly, it was hypothesized that the
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pathogenic quality of the experience of a natural disaster would be

attributed to its distressing impact and not to the fact that the disaster

simply disrupted people's lives and caused life change.

Thirdly, Tennant et al. (1981) have suggested that further

information about the nature and the magnitude of the association

between tife events stress and psychiatric illness could be gained by

examining the shape of this relationship, a technique which has been

used infrequently. In this setting where PTSD was likely to be the most

prevalent psychiatric disorder, it was hypothesized that a curvilinear

relationship would exist between the intensity of experience in the

disaster and psychiatric disorder.

Finally, the shape of the curve describing the mathematical

relationship between distress and psychiatric illness was also examined'

It was hypothesized that if distress was the intervening variable

between exposufe to the disaster and the onset of psychiatric disorder'

the relationship between the measures for distress and symptoms

would change at the level where the number of symptoms was

independently clinicalty designated to be indicative of psychiatric

disorder.

Method

Setting: disaster and fire-fighters

On 16 February 1983 several disastrous bushtires burnt 2,804

Square kilometres of bush, gtazing land, orchards, forests and national

parks in South Australia. Twenty eight people were killed, many

hundreds injured and over 250,000 stock killed' The fire destroyed or

severely damaged 385 homes and 3,200 properties were affected in

some way. A conservative estimate of the cost of the damage was

$42,000,000,000.

A large organization of volunteer fire-fighters exists in Australia
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to combat such events. Several thousand of these fire-fighters, who

lived both within and outside the fire devastated alea, attempted to

control the blaze. Three were killed, a number lost their homes, others

had their stock and farms destroyed and many were injured. This

group of fire-fighters provided an unusual opportunity to study the

onset of psychiatric morbidity following a disaster because of the

intensity and range of their exposure and losses.

The sample

The sampling method used and demographic characteristics of the

fire-fighters have been described in detail in chapter 10.

The subjects, who returned their questionnaire four months after

rhe fire, consisted of 469 fire-fighters with a mean age of 35.1 (SD 10.6)

years. Eighty eight per cent were Australian born and 747o were

married. To ensure that the sample was representative of the fire-

fighting organization, a comparison group was studied 1l months after

the disaster. This was necessaty because of the possibility of sampling

errors in the months immediately after the fire caused by the

community disruption due to the disaster, the wide geographic

distribution of subjects and the absence of adequate membership

records against which to check feturns. The sample was matched for

marital status, ethnic background, experience of the fire and General

Health Questionnaire (GHO score 1l months postdisaster (chapter 10)'

with a minor difference of two years existing in the mean age of the two

group s.

Questionnaíre

The questionnaire consisted of an inventory of the disaster, a brief

life events inventory, the Impact of Events Scale (IES) (Horowitz et al',

lgTg) and the 12 lrtem GHQ (Goldberg, 1972). The inventory of the

disaster consisted of 15 questions asking about personal and property
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losses, nine questions about the nature and duration of the fire-fighters'

exposure to the fire and eight questions documenting the injuries

sustained and type of treatment received. The development of the

disaster inventory, the scaling of its components and life events

inventory which was taken from that of Tennant and Andrews (1976)

have been described in another report (chapter 10).

The third component of the questionnaire, the IES consisted of a

validated l5-item scale which provided a subjective measure of

emotional distress. The wording was altered to focus solely on the

individual's fire-related experience and expressed in the Australian

idiom. The final part was the l2-item GHQ, a reliable measure of non

psychotic psychiatric impairment which has been validated in an

Australian population (Tennant, L977). The 12 item version of the GHQ

was chosen because of its brevity and because it has a validity similar to

the 30 item version (Henderson et al., l98l).

Validation of the GHQ

The validity of the 12 item GHQ was examined in this population

because Green (1982) has suggested that one of the main reasons for

continuing debate about the psychological consequences of disasters is

the inadequate validation of methodology in disaster research. Also, it

was important to examine the adequacy of the GHQ as an instrument for

detecting PTSD because this condition is characteristically difficult to

detect (Van Putten & Emory, 1973). The 12 item GHQ was administered

to a subsample of 49 fire-fighters who were given a structured

interview designed to give a DSM-III diagnosis of PTSD (4.P.4., 1980).

The 12 item GHQ was found to have a gOVo specificity, 78o/o sensitivity

and a misclassification rate of I2Vo for detecting PTSD in this group

(chapter 13), using a U2 cut-off (Goldberg, 1972).
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Quantífication of the effect of the disaster

A single numerical score, indicative of the total disruption and

threat due to the fire, was developed for each subject (total fire stress

score). This was necessary for statistical examination of the relationship

between the disaster and psychiatric impairment. It was developed by

asking a group of observers who were not victims of the disaster

themselves, but had an intimate knowledge of the effects of the disaster,

to rate the relative impact of personal loss, property loss, injury and

intense exposure.

Such a group were the 2O welfare workers appointed by the South

Australian Government to contact alt the registered fire victims and to

assess their needs for relief and psychological support. These workers

were asked to complete a questionnaire six months after the disastef

which listed 19 fire-related experiences such as injury, loss of home, loss

of income etc (McFarlane & Frost, 1985). They were asked to rate the

items according to the amount of practical assistance which the victims

would require if the victim had suffered that particular experience.

This was taken to be a measure of the amount of change associated with

each item. The 19 items were each rated using a l0 point visual analogue

scale. Tabte I lists the weighting for property loss, personal loss,

exposure and injury. Using t tests, none of the items was rated

significantly differentlY.
T¡blc I

BUSTTFTRE RELTEF woRKERswErcflËìrî3r,llT$"1*ffi"î."i#îiBÏrî-3r*ìlit:âTJìfi"T_r lD 
pl^rroN REQUTRED BY

t v¡lua onustint woi¡htinÍ<' '
I¡s of HiSh InjurY
Rolrtivo ErPoruro

Møn S

llu of Propcrty
I¡o of Rclrrivc
High Exporure
Inj ury

t.8
8.4
8.1

8.2

(t.4)
(t.8)
(t.?)
(1.4)

1.33
0.45
0.33

. P<0.05

o.97 l.ó3
0,44
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It was therefore concluded that it was acceptable to weight

personal loss, property loss, injury and exposure equally as components

of the total fire stress score. Each of these subscales was corrected to

have a maximum score of 5, making the maximum possible total fire

stress score (TFS) 20.

Data analysis

Fi gure 1

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADVERSITY, DISTRESS AND PSYCHIATRIC IMPAIRMENT

TIME:

TIME OF DATA
COLLECTION

r6 /2/83:
- 4 MONTHS
PREVIOUSLY

DISASTER RELATED DISTRESS
(Impact of Event Scale Score)

PSYCHIATRIC MPAIRMENT
(General Health Questionnaire

DISASTER E)GERIENCE
(Total Fire Stress Score)

2 YEARS PRIOR
DISASTER

The data were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (Nie et al., l9l5: Hull e/ aI., I98l). The variance of the GHQ

accounted for by the IES was calculated using multiple regression

analysis (Hull et al., l98l) to test the first hypothesis. The second

hypothesis was tested using Pearson's pattial correlation coefficients.

RECENT ADVERSEEVENTS
(Total Number of Events)
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impairment, (the GHO were examined according to the pathways

demonstrated diagramatically in figure t. This allowed separate

examination of whether the distress generated by the disaster (IES

score) accounted for the association between threatening events which

occurred before the disaster and psychiatric impairment, as well as the

impact of the disaster and its effect on psychological morbidity'

The nature of the relationship between life events stress and

psychiatric disorder was examined as suggested by Tennant et al', l98l'

First, the percentage morbidity (the percentage of cases was defined

using a U2 cut-off on the GHQ (Goldberg, 1972)) was plotted against the

stress of the disaster (total fire stress score). While the number of

subjects scoring 14-20 on the TFS was five or less for each score, these

points were plotted despite the wide confidence limits, to give a'

schematic representation of the impact of extreme exposure to the

disaster. The IES score was then plotted against the TFS score' Because

distress is a dimensional phenomenon rather than a' categorical

fesponse, it was not possible to ptot the TFS against a 'per cent risk of

morbidity' as suggested by Tennant et al' (1981)'

Finally, the relationship between distress and psychiatric

impairment was further examined by plotting the IES score against the

GHe score. This allowed investigation of the nature of the relationship

between the experience of life events and becoming a 'case', the

principal purpose for which the GHQ was designed (Goldberg, 1972)' This

method contrasts with most life events research which has used the GHQ

as a linear scale. If distress (the IES) was found to be the intervening

variable between the experience of the disaster and psychiatric

impairment (GHQ), it was hypothesized that the relationship of the

measufes of distress (the IES) and symptoms (the GHQ) would change at

the level where the number of symptoms has been clinically designated

to be indicative of psychiatric disorder. Conversely, it was hypothesized
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that the relationship between the IES and GHQ scores would not be

linear and would change at the clinicatly validated cut-off point of the

l2-item GHQ, l/2 (Goldberg, 1972; Tennant, 1977). If the concept of

caseness has validity, a change in the relationship would be predicted at

this point because becoming a 'case' suggests an internal change within

the individual, leading to symptom formation. The graph was not drawn

beyond the GHQ score of 6 because this covered the range of scores of

interest for this analysis and the small number of subjects scoring more

than 7 limited the reliability of the associations beyond this point. The

probability level taken to be significant was P < 0.05.

R e sults

Disaster experience

The individual experiences of the disaster varied widely. Twenty

three per cent of the sample suffered some degree of property damage,

often affecting their livelihood, and 7Vo were bereaved. The mean

durarion of time fighting the fire was 15.6 hours. During that time 19.77o

believed they came close to dying and 4L.2Vo had to protect themselves

from the fire using emergency procedures. Of the 26.67o that were

injured, l27o were hospitalized.

GHQ, IES, TFS Scores

The raw scores and the individual relationship between property

loss, personal loss, injury and exposure scores and psychiatric

impairment have been reported elsewhere (McFarlane, 1987)- These

variables were combined, using the method described, to give the total

fire stress score, which ranged from 5-20 (mean =8.3 SD = 3.0). The
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T¡blc 2
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mean IES score was 18.2 (SD = 15.8). The GHQ mean was 1.5 (SD = 2.5).

Table 2 reports the IES scofe mean (SD), GHQ mean (SD) and percentage

of cases, and the number of fire-fighters who experienced the disaster in

the varying degrees according to the range of the TFS.

Relatíonship between dístress and psychiatric impairment

A regression analysis of the IES score against the GHQ score

demonstrated that distress generated by the disaster (IES) accounted for

only l4Vo of the variance of psychiatric impairment (GHQ (F = 55.6, df -
1,333, þ = 0.32, P < 0.000). Thus, although psychiatric impairment in

these fire-fighters was very significantly associated with distress due to

the fire, most psychiatric impairment did not seem to be accounted for

by this association.

Distress as the intervening variable

The relationships investigated are represented diagrammatically

in figure I and numbered from I to 6.

The measures of distress, the IES (r - O.42) , and the stress of the

disaster, the TFS (r = 0.14), were both highly correlated with psychiatric
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T¡blc 3

PEARSON CORRELATION BETWEEN TOTAL FIRE STRESS, IMPACT OF EVEI{T SCALE'

RECENT LIFE EVENTS AND PSYCHHTRIC TMPAIRMENT (GUQ SCOR'E)
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impairment (P < 0.001, tab\e 2). These associations are represented by

parhs 2 and 3 respectively in figure l. Despite the independent scaling

of the IES and the TFS, these measures were also correlated (path I

figure l; r - 0.28 P < 0.001 table 3). Because of this inter-relationship it

was important to examine whether this association (path 1) simply

reflected their respective associations with psychiatric impairment

(paths 2 and 3).

To examine this possibility, the partial conelation coefficients of

the IES score and the TFS score with psychiatric impairment were

separately calculated, eliminating the influence of the other score. Thus,

to examine whether an indepondent association of the TFS score and the

GHQ score (path 3) existed, the IES score was paftialled out. No

significant association was found (table 3, GHQ x IES x 'fFS, r = 0.05, P >

0.05). The correlation between the IES score and the GHQ (path 2) was

not pailialled out when conftolling for the effects of the TFS score (table

3, GHQ x TFS x IES; r =0.36, P < 0.01).

Therefore, there appeared to be no significant independent

relationship between the total amount of danger and disruption caused

by the disaster (TFS scole) and psychiatric impairment (GHQ score)
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(path 3), their correlation being accounted for by an association between

both these variables and the IES score (paths I and 2).

The role of events experienced prior to the disaster

To find whether the distress generated by the disaster (the IES)

similarly accounted for the association between threatening events

which happened before the disaster and psychiatric impairment (path

6), the relationship between these variables was calculated. These

variables were found to be significantly correlated (table 3) (r = O.17, P <

0.001). When the partial correlation of the number of life events before

the fire with the GHQ score was calculated eliminating the effect of the

IES, the relationship between the number of events and the GHQ score

(path 6) continued to be significant (table 2) (GHQ x IES x previous life

events; r = 0.15, P < 0.001). Thus path 6 appeared to exist independently

as well as these prior events being linked with the GHQ score by paths 5

and 2 (figure l).

Previous events and disaster experience

A further analysis of the data than those proposed was required to

examine the nature of the correlation between the total fire stress score

and the number of recent events (path 4, figure l; r = 0.10, P < 0.01, table

3).

The components of the disaster experience which accounted for

this association were investigated to examine the possibility that the

reporting of the disaster event and past events was influenced by the

equal tendency of subjects to exaggerate retrospectively the severity of

their disaster experiences and other recent life events. It was found

that there was a correlation between the experience of major life events

prior to the disaster and injury (r = 0.12, P < 0.01) and the time spent

fighting the blaze (r - 0.14, P < 0.001). Injury and the duration of fighting

the fire are both factors over which the individual has some control. On
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the other hand, aspects of the disaster over which the individual had no

control, such as being bereaved were not significantly correlated with

life events experienced prior to the disaster (r = 0.05, P ) 0.05).

Relationshíps between stress, impaírment and distress

Figu re 2

TOTAL FIRE STRESS SCORE \/ERSUS PERCENTAGE MORBIDITY

6810 12 14 16 1820
TOTAL FIRE STRESS SCORE

When the percentage morbidity was plotted against the total fire

stress score (figure 2) no clear relationship emerged of a curvilinear,

threshold or exponential type (Tennant et al., l98l). Rather, a saw-tooth

shape appeared to exist. Although the number of subjects scoring

greater than 13 on the TFS was small (^¡ = l9), the shape of this part of

the curve was similar to that below 14.
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Figure 3

TOTAL FIRE STRESS SCORE VERSUS IMPACT OF EVENTS SCALE SCORE
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'When distress (IES Score) was plotted against the TFS score (figure

3), a saw-tooth curve was apparent, but this could also be interpreted to

have some of the qualities of a curvilinear shaped relationship.
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Figure 4
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Relationship between disaster and caseness

V/hen the data presented in table 4 were plotted, an apparent

threshold effect existed between the GHQ scores of 2, 3 aîd 4, which

closely approximated to the clinically validated lowest 'caseness' score of

2 (figure 4). The regression lines of the GHQ less than or equal to 2 (r =

0.26, c = 13.05), (GHQ equal to 3 and 4 (r = -0.03, c = 27.84), and a GHQ

grea¡gr than 4 (r = 0.24, c = 18.81) were calculated and a significant

threshold effect was demonstrated (P < 0.05). This suggested a

qualitative shift in the relationship between distress, the precipitant and

the development of symptoms at the point of the clinically defined cut-

off point of 2.
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Dis cus sion

Psychiatric impatrment and distress

This study of the psychological impact of a natural disaster

provided an unusual opportunity to examine the relationship between a'

life event, distress and psychiatric impairment in the absence of some

common methodological problems encountered in life events research

(Paykel, l9S3). Of the three hypothesized relationships, these data

appeared to support the view of Tennant et al.'s (1981) that distress and

psychiatric disorder aÍe relatively independent phenomena because

only l|Vo of the variance of the distress caused by the disaster (the IES

score) was accounted for by psychiatric impairment (the GHQ score).

The wide variation of the IES scofe for each GHQ interval

demonstrated by the large size of the standard deviations (table 4)

further emphasizes the variable association between distress and

psychiatric impairment. Similarly, the shape of the mathematical

relationship between the GHQ and the IES did not demonstrate a simple

linear relationship as would have been the case if these variables were

measuring the same phenomenon (figure 4).

While both psychiatric impairment (r = 0.14, P < 0.001) and distress

(r = 0.28, P < 0.001) were significantly related to the experiences of the

fire-fighters in the fire and their losses (TFS), the order of magnitude

was not substantially different. This would appear to contradict

Quarantelli and Dynes's (1977) hypothesis that distress would have a

strong association with exposure to the disaster and its effects, in

contrast to psychiatric impairment. Similarly, the data suggest that the

hypothesis of Brown et al. (1985) that some psychiatric disorder is

basically a distress response requires further examination, as little

support for this proposition came from these data.
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These conclusions need to be considered against the

methodological limitations of this study. First, the validity of the IES as

a measure of distress and the GHQ aS a screening instrument for

detecting psychiatric impairment was accepted. This seemed reasonable

because both the IES (Horowitz et aI., 1979; Zilberg et aI., 1982) and the

GHQ (Tennant, 1977: Henderson et al., 1981) have been extensively

validated. Support for the validity of the claim that the IES is a measure

for the amount of distress generated by a single event also appeared to

come from the finding that the IES only partialled out the relationship

between the GHQ and the total fire stress score (path 5) and not the

relationship between the GHQ and other recent life events (path 6)

(table 3). Furthermore, the validity of the GHQ to detect PTSD was an

important test of its validity as a questionnaire measure of psychiatric

impairment in this setting (McFarlane, 1986b).

Secondly, the statistical strength of the association between

psychiatric impairment and distress would have been decreased because

the GHQ had a sensitivity of 787o for detecting PTSD in this population

(see chapter 13). However, the relatively low misclassification rate of

l2%o, suggests that adequate separation of 'cases' and 'non cases' was

achieved to counter-balance the low sensitivity as a source of error.

Thirdty, this population was not studied prior to the event, so it

was not possible to exclude subjects who were disordered prior to the

disaster. Therefore, the relationship between distress caused by the

disaster and the resultant psychiatric impairment was contaminated by

the inclusion of these subjects. On the other hand, PTSD is a disorder

whose onset can be directly attributed to exposure to the disaster.

When the GHQ was validated in this group, it was found to have a

specificity of gOVo for detecting PTSD, indicating only a small minority of

subjects had other disorders and no PTSD (see chapter 18). These other

disorders may or may not have been precipitated by the disaster
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(chapter 3). This means that the error introduced by including these

subjects, while worthy of consideration, was not likely to be a major

source of bias.

Distress: the interveníng variable

These data suggest that the relationship between psychiatric

impairment and the TFS score was accounted for by the intervening

variable of emotional distress. This supports Tennant & Andrew's (1978)

conclusion that events exert their pathogenic influence because of their

emotionally distressing nature and not because of the life change

produced. These data provide some support for their conclusion using

an independent measure of distress, the IES, rather than a cumulative

life events scale.

The significance of this association appeared to be further

supported by demonstrating the beginning of a threshold effect between

the IES and the GHQ at the clinically predicted cut-off point of 2. In

particular, if illness implies a change from a state of normality, this

threshold indicates such a transition in the relationship between distress

in illness and health.

The construction of the TFS score is one methodological issue

central to the validity of these conclusions. It assumes that the

components of adversity can be added numerically. This assumption is

basic to the structure of a number of life event inventories (Holmes &'

Rahe, 1967; Paykel et al., 1971, Tennant & Andrews, 1976) and has been

accepted in much life events research (Paykel, 1983).

The method used to weight this scale also requires discussion. One

approach would have been simply to add the unweighted scores for

property loss, personal loss, exposure and injury, having corrected the

scoring of each subscale to ensure they had the same range. This would

have assumed that each of these aspects of the disaster experience was
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equally disruptive. It seemed important that this assumption was

tested in some way. One alternative would have been to ask a group of

victims to rate the relative disruption caused by these elements of the

disaster, a method commonly used in the development of life events

measures (Holmes & Rahe, L967; Tennant & Andrews, 1976).

However, if a group of victims was used, their rating could have

been contaminated by the distress or psychiatric impairment caused by

their experience of the disaster. Equally, the finding of Janney et al.

(1977) that disaster victims rate life events differently from an

unaffected population suggested that a random population sample who

had not experienced the disaster may not have been a suitable group to

weight the relative disruption caused by the different elements of the

fire. In other words, Janney et al.'s (1977) data could be interpreted to

mean that the unaffected populations may overestimate the impact of

losses in a disaster-affected group.

This emphasized the importance of using a group of observers who

were not victims of the disaster themselves, but had an intimate

knowledge of the effects of the disaster, to rate the relative impact of

the personal loss, property loss, injury and intense exposure. One

limitation of this method of using the bushfire relief workers' ratings

was that this technique could not be revalidated because the disaster

was a unique event, a common problem for those aiming to validate

instruments used in disaster research. This method of weighting the

items of the TFS score seemed unlikely to have introduced significant

bias in these data in the light of Tausig's (1982) conclusion that in life

event inventories weighted and unweighted scores do not differ in their

ability to predict morbidity. Furthermore, the inter-rater reliability of

these workers was not an issue because their responses were averaged

in a similar way to that used by other research workers for scaling

scores for life events (Paykel et al., l97I). Accepting these limitations
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and assumptions, the TFS score seemed to be an adequate measure for

the purpose of this project.

The conclusion about the nature of the relationship between

adversity and psychiatric disorder also needs to be discussed against the

background of the correlation between the total fire stress score and the

number of recent life events. In particular, this may be indicative of the

distorted recall of both these events and the disaster, and such

retrospective elaboration of events is a potential methodological issue in

all life events research (Horowitz et al., L977). However, this association

may be accounted for by higher rates of injury in fire-fighters who were

stressed by events prior to the disaster rather than distorted recall (see

point (Ð in the results section). In other words, even though the

occurrence of the disaster was totally beyond the fire-fighters' control, it

was apparent that their behaviour could have had a significant influence

on their risk of injury and the nature of their exposure to the disaster.

This finding raises important questions about the validity of the notion

of an 'independent' event (Tennant et al., l98l) and demonstrates that

the impact of events that cannot be caused by an individual, such as a

disaster, may be influenced by people's mental state at the time.

Nature of the relationship

No clear dose-response relationship of the types proposed by

Tennant et al. (1981) appeared to emerge between the level of morbidity

and stress due to the disaster. While the confidence limits above a TFS

score of 14 are wide, it is of note that an increase in morbidity did

appear to occur above this score, but this was not consistent. The

subjects who scored 20 on the TFS scale had been hospitalized with

injury, had several second degree relatives killed, had their home

destroyed and had been trapped in the fire, as well as having been

exposed for over 15 hours to the inferno. The absence of morbidity in
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some subjects after exposure to Such an intensity of adversity is

remarkable and emphasizes the variable association between life events

and the onset of psychiatric disorder (figure 2).

More information about the nature of this relationship comes from

examining the possible intervening role that distress, caused by the

disaster, appeared to play in the relationship between psychiatric

impairment and the experience of the fire. In particular, there appeared

to be some evidence for a curvi-linear relationship between distress (IES

score) and the level of adversity (TFS score) (figure 3).

The next step in the relationship comes from examining the

association between distress (IES score) and psychiatric impairment

(GHQ score) (figure 4). The apparent threshold nature of this

relationship suggests some evidence for a dose-response relationship;

therefore, the irregular nature of the relationship between the amount

of adversity (TFS score) and psychiatric impairment (GHQ score) (figure

2) may represent the superimposed relationships between distress (IES

score) and adversity (TFS score) (figure 3) and distress and psychiatric

impairment (GHQ score) (figure 4).

In summary, these data contrast with Tennant et al.'s (1981)

proposition that distress and risk of morbidity may have a similar

shaped mathematical relationship with life events stress. Rather, the

relationship between stress and illness seems to be described better by

examining their individual relationship with distress. The strength of

these data is that they include an examination of the extremes of

adversity which occur in community disasters, in contrast to other

studies (Tennant et al., l98l).

Conclusion

In this setting where posttraumatic stress disorder was the most

prevalent form of psychiatric impairment (chapter 3), current
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knowledge (Green et aI., 1985) would propose a strong direct link

between the intensity of these fire-fighters' experience of disaster and

psychiatric impairment. Therefore, it is of particular interest that

psychiatric impairment did not seem directly related to the actual

nature of the exposure or losses in this group but rather to the amount

of distress these experiences had caused.

The finding that some fire-fighters were extremely distressed, but

had not become psychiatricatly impaired, seemed to emphasize that

there was no one to one relationship between distress and disorder.

Therefore, the investigation of the role played by constitutional

vulnerability, the meaning of the experience to the individual,

personality factors and social support in the link between adversity, the

distress it generates and psychiatric impairment is an important area for

future research and is examined in chapters 12, 14 and 15. Contrary to

prediction, these data suggest that a range of vulnerability factors may

be operating in those individuals who are distressed following extreme

adversity and go on to develop a. posttraumatic stress disorder.

Finally, these findings may have clinical relevance to those

involved in preventive programmes. For example, disaster victims who

are very distressed by their experience and whose distress does not

rapidly resolve may be a high risk group for developing psychiatric

disorder. Therefore, assessment of whether they could benefit from

primary prevention programmes, aimed to limit postdisaster psychiatric

morbidity (Singh & Raphael, l98l), should be considered.
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Chapter L2

THE AETIOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDERS

FOLLOWING A NATURAL DISASTER

Summary

The onset of posttraumatic stress disorders in a group of fire-

fighters who had an intense exposure to a bushfire disaster was

investigated using a longitudinal research design. Contrary to

expectation, the intensity of exposure, the perceived threat, and the

losses sustained in the disaster, when considered independently, were

not predictors of posttraumatic stress disorder. By contrast,

introversion, neuroticism, and a past history and famity history of

psychiatric disorder were premorbid factors significantty associated

with the development of chronic posttraumatic stress disorders
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THE AETIOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDERS

FOLLOWING A NATURAL DISASTBR

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), characterized by cognitive

re-experiencing of the triggering trauma, numbing of responsiveness to

or reduced involvement in the external world, and symptoms of anxiety

or disordered attention, has been the subject of considerable research

since its diagnostic criteria were defined in DSM-III (American

Psychiatric Association, 1980). The hypothesis that exposure to trauma

is the major aetiological agent, in contrast to the relatively unimportant

role of predisposing vulnerability factors, was one of the major

justifications for proposing that PTSD is an independent diagnostic

category (Horowitz, 1973). However, some evidence exists which

suggests that the role of premorbid factors may be significant (Weisaeth,

1984; Davidson et al., 1985). The methodological problems of

unrepresentative sampling and biased control groups have been

proposed to explain some of the contradictory evidence about the

aetiology of PTSD (La Guardia et al., 1983). Green et aI. (1985b) have

called for longitudinal research to help resolve the many unce¡tainties

that exist about the aetiology of PTSD, while arguing for the primary

role of the triggering event.

Against this background, this study aimed to examine

longitudinally the onset of PTSD in fire-fighters who had an intense

exposure to the huge bushfires that destroyed large areas of South

Australia on 16 February 1983. Unlike most other studies of the

aetiology of PTSD, which have stuclied patients who present for

treatment, these subjects were identified from within a community

sample. This research design allowed those subjects who had not

developed a PTSD to be usecl as a control group, because of their similar

exposure to the fire. Such a control group was free from the selection
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biases present in much research into PTSD (La Guardia et al., 1983). The

first aim of this study was to compare and contrast the role of the

disaster and premorbid factors in the aetiology of PTSD. The second aim

was to examine how recurring pre-occupation with the disaster and the

avoidance of these. memories (Horowitz, 1973; Brett & Ostroff, 1985),

present four months after the fire, might predict the subsequent

existence of PTSD, when considered in conjunction with the intensity of

exposure.

Method

The setting: disaster and fire-fighters

A large volunteer firefighting service exists in Australia to combat

bushfires, which are a constant threat to the countryside during the

summer months. The fire-fighters are farmers and residents from

country towns and heavily wooded outer suburban areas of the

Australian cities, who band together to protect their lives and property.

Unpublished data suggest that they have above-av erage psychological

adjustment for their communities. Several thousand of these people,

who lived both within and outside the areas devastated by this fire

disaster, attempted to control the blaze. In contrast to most disasters,

where people attempt to protect themselves, these fire-fighters were

deliberately forced to expose themselves to an extreme level of danger.

Study design

A questionnaire was administered to 469 fire-fighters four

months after the disaster. The results of this first-stage survey, the

sampling procedure, and the construction of the inventory are reported

elsewhere (chapter 10). The questionnaire consisted of an inventory of

the impact of the disaster, the 12-itern General Health Questionnaire

(GHO (Goldberg, 1972), and the inrpact of events scale (IES) (Horowitz ef
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eI., 1979), which measured the intensity of intrusive memories and

images of the fire as well as the individual's attempts to avoid this

distressing pre-occupation. The inventory of the disaster measured the

degree of exposure, the severity of injury, personal losses, and property

losses caused by the fire.

This chapter describes the second stage of this project. A

subsample of fire-fighters who had an especially high risk of developing

PTSD were examined 8 months after the disaster, using a. structured

interview designed to give a diagnosis of PTSD. The aetiology of PTSD

was investigated by comparing the subjects who had developed PTSD

with those who remained unimpaired, using the data collected in the

first-stage quesrionnaire and at interview. The Statistical Package for

Social Sciences was used to analyse the data (Hull & Nie, 1981).

Selection criteria for interview sample

A sample of the original 469 subjects at high risk of having PTSD

were chosen for interview 8 months after the disaster, using three

variables which were hypothesized to be predictors of the presence of

PTSD. They were high exposure (exposure score > 6), significant

psychological symptoms (GHQ score 2 4 at four months) and intrusive

memories and images of the disaster (IES >26 at four months). The

sample of 50 subjects who participated was randomly selected from the

seven high-risk subgroups defined by a combination of these three

factors (table l). This sampling technique was used to maximize the

number of subjects with PTSD who would be identified at interview, to

allow valid statistical comparisons.

The sample size was determined by the resources available to

conduct the research. Five people who were approached declined to

p articip ate.
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Structured interview

A structuted interview was designed to investigate all the

phenomena lisred in the diagnostic cfiteria of PTSD in DSM-III

(American Psychiatric Association, 1980), because no validated

inrerview with established reliability for PTSD existed at the time the

project was commenced. The interview was developed with a particular

awareness of the clinical problems often confronted when diagnosing

PTSD (chapter 3). The interviews were conducted by a medical graduate

and a fourth-year medical student who had had 96 hours of teaching in

psychiatry. on completing the interview, two fatels independently

allocated the subjects to one of the following diagnostic groups: chronic

or delayed PTSD, acute PTSD, borderline PTSD (defined as meeting ttwo

of the three B, c or D groups of diagnostic criteria in DSM-III), imagery

present but no definite or borderline PTSD, and no PTSD' This was done

by examining the specific subsets of questions in the structuled

interview. If a disagreement existed between the two raters' 
. 
as was the

case with three subjects, allocation to a diagnostic group was made by

consensus following discussion between the raters'

The interview also enquired about the subject's past and family

psychiatric history and his behaviour during the fire' The L}-item GHQ

(Goldberg , lg72) and Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI) (Eysenck &'

Eysenck,1964)wereadministeredattheinterview'

The vatidity and reliability of the interview were piloted and

found to be adequate. The interview schedule correctly diagnosed five

patients with PTSD and five patients with other diagnoses' The patients

had been independently assessed by a psychiatrist using DSM-III

criteria. The inter-rater reliability of the combined symptom items was

found to be acceptable (r = 0.95) when two interviewers independently

rated tape-recorded interviews of two different subjects' This is further
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discussed in chapter 16 where this structured interview was compared

with the Diagnosic Interview Schedule (Robins et al., 1981)"

Results

Disaster experíences and diagnostic grouping

These 50 fire-fighters suffered in a variety of ways in the disaster,

with 22 (a47o) believing they were close to death at some stage and 31

(62Vo) being injured. Some 20 (4Oo/o) were bereaved and 19 (38Vo) had

sustained property loss, often involving loss of livelihood. Thus the

experience was of the type defined in criterion A for PTSD of DSM-III

(American Psychiatric Association, 1980).

The distribution of the subjects by diagnostic category is outlined

in Table 1. Because of the small numbers in the subgroups, only trends

can be outlined for future investigation.

Predíctors of 'PTSD
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The 11 subjects who had developed acute, delayed or chronic PTSD

were compared with the 34 subjects with no disorder (tables 2 and 3).

The borderline PTSD group was excluded from the analysis because they

could not be designated as definitely disordered or not disordered at the

time of assessment. The disordered and not-disordered groups were no

different in their experience of the disaster as measured by losses,

injury, exposure and perceived threat. The total IES score and

avoidance subscale at four months were significantly greater in the

PTSD group (table 2).

The pTSD group scored significantty higher on the neuroticism

scale and lower on the extraversion scale of the EPI than the no-PTSD

group (table 2). The incidence of treated psychiatric disorders was no

different in the two groups; however, there was a trend for the PTSD

group to have a stlonger family history of psychiatric disorder 9f =

2.82 (with Yares' correcrion), P = 0.09) and past psychological disorders

Tuble 3
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which had not been treated (72 = 2-6 (with Yates' correction), P = 0'1)

(table 3).

Six of the nine chronic PTSD subjects had a family history of

psychiatric disorder, this being significantly greater than in the no-PTSD

group (Xt = 4.63 (with Yates' correction), P = 0.03). Three fire-fighters

had a family history of PTSD, and three subjects had developed PTSD

after previous accidents and fire disasters.

Outcome of different groups

The 8-month outcome of the fire-fighters in the seven risk groups

(table 1), defined by the four-month data, was examined.

All of the subjects who had an active PTSD at 8 months had a high

level of preoccupation and imagery of the fire at four months (IES > 26)

(table 1). Only one of these subjects was not defined by the GHQ as a

case at four months using the cut-off score of 2ß (Goldberg, 1972).

This was consistent, because he was noted to have developed a delayed

PTSD at the 8-month interview. Conversely, of the 13 people who were

significantly impaired (GHQ > 3) and had intense imagery and avoidant

thoughts (IES >

acute, resolved or borderline chronic PTSD when assessed at 8 months.

The role of exposure was examined. Only one of 16 subjects in the

high-exposure, high-IES, not-symptomatic group (group 3 (table 1)) had

developed a definite chronic PTSD at 8 months. In contrast, three of the

Seven subjects in the low exposure, high-IES, non-symptomatic group

(group 4 (table 1)) had a PTSD. Thus a trend existed suggesting that the

presence of intrusive imagery and avoidant thoughts (high IES)

following low exposure to the fire tended to predict a higher risk of

subsequent PTSD than similar imagery and avoidant thoughts in a group

wlio had an intense exposure to the event.
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D iscus sion

This study demonstrated the wide variety of human fesponses to

similar trauma. At one extreme, some people had an intense brush with

death and sustained major losses without becoming symptomatic or

unduly preoccupied by their experiences. Several fire-fighters even

denied an immediate pleoccupation on the day after the fires,

experiencing a sense of satisfaction about their survival' Van Putten &

Yager (1984) have pointed out that many war veterans who have

experienced a high level of combat remain psychologically healthy'

However, some of the fire-fighters who did not develop any significant

symptoms of anxiety, and remained well adjusted, continued to be

preoccupied with their memories and fears'

At the other extfeme, those fire-fighters who had developed PTSD

were chronically distressed and disabled, particularly in their

relationships. In contrast to previous research into the onset of PTSD

following natural disasters, civilian accidents (Leopotd & Dillon, 1963;

Green et aI., 1985a) and war (Foy er aI., t984), the onset of PTSD in this

group was not associated with a higher intensity of exposure, more

losses, or a perception of a greater degree of threat (tabte 2 and 3)' The

role ptayed by vulnerability factors in predicting these patterns of

response to this trauma was suggestecl by the trend for the PTSD

sufferers to have a greater prevalence of a past and family history of

psychiatric illness (table 3). Similarly, Davidson et aI' (1985) found that

a majority (667o) of chronic PTSD sufferers had a family history of

psychopathology, as well as having had at least one other psychiatric

diagnosis in their lifetime. While the EPI data may have been

contaminated by these fire-fighters' current Symptoms' neuloticiSm and

introversion appeared to be preclisposing factors to the development of

PTSD (table 3).
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Thus, these findings keep alive the longstanding debate (Moses,

l97S) about the relative importance of event and premorbid factors in

the development and maintenance of posttraumatic morbidity (Hendin

et al., 1983). This is an important issue in relation to PTSD's

categorization in DSM-III. DSM-III claims to be "atheoretical with

regard to aetiology and only rarely attempts to account for how the

disturbance come(s) about, unless the mechanism is included in the

definition of the disorder" (American Psychiatric Association, 1980).

Thus, the results of this study raise important questions about the

American Psychiatric Association's (1980) formulation in DSM-III that

PTSD can be categorized as a separate diagnostic entity, in part, because

of the central aetiological role of the trauma in PTSD, in contrast to the

part played by life events in other psychiatric disorders.

This study also suggests that a complex interaction may exist

between the onset of PTSD and the level of exposure to danger. All'the

fire-fighters who had PTSD at interview and had had a high exposure to

the disaster became symptomatic soon after the disaster, as they all had

a GHQ > 3 at four months. In contrast, two of the four fire-fighters who

had PTSD at interview following a low exposure to the disaster did not

have a \arge number of symptoms at four months (GHQ 0 and 3). Thus,

a relatively low threshold of exposure may be required to precipitate

PTSD, and once over this threshold, an increased level of exposure may

lead to a more rapid development of a PTSD and/or increase the

intensity of the accompanying anxiety symptoms.

The aetiological role of recurring imagery, and the associated

intrusive memories of the disaster and their avoidance in the onset of

PTSD were examined. trirstly, 19 fire-fighters who were experiencing

intense posttraumatic irnagery at four months did not have a PTSD when

interviewed. This inclicates that imagerl, alone is not sufficient to

explain the onset of this disorder. However, it appeared to be a
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necessary factor, because all the people who had developed a PTSD at 8

months had a high level of intense imagery and traumatic memories at

four months. Secondly, the fire-fighters who had a PTSD at eight

months had significantly more cognitive and behavioural avoidance of

their memories than their fellows without PTSD, but they did not have a

greater frequency of intrusive memories and affects at four months

(table 2). There are two possible interpretations of these latter findings.

On one hand, they may support Horowitz's (1973) hypothesis that

the avoidance of painful thoughts and affects prevents the successful

incorporation of a traumatic experience and is central to the aetiology of

PTSD. On the other hand, they may indicate that people with PTSD avoid

their traumatic memories because their recall provokes symptomatic

anxiety, in contrast to the fire-fighters without a PTSD, who were less

distressed and hence more tolerant of their memories. Thus avoidance

may play an aetiological role in PTSD or be a secondary adaptation,

assisting the sufferer to minimize the intensity of anxiety caused by

traumatic memories.

This is one of two longitudinal studies (Weisaeth, 1984) to

investigate the onset of PTSD, beginning in the months immediately

following a disaster, and recruiting subjects solely on the basis of their

exposure to the precipitating traumatic event. This method of sampling

means that these results are free of any bias which can be introduced

by studying patient samples. Patient samples are at particular risk of

being skewed because many people with PTSD do not seek treatment

(Leopold BL Dillon, 1963). Furthermore, these fire-fighters' reporting of

the disaster of their symptonls was not influenced by the possibility of

gaining financial compensation, as might be the case with some disaster

victims or war veterans (Foy et al., 1984).

Against these metliodological strengths, the interpretation of these

data are subject to two impoltant caveats. Firstly, the structured
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interview did not undergo extensive validation, and the posttraumatic

syndromes are characteristicalty difficult to diagnose in a clinical setting

(Van Putten & Emory, 1973). However, the interview used in this

project was designed with these problems in mind and cognisant of the

diagnostic dilemma that other victims of these fires had presented

(chapter 3). Secondly, the small sample size placed major limitations on

the statistical analysis of some of the clata. This means that significant

results are of particular note because of the size of the differences

between PTSD and no-PTSD subjects necessary to obtain a probability

level of less than 0.05. Conversely, some true differences of smaller

magnitude may not have emerged because of the small sample size.

These data emphasize the protean nature of the human response

to extreme adversity. In any future research on the aetiology of

posttraumatic morbidity, it will be important to examine the interaction

between the triggering trauma and the vulnerability and protective

factors that people possess.
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Chapter 13

LONG.TERM PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY AFTER A DISASTER:

IMPLICATIONS F'OR DISASTBR PLANNERS AND EMERGENCY

SERVICES

Sunrmary

The prevalence and longitudinal course of posttraumatic stress

disorder were studied in a group of 469 fire-fighters who were exposed

to the Ash Wednesday bushfires in South Australia. The main finding,

that the level of morbidity four months after the disaster remained

almost unchanged at 29 months, indicates the long-term nature of

posttraumatic stress disorder. Twenty-nine months after the fire, 2l%o

of the fire-fighters were continuing to experience imagery of the

disaster, in a way that interfered with their lives. The failure of present

disaster management plans to recognize the psychological impact of

natural disaste¡s and the long-term nature of posttraumatic stress

disorder is emphasized, and the need for preventive mental health

programmes to minimize such morbidity in the future is discussed.
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LONG.TERM PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY AFTER A DISASTER:

IMPLICATIONS FOR DISASTBR PLANNERS AND EMERGENCY

In recent times it has been recognized that natural disasters can

have substantial detrimental effects on the physical and mental health

of victims (Raphael, 1985). The most commonly recognized

psychological disturbance is posttraumatic stress disorder (American

Psychiatric Association, 1980). While short-term distress is expected,

the longitudinal course of this clisorder is poorly understood, and long-

term morbidity is often not anticipated. This is an important issue

because it has major implications for health planners who aÍe

attempting to assess the short- and long-term needs for services of a

community that has been affected by disaster (McFarlane, 1934). In
recent times it has also been recognized that emergency service

personnel who aÍe involved in disaster containment and the rescue of

victims may be affected similarly (Taylor &. Frazer, 1982 and Raphael et

aI., 1980).

When considering the longitudinal course of psychiatric morbidity

in victims of natural disasters, it is necessary to take into account any

pre-existing psychiatric disorder and its tendency towards chronicity or

remission over time. A number of community surveys that have been

conducted in Australia indicate that at any one time approximately 20Vo

of persons in the general population have symptoms of psychiatric

disorder, but that the disorder is short-lived and remits quickly without

treatment in approximately 757o of cases (Henderson et al., 1981 and

Andrews et al., 1985). In victims of natural disasters, psychological

disturbance may follow a sirnilar course, in which case it indicates

distress rather than psychiatric illness. On the other hand, most of the

ps¡,chological symptorns of' clisaster victims could stem from a

posttraumatic stress disorder (Arnerican Psychiatric Association, 1980),
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and follow a long-term course. While there have been several

longitudinal studies of posttraurnatic stress disorders that were caused

by wars and industrial accidents, none has used a validated case

detection method (Archibald & Tuddenham, 1965; Flutterman &

Pumpian-Mindlin, 1951; Leopold & Dillon, 1963: Gleser et aI., 1931).

These reports suggest that, in such settings, the disorder is often a

chronic one, lasting for many years.

If preventive mental health programmes are to be instigated after

a natural disaster, it is necessary to develop a simple, acceptable and

effective screening method to identify those who ate at risk and in need

of a more detailed assessment. As well, the instrument that is used

must be a valid and sensitive detector of posttraumatic stress disorder.

One questionnaire that fits the first'set of criteria is the General Health

Questionnaire (GHQ) (Goldberg, 1972), a measure of non-psychotic

psychiatric impairment that has been validated and extensively used to

estimate the prevalence of disorcler in Australian communities (Raphael,

et al., 1981). However, although the GHQ has also been used to estimate

the prevalence of psychiatric disorders that are associated with disaster

in Australia, (Parker, L972 &. Parker, 1977) it has never been validated

against a clinical diagnostic assessnìent of posttraumatic morbidity,

which makes the significance of such investigations unclear.

The aim of this study was to exalnine the longitudinal course of

psychiatric disorder in a group of fire-fighters who were exposed to the

Ash V/ednesday bushfires in 1983; also, to investigate the validity of the

GHQ as an instrument for detecting posttraumatic stress disorder.

i\/tethod

Sample

On February 16, 1983, sevcrAl clisastrous bushfires burnt 2804

km2 of bush, grazing lancl, orchlrcls, forests and national parks in South
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Australia. Several thousand trainecl fire-fighters, who lived within and

outside the fire-devastatecl area, attempted to control the blaze. The

intensity of this group's exposure to the fire suggested that a proportion

were at risk of developing posttraumatic stress disorder. To investigate

this possibility, a sample population of 469 fire-fighters was surveyed

four months after the bushfires (chapter 10). The fire-fighters were

surveyed again 11 months and 29 months after the disaster to

investigate the longitudinal course of their psychological response to the

disaster and any delayed emergency of posttraumatic psychiatric

morbidity.

Questíonnaíre

The questionnaire, which is described in detail elsewhere (chapter

10), included an inventory of the disaster (McFarlane, in press), and the

L2-item GHQ (Goldberg, l9l2). The l2-item version of the GHe was

chosen because of its brevity and because it has a validity similar to that

on the 3O-item version (Henderson et al., 1981). The inventory of the

disaster documented personal loss, injury, property loss, the duration

and extent of exposure to the fire, and whether the subject came close to

panic during the fire. The GHQ was administered four months, 11

months and 29 months after the disaster. As well, the fire-fighters were

asked about their consultation with health professionals for

psychological problems. The impact of the recurring imagery, a

characteristic feature of posttraumatic stress disorder, was assessed by

the question "Do your thoughts and feelings about the fire cut across or

interfere with your life?". A positive response to this question had been

found to be a specific indicator of the disorder.

The validity of the l2-item GHQ was investigated by administering

it to a subsample of 49 fire-fighters during an interview eight months

after the fire. This structurecl irrterview was designecl to give a DSM-III
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diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder (American Psychiatric

Association, 1980). The validation of the interview and sample

characteristics aÍe described in chapter 12. For the purposes of this

study a case of probable psychiatric disorder was indicated by a GHQ

score greater than or equal to 2 (Goldberg, 1972).

Data analysis

To establish the comparability of the results that were obtained at

four months, 11 months and 29 months, it was necessary to determine

whether subjects who were found to suffer from posttraumatic stress

disorder at four months and at 11 months were more likely than those

without the disorder to respond to the questionnaire at a later stage.

The proportions of subjects with disorders at four months who

responded at 11 months and at 29 months were compared, and so were

the proportions of subjects with and without disorders at 11 months

who responded at 29 months. The change in the number of cases over

time was then assessed by the proportional-differences test for non-

independent measures (Courts, 1966).

Results

Dísastei experíence

Individual experiences of the disaster varied widely. Of the

original sample of 469 fire-fighters, 23Vo suffered some degree of

property damage, often affecting their livelihood. While none of the

subjects had lost a close relative, Jo/o had experienced some bereavement

due to the death of a distant relative or a close friend. Subjects fought

the fire for 15.6 hours on average. Twenty per cent of subjects believed

they had come close to dying and 21o/o reported having come close to

panicking. Of the 27Vo of fire-fighters injured, IZVo were admitted to

hospital.
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Tsble 1

PARTICIPATION OVER 1'II\IIi OF STJI}JECTS TVITII AND WITIIOUT DISORDERS

Four months I I months 29 monthsNumþ¡ of respoodcnts

Total
Diso¡der at fou months
No disorder ¿1 four months
Disordcr at 11 months
No disordcr qt ll months

469 396
t23
269

(86%)
(84%)
(8ó%)

138 Q4%)
tog (ts%)
229 Q3¿h)
u (79%)

2¿18 (86%)

Response rate

The numbers of respondents at four months, 11 months and 29

months are shown in table 1. There was no significant difference

between the proportions of subjects \Mith and without disorders at four

months who responded at 11 months (X' with Yates' correction = O-L7; df

t; P - 0.7) and at 29 months (y2 with Yates' correction = 0; df 1; P = 1)'

Neither was there any' significant difference between the proportions of

subjects with and without disorders at 11 months who responded at 29

months (f witn Yates' correction = 2.06; df \P = 0.15). A total of 315

subjects responded on all three occasions.

Help-seeking behaviour

In the 11 months that followed the disaster, 5Vo of the fire-fighters

had consulted a health professional about psychological problems and

another 67o had discussed the issue in passing with their general

practitioners. Between 11 months and 29 months, 6Vo of the fire-

fighters had consulted ^ 
professional about their psychological problems

and another 5Vo had considered the possibility.

Valídation of GHQ

The raw data that were obtained frorn the 49 fire-fighters who

wefe interviewed eight months after the disaster are presented in Table

2. In this population, the 12-itenr GHQ was found to have a specificity of

9OVo, a sensitivity of J\Vo, a positive preclictive value of 647o, a negative

predictive value of 957o, ancl a misclassification rate of l27o (Tranopolsky
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et al., 1979). Two of the subjects who scored in the disorder range of

the GHQ were found to have a borderline posttraumatic stress disorder

at interview. The positive predictive value of the l2-item GHQ was

increased to 82Vo if these two subjects were included in the calculation.

Table 2

RAllI DATA FOR VALIDATION OF I2.ITIìIII GITQ IN TI¡E DETECTION OF POSTTRATJMATTC STRESS DISONDER¡

Iìi¡onncis al ¡ñlorvlew

Dlagnosls by GHQ No PTSD PTSD

No PTSD, GHQ < 2

PTSD, CHQ> 2

Psychiatric morbidity

The total number of cases defined at four months, 11 months and

29 months was 146 (327o), 106 (21Vo), arrd 99 (30Vo), respectively. There

was a significant drop in the proportion of cases that were identified at

11 months from that at four months (z = 1.80; P < 0.05), but no

significant difference between the proportion of cases at four months

and that at 29 months (z = 0.62; P 2 0.05).

V/hen asked whether their recurring imagery of the disaster

significantly cut across or interfered with their lives, lSVo of respondents

indicated that this was so 11 months after the disaster. This proportion

had increased to 2l7o at 29 months (z = 2.07: P < 0.05).

Longitudinal course of morbiditY

Among the sample of 315 subjects who responded on all three

occasions, it was noted that, at 11 months and 29 months, respectively,

the disorder had emerged in 4l ancl 52 subjects while it had resolved in

59 and 32 subjects since the previous interview. There were 15

recurrent cases that were diagnosecl at four months and 29 months but

not ar 11 months, and a total o1' 33 chronic cases that were diagnosed on

all three occasions.

36

4

2

7
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The long-term nature of the disorcler was indicated by the fact

that 48 (53Vo) of those who were found to have the disorder at four

months also had the disorcler 'àr- 29 months and 33 subjects (35Vo) were

found to have the disorder on all three occasions.

D iscussion

Before discussing these data, it is important to place several

caveats on the conclusions. First, although an attempt was made to

establish that the sample population was representative of all the fire-

fighters who had experienced the disaster, a more systematic sampling

was prevented by the chaos and trauma that followed the disaster. This

is a common problem in disaster research (chapter 3). Secondly, the

number of subjects who were chosen for interview and their selection

was, in part, determined by the limited financial resources that were

uuuitubl" to conduct this research. Funds are not available for this kind

of research because granting bodies cannot match the rapidity with

which these projects begin, usually in the weeks immediately after the

disaster. Thirdty, the prevalence of disorder among these fire-fighters

cannot be generalized to other groups, because, aS volunteers, they are

atypical of the community they serve to protect"

Against this background of methodological limitations, the study

reported here showed that l4o/o of 315 fire-fighters who had responded

on all three occasions displayed, 29 months later, a persistent

posttraumatic stress disorder that was triggered by their exposure to

the Ash Wednesday bushfires. A posttretumatic stress disorder is

characterized by three sets of S)/mPtoms (American Psychiatric

Association, 1980). First, the sufferer continues to re-experience the

traumatic event with a variety of memories and flashbacks. As many as

2l7o of the fire-fighters were still experiencing recurring imagery to a

disabling degree two years and five rnonths after the fire. Such imagery
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often leaves the individual feeling haunted and leads to the

development of a number of strategies to Stop its recurrence. Some

subjects may develop psychic numbing, which prevents their enjoyment

of many day-to-day pleasures. This recluced involvement, which

constitutes a second set of syniptonls, can cause marked estrangement

and detachment in close relationships. The third set of symptoms is

indicative of a disturbance of attention and arousal that is characteristic

of posttraumatic stress disorder. Subjects suffer impairment of memory,

have trouble concentrating and are hyperalert - atl symptoms that often

seriously affect their ability to make decisions. This was a particular

problem for the fire-fighters who hact to make many decisions when

rebuilding their homes and farms that were destroyed or damaged in

the fire.

No significant decline in the prevalence of the disorder among the

fire-fighters was observed 29 months after the disaster, even though a

number of fire-fighters had sought professional treatment since the

disaster. This raises substantial doubts about whether the nature of

these persons' condition was identified correctly and treated adequately.

In a previous article relating to the study of another group of victims of

the Ash Wednesday bushfires, it hacl been highlighted how

posttraumatic stress disorders were commonly misdiagnosed and the

problems this caused for patients (lr{cFarlane, 1984). Furthermore, from

the interviews that were held at eight months, it appeared that several

of the fire-fighters who were most distressed by their posttraumatic

stress disorder had, paradoxically, avoided treatment, fearing that it

would cause them to focus even more on their traumatic memories from

which they could anticipate no relief.

The persistence of disorder in 14o/o of the fire-fighters needs to be

viewed against the course of ps),chiatric nrorbidity that is observed in

other Australian communities that have not been affected by disaster to
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establish whether the observed chronicity is unusual' Psychiatric

disorders that aÍe detected in ^ community by longitudinal studies tend

to be short-lived and to decline in prevalence (Henderson et al', 1981)'

Henderson et al.'s finding in their year-long study of 756 Canberra

residents that the mean GHQ score of the population dropped from 26'8Vo

of subjects to ll.21o of subjects, and L2.97o of subjects with a disorder at

the beginning of the study had retained the disorder throughout the

year of investigation. These data are in stark contrast to those that were

observed in the study that is reported here, which indicate a' substantial

prevalence of a clinically important, long-term posttraumatic disorder'

The course of morbidity in this disaster-affected population

contrasts with Bebbington et al.'s (1981) conclusion that at any one time

the majority of psychiatric symptoms that afe observed in a community

sample are indicative of distress rather than psychiatric disorder. These

authors suggest that such symptoms are usually short-lived and can be

viewed as "an immediate and understandable response to Some stressful

event or situation". The persistence of disorder in a significant

pfoportion of fire-fighters suggests that a life-threatening event, such as

a war or a disaster, may lead to a significant and continued psychological

impairment, whereas stressful events in ordinary life afe mofe likely to

be associated with short-lived distress. other longitudinal studies of the

psychological consequences of disaster have demonstrated that

posttraumatic psychiatric disorclers tend to persist over prolonged

periods (Fluttefman & Pumpian-Mindlin, 1951; Leopold & Dillon, 1963;

Gleser et al., 1981), of up to 20 years (Archibald & Tuddenham, 1965)'

The 12-item GHQ r,vas founcl to be a valid indicator of

posttraumatic StreSS disorder. It could be a useful screening instrument

for the detection of posttraumatic psychiatric disorder in any

programme that is designed to nrinimize psychological morbidity among

disaster victims.
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The one weakness of the 1.2-item GHQ is that it showed a

sensitivity of only 78Vo. This rrìeans that approximately one in four

petsons with a posttraumatic stress disorder would go undetected'

However, the question "Do your thoughts and feelings about the fire cut

across or interfere with your life?" had a specificity of 9l7o and a

sensitivity of 77Vo for the disorder. The two fire-fighters who scored

less than 2 in the l}-item GHQ yet were diagnosed at the eight-month

interview aS having the disorder answered "yes" to this question' Hence'

together, the l}-item GHQ and the question about interfering imagery

had a sensitivity of t007o. This makes their combination ideal for any

screening procedure in the detection of posttlaumatic stress disorder'

Posttraumatic stress disorder is an important source of morbidity

in its own right (Taylor & Frazer, 1982). A proportion of persons with

the disorder in other settings have been noted to increase their alcohol

consumption as a form of self-medication (Branchey et aI'' 1984)' a

phenomenon that was observed among the fire-fighters who took palt

in this study (data not reportecl in this thesis)' The effects of increased

alcohol consumption on the health and social functioning of this group

are a potential long-term source of morbidity' Furthermore' Clayer et aI'

(1985) found an increased prevalence of physical disorders among the

victims of the Ash Wednesday bushfires, as has been observed after

otherdisasters(Raphael,1985).MurphyandBrown(1980)have

suggested that the link between severe events and the onset of organic

illness is not a direct causal association but is mediated by an

intervening psychiatric disturbance' Thus, fire-fighters with a chronic

postfiaumatic stresS disorder nlay be at particulaf risk of developing

physical illness in the short and in the long terms'

In a longitudinal study of 808 primary school chilclren who' with

their families, had been exposecl to the Ash Wednesday bushfires' it

appearedthatposttraumaticPs),chiatricrnorbidityinaparentisof
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much greater importance that the cftild's exposure to the fire or the

losses that were sustained in cletermining psychological problems in

such children (chapter 5). Hence, the impact of a fire-fighter's

posttraumatic disorder on their fanlilies may be an important source of

secondary morbiditY.

C onclusions

There is a growing body of evidence which indicates that an

important priority for irealth planners should be the development of

secondary preventive programmes to manage the posttraumatic

morbidity that arises from disasters because existing services do not

appear to be adequate.

This chapter here demonstrates that even emergency-service

personnel who afe trained to cleal with a natural disaster are not

immune to its traumatic effects. Consideration should be given to the

development of preventive strategies for such groups in future

disasters, including a formal debriefing where information is given

about the long-term nature of posttraumatic StresS disorder, and a

follow-up of those who are clefined to be at risk.

Such measures would not only provide adequate health care and

relieve human suffering; they woulcl also go a long way towards

preventing expensive claims for financial compensation if liability were

to exist for a disaster (Lopez-lbor et ctl', 1985)'

At present there is little or no recognition of the need to involve

mental health services in the various state disaster plans (Victoria

excepted), in spite of the accunrulating data to support the importance of

the psychological impact of disaster (Raphael, 1984). Similar problems

of inadequate anticipation, detection and management of posttraumatic

psychiatric disorclers h¿ive been þighlightect ¿ì's major issues for Vietnam

veterans (Boman, 1982). Consicleration of this evidence by disaster
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planners could do much to itnproye existing Strategies for the

management of disasters in Australia'
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Chapter 14

THE AETIOLOGY OIì POSTTRAUJ\{ATIC MORBIDTTY:

PREDISPOSING, PRECIPIT¿\TING AND PERPBTUATING FACTORS

Sunrnrary

A group of 469 fire-fighters were studied four, lt and 29 months

after having an extreme exposure to a bushfire disaster. The relative

importance of the impact of the clisaster, personality and ways of coping

were investigated as determinants of posttraumatic morbidity.

Neuroticism and a past historl, of tre¿ìtnrent for a psychological disorder

were better predictors of posttraurnatic rriorbidity than the degree of

exposure to the disaster or the losses sustained. These results raise

doubts about the postulated central aetiological role a traumatic event

plays, in the onset of posttraunratic morbidity.
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THE AETIOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC MORBIDITY:

PREDISPOSING, PRBCIPITATING AND PERPETUATING FACTORS

Historically, there has been a long standing controversy in

psychiatric practice about the c¿ruse of mental illness that follows an

extremely traumatic event (Horowitz, 1916). The uncertainty is about

whether the severity of the traunla or the premorbid psychological

vulnerability of the person involvecl, is the most important factor. Both

DSM-I and DSM-II conceptualized stress disorders as acute, time-limited

phenomena that diminishecl unless sorrie pre-existing character

pathology was present, which would contribute to symptom

maintenance (Green et aI., 1985). In contrast, DSM-III emphasizes the

central aetiological role of the traumatic event in its formulation of

posttraumatic stress disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 1980).

This change in classification followed a renewed discussion of the

ongoing aetiological issues of posttraurnatic morbidity in the setting of

the aftermath of the Vietnam War.

Subsequent support for the validity of PTSD has come from a

variety of studies that have examined the effects of war (Atkinson et al.,

1984, Foy et aI., 1984) ancl clisasters (E,rikson 1919, Weisaeth, 1984). In a

recent detailed examination of the nÍrture ol PTSD, Green et aI. (1985)

concluded that "the nature and irrtensit¡, of the stressor is the primary

aetiological factor in inclividual clifferences in response to stress." They

also emphasized that the char¿rcteristics of the individual and the

recovery environment ¿tre important cleterminants of outcome because

they can influence the processing of the stressful event.

This study aimed to examine the aetiological process in

posttraumatic morbiclity in a group of fire-fighters who had an extreme

exposure to a devastating Australian bushfir,: clisaster (chapter 2). The

relative importance of tlte clisaster, J)ostclisaster experiences and
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personality factors were exatnined four, ll and 29 months after the

event. It was hypothesized that the exposute to the disaster and the

losses sustained would be the n.ìost inrportant factor operating on all

three occasions but that postclisaster experiences and personality factors

would play an increasing role in the perpetuation of posttraumatic

morbidity.

The recurring and dontinating nremories of the traumatic event

are another dimension that neecls to be considered in the onset and

course of PTSD (Brett & Ostroff, 1985). A number of reseatchers,

particularly Horowitz (1976), have ernphasized the central part played

by the interaction of avoidance ancl intrusion of memories of the

disaster, in combination with clìaracter style, in determining

posttraumatic syndromes. Thus, the intensity of the cognitive and

affective preoccupation in the immediate post-disaster period was also

hypothesized to be a predictors of long-term morbidity.

[\{ethod

Study desígn

On 16 February 1983, bushfires devastated large areas of south-

eastern Australia. A large organization of trained volunteer fire-fighters

exi,sts in Australia to contbat Lrushfires. Several thousand of these fire-

fighters, who lived within ancl outsicle the blaze, attempted to control

the disaster.

A four stage longituclinal stucl¡r clesign was used' A group of 469

fire-fighters was first Survel,e6l four nrontlìs after the disaster (chapter

10). Eight months after the f ire 50 subjects were interviewed to

clinically establish whether PTSD clicl occur in this group, to validate the

General I{ealth Questionnaire as an instrument for detecting PTSD

(chapter 13) and to develop the questionnaire for the subsequent two

stages of the study. The sarrtplirrg nrethocl is described in detail
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elsewhere (chapter 10). Two furrher studies of the whole original

sample were made 1l months and 29 nìonths after the fire. On both

these occasions the questionnaire was posted to the subject's address

with a reply paid envelope. If no reply had been obtained within three

weeks, two subsequent reminders were sent.

Questionnaire desígn

The stage one questionnaire consisted of an inventory of the

disaster, a brief inventory of life events before the disaster (McFarlane,

1987), the Impact of Event Scale (lES) (Horowitz et al., 1979) and the 12

item GHQ (Goldberg, 1972).

The inventory of the clis¿rster documented the fire-fighter's

bereavement and property loss, the injuries sustained and the nature

and duration of their exposure to the fire (chapter 10). The IES

measured posttraumatic distress with its two components, intrusion. (i.e.

intrusive-repetitive images ¿rnd thoughts) and avoidance (i.e. attempts

to dispel these images and thoughts). The l2-item GHQ has been found

to be a valid and sensitive nìeasure of psychiatric impairment in

Australian populations despite its brevity (Tennant, 1977; Henderson et

al., l98l): in these fire-fighters, ar the eight month interviews, it was

found to have a specificity of 90G/o, a sensitivity of 78Vo, a positive

predictive value of 647o and a negative predictive value of 95Vo for PTSD,

using a UZ cut-off (chapter 13).

At 11 months the brief life e\/ents inventory (which examined

events since the disaster), the IES ancl the l}-item GHQ were

readministered. Also, a series of questions, developed from the eight

month interviews, asked about the niethods used to deal with the

disaster and the associatecl rnernories. one question specifically

enquired whether it was cliaracteristic for the subjects to try and stop
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themselves thinking about situations which might go wrong in their

lives, in settings other than the disaster.

The 29-month questionnaire clocumented whether the fire-

fighters had sought professional help for psychological problems before

the disaster. The brief life events inventory recording life events since

the ll-month stage, the IES, the GHQ and the Eysenck Personality

Inventory (EPI) (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1964) were administered as a part

of the questionnaire. The EPI nreasure has been found to be acceptable

and reliable in Australian populations (Henderson et al., 1981). The

prefix of the EPI was changed, asking subjects to describe their

personality as it was before the fire, to rninimize the degree to which

this trait measure might have been confounded by the fire-fighters'

posttraumatic morbidity.

Statístical analysís

The data were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS Inc., 1983). A series of multiple regression analyses of

the GHQ scores at four, ll and 29 rnonths were calculated, because many

of these variables were likely to be inter-related and the univariate

methods of analyses used clo not give any indication of the size of causal

effect. Instead of just one equation for each time period, a series of step

wise equations were calculated to stucly the composition of the

explained variance in more detail. Tlrese do not calculate the standard

error for variables not enterecl into the equation.

Equation (a) examined the effect of the different components of

the disaster. Because being close to or actually panicking during the fire

might have been related to botlt the experience and personality, it was

added in a separate equation (b). This aimecl to examine whether

arousal during the fire increasecl the effect of exposure. Equation (c)

further added life events that llad been experienced since the fire. This
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aimed to assess the relative importance of the disaster and subsequent

adversity as determinants of posttraumatic morbidity.

Assuming the primary importance of the traumatic event in PTSD,

it was only at this point that the contributions of premorbid personality

factors and preceding adversity were examined in equation (d). The

frequency of posttraumatic imagery and fearfulness of another disaster

were included in equation (e). They were added at the late stage of the

analysis because it is possible these were confounded measures of

disorder. Finally, the GHQ score of the previous stage or stages of the

study was inserted into the regression equation (f) at 1l and 29 months

to examine the predictive power of the GHQ score on future adjustment.

Age and social class were inserted in all the regressions because no prior

assumption could be made about their causal impact and this adjusted

for their contribution to other variables.

These data should be interpreted in the light of the skewness of

the GHQ. No single transformation could normalize the data at four, ll

and 29 months. To take account of this potential source of error, a

significance level of less than 0.01 for the F of the individual regression

coefficients was taken as criterion for interpretation (table 4).

Results

Sample characteristics and d.isaster expericnce

Return rates of 84o/o (N = 395) and 72o/o (N - 337) were obtained at

ll and 29 months. A total of 315 subjects responded on all three

occasions and 4ll subjects responded on two occasions. During the

course of the study four subjects were known to have died. At ll and 29

months the response rates for those who were cases and not cases at the

previous stage were not signil'icantly different (chapter 13). Thus the

longitudinal sample at ll and 29 rnonths w¿ìs not biasecl to a more or less
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disordered group. The mean age of the fire-fighters was 36.1 yeÍus (SD =

10.6), 74 Vo were married and 88o/o were Australian born.

The individual experience of the disaster varied widely. The mean

duration of fighting the fire was 15.6 hours during which time 207o of the

fire-fighters came close to panicking. Twenty-seven percent were

injured, and LZVo of these were admitted to hospital. No first-degree

relative of a fire-fighter was killed in the disaster but 7Vo of the subjects

experienced some bereavement due to the death of a more distant

relative or close friend. Some clegree of property damage, often

affecting their livelihood, was suffered by 23Vo of the sample.

The mean GHQ scores at four, ll and 29 months respectively were

1.65, 1.39 and 1.53. The median and interquartile ranges for the GHQ at

four, 11, and 29 months respectively were 0 (0 2), 0 (0 2) and 0 (0 2)

with a possible range of 12. When the prevalence of cases was

calculated using the U2 cut-off on the l2-item GHQ, 32Vo were cases at

four months, 27Vo were cases at l[ nronths and 307o at 29 months. The

median IES scores and interqLrartile ranges at four, tl and 29 months

respectively were I5.O (4 29),7.0(2 l7) and 4.0 (0 10), with a possible

range of 75. The mean scores for the scales were ll.2 (SD - 4.2) for

extroversion, 8.7 (SD = 5.3) for neuroticisrn and 3.5 (SD = 1.8) for the lie

scale.

Regression analyses of J'our-ntontlt GHQ

When the impact of the clisaster alone was examined (table 1),

only property loss accounted for a significant amount of the variance

(3Vo). When panic was added a iurther 5 percent of the variance of the

GHQ was defined. When the predisaster variables were added to the

analysis (equation d), they accounted for lIo/o of the variance, neuroticism

making the greatest contribution. Property loss continued to contribute

to the variance but panic did not, inclicating l'row this response was

partially related to pre-rnorbicl traits, its effect being cancelled out when
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neuroticism was also entered in the equation. When the IES score was

added to the equation (step e), the contribution of the disaster and

premorbid variables was decreased, indicating that the intensity of

posttraumatic distress was partially related to neuroticism and property

loss. The GHQ score was not highly predicted by the intensity of

posttraumatic distress, the IES score accounting for only 14 percent of

the variance.

T¡blc I

MULT¡PLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF CIIQ SCORE 
^T 

4 ¡UoliTlls: REGR¡tSSloN COEFFICIENTS (STAn*DARD ERROR) REPORïED FOR

SIGlill'lCr\¡-TLY LOÅl)tNG v,rn¡,tgLgS I

Equotion (a) Equation (b) Equation (c) Equatioo (d)

Demographic Voriobl¿¡
At.
Sæisl Clæs

D isast¿r Rcl¿tcd. Variables

Propcny loss
B crcavcm cot
Exposurc
Inj ury
ThMt to life

Aroual d,wiag firc
Puic or close to paoic

P¡¿disulcr vqíabl¿s

Ncuro¡icism
Extravcrsio¡
Pr* history of psychological

d isord er
Prud.itøs,ct Varíablcs

Avoid thinking of ¡roblcms
Lifc cvc¡ts beforc the firc

Oth¿¡ varioblcs

4 uourh IES sorc
Før of ¡notl¡a fi¡e

Tot¡l vuiucc cxplaioed
(adjustcd r 2)

-0.05
0.05

-0.08
0.05

0.1I
0.06

0.20
-0.1 1

(0.02)c

(0.30)c(0.t5)c(0 4)c0.19

-0.0 t
0.07
0.0 r
0.07

0.17
-0.03
0.04
0.01
0.04

o.23
-0.03
0.01
0.01
0.06

0.1ó
-0.05
-0.0 l
-o.o2
o.00

(0.04)c

(0.46)b

0.31
-0.07

(o.o r)c

o.29

(o l6)b

o.23 (0.30)c 0.08 0.05

(0.03)co.23

-0.t1
0.09

-o.22

o.r5 (0.4?)b o.r8

0.08

0.t7 (0.17)b

0.04
o.22 (0.16)c

0.03 o.08 0.t9

I
b

c

Equation (c) not cslcülsted bæ¡use no events bctwccn thc disastcr and the first staqe wc.e me¡sured.

Signifiønce of F for individual vuiable < 0.01

Significmæ of F for individual vari¡ble <0.001

Regresston analysis of ll-montlt GHQ

By ll months (table 2) property loss no longer contributed to the

variance of the GHQ (equation a). Panic, however, accounted for 37o of

the variance (equation b). Life events in the post disaster period

accounted for 4Vo of the \/ariance of disorder (equation c) but this effect
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T¡blc 2

MULTIPLE RECRESSIoN 
^N^LYsIs 

OF cItQ SCoRF: 
^T 

ll l\'toNTIÌS: REGRESSION CO-EFF:ICIENTS (STANDÁ'RD ERRoR) CIIÄNGE

R EPORTDD FOR S IG ¡-I!-IC¡\NTLY LO^DING Y^RIÄDLESI

Equation (b) Equation (c) Equation .(d) Equation (e) Equatioo (Q

Demographic Variables
Ago
Sæial Class

Disast¿t R¿lat¿d Vorioblcs

Property loss
B cre¡vcm cnt
Exposurc
Iuj ury
Tb¡qt ro lifc

Arowal duiag fre
Paoic or cloæ to puic

Post-disqster variables

Lifq cveus 0-lI mouths
Predisost¿r vqiables

Neuroticism
Extr¡vcrsiou
Pret hisory of pqrchological
d isorder

Predisastcr Va¡iaþles
Avoid thinking of problems
Lifc cvcuts beforc tbo fi¡e

Other varìablcs

4 oonth IES score
F* of uor-her firc
4-month GHQ

Total vuiuce explained
(adjusted r 2)

-0.05
-0.00 r

-0.05
-0.02

-0.04
-0.07

-0.04
-0.09

-0.03
-0.04

0.04
0.04
0.03

-0.05
0.00

o.17

0.02
-0.05
0.00

-0.05
-0.01

0.15
-0.05
0.04

-0.04
-0.02

0.01
-0.04
0.01

-0.07
-0.04

(0.15)¡ 0.lt
-0.05
0.03

-0.07
-0.03

(o 27ra 0.14

0.18

(0.28)a

(0. l2)b

o.l5 (0.32)r o.r4 (0.03)b

0.07 _ 0.04

(0.03)

0.13 0.03

o.28
0.01

0. r8
-0.03

o.r2
0.03

o.1 I

0.01

0.00

(0.03)c

0.08
0.08
0.08

0.1 I
0.01

(0.0r)c

0. t6

o.24
-0.09

0.18
-0.05

0.43

(o.ol)b

(0.05)c

005003 0.t3 0.27

I R.gre"ion cquation not calculated for cquation (q) by SPSS progrm as no vari¡blc rqchcd
P<0.05 levcl of eignificancc: toþl vsriùce cxplained by cquarion (a)=O.00.

" Sigoifi."n.. of F for individual va¡i¡blc s 0.05
b Sigoifi*n* of F for i¡dividual va¡iablc < 0.01
c Signific.o.. of F fo¡ individual vriablcS O.OOI

was lost in equation (d) when pre-morbid variables were included,

indicating the covariance of the reporting of life events and neuroticism.

Again the interdependence of neuroticism and the IES score was

indicated in equation (e), when the IES score more than halved the

variance attributable to neuroticistr. Equation (f) demonstrated that

symptoms at four months predictecl 25o/o of the variance of the GHQ at ll

months, and they accounted for the role of all other measures except the

IES score.

Regressíon analysis of 29 nxontlt GHQ

By 29 months, (table 3) the disaster no longer contributed to the

variance of the GHQ score as indicated by equation. The amount of
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'l"n b lc 3

MULTTPLE RECRT'SSION ,\¡i^LYSIS OF CIIQ SCORE 
^T 

29 MONTUS:

RECRESSION CO-EFFICIENTS (ST,ri\iDÂRD [ttìRoR) ctlÅNCE lìEPORTED FOR SIGn-IFICANTLY LOADINC VÄRHBLESI

Equation (b) Equrtion (c) Equation .(d) Equation (e) Equation (f)

Deoographic variablcs
Ag"

Sæial Clæs
Disastcr ¡elated vsiables

Propcny loss
Bcreavcmcqt
Exposure
Injury
Thst to lifo

Arousal duing firc
Puic or closo to poic

Pos¡-disaster v¡ri¡bl¿s
Lifê cvents 0 - ll months

Lifc dets ll - 29 moaths
P¡ciisætcr variqblcs

Neuroticism
Extrsvc¡sion
Past history of psychologiel

d isordcr
Avoid thinking ¡bout problcms
Life evens befo¡s thc disastcr

Other variables
IES score at 4 months
Fæ of snothcr ñrc
GHQ at 4 months
GHQ ar ll mooths

Tot¡l vsiance cxplaiûcd
(adjuscd I )

o.l4 (0.32)a o.o8

0.02

0.35

0.03 0.04

-0.0 6

o.29 (0.t9)c

(0.03)c

-0.07
o.24

0.36
-0.03

o.37
-0.05

(0.38)b
0.06

-0.00

0.01
0.02

0.30

-0.06
0.04

-0.t0
0.02

0.05
0.0ó

-0.04
-0.06

-0.05
-0.05

(0.39)¿

-
(0.05)e

0130t806

(0.t6)c

0.05
0.0t
0.06
0.04
0.03

-0.o5
0.03
o.o2
0.07
o.05

-0.0 4
0.0r
0.0ó
0.0ó
0.00

0.04
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.03

-0. r0
0.03

-0.02
0.04
0.00

0.06
-0.01

(0.19)c

(0.03)c

(0.40)b
0.02

-0.04

0.04

-0.08
0.2o (

o.32
-0.0r

o.t8)c

(0.03)c

-0.04
0.01

0.24
0. l3

0.02 0.t2 0.31 0.34

t
t

b

c

Regwioo Gqurtioo Dot c¡lculatcd by SPSS program ¡s no va¡iable reoched P < 0.05 levcl of significanæ

Significuæ of F i¡dividu¡l regrcssion cæfficicns < 0.05

Signifiøø of F individu¡l rcgræsion cæfficicnrs < O.0l

Significucc of F i¡dividual rcgrcsion æefficicnts s 0.0O I

variance attributable to adversity experienced between ll and 29

months was lT%o. This was the greatest contribution of adversity to any

of the regression analyses, including the disaster. This was decreased to

6Vo when pre-disaster variables were adcled to the equation, again

indicating the inter-relationship between neuroticism of the reporting of

adversity. The four-month IES score no longer predicted the GHQ score

(equation e). In contrast, the l'our nronth GHQ continued to predict 87o of

the variance of disorder, even taking neuroticism into account (equation

f).
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The Iongitudinal effects

Table 4 summarizes the maximum and minimum variance

accounted for by disaster-related variables, other life events, pre-

disaster variables and posttraurrratic distress. At no time, independent

of whether the maximum or nlininlum variance was examined, did the

disaster account for a greater effect than predisaster variables. Except

at four months, other life events accounted for a similar or greater

amount of variance than the disaster. The psychological morbidity four

months after the disaster was the major predictor of disorder at ll
months. However, by 29 months pre-disaster variables played a greater

aetiological role.

Discussion

Contrary to prediction, this chapter found neither the severity of

exposure to this disaster or the losses sustained to be the major

determinant of posttraumatic morbidity in these fire-fighters. While

these factors appeared to play a significant role in the immediate

Tablc 4

suNrlvr^RY oF TIrE llÀxlì\tull ÅNI) !\llñIlluN VARI^NCD OF GllQ SCORE EXPLAINED
RY t)Il.'Fl;Rtì\1' GlìOUPS OP V^RI^IILES

Varianæ at 4 Ifonths
(q"\

Vriance ¡t ll Mooths
(4\

Variance at 29 Months
(\

lll ax If in Nl ax Nlin Mu Miu

Dis¡ster rcl¡ted 
"ari¡blec2

Lifs evcnts

Predisaster vgriables

4 Month IES Sørc

Previous GHQ særc

Mqimum variuco cxplaincl

0

0

0

4

4

9

2

3

9

8

4

0

0

4

aa

0

T2

26

r¿3

4

29

t2

zs3

27

83

34

Only vuiables with signilicance of F s 0.01 included

As defined in Tablc I sub-hcadings

The va¡i¡ncc cxplained b¡' last group of variables ¡ddcd Lo thc rcli,rcs{i{ì;r L'rìualions w¡s cxamined only once'

No previous GtlQ scorc c\isted åt this stage
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posttraumatic morbidity experienced, no detectable contribution was

present at 29 months (table I to 4).

These findings about the determinants of chronic psychiatric

morbidity are similar to those of three other studies that have followed

a cohort of subjects.exposed to a variety of traumatic experiences. In

their study of the bereaved Clayton and Darvish (1979) demonstrated

that those l6Vo who remained clinically depressed t3 months after the

death could not be distinguished on the basis of a range of

environmental, demographic or phenomenological variables or the

nature of the death. Rather, the presence of a past psychiatric illness

was the only predictor of persistent depressive symptoms at 13 months.

Helzer et al.'s (1979) study of Vietnam veterans compared the role of

combat one year and three years after active service as a cause of

depression. They concluded that the development of a depressive

syndrome was influenced by prior combat experience at the first follow-

up (4Vo of the variance) but that this effect was insignificant by the time

of the second interview. Weisaeth's (1984) study of an industrial

accident found that the prevalence of acute PTSD was influenced by the

initial intensity of exposure, but that the prognosis at four years was

determined by more pre-accident psychological functioning rather than

the intensity of exposure to the explosion. These three studies provide

general support for the conclusion that the longitudinal outcome of

psychological morbidity, arising in a close proximity to an exffeme

stressor, is better predicted by pre-disaster variables than the nature of

the victims' exposure or losses.

This conclusion needs to be considered against the background of

several methodological issues. The first possibility was that the

inventory of the disaster was a.source of type II error. The inventory

used in this study collectecl information about ¿r number of components

of the disaster and covered the fult range of losses and exposure in
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considerable detail. Therefore failure to support Green et aI.'s (1985)

hypothesis that "the primary aetiological factor is the nature and the

severity of the stressor" was unlikely to have been due to the

insensitivity of the measurement of the disaster's impact.

Another possible explanation for this negative finding was that

these fire-fighters' exposure to the disaster was an insufficient

experience to cause a true PTSD. On the contrary, there must be few

experiences as terrifying as a major fire (chapter 2).

A third possible explanation for the small role of the disaster was

the insensitivity of the 12 íten GHQ as a measure of posttraumatic

morbidity. However, at ll and 29 months a further 16 questions

specifically exploring the phenomenology of PTSD were added to the

questionnaire, and these items were highly correlated with the GHQ 01

months, r=0.93, P <0.00I;29 months r -0.94, P < 0.001). When these

items were added to the GHQ and multiple regression analyses

performed as in tables I to 3, the ¿rmount of variance explained was at

the most increased by 7o/o. This was at 29 months and was accounted for

by life events experienced after the disaster. The fact that the amount

of variance explained by the clisaster was not more substantially

increased by this manoeuvre suggests that the possible insensitivity of

the GHQ was unlikely to explain these unpredicted results.

A further methodological issue was that this population was not

studied prior to the event, so that it was not possible to exclude subjects

who were disordered before the disaster. Therefore, the relationship

between the disaster and the onset of posttraumatic morbidity was

contaminated by the inclusion of such subjects. On the other hand, PTSD

is a disorder whose onset can be clirectly attributed to the disaster.

When the GHQ was vâlidated in this group, it was found to have a

specificity of 90Vo for detecting PTSD, inclicating that only a small

minority of the subjects had other clisorders which may or may not have
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been precipitated by the disaster. This means that the error introduced

by including these subjects, while worthy of consideration, was not

likely to have accounted for a nrajor percentage of the variance in these

fire-fighters.

Similarly, the administration of the EPI 29 months after the

disaster meant that this trait measure is likety to have been partly

confounded by the presence of disorder triggered by the disaster.

However, its validity as a trait measure was demonstrated by its greater

stability over 20 months in 50 subjects (neuroticism r = 0.67) compared

with the GHQ (r = 0.29).

Finally, these data are all based on self-report measures, limiting

the strength of conclusions. However, a subgroup of 143 subjects have

subsequently been interviewed, 42 montl'rs after the disaster, to further

validate these findings. These data will be reported in chapters 17 to

19.

The role of other life events, apart from the fire, as a cause of

psychiatric morbidity was specifically examined in this study. When the

maximal or minimal effect of the disaster and these life events was

taken into account, at no point dicl the disaster predict a substantially

greater percentage of the variance than such events. Even at four

months, the amounts of variance predicted by the disaster and other life

events was of a similar order of rnagnitude, when panic, a response to

the fire partly predicted by preclisaster personality factors, was

excluded from the equation (table l). This suggested that the disaster

did not have a quantitatively different effect than other life events

(chapter 10).

By 29 months the role played by life events experienced after the

disaster appeared to have changed. The maximal variance explained by

life events at this tirle rvas 12o/a (talcle 3). This could be interpreted to

indicate that life events hAve a rnore inrportant role in perpetuating
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posttraumatic morbiclity than in contributing to its onset. In particular,

disaster victims may becorne unusually vulnerable to subsequent

adversity and unable to contain or ffranage further disruption because

these events re-evoke their posttraumatic distress.

At all three stages of this srudy, pre-morbid vulnerability

accounted for a greater percentage of the variance of disorder than the

impact of the disaster (table 4). This effect was greatest at 29 months

when it accounted for a maximunl of 260/o of the va¡iance of disorder.

This suggested that prernorbid factors were a more important cause of

chronic posttraumatic morbidity than acute disorder. Neuroticism

appeared to be the predominant trait playing an aetiological role.

However, the contribution of neuroticism was substantially smaller than

that found by Henderson et al. (1981) in their longitudinal study of

psychiatric impairment in a large Australian community. They found

that neuroticism accounted for 690/o of the disorder they observed in an

urban community, also using the GI{Q. While their data are not strictly

comparable, it would suggesr that trait neuroticism may play a less

important role in the onset and niaintenance of posttraumatic morbidity

that in the types of psychiatric irnpairrnent more commonly present in

an urban community. This provides some support for the relative

importance of the event in PTSD, in contrast to other psychiatric

disorders.

A past history of treated psychiatric clisorder also was a predictor

of PTSD (tables I and 3). This raises questions about the role that genetic

and familial factors may play in PTSD (Davidson et al., 1985). The

severity of the psychotogical stress associated with a disaster may mean

that any genetic vulnerabilitl, to depression or pathological anxiety has a

significant chance of being nranifest in such a setting (McFarlane, 1986a).

Cognitive and emotional preoccul)¿ttion with fire (IES score) was

another variable examined. This study found that, in the months
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immediately after the disaster, suclr posttraumatic distress played an

important role in the onset of clisorcler (McFarlane, 19gg). However,

contrary to prediction, the initial level of cognitive and emotional

preoccupation did not deterntine the long term outcome at 29 months.

This raises questions about the exact role that imagery and cognitions

play in the aetiology of PTSD, beceruse these data suggest that a number

of people experience such imagery without becoming disordered. Also

the stepwise addition of the IES score at four months led to a significant

drop in the amount of variance of the GHe score explained by

neuroticism (table l). Thus, while cognitive and emotional preoccupation

with the trauma may be an important aetiological factor in PTSD, it may

also be, in part, an indirect marker of neuroticism. In other words,

anxiety prone individuals may be especially likely to become

preoccupied by a traumatic event.

The maximum percentage of the variance explained at four, 1l and

29 months respectively was 29o/o, 27vo and 34vo (table 4). v/hile the

skewness of the GHQ may have partly contributed to the amount of

variance unaccounted for, these data suggest that a number of other

unexamined factors must be playing a major causative role. One

possible variable was social support. In the ll-month questionnaire,

these fire-fighters were askecl to inclicate which of five coping methods

they had used in the period inrnrediately following the disaster. Those

fire-fighters who were disorclered ar ll monrhs (X2 = 3.99, p = 0.04) and

29 months (X2 = 5.55, P = 0.01) were significantly more likely to have

nominated support from fellow fire-fighters as a method that helped

them cope with the disaster. This may indicate that the need for social

support is greater in people aclversely affected by an event, and that

although it was perceivecl as beneficial, such social support does not

prevent the onset of disorder.
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The inventory of the disasrer, used in this study, attempted to

objectify and quantify the individual's experience of the disaster. As in
life events research, the aim was to exclude the individual's perception

of the event because this can be a contaminated measure of disorder

(Brown et al., 1973). This step is necessary because people's memories of

an event are likely to change if they become psychiatrically disturbed

by the event. Paradoxically, the need ro objectify the impact of the

event may prohibit measurement of a very important aetiological

variable. For example, people's perceptions of the threat and losses

sustained in a disaster often can have little to do with their actual

experience (chapter 3). This perceprion may be one of the important

determinants of how an individual responds to the trauma.

The findings of this study suggest that the aetiology of psychiatric

disorders that are precipitated by extreme adversity should be viewed

as a longitudinal process. The relative size of the contribution and

nature of effect of premorbid characteristics and the impact of the

disaster would appear to have changed with time. white extreme

adversity plays a central precipitating role in the onset of posttraumatic

morbidity, this study raises questions about the hypothesized

aetiological process in PTSD because the data at no stage demonstrated

that the event had a greater fornlative effect than predisposing

premorbid characteristics (Green ct al., 1985).
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Chapter 15

THE LONGITUDINAL COURSE OF POSTTRAUMATIC MORBIDITY:

THE RANGE OF OUTCOMES AND THEIR PREDICTORS

Summary

This study examined the longitudinal course, over a 25-month

period, of posttraumatic morbidity in a group of 469 fire-fighters

exposed to a bushfire disaster. The patterns of posttraumatic morbidity

were defined by the General Health Questionnaire. Contrary to

expectation, an acute pattern of morbidity was less common than the

delayed onset or chronic forms. Predisaster variables were found to be

as important in the onset and course of the disorder as the fire-fighters'

losses or extent of exposure to the disaster. These data suggest that

exposure to an extreme trauma is necessary but not sufficient to explain

the onset and pattern of posttraumatic morbidity.
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THE LONGITUDINAL COURSE OF POSTTRAUMATIC MORBIDITY:

THE RANGE OF OUTCOMES AND THEIR PREDICTORS

DSM-III describes three separate forms of posttraumatic stress

disorder (PTSD); acute, chronic and delayed (American Psychiatric

Association, (A.P.A.) 1980). However, there is little available information

about the relative frequency of the various types of disorder following

different stressors or about the determinants and typical course of the

different forms of PTSD.

DSM-III contests that acute PTSD has a good prognosis in the

majority of cases and does not progress to the chronic form (4.P.4.,

1980). However, the existing evidence from the available longitudinal

studies is conflicting and incomplete. Fairley et aI., 1986 and Parker

1977 found that most of the early morbidity resolved, whereas Patrick

and Patrick (1981) demonstrated that 877o of acute reactions became

chronic. In a study of the management of combat sffess reactions,

Solomon and Benbenishty (1986) found that over 50Vo of the soldiers

went on to develop a chronic PTSD despite acute treatment. Most of the

accounts of delayed onset PTSD are clinical descriptions and, in the

absence of any longitudinal cohort studies (La Guardia et a/., 1983), no

conclusive statement can be made about the frequency of this pattern of

morbidity. However, a delayed pattern of psychological disability was

found in one longitudinal study of cyclone victims (Patrick & Patrick,

1981). Thus, many unanswered questions remain about the longitudinal

course of posttraumatic morbidity and the relationship between the 3

different types of PTSD.

There is similarly little information about the aetiology of the

different types of PTSD. In one of the most recent summaries of the

aetiology and natural lristory of PTSD, Green ct al. (1985) have suggested

tliat three factors need to be taken into account: the nature and
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intensity of the stressor, the characteristics of the individual, and the

characteristics of the recovery environment. V/hile acknowledging the

ongoing debate about the relative importance of the traumatic event in

contrast to premorbid characteristics in aetiology, they argue that the

primary determinant of the onset and outcome, are the nature and

intensity of exposure to the triggering event (Green et aI., 1983). The

paucity of knowledge about the typical course of PTSD and factors that

influence the maintenance of symptoms has also led Green et aI. (1985)

to call for longitudinal research examining these questions" However,

several methodological problems exist in designing such studies.

Patient groups are unsuitable for such research; they are an

unrepresentative sample of PTSD sufferers as many people with PTSD

do not seek treatment (Leopold & Dillon, 1963), and because treatment is

likely to alter the natural history of the disorder. Equally, the

establishment of adequate control groups has been a major weakness of

much research into PTSD (La Guardia et aI., 1983). The possibility of

gaining financial compensation is another factor that may influence the

nature and course of posttraumatic morbidity and therefore should

ideally not be a variable operating in any longitudinal study (Lopez-

Ibor et al., 1985).

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the

longitudinal course of posttraumatic morbidity using a community

sample exposed to a disaster - a bushfire - that did not select subjects

on the basis of being disordered. In this way the methodological

problems described were circumvented.

From the evidence revierved, three hypotheses were tested:

1. Three forms of posttraumatic morbidity would be observed, namely

acute, delayed, and chronic. Sorne of those with the chronic form of

the clisorder rvould have a fluctuating course (Horor,vitz, I976).
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2. The acute form of morbidity would resolve in the majority of cases

and the nature and intensity of the disaster experience would be its

major predictor, in contrast to premorbid vulnerability factors.

3. The people with chronic posttraumatic morbidity would have had the

highest exposure and have sustained the most losses. Also,

personality factors and postdisaster experiences would play a

significant role in predicting the chronic form of the disorder.

S etting

A bushfire disaster (chapter 2) occurred in South Australia on

February 16 1983, which destroyed 2,804 square kilometers of bush,

grazing land, orchards and national parks. Several thousand trained

volunteer fire-fighters who lived within and outside the fire-affected

area were exposed to an extreme level of danger for many hours

without respite. Three were killed, a number lost their homes, others

had their stock and farms destroyed and many were injured. Because

of the voluntary nature of this fire-fighting organization, none of these

people was seeking financial compensation for the psychological trauma

caused by the disaster.

M etho d

Study design

A four stage longitudinal design was used. The study was

designed to commence one month after the disaster. However, for

logistical reasons and because of the immediate problems of

reconstruction after the disaster, such as rebuilding the 10,000km of

farm fences that had been destroyed, the questionnaires were not

distributed until 3 months after the fire. They were returned a mean of

one month later. A subsample of fire-fighters was interviewed eight

months after the fire to establish whether PTSD did occur amongst the

group, to validate the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ, Goldberg,
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1912) as an instrument for detecting PTSD (chapter 13) and to develop

the questionnaire for the subsequent stages of the study.

The original sampling method (chapter 10) and the selection

criteria of the group who were interviewed aÍe to be described in detail

elsewhere. At 11 and 29 months after the disaster, 469 fire-fighters who

had returned a useable response at four months, were mailed a

questionnaire with a reply postage-paid envelope. If the questionnaire

was not returned within 3 weeks, two subsequent reminders were sent.

Questíonnaíre data

The stage one questionnaire consisted of an inventory of the

disaster, a brief life events inventory, the Impact of Events

Scale (IES; Horowitz et aI., 1979), and the 12 ítem GHQ. The inventory of

the disaster documented the fire-fighters' personal and property losses,

the nature and duration of the fire-fighters' exposure to the fire, and

the type of injuries sustained. The development of the disaster

inventory, the scaling of its components, and the life events inventory,

which was taken from that of Tennant and Andrews (1976) have been

described in chapter 10.

The third component of the questionnaire was the IES, which

measures intrusion, i.e. intrusive-repetitive images and thoughts, and

avoidance, i.e. attempts to dispel these images and thoughts. Four items

(table 4) were added to investigate the role certain types of cognitive

preoccupations can play in blocking the integration of traumatic

memories. These had previously been described by Krupnick and

Horowitz (1981) and could be adapted for a questionnaire.

The final component was the l2-Item GHQ (Goldberg, 1972) which

despite its brevity, has been found to be a valid and sensitive measure

of psycliiatric impairment in Australian populations (Henderson et al.,

l98l; Tennant, 1977). In this group of fire-fighters, the GHQ was found to
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have a 90Vo specificity and a 78Vo sensitivity for identifying

posttraumatic stress disorder (chapter 13) using a cut-off between one

and two for the definition of caseness.

The ll-month questionnaire consisted of questions examining the

fire-fighters' involvement in the fire-fighting service during and after

the disaster, the recovery from injury sustained during the fire, the

nature, duration, and quality of imagery experienced since the disaster,

the methods used to deal with the disaster and its memories, and the

fire-fighters' efforts to obtain professional assistance for stress-related

problems since the fire. The details of these questions aÍe outlined in

tables 3 and 5. The brief life events inventory, the IES with four extra

items and the GHQ were readministered.

The 29-month questionnaire contained itgms documenting the

fire-fighters' exposure to the fires since the previous stage, the

characteristics of continuing posttraumatic imagery and past history' of

seeking professional help for psychological problems before the disaster.

Where possible, the same questions as at the ll-months stage were

administered; details are being reported in table 6. As well as including

the brief life events inventory, the IES with extra items and the GHQ,

and the Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPI) (Eysenck &. Eysenck, 1964)

were administered. This personality measure has been found to be

acceptable and reliable in Australian populations (Henderson et al.,

1981). The prefix asked the subjects to answer the EPI according to the

way that they saw themselves before the disaster. This procedure

minimized their current symptoms confounding their responses to this

test of trait phenomena.

Statistical analysis

Only the clata for the 315 (670/o) fire-fighters who had returned

completed questionnaires on all three occasions were analysed. This
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group were representative of the original sample as no longitudinal

response bias was found between those defined as cases and as

noncases by the GHQ (chapter 13). Initially, no assumption was made

about the existence of acute, chronic and delayed onset patterns of

morbidity, instead of eight groups were defined according to the

subjects' GHQ score at four, ll and 29 months (table l). The subjects, who

were not disordered on any occasion, formed an unbiased control group

of people exposed to the same trauma.

The scaled variables were compared using one-way analysis of

variance with Scheffe's procedure. The categorical data were examined

using 72 (with Yates correction where appropriate) (SPSS Inc., 1983).

The not disordered group was compared with all the disordered subjects

in one group (df = I) and only if this analysis was significant (P < 0.01)

were the separate disordered groups compared with the not disordered

group. To further reduce the potential for type I error in these multiple

categorical comparisons, a probability level of 0.01 was chosen to

designate significance. The data were analysed using the Statistical

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Inc., 1983).

Because of the possible covariance of a number of the variables,

the data were further analysed using discriminant function analysis.

The variables were chosen for these analyses if they had been found to

be significant on univariate analysis or were of theoretical interest and

were not confounded measures of disorder. The three types of

posttraumatic morbidity defined by DSM-III (delayed onset, acute and

chronic as defined in table l) were simultaneously compared with the no

disorder group (table 8).
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Results

S ample

At the beginning of the study, the mean age of the fire-fighters

was 35.1 +/- 10.6 years, 74Vo were married and 88 Vo were Australian

born. The return rate was 847o (N - 395) at 11 months and was 72Vo (N -
337) at 29 months.

Dtsaster related experience

The individual experience of the disaster varied widely. Twenty-

three percent of the sample suffered some degree of property damage,

often affecting their livelihood. None of the subjects had lost a first

degree relative, although lVo had experienced some bereavement due to

the death of a more distant relative, fellow fire-fighter or close friend.

The mean duration of time spent fighting the fire was 15.6 hours and

during that time 20Vo believed they came close to dying. Forty-one

percent had to protect themselves from the fire using emergency

procedures, demonstrating how little control they had over the inferno.

Of the 26.6Vo injured, l27o were hospitalized. During the blaze 20.67o

stated they came close to panic or panicked.

Prevalence of psychologícal morbidíty and dìfferent outcomes

When the prevalence of cases was calculated in the total

population using the cut off between one and two on the 12 item GHQ,

32Vo were qualified cases at four months, 27Vo at 11 months, and 30Vo at

29 months after the disaster. The various combinations of being

disordered and not disordered at four, ll and 29 months are indicated in

table I and 7 patterns of posttraumatic morbidity were defined. Only

49.8Vo of the sample who responded on all three occasions were not

disordered at sorne time, whereas 10.3Vo were disordered on all three

occasrons.
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Table I

LoNGITUDINAL COURSE OF PosTTRA.ul\{AT¡C IV|oRBIDITY; DEFINITIoN oF RÄNGE OF ouTCol\{ES OF oUTCOI\{ES AND TIIEIR
PREVALENCE CALCULATED ÄCCORDINC TO GTIQ CLÂ.SSMCATION

(cAsE = GEQ >r) (N=3ls)

Disorder Patten Case at
4 moqths

Cæe at
ll monrhs

Case at
29 mourhs

Pcrcent
frcqucncy N

No disorder group
Acutê group
Chronic Groups

Pe¡sisteut Ch¡ouic
Resolved Cb¡onic
Recuneqt Ch¡o¡ic

Delayed Onset Groups
PersistcÃi
ll Month Only
29 Mouth Only

Ye
Yæ
Ys

No
Ys

No
No
No

No
No

Ys
No
Ye

Yæ
No
Ys

No
No

Ys
Ys
No

Yæ
Ye
No

50,2¿b
9.2%
2L%

10.2.h
5.7%
5.1.h

t9.7
3.2%
5.4%
lt-t%

(r s8)
(2e)
(66)
(32'
(18)
(16)
(62)
(10)
(17)

(35 )

Determínants of longitudinal course

The seven patterns of posttraumatic morbidity (table 1) were then

examined on four sets of aetiological variables. The significant results

are summarized in table 7.

Predisaster and traÌt measures

Age did not predict outcome (table 2). Adverse life events before

the fire were reported significantly more commonly only by the

persistent chronic disorder group, who wero also the only group to score

significantly higher on trait neuroticism when compared with normal

subjects.

A tendency to avoid thinking through problems was demonstrated

by the acute (X2 = 7.19 df I, P = 0.007), persistent chronic (X,2 = 14.02, df l,

P = 0.000) resolved clrronic (X,2 = 6.85 df I, P - 0.009) and the 11 month

(x,2 = 8.04, df \ P = 0.004) delayed disorder groups. A history of

treatment for psychological disorder prior to the disaster was reported

by the fluctuating chronic (X,2 - 9.34, df I,P = 0.001), the resolved chronic

( X,2 = 6.91, df l, P = 0.009) and persistent chronic groups (X2 = 14.14, df l,

P = 0.000).



1'rble 2

coì\tp^RlsoN or. t)il'['ttR]:N'r ou't'col\rE cRouPs wl'¡'ll 'l'lt]: No l)lsoRl)ltll ctlouPs oN PREDIS^STER 
^ND 

TR^I'r MÊ^SIJR¡:S

Outcomc Croupsâ

Va¡iable

Age (Years)b
Adverse life events

prior to firc (N)b
Eyscnck Personality Inventory

Neuroti cism b

Dxr.oucrsionb

Lie Sc¿tcb
'When Have Problems Stop Self

Tbinking Âbout'11,"-c 1%¡d

Prcv ious Major Fircs (N)b
Past Tre¡hcnt for

psychological disor<tcrs (%)d

(N = r5E) (N =29' (N =32)

34.s (r0.5) 32.2 (7.8) 32.s (7.8)

0.64 (0.89) 0.93 (0.e2) r.3 (t.29)

No
Diso¡dcr

6.9

l3
3.6

t4.7

10.0

3.3

3. Pcrsistcnt
Chronic

(4.e)

(4.6)

(l.e)

u%
7.8

4. Rcsolved
Chronic

(N = 18)

5. Recu¡rent
Ch¡onic

(N = l8)

3s.6 (7.3)

1.06 (1.0)

3lCo

7.3

6. Persiste¡t
Delayed
Onsct

(/v = l0)

38.8

7. Delaycd
Onset ll

Month Only

(N = l7)

39.9 00.6)

0.59 (0.ó2)

8. Delayed
Onset 29

Month Only

(N=3s)

32.9

0.62

72v ^lu" Group
Diffcrence

Value

using Scheffe's
Proccd urc

3>12,4&7

2. Âote

8.0 (4.ó)

9.E (4.1)

3.3 (r.6)

55* (N=16)r'

3.4 (3.3)

OrF

(8.r) 1.85

(0.65) 3.27 3>l

(4.5)

(4.0

(1.8)

(N-44)

(6.3)

31.5

1.0

10.5

ll.8

2.9

6t%

4.4

28C.

(e.6)

(0.e7)

(5.1)

(4.8)

(1.3)

(N=l l)+'
(6.e)

(N=5)"

( ro.5)

0.3)

(3.e)

(3.4)

(1.6)

(N= 6)

(3.7)

(N =2)

10.50

1.25

0.84

ll.5
il.3

3.8

8.6 (5.5)

t2.5 (3.3)

2.8 r.3)

(4.8)

(3.8)

(z.t)

1.3

ll.7

10.8

3.1

(N=ll)'i
(2.e)

8.4 (5.0)

il.r (4.3)

3.4 (r.6)

50% (N = l?)

(4.6)
23%

4.7

(1r'=21)¡"

( 12.0)

(N= 5)

(e.6)

û%
4.8

65%

3.9

23.51*.t

t.4550

(ft (/v=10) A% (N=4) 30q (N=10)+" 33% (N= 5) 20% l8S" 
^f 

= 3) L5% (N= 5) 14.16'+'

" N' ."y vary slightly in individu¿l c¡lculatio¡s due to missing data

b x *i-.sr¡
t N.ucr, nrcly, vt somcl¡nrcs, oflcn
u ,' ol I uscd f,rr anrlyscs
.. P<00t

/, < 0,001



T¡ble 3

COMPARTSON Of'DIT'FERT:NT OUTCOME GROUPS WITII TNE NO DISORDER GROUPS ON DISASTER EXPERIENCES

Outcomc Groups¡

Vari ablc

Property lossb

Pcrsonul lossb

Expo"urcb'c
Injury (recordcd at 4 months)

Perceived threatd
Panicked or close to peic
llelpcd cope during disaster (%)d

t¡arnlng
rcligious beliefs
past crpøiencc of fircs
I ead ersh ip
$ppon from fcllows

Debriefing with unit
su bscqucr LIy 76!k (N = 120) 55% (N = 16) uth (N = 2l)

LNo
Disorder
(/v = 158)

0.33

0.3ó

6.9
20%

2.6
t6%

73%

nq"
52%

53%
59%

2. Âcutc

(N =2e)

3. Persistent
Chronic
(N =32)

4. Rcsolved
Cbrosic
(N = 18)

5. Recunent
Ch¡ooic

(N=18)

6. Dclaycd
Onsct

(N = l8)

7. Delayed
Onset Il

Months Only
(N = 17)

8. Delayed
Delayed Onset

29 Months Only
(N=35)

72v ulu"
OrF

Valu e

Group
Diffcrences

uslng
Scheffe's

Proecd ure

5&8(0.?5)

(0.83

(1.4)

(N = 30)

(0.72)
(N = 26)

0.69

0.24

6.5
tstk

2.5
ßÆ

(l.l)

(0.52)

( 1.6

(/v = 5)

(0.7r)
(N= 5)

0.4 8

0.30

7,1

u%
2.8

Æ%

(t.0)

(0.64)

(t.6)
(¿v = 7)

(0.8)
(N = 16)

0.72

0.33

7.4
3I%

2.1
33ç,

(0.e0)

(0.6e)

(1.2)

(¡v= Ð
(0.83)
(N=6)

1.30

0.56

8.1

53*
3.1

B%

(r.74)

(0.?3)

(1.2)

0v=8)
(0.73)
(N =2)

(N= n)
(N= s)
(N= il)
(N = r0)
(iv = Il)

0.30

0.70

7.2
mCo

2.5
nCo

æ%
nq,
û%
æ%
90

(0.68)

(0.82)

(1.0)

(N=2)
(0.53)
(N=3)

0.24

o.29

t4%

2.6
2%

17qo

lE%
65%

53Co

47Eo

(0.44)

(0.5e)

(1.6)

(N =2'
(0.74)
( r=2)

0.09

0.?l

6.8
3l%

2.5
Dfo

85%

n%
47'h
50*
68!h

(0.2e)

(0.48)

0.3)
(N = r0)

(0.85)
(N =4)

(tV =
(¡/ =
(N=
(¡t/ =
(N=

4.43...
0.? 8

2.08.
7 .57

1.22

2.55

0.05
0.07
0.00
0.5 3

t.5z

(N
(¡\¡
(N
(/{
(/v

78*
|%
6t%

39%
18

æ

n)
4)
t3)

b)
23'

(N = 116) 66'k (N = t9)
(N =27) t)% (rú= 3)
(/v=82) s2% (N=ts)
(N = 83) 34% (iv = lo)
(N = 93) a8% (N =A)

6't%
DCo

39%
45ã
70%

(N=
(¡tl =
(N=
(N=
(¡v =

75*
3l%
69%

63¿b

al%

(N = 13)

(N=3)
(N= u)
(N=e)
( r=8)

(N
(N
(N
(N
(N

t4)
2)
lu)

7)
14)

8)

3)
6)

8)
e)

2e)
4)

l6)
l7)
23)

(N=rs) 94* (N=15) m% (N=9) 16% (N=13) 7t% (N=24) 0.33

a

b

c

d

N values ûay tàry slightly in individual calolations duc to æcasional missing dau

X +i-SD

Reco¡dcd ¡t 4 months df 4

72 , d¡ I u".d for analysis

P s 0.05

P < 0.001



Tablc 4

COIUPARISON OF DII.'T'ERENT OUTCOME CIìOUPS IVITII NO DISORDER GROUPS ON 4 MONTII STATE MEASURES

Outcome Oroupsa

V¿riablc

4 ño^lh itale ñeatw¿s

GllQ nanb

IES mcanb

IES cxt¡a itemsc

Fear of anorh.r fircd
Felt bad about

not containing lue (L)ó
l:clt angry about

arsonisLs (7,)d

Cuilty about

rffering lss (7,)d

l. No
Disord cr

(N = lslJ)

2. ¡\cute

(/V = 2,3)

4.t

5. Recurent
Chro¡ic

(/V = 16)

6. Pcrsistent
Dclayed
Onsct

(N = r0)

0.20 (0.42)

20.0 (7.3)

r0.7 (3.4)

'to (^/=7)

40co (N=4)

100% (N=10)

40% (N=4)

?. Delaycd
Onsqt ll

Month Only

(¡/ = 17)

8. Delayed
Onsct 29

Month Only

(rV = 35)

0.35

7;2 v olu.
o¡F

Va lue

G roup
Difference

usin g

Schc[fc's
l)rr¡ccd u rc

2,3A,5 >

1,6,7,8

3,5 > 1,8

No group
d ifferences

3. Pcrsistent
Chron ic

4. Rcsolved
Chronic

(N = 32) (N = t8)

0.1ó

13.l

7.5

45C,

36q,

74%

25%

(0.37)

03.7)
(5.s)

(N = 7l)

(N = 56)

(N = n7)

(N = 3e)

20.5

8.9

(z.o)

(t4.2)

(4.6)

(N = 14)

(N = 12)

(iv = 2Ð

(N = l0)

(3.4)

(17.8)

(5.6)

(N =22)t

(N = 18)

W =n)

(iv= lÐ

4.t

24.8

9.9

6ltk

50c,

89%

28%

(2.1)

(12.8)

(4.6)

(N=ll)

(/v = 9)

(N = 16)

(/v= 5)

4.9

33.4

12.3

æCo

73%

æCo

M%

(3.0)

(r4.7)

(5.00)

(N =2)+

(N=u)

(N =t2)

(¡v = 7)

0.r8

l6.l

9.1

59'h

4t%

82%

35%

(0.40)

(15.7)

(6.3)

(N = t0)

(N=7)

ûY = 14)

(N=ó)

(0.4e)

(13.r)

(5.s)

(r=18)

(N = 14)

(N =26)

(/v = 6)

6r

53%

42

76%

Aqo

9'l .2++.

p.lf r'
2.87.+ I

6.50+r

4.67.

3.49

1.65

15.5

8.3
3.8

103

48*

4t%

86%

34%

67'h

55%

82%

%

i N v¡lucs may vs¡'y slightly in individu¡l calolations duc to æc¡sion¡l missing datr
b x*!-so
t S*" coding as in I0S (llorowitz er al., l9?9)
d IUS exua items, 72,d¡ I u""d for analysis: nol at all, nrcly vr. sometimcs, often
. P<0.05
.1 P < 0.01
... P < 0.001



Tablc 5

COùtPARI.SON OI.' I)IT'T'I'RENT OU'TCOME GROUPS WITII NO DISORDER GROUP ON II MONTII MEASURES

Outcomc Groupsa

Variablc

ll ño^th ñ¿osw¿s
rüatch TV films about firsa

¡void
watch but unplc¿san¡
ncutral responsc
itrtercsti¡g

Talkei to somc

rbout rhoughßa'b

Consulted pro[essionalb
GllQ møn (SD)
IlìS nrcan (S D)
Major ar!versiry sincc Firc

l. No
Diso¡der
(^f = 158)

se% (N = 93)

Tb (N=3)
o.le (0.40)
7.6 (e.o)
0.69 (1.06)

2. 
^cule

(N =2e)

3. Pcrsistcnt
Chronic
(N =321

4. Resolvcd
Chronic
(N= t8)

5. Rccunent
Chronic
(N = 16)

8t% (N= 13)

B'h (N =2)

t2.7 (e.3)
1.0ó (r.r)

6. Pcrsistcnt
Dclayed
Onset

(/v = l0)

w% (N=9)
ab (N=0)

19.ó (r3.9)
0.80 (r.23)

7. Delaycd
Onsct ll

Months Only
(x = l?)

8. Dclayed
Onsct 29

Months Only
(N = 35)

(lv
(N
(iv
(iv

7;2v ^lut
OrF

Value

0.? 9

4.5<)

t0.65
3.39

Croup
Differencc

usrng
Scheffe's

Proced u¡e

(N= 0)
(N= 6)
(N= 0)
(N= l0)

w
38%
w

63%

(N=r)
(N=3)
(N =2)
(N =D

go

nCo

ll.h
6'l'1"

65

Cfu

4.2
16.5

0.6

D
7)
0)
2t)

(N
(N
(N
(N

9"
uT"

Ulo

T2%

2% (/v=3)
A% (N =2,
2'h (N=19)
72% (N=ll3)

B%
32%

vh
n%

(/V = 4)

(IV = l0)
(N= 3)
(N = 15)

Vo
zo.h
w

æ%

(h
t5%
cb

76%

59'b

UK

=l)(N
(iv
(N
(N

0)
2)
0)
8)

(N
(N
(iv
(N

g"
29%

D%

53%

53*
ah

=Ð
=2)
=e)

(N=e)
(N=0)

=0)
=5)
=3)
=26) 10.05

45íh

7qo

0.38
7.6
1.0

(N = 13)

(N =2)
(0.4e)
(8.3)
(t.0)

76

D
4.9

23.6
l.ó

(N = 25)

(¡v = 7)
(2.7)
(16.0)
(1.3)

(N=u)
(N= r)
(1.7)

(il.8)
(0.8s)

(N=æ)
(N =0)

14.3 (r5.2)
l.r (0.8)

8.6 (10.6)
o.62 (0.95)

r,2,5,8
3, t2,8

3>l

a N'vrlu"s may vary slightly in individual calolations due to missing dsta
b V"lu." rcprcscnr perccntages; numbe¡s in parentheses, N

" z2 , df I, ved for malyses: not at al¡, ¡üely vJ sometimes, often
o 

z',t! 3, used for analyses:. P<0.05
*¡ P s 0.01.+. P < 0001



T¡ble 6

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT OUTCOME GROUPS IVITII NO DISORDER GROUP ON 29.ùIONTII MEASURES

Outcomc Groupsa

V¡riable

29 Mo¡lh Meoswcs

Watch TV films about fi¡s b'c

avoid
walch but unplcasant
ncu!ral rcsponse
¡ n tcrcstln I

Consultcd profcssion about

stress since l""t ru*"yb'd
GHQmro (SD)

IES neu (SD)
Major adversity since ll
months ocu (SD)

l:rge fircs (3 o, -o*)'b'd
Small fircs (3 o. morc)b'd

)House fires (3 or morc)b'd

l. No

Disorder
(N = ls8)

0.43

l8%

û%
Aqo

2. Âcute

(N =2e)

M (N=0)
0.28 (0.46)
4.1 (s.6)

3. Pc¡sistcnt

Chronic
(N =n)

(N=4)tr
(N=8)
(N =4
(iv = 17)

(l.r)

(N= 6)

(/v = l7)

(N=5)

4. Rcsolvcd

Chrooic
(N = l8)

5. Recurren¡

Chronic
(N = tó)

7. Dclayed

On*t ll
Month Only

(,v = l0)

8. Dclaycd

Onsct 29
Month Only

(N = 17)

D% (N=3)
3.5 (r.7)

*
OrF

Value
(N = 3s)

C roup

Diflcrcnce
usrnS

S chcf[c's
l)roccd u re

3,5,óE >
t2,4,7

3,2,8

3

úh (N=0)
2t% (,v = ?)

(rv = 3)
7t% (N =24)

Ah (/V

t8% (N
z9% (N
s3% (r'l

0).¡.w(N
38% (N
ß% (N
5Dth (^l

ffi (M= l)*'
ts'k (N = 3)
rñ (N=0)

76ïo (N = 13)

0)
4)
e)

ts)

(N
(N
(N
(N

Uh
t4%

32

fl%

ah (N
\1o (N
?2q, (N
66% (N

=0)
= 18)

= 35)

= t04)

D%
24th
D%

t%

=6)
=z)
=8)

6. l)ersistcnt

Dclaycd
On set

r3.3 (7.r)

0.80 (0.92)

38% (N=3)

t3% (N= l)

2D% (N =2¡"t
Wk (N= l)
lüh (/V = l)
(fi% (N = 6)

(N= l)
(2.6)

Wh
3.7

w
0.59

0)
3)
5)

e)

(N= 4)
o.zt (0.41)
5.3 (7.9)

t4% (N=3)
5.3 (7.9)
t7.2 (13.7)

ß% (N=3)
0.44 (0.5r)
e.r (7.6)

o.s6 (0.98)

23% (N= 3)

fi% (1v= 9

n% (N=2

t5th (N =2)
3.9 (2.6)

ll.8 (10.4)

o.5o (0.82)

43* (N=6)
% (N=l)

(N=0)
(0.sr)

(il.4)
(0.73)

(N= 0)

(N=0)

3.27
80.ó4 +r +

14.82...

78.01¡.¡

24.74. t.
0.64

t.l9

(0.74)

(N =22)
(N = e0)

(N=æ)

0.55

%
fl%

7%

(0.78)

( r=2)
(/v = 12)

(/v= l)

1.3

23%

59%

z%

9.1

0.82

w
w

7.5

0.65

29%

t!)

(e.2)

(0.8r)

(N=7)
(N=5)

a N values may vúy slightly in individual calculations due to mising values
b ,V"lr", rcprcsctrt pcrccntagcs; numbc¡s in parcnthc*s, N

' 'i, oI l, uscd for ualyscs:

' z', o¡ 3 used for analyscs
+ P<0.01



Disaster experíence (table 3)

The recurrent chronic group was the only group that had a

significantly more intense experience of the fire, having sustained

greater property losses than the no disorder group (table 3). Although

exposure varied significantly between the groups, Scheffe's procedure

could not identify the most exposed groups.

Four-month state measures

The persistent and recurrent chronic groups were the only fire-

fighters experiencing higher levels of imagery at four months (tabte 4).

A trend existed for the fluctuating chronic (ï2 - 5.53, df \P = 0.02) and

the persistent chronic (x,2= 4.19, dr\P = 0.04) to report a greater fear of

another fire occurring.
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Table 7

SI,'MMÄRY OF MAJOR AETIOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES AND SIMILÄRITIES BETWEEN NO DISORDER GROUP AND OTTIER OUTCOI\IE
CROUPS

Acute
2. 3.

Pcrs istcnt
Cb¡onic

4. 5.
Rcsolvcd Rccu¡rest
Chrouic Ch¡onic

6.
Pcrsistcnt
Delaycd
Oosct

7.
ll Month

Ooly Delayo
Onsct

8.
29 Mo¡th

Orly Delaycd
Osset

P¡¿dîsost¿r or independcnt vori¿bl¿s
Advcrse life cv.nts befors firc
N¿uoticim
Avoiduco of rhinkiog about
probleos
Past psychological t¡eatmeDt

Disaslcr cxperieacc
Pcrsoaal, propcny loss,
cxposurc, pcrceived threat, injury

+ ++

+
+
+

+

+

+ +

+

4 mo¡th ñcalut¿t
Fø of snothq fi¡e

lI monlh ñcæutcs
Advcrsc lifc eveos since fire

(+) (+)

+

29 month 
^cosutesAvoiduæ of TV films or

uupløut to watch
Advc¡rc life events since
ll mooths

+ +

+

(+) Sigoificut at ùe 0.05 level ooly
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T¡ble 8

STA,NDÁ,RDIZED CANOI\IICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS ÄND DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS EVÁ,LU.A,TED AT GROUP
CENTROIDS FOR FUNCTIONS DISTINGLJISIING ACUT$ CIIRONIC, PERSISTE¡{T DELAY ONSET AND NO DISORDER CROUPS

Fusction I Function 2 Futrctiou 3 Percentage
of csses
correctly
classified

Slødar d Cuo¡ic al discri mi ta ¡t furction c o-effi cìcn s
Neuroticism
Avoiduce of thinking about problems
Past psychological treatmctr¡
Property loss
Suppon from orher fire-fighters
Atteuded debriefing
Number of luge fires fought betweeu
4 ud 29 uorths
Adverse cveals betwæq ll ud 29
months
Vuimce accounted for
cquonical conelation

Discrìminut fuctions ¿volualcd a, group c¿atroìds
Chronic
Pcrsistc¡t dclaycd onsct
Acute
Not disorde¡ed

-0.34
26%

o.37

-0.04
ffi
0.t9

0.55
0.25
0.3 9
0.3 6
o.22

-0.t6

o.26

0.35
68%

0.54

0.40
-0.3 5
0.00

-0.61
0.40
o.47

o.22

0.I
o.'t3
-1.t2
0.08

0.39
o.l2

-o.37
0.t3

-0.10
o.72

-0.48

-0.¡l
0.78
0.t9

-0.04

46%
53%
55%
62%

0.98
0.34
0.15

-0.50

II-month measures

The persistent chronic group were experiencing significantly more

imagery (IES score) than the not disordered group (table 5). All groups

were equally likely to have discussed their thoughts 'ù/ith their

confidants. The persistent chronic group also reported more adversity

since the fire. No group was more likely to have sought professional

treatment, suggesting that this factor had not influenced the

comparative course of morbidity between the groups.

29-month measures

Exposure to subsequent fires did not differentiate the outcome of

any of the groups. The persistent delayed onset (X,2 = 32.79, df 3, P =
0.000), persistent chronic (X,2 = 25.65, df 3, P = 0.000) and the resolved

chronic (X2 =15.67" df 3,P = 0.003) groups were all significantly more

distressed by television reminders of the fire. The persistent chronic

disorder group were again the only group to have reported an increased

frequency of life events between 11 and 29 nìonths. Treatment hacl not
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been sought more frequently by the group during this period. The level

of imagery and its avoidance remained significantly higher (IES score)

in the persistent chronic group only.

Discriminant Function Analysis
'When the determinants of the acute, chronic and persistent

delayed onset and not disordered subgroups were examined, the three

discriminating functions defined, allowed the correct classification of

57Vo of the subjects. Property loss was the only disaster related variable

contributing significantly to any of the functions in contrast to the

dominant role of the three predisaster variables of neuroticism,

avoidance of thinking about problems, and history of treatment for a

psychological disorder (table 8). Function I was characterized by these

variables and this proved to be the best discriminator of the chronic aqd

not disordered groups. The acute group was best discriminated by a

negative score on functions 2, defined by avoidance, not attending

debriefing and property loss. A combination of functions 2 and 3 best

discriminated the delayed-onset group, emphasizing the impact of

attending debriefing and of neuroticism.

Discus sion

Patterns of outcome

This longitudinal study examined the course of posttraumatic

morbidity in these fire-fighters according to three sampling frames over

its 25-month duration. This arbitrary design created the possibility of

seven different pattetns of posttraumatic morbidity (table l). The

validity of their separation, in part, depended on the finding that other

variables could also predict their existence (Goodwin & Guze, 1984)

(table 7). The existence of these seven different patterns of morbidity

suggests that the definition of acute, delayed onset and chronic PTSDs in
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DSM-III may be an arbitrary generalization based on clinical experience

and could require further refinement. At the same time, these data do

provide some support for the definition of the three general groups

defined in DSM-III because subjects were allocated to these groups

correctly, 57 Vo of the time, on discriminant function analysis of the

aetiological variables operating (table 8). Thus, although a number of

important differences existed within the general patterns of chronic and

delayed-onset morbidity (table 7), they can equally be separated with a

moderate degree of specificity.

The chronic and delayed onset patterns of postÍaumatic

morbidity accounted for 42Vo (N = 66) and 39.5Vo (N - 62) of those fire-

fighters who were disordered at some stage. Thus, the majority of

people rcgqo) who were symptomatic at four months went on to develop

a chronic disorder, contrary to the prediction that acute posttraumatic

morbidity has a good prognosis (4.P.4., 1980). However, 5l.5Vo of the

chronic groups were not symptomatic at all three sampling frames,

emphasizing the fluctuating nature of symptoms in the chronic group.

Predictors of outcome

.. One justification for the validity of PTSD as an independent

diagnostic entity is that exposure to an extremely traumatic event is the

major aetiological factor, with the role of predisposing premorbid factors

being less important (Horowitz, 1973). However, this study found that

the recurrent chronic disorder group (l}Vo of those who were

disordered) were the only fire-fighters to have experienced significantly

greater losses, exposure, injury or perceived threat. In contrast to the

findings of Green et al. (1983) these factors did not predict a persistent

or resolved chronic course.

These data suggested that, following an extreme stressor, different

patterns of posttraumatic morbidity may be partially predicted by the
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combination of four predisaster variables (table Z) adversity before the

event, neuroticism, a history of treated past psychological disorder and

the tendency to avoid thinking through unwanted or negative

experiences. A pattern of persistently chronic morbidity seems to be

predicted when all four variables operated together. The resolved and

recurrent chronic groups were similar, except that the recurrent groups

did not avoid thinking about problems (table 7). These groups appeared

to have been vulnerable, as they had a past history of psychological

treatment, but may have had a different course from the persistently

chronic groups because they did not have the same degree of

neuroticism. The prolonged impact of the greater level of property loss

in the recurrent chronic group may have combined with their past

history of psychological disorder to cause a return of their symptoms at

29 months. Thus, in contrast to neuroticism and "avoidance" as a

character trait, a past history of treated psychological symptoms may

not be a major risk factor, unless the individuals' experience of the

disaster were particularly extreme.

The delayed-onset group was of particular interest because these

fire-fighters seemed to have initially contained the experience of the

disaster. The discriminant function analysis suggested that they had

been more likely to use the support of their fellows and attend

debriefings, thereby minimizing their distress in the immediate

postdisaster period. Rather their disorder seemed to have grown out of

the failure of these attempts to resolve their experience. This failure to

"work through" their traumatic memories may have been due to the

influence of other vulnerability factors. In contrast, the acute disorder

group were characterized in the discriminant function analysis by the

tendency to avoid debriefings and to shun the support of colleagues.

Hence, their acute sympton.ìs may have occurred because they failed to

discuss their experience in the immediate postdisaster period. A
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possible hypothesis that they did not become chronic because of the

absence of other vulnerability factors operating.

This study did not examine how the role of being a fire-fighter

influenced the pattern, prevalence or aetiology of psychological

morbidity in contrast to other victims of the disaster. However, in

another study, the GHQ was used to examine all the registered disaster

victims 12 months after the disaster and 3JVo of the men in that group

were defined as "cases", in contrast to 27Vo in the ll month stage of this

project (chapter 21). The lower prevalence of disorder in the fire-

fighters could be interpreted in several ways. On one hand, they may

have been an unusually psychologically healthy group who volunteered

for community service. On the other, their active role in trying to

contain the disaster may have lessened their degree of traumatization.

However, many of the victims, particularly the farmers, also took an

equally active role in protecting their property, indicating that this role

was not unique to the fire-fighters.

RecaII problems in PTSD

Many studies of PTSD in war veterans (Foy et aI., 1984; Laufer et

aI., 19.84; Lund et aI., 1984) and disaster victims (Lindy et aI., l98l)

retrospectively have attempted to establish the intensity of exposure to

the traumatic event. This investigation demonstrated that a major

difference can occur in the retrospective recall of the event between the

disordered and not disordered groups. In particular, the frequency of

injury in these fire-fighters was recorded at both four months and 1l

months. In the persistent and resolved chronic groups, the reported

frequency of injury due to the fires had remained unchanged over this

period of 7 months. In contrast, only 43Vo (13 of 30) of fire-fighters in

the not disorderecl group who reported being injured in the fire at four

months also reported being injured in the fire when asked at ll months.
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Thus a significant fall off occured in the reporting of some

components of the disaster in those who were not disordered in contrast

to the victims who have chronic PTSD, over the relatively short interval

of seven months. Hence any investigation examining the aetiology of

PTSD that does not collect quantitative data about the event, within

very close proximity to the event may exaggerate the size and nature of

the association between the stressor and disorder because of lower rates

of recall by the not disordered group. This may explain some of the

current emphasis (Green et al., 1985) in the literature about the

importance of the event in PTSD.

This problem of inaccurate recall may similarly have caused the

persistent chronic group to report more adverse events before the

disaster and during both postdisaster periods (table 7) However, this

finding could be interpreted in two other ways. First, life events may

only contribute to the morbidity in the persistent chronic group.

Second, the persistent chronic disorder subjects may experience more

adverse life events because these events wers caused by their disorder.

Thus these dai.a emphasize the complexity of the possible associations

between the onset of psychiatric illness and reported life events,

without allowing any firm conclusion.

Reexposure and phobic avoidance

Contrary to anticipation, (Lindy et al., 1983) the prevalence of

cases at the ll-month stage was less than that at 29 months although

many of the ll-month questionnaires were returned at or about the time

of the anniversary of the disaster and during the middle of the summer

fire risk period. Hence the realistic threat of fire and the anniversary

effect appeared to have no significant impact on the fluctuations of

posttraunratic symptoms. However, the fear of another fire in the

recurrent chronic and persistent chronic disorder at four months (table
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4) may have been an important dynamic theme leading to a chronic

outcome in these groups (Krupnick & Horowitz, t98l). Reexposure to

major or minor fires did not differentiate any of the groups on

univariate analysis. The disordered groups were no less or more likely

to have been exposed to subsequent fires. This seems to contradict the

hypothesis that flooding or exposure in vivo is an effective treatment

for PTSD (Black & Keane,1982; Keane & Kalompek, 1982; Kipper, 1977; ).

Watching television reports of the disaster was noted to be a

frequent and troubling traumatic stimulus in the early period after the

disaster. However, many fire-fighters continued to expose themselves

to this stimulus despite finding it highly unpleasant (tables 5 and 6) and

avoidance of such reports only emerged to separate the majority of the

disordered groups at 29 months. These results suggested that

avoidance of the traumatic stimuli was a secondary response to the

disorder rather than being aetiological (table 6). Thus reexposure to the

traumatic stimulus in this group of fire-fighters does not appear to have

been an important predictor of the course of their posttraumatic

morbidity.

Validity of measures

The findings of this study need to be discussed against the

background of the validity of the GHQ as a measure of posttraumatic

morbidity and adequacy of the personality and trait measures. First,

examination of the psychometric qualities of the GHQ in the eight month

interviews of this study suggested that it was an adequate measure of

posttraumatic syndromes (chapter 13). As well, 16 questions were

added to the GHQ at 1l and 29 months; these questions covered the range

of phenomenology listed in the DSM-III diagnostic criteria for PTSD. At

both 1l months and 29 months, these posttraumatic items had a very

high degree of correlation with the 12 item GHQ (ll months r = 0.93, 29
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months r = O.94, P = 0.000). Thus the GHQ appeared to have adequate

validity for detecting posttraumatic phenomena when this was checked

at eight, 1l and 29 months.

The second issue requiring examination was the possibility that,

because the trait measures were collected after the onset of disorder,

they may have been confounded by the fire-fighters' disorder.

However, the observation that there was no single pattern of

relationship between the various disordered groups and the various

trait measures counted against this possibility (table 7). As well, the

prefix of the EPI asked the fire-fighters to focus on their personality

before the fire. The test-retest reliability over 2l months of the EPI was

also examined in the subsample who were interviewed at eight months

and found to be adequate (neuroticism r = 0.6J, extroversion r = 0.68).

This demonstrated greater stability than the GHQ over time (11 vs 29

months, r = 0.36).

Conclusion

The outcome data from this study may have a general relevance

to the aetiology of psychiatric disorders. First, the different patterns of

morbidity and their different aetiological associations demonstrated that

a single life event, the disaster, can have multiple aetiological

relationships with consequent psychiatric morbidity, a possibility

seldom considered in life events research (chapter 1).

Second, while exposure to a disaster or other extreme event is

necessary to trigger a PTSD, it is not sufficient to explain its onset.

Similarly, none of the otlier aetiological variables, identified to be

important in this population, were either necessary or sufficient to

explain the pattern of morbidity in any of the groups identified. Thus,

the onset and maintenance of posttraumatic rnorbidity can only be
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understood when a complex aetiological web of biological, psychological

and social phenomena aÍe taken into account (Edlund, 1986).

Although they provide some support for the hypotheses about the

existence of three types of PTSD, these data suggest that a range of

outcomes exist within the chronic and delayed onset groups. The

absence of any decrease in the prevalence of disorder between four and

29 months emphasized the chronic nature of posttraumatic morbidity.

Premorbid factors appeared to be particularly important predictors of

the course of this morbidity. This finding suggests that future research

should aim to examine the role traits such as avoidance play in the

internalization of extreme experiences such as natural disasters (Helzer,

198r).
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Chapter L6

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDERS

FOLLOWING A NATURAL DISASTER

Summary

This study examined the utility of the DSM-III diagnostic criteria

for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in a high-risk group of 50

firefighters who had had an intense exposure to a natural disaster eight

months before being interviewed. Follow-up over the next three years

allowed examination of the ability ofthese diagnostic criteria to predict a

pattern of chronic posttraumatic morbidity. They predicted a pattern of

chronic disorder, demonstrated by the finding that eight of the 15

subjects who had a definite or borderline PTSD at eight months

remained symptomatic three years later. A disturbance of attention

and concentration appeared to be the best predictor of chronic PTSD.

The longitudinal course of posttraumatic morbidity in these 50

firefighters was compared with a matched group of 96 uninterviewed

subjects ll and 29 months after the disaster. Although the interview

provoked an emotional catharsis in a number of firefighters, the long-

term morbidity in the two groups was comparable. Fourteen subjects

who did not have a PTSD continued to experience intense imagery eight

months after the disaster. This observation raises questions about

whether such thoughts and feelings have adequate specificity as

diagnostic criteria for PTSD in a group that has recently been exposed to

a traumatic event.
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PHENOMENOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDERS

FOLLOWING A NATURAL DISASTER

The diagnostic category of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

was introduced in DSM-III (American Psychiatric Association (4.P.4.,

1980) because evidence at the ti.me suggested that impairment following

extreme adversity is aetiologically and phenomenologically unique

(Horowitz, L973). Since the definition of the diagnostic criteria for PTSD

in DSM-III (4.P.4., 1980) there have been a number of studies that

provide support for the validity of the typical phenomenology (Atkinson

et al., 1984; Horowitz et al., 1980; Pearce et aI." tq85; Silver & Lacona,

1984; Van Kampen et aI., 1986).

However, some important issues remain unresolved. First, the

reliability of DSM-III was established in outpatient settings (,A..P.4.,

1980). Yet, these diagnostic criteria may be used in outreach settings

where psychiatrists would be required to discriminate between disaster

and war victims who have developed PTSD, and those victims who have

time-limited distress-related symptoms that are not indicative of illness

(chapter 1). This discriminating ability of the inclusion criteria for PTSD

has not úeen examined. Although DSM-III was published after the end

of the vietnam war, the initial claims of a very low prevalence of

psychiatric casualties in this war (Boman, 1982), followed by the delayed

recognition of substantial psychiatric morbidity, raise important

questions about clinicians' understanding of the early phenomenology of

PTSD and the differences between distress and disorder.

Second, three groups have identified that a majority of veterans

with PTSD have a concurrent psychiatric diagnosis (Davidson et al., 1985;

Escobar et al., 1983; Sierles et al., 1983, chapter 1S). This raises

questions about whether these joint diagnoses are a. true phenomenon

or rvhether they indicate a lack of specificity of the diagnostic criteria of
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PTSD. Third, although validation of PTSD has occurred in one cross-

cultural study of the survivors of a Cambodian concentration camp

(Kinzie, 1984) there has been little examination of the claim that

different types of traumatic events (e.g. wars compared with natural

disasters) lead to a similar pattern of phenomenology (Horowitz, 1973).

Fourth, the majority of studies have examined the phenomenology

of PTSD a number of years after exposure to the triggering event

(Atkinson et al., 1984; Davidson, 1985; Escobar et aI., 1983; Pearce, 1985;

Sierles, 1983; Silver & Lacona, 1984) with Weisaeth's (1984) follow-up

study of the victims of an industrial accident being a notable exception.

There is little discussion as to whether the phenomenology of PTSD

changes as the traumatic event recedes into the past. In particular,

there have been no longitudinal studies of the phenomenological

evolution of PTSD that examines whether the specificity and sensitivity

of the diagnostic criteria change with time. Finally, the phenomenology

of PTSD needs to be examined in relation to other patterns of emotional

and cognitive distress demonstrated by people who are exposed to

extreme trauma, such as grief. It is possible that many people exposed

to traumatic events will be distressed and preoccupied by their

confrontation with death and loss without developing a diagnosable

psychiatric disorder. These different types of stress response need to

be considered from phenomenological and psychodynamic perspectives.

A huge bushfire devastated large areas of the state of South

Australia on February 16th 1983. The onset of PTSD in a group of

firefighters who were recruited as subjects solely on the basis of their

exposure to this fire is discussed in this chapter. Under normal

circumstances, the low prevalence of most diagnostic categories in

community samples would make it very difficult to study a single

disorder in such a community group because of the very large number

of subjects who would have to be screened to find an adequate number
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of people with the required diagnosis. An unusually high prevalence of

PTSD was anticipated in these firefighters because of their extreme

exposure to this unusually intense and uncontrollable fire.

Against this background, this study aimed to investigate the

following:

1. The specificity and sensitivity of the various DSM-III diagnostic

criteria for PTSD in close temporal proximity to the traumatic event

In particular, this chapter examined the hypothesis that traumatic

imagery and memories of the disaster would be present in a

significant number of people who did not have a PTSD and

therefore would have low specificity as a diagnostic criterion in a

recently traumatized population.

2. The ability of these diagnostic criteria to predict a pattern of

chroni'c posttraumatic morbidity over the following three years.

3. 'Whether the process of interviewing a group of people at high risk

of having PTSD could influence the natural history of posttraumatic

morbidity. This was an important methodological question because

the process of assessment has been found to have a significant

therapeutic effect in psychotherapy trials (Sloane et aI., L975).

4. The validity of the concept of PTSD as a pathological entity, by

eliciting the firefighters' perception of their symptoms.

Method

SampIe

The first stage sampling procedure of the original 469 subjects

four months after this bushfire disaster has been reported elsewhere

(chapter 10). Subjects within this group were defined as having a high

risk for PTSD by three variables measured four months after the

disaster, namely, by high exposure to the clisaster (exposure score > 6),

significant psychological symptonìs (General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)
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score > 4 (Goldberg, 1912)) and intrusive thoughts and imagery (Impact

of Event Scale (IES) score > 26 (Horowitz et al., 1979)). A subgroup of 50

subjects was then randomly selected from the 315 firefighters who

made up the seven high risk subgroups defined by the various

combinations of exposure, imagery, and symptoms. This sampling

technique was used to maximize the number of subjects with PTSD who

would be identified. The 50 firefighters were interviewed eight months

after the disaster. A further five subjects declined to be interviewed

when asked to participate.

Interview design

A structured interview was designed to give a diagnosis of PTSD

using DSM-III diagnostic criteria (4.P.4., 1980). Twenty six questions

dealt with the nature and intensity of the intrusive memories and

affects, iegardless of whether they were being experienced in the two

weeks before to the interview or had stopped. The tolerance and/or

avoidance of this imagery was also recorded. Six questions dealt with

sleep disturbance, dreams, and nightmares. Numbing of responsiveness

to, or reduced involvement with the external world was investigated by

l0 questions. Thirty-three questions asking about somatic and

psychological symptoms were taken from the Present State Examination

(Wing et al., 1974) which focused on depression and anxiety. Survivor

guilt, hyperalertness, and startle response were also investigated.

The structured interview also recorded medical consultations since

the disaster and the subjects' perception of the extent to which their

memories and thoughts of the clisaster were a cause of disability and

handicap.

The interviewers were a doctor and fourth-year medical student

who had a year's teaching in psychiatry, and whose inter rater

reliabilit¡, hacl been established. The interview record was scored to
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give a diagnosis only after the interview was completed so that the

interviewer did not bias the subjects' perception of their symptoms.

The l2-item GHQ was also administered at the time of the interview to

investigate its validity as a screening instrument for PTSD.

F ollow-up

The 50 subjects were screened again 11 and 29 months after the

disaster using the l2-item GHQ. On the basis of the eight-month

interviews and the 11 and 29 month questionnaire data, a further follow-

up was planned. Subjects who were defined as a possible "case" by the

GHQ (GHQ score > 2) (Goldberg, 1972) at four, 11, and/or 29 months,

firefighters who were found to have a definite or borderline PTSD at the

eight-month interview and subjects who had not responded to the ll- or

29-month follow-ups were designated for reinterview at 42 months.

Forty subjects were recontacted and 34 agreed to be interviewed.

Two subjects could not be traced and four declined to participate (one of

these subjects had a definite PTSD at eight months and was very

distressed by the thought of having to discuss his symptoms again). The

other 10 firefighters were not reinterviewed because they had a very

low probability of having a PTSD (they had not been defined as a

possible case by the GHQ at four, ll or 29 months and did not have PTSD

when interviewed at eight months). On this occasion the PTSD section of

the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS; Robins et al., l98l) was

administered.

Intervention effect

The eight-month interviews also asked a number of questions

about the firefighters' experiences, losses, and methods of coping in the

disaster and were usecl for developing a questionnaire in the later stage

of the project. Often the firefighters had not spoken about the horrific

nature of the fires in such detail before the interview. Similarly, a
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number of them had not consciously acknowledged the nature of their

symptoms and distress. As a result, these interviews often led to an

emotional catharsis which required a response from the interviewers.

Family members often became aware of these issues as well, because

the interviews were conducted in the firefighters' homes. This raised

the possibility that these interviews could have changed the course of

posttraumatic morbidity in this group.

To examine this possibility, the 50 interviewed subjects were

matched with another 96 firefighters, who were not interviewed, on the

basis of exposure, IES score, and GHQ score at four months. These two

groups were then followed up at ll and 29 months and the IES and GHQ

were readministered.

Data analysis

Two raters independently allocated the subjects on the eight-

month interview data to one of five categories: delayed or chronic PTSD,

acute PTSD now resolved, borderline chronic PTSD (borderline was

defined as meeting two of the group B, C, or D diagnostic criteria of

DSM-III), continuing imagery without PTSD and no imagery or PTSD.

With the DIS data at 42 months, subjects were defined as having a.

borderline PTSD if they satisfied all the DSM-III diagnostic criteria but

did not meet any of the preconditions of seeking medical attention,

taking medication for their symptoms, or judging that their symptoms

interfered significantly with their lives. The data were analysed using
)

Xo analysis with Yates correction (df 1) and Fisher's exact test (SPSS Inc,

r983).

The specificity and sensitivity of various diagnostic phenomena

listed in DSM-III for PTSD were calculated, defining the sensitivity of a

symptom as the proportion of cases of PTSD correctly identified by that

particular diagnostic criterion and the specificity as the pro¡rortion of
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subjects without PTSD correctly identified by not demonstrating a

particular symptom or phenomenon (Tarnopolsky, 1979).

Results
Table I

ALLOCÄTION OF SUBJECTS TO PTSD CROUP AT 8 MONTNS Ä,¡iD AT 42 MONTH FOLLOTV-UP

Diagnostic Oroup at 8 Mo¡ths

Tot¡l Chronic A cute
PISD

B o¡de¡line
PTsD

Imagcry
only

No PTSD

of
¡magery

or
delayed
PTSD

Diagnosis ¡t 8-moûth i¡tsryiew
N followed up on 3 æcæions
and/or intcrvicwed
PTSD Diagnosis ot 42 Months
Ch¡onic or delayed onset PTSD
Acute PTSD
Borderli¡e ch¡o¡ic PTSD

50

44

l4

to

I
I
0

5

3
0
I

2

a

I

I

0

9

8

7

0
0

20

t9

0
0
3

t2
2
4

Díagnostic Groups

Of the 50 subjects interviewed, nine had developed a chronic or

delayed PTSD, two had had a definite acute PTSD that had resolved by

eight months and five had a borderline chronic PTSD (table 1). By 42

months after the disaster, 12 of these firefighters who had definite or

borderline PTSD at eight months were found to have a definite chronic

or delayed-onset PTSD using the DIS. Seven of the eight subjects who

received a chronic or delayed-onset PTSD diagnosis at eight months

were again diagnosed when assessed three years later. The one subject

who was not diagnosed again at 42 months had no recall of the intrusive

memories or nightmares that he had experienced at eight months. One

of the people found to have an acute PTSD at eight months had

developed a chronic PTSD that fluctuated in intensity over time. Three

subjects, diagnosed as having a borderline chronic PTSD at eight months,

were diagnosed as having a definite chronic PTSD at 42 months, with

their symptoms intensifying with the passage of time.

One subject from the inragery but no PTSD group went on to

develop a definite delayed-onset PTSD according to the DIS. There was
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Table 2

COMPÂRISON OF TIIE INTERVIEWED SAMPLE 1VITTI ,4, SI]\ÍILAR I'IICII RISK CROUP OF FIREFIGTITERS WIIO WERE NOT
INTERVIEWED 8 ]IIONTIIS AFTER TIIE DISÄSTER

Iute¡v i ew ed
Sample

(/v = 50)

Meu +/- SD Reiurn
rate(%)b

Un interviewed
Control Group

(N = 96)

Scores
Meu +/-SD Retum

nte (%)

2-¡ailedî
t-value

(3.?)
(3.1) 88

74(3.0)
83
70

1.0

-0.t
0.2

2.4
2.1

1.9

32,0
16.2
10.9

0.2
0.2
0.1

moutb score
motrth s@re
month score

mo¡th score
montb score
montb score

2.9
2.0
2.0

32.5
16.8

ll.0

(1s.0)
(ls.o)
(10.8)

(2.8)
(2.8)
(2.s

05.D
(t2.7)
(u.e)

4
lt

29

4
lt

29

Ga

IES

a

b
No reslt wæ significant below the P = 0.05 level.

Retum rates was uot significantly diffcrent betwecn lhc 2 groups ¡nd the disordered ¡nd not disordered objæts were no Eore or less
likcly to repond iu cither group

disagreement between the two interview schedules in the classification

of one subject that could not be explained by the later emergence of

symptoms. The DIS diagnosed a definite acute PTSD in this subject,

whereas the eight-month interview failed to document any of the Group

C DSM-III criteria of numbing or estrangement.

The eight-month interview did not appear to have influenced the

course of posttraumatic morbidity because no significant differences

emerged between the interviewed subjects and the control group at 11

or 29 months (table 2).

Adequacy of diagnostic criteria at eight months

The acute and borderline PTSD groups were excluded from the

comparison of chronic PTSD and no PTSD groups defined at eight months

because they could not be designated as definitely disordered or not

disordered at the time of assessment. The follow-up data indicated that

some subjects in these groups represented preclinical states. In group B

diagnostic criteria (1980) intrusive thoughts of the disaster were very

sensitive (897o) but less specific (65Vo), whereas affective recall, often
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associated with avoidance was highly specific (97Vo) but had a low

sensitivity (33Vo) (table 3). In the PTSD group, triggering of intense

memories was more generalized than in the no disorder group (table 3).

The group C criteria (4.P.4., 1980) referring to affective numbing

and reduced involvement appeared to be specific but not sensitive. The

group D or symptomatic criteria were generally highly specific to

chronic PTSD. Seventy five percent of the chronic PTSD group were

experiencing panic attacks and/or depressed affect, in contrast to lTVo of

the no PTSD group. Physical symptoms, although not very specific were

often a major focus of complaint and in five of the nine cases with

chronic PTSD, had been the main reason for consulting their general

practitioners.

The validity of PTSD as a diagnostic category is supported by the

observation that the question "Do your thoughts and feelings cut across

or interfere with your life?" had a sensitivity of 78Vo and specificity of

9lVo. Of two PTSD sufferers who answered no to this question, one had

just developed a delayed PTSD and the other generally denied his

suffering. Furthermore, all of the PTSD group, except the man with the

delayed PTSD, had consulted a general practitioner, providing further

support for the view that the subjects perceived their state as

pathological.

Specífícíty of díagnostic criteria at 42 months

The eight subjects who had a definite chronic PTSD at eight

months were compared on the symptoms experienced in the 3.5 years

that followed the disaster with the 19 subjects who definitely had no

PTSD at eight months and were reinterviewed at 42 months (table

4).Trouble concentrating was the only symptom experienced

significantly more commonly by the PTSD group (Lt = 4.g, P = 0.03).
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Table 3

COMPARISON OF CERONIC PTSD.4.ND NO PTSD DISORDER CROUP DEFINED AT 8 MONTIIS ON 8 MONTE PEENOMENOLOGY

% Frequency/Specificity

in PSTD Group

(N = 9)u

Frequency il
No PTSD Croup

(N = 34)a

2
z

Specificity

DSM lll Croup B crit¿ria
Intrusive imagæ

At some stagc

Iu last 2 weeks

Recuneut wav* of fæliug
Dream s/uightmarcs
Triggcrs prcselt

som e

m suy
DSM III Group C Critcri¿

l¡ss of inte¡est

Estrangemeot

Numbing/Coustricted affcct
DSM lll Group D Critcrio

Hyperalertness/stsrtlc respoase
Sleep disturbancc
Suruivor guilt
Memory disturbancc

Distu¡bed conça¡tntion
Avoida¡ce of trigges
Symbolic triggers

Assocíated. Ph¿noøe¡a
Aoxiety
Pa¡ic
Depressioo

Shortncss of brøth
Palpitatioas
Aches and pains
Hc¡d¡ches
Phobic avoiduc¿
Alcoholic coozumpriou

iucre¡sed or dærqscd
Mcdic¡l co¡olt¡tio¡

Iñag.ry rhoughlt o^d alccts
Intcrfc¡c witb lifc
Try to rcmovc
Keep busy to avoid
Thoughts unplcasut
Avoid get¡ing lpsqr
Anger prominent

56'lo

44.k
22%

44%

56%
12qo

78%

44%

56%

33th

33%

44qo

|p'33

7.6'
7.62

5.9'

5.31

1.52

s.P
4.81
4.3

3.61
2.2

P = 0.0t

n0%

100%

94.%

100%

89lo

33%
\%

6%

35%

3%

ffi

n
%

ffi
w
&

Uh

ffi
w
&
(ft
w

22%

2A%

t5%

\%

D%
v.

t8%

32
Uh

@
û%

,*
lh

23%
56%

t8%

3.4

6.?2

4.6r
0.5

39%

65*
n%

100%

gl%

15.83

5.g2
3.6

5.g2

15.93
0.9

n.P

100%

y%
100%

94.%

100%

w%
78*

94.%

7L%

85%

89%

88%
9L%

gz%

68%
þo%

78%

67%

67%

56%
44

56
67%
uîh

55%

89%
8.83"
1.5

7E%

33%

561ú

56%

56%

56%

2t.6'
4.61
2.1

0

1.41

132

gt%

%
67%
44*

9I%
gz%

¡
b

t

2

1

N may vary i! scpqste calculations due to missing data

Fishc¡'s cxact lqt
P < 0.05

P < 0.001

P < 0.01

P redíctors of chronicity

The 20 subjects who had had either definite or borderline PTSD at

some stage after the disaster (defined by the eight-month interview

and/or the DIS assessment at 42 months) were ctivided into those who

were still disordered at 42 months and those whose symptoms had

resolved. The l1 chronic active PTSD subjects \\¡ere then compared with
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the nine firefighters whose PTSD had resolved on the phenomenological

data collected at eight months. The only symptom that separated the

two groups was difficulty concentrating, which was experienced by 60Vo

of the chronic group and IIVo of the resolved group (Fisher's exact P =
0.0s).

D iscus sion

This chapter investigated the phenomenology of PTSD following a.

natural disaster in a group that was not selected for examination on the

basis of patient status. The fact that only one of the 20 firefighters who

had developed a definite or borderline acute, chronic, or delayed PTSD

had consulted a mental health professional indicates that the study of a

group of people with PTSD who attend a psychiatric service is likely to

represent an atypical subsample with this condition.

Table 4

COMPÀRISON OF DEFINITE PTSD AND NO PTSD SUBJECTS DEFII\'ED BY TIIE 8 MONTE ÂSSESSìIIEI-T, ON PIIENOMENOLOCY
EXPERIEI\'CED SINCE Tt¡E DISÁ.STER DOculrfENTED AT 42 MONTHS

DIS TTEMS

Definite PTSD

in PSTD Group
(N=8)

No PTSD %

Frequency
(N = 19)

2

Specificity

Intrusive mcmories
Nighmues or drc¡ms of thc disaser
As if cvent ræuning
Estrengemcnr io relationships
Hyperalert/Startle easily
Sleep disturbance
Memory disturbance

Trouble concentratiog
Suruivor guih
Avoidance of remi¡ders

Intensification by triggers

63%
ß%
89%
8l%
u%
68%

95%

8l%
00%
95
't5%

39%
3Z.k
r%
9%

r6%
32%

5%

2t%
w
%

25%

15%
50%
a%

25%
5W
56%
38%
'lsth
25%
25%

50%

1.9

o.7
o0
0.0
t.9
l.l

2.4

¿.gr
2.t
o7

P = O.3a

¡
I

F¡sher's cxact test
P < 0.05

Methodological issues

The observations outlined in this chapter are subject

important qualifications. First, the number of subjects with

small, a fact that places major limitations on the statistical

these data. Despite this fact, many statistically significant

to two

a PTSD was

analysis of

TESUItS
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emerged, and in clinical practice diagnostic criteria are required to have

considerable power in separating individual patients. This means that

whereas the differences of smaller magnitude may not have been

detected due to the small sample size, their clinical usefulness would be

questionable. Second, the structured interview used in the eight-month

stage of this study did not undergo extensive validation and

posttraumatic syndromes are characteristically difficult to diagnose in

the clinical setting (Van Putten & Emory,1973). However, the validity of

this interview was suggested by the high degree of agreement between

the diagnostic assessment at eight months and the DIS diagnosis at 42

months, allowing for the emergence of symptoms in the intervening

three years. The methodological strength of this study lay in the fact

that the phenomenology of PTSD was being contrasted with the

behavioural and emotional responses of people who had experienced

the same kinds of trauma without developing impairment or disability.

Also, the validity of the conclusions about the natural history of

PTSD in these firefighters, in part, dependent on the observation that

the eight-month interview neither had a therapeutic effect nor tended

to increase the prevalence of symptoms by heightening the subject's

awareness of the impact of the disaster (table 2). This finding contrasts

with many psychotherapy trials in which assessment interviews have a

therapeutic effect (Sloane et al., 1975) and does not support the

suggestion that emotional catharsis, as experienced by many of these

firefighters, is therapeutic in PTSD (Ettedugi & Bridges, 1985). Although

not planned, these interviews had a number of the characteristics of a

crisis intervention approach (Raphael, 1986) proposed to be beneficial in

minimizing against posttraumatic morbidity. In the absence of any

other study that has randomly allocated subjects to intervention and no

intervention groups, these data raise questions about the role played by

catharsis in changing the course of PTSD.
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Preoccupation with the trauma

These data suggest that some criteria for PTSD can be viewed as a

continuum and others as categorical. In particular, memories and

imagery of the disaster and their avoidance seemed to be dimensional

phenomena ranging between two extremes. The 14 firefighters who

continued to experience these phenomena eight months after the

trauma, in the absence of numbing or other disturbances of mood,

arousal or attention, demonstrated that imagery does not have a one to

one association with disorder. Their preoccupation seemed to reflect a

working through of their experiences. The responses of these

firefighters could be likened to normal grief; the intensity of

preoccupation with the fire was lessening with time, having largely

disappeared by the 42 month interview. There was little indication that

their thoughts and images were associated with significant disability

and they were generally less intense than in the group who developed

PTSD (table 3).

Traumatic imagery being experienced in the months immediately

after the triggering event may be as much an indicator of distress due

to exposure to extreme adversity as a marker of PTSD. In this setting,

these recurring recollections had a rêlatively low specificity for PTSD

which contrasts with a typical psychiatric outpatient setting in which

such imagery would be a highly specific marker for PTSD.

Disturbed concentration and chronicit¡,

In general, the assessment of the firefighters at eight months

provided an accurate picture of the impact of the disaster when

contrasted to their reassessment at 42 months. This suggests that the

DSM-III diagnostic criteria provide adequate identification of the

victims of a natural clisaste¡ who are psychologically traumatized, in a

nonpatient population. However, the observations that one of the
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firefighters who had an acute PTSD and three of those who had

borderline chronic PTSD developed a definite chronic PTSD emphasizes

that any cross-sectional assessment of posttraumatic morbidity must

take into account the fluctuating nature of the symptoms in PTSD.

These diagnostic criteria also identified a pattern of chronic morbidity in

eight of the 15 subjects who had a definite chronic PTSD at eight months

and remained symptomatic three years later.

In contrast to low specificity of traumatic imagery, the

disturbance of attention and arousal in PTSD appeared to discriminate

more precisely between the firefighters with and without PTSD.

Disturbed concentration and memory were generally highly specific to

the PTSD group when assessed at both eight and 42 months (tables 2

and 3). Also, disturbed concentration experienced eight months after

the fire was the one symptom that predicted the continued presence of

PTSD three years later. This observation suggests that difficulties

concentrating, which indicate a disturbance of attention, may be a

central phenomenological abnormality in PTSD.

These data contrast with the findings of Van Kampen et al. (1986),

who suggested that disturbed concentration was a poor predictor of the

presence of PTSD. However, they were studying veterans admitted for

alcohol abuse, and the disturbance of concentration associated with

alcohol withdrawal may have confounded their results.

Possibly these changes in arousal and attention alter the quality of

the images in people with a PTSD, making them more intense and

disabling. For example, seven of the nine firefighters with a chronic

PTSD at eight months perceived thoughts and images to be cutting

across or interfering with their lives in contrast to one out of 33 subjects

without PTSD. This observation provicles some indirect support for the

validity of the concept of PTSD as clefined by DSM-III diagnostic criteria.

Although the divisions created by the inclusion criteria in DSM-III are
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by .onrrru"Uo., arbitrary, in this population they provid.e an acceptable

working separation between those people who were disabled and

seeking treatment and those whose functioning remained little changed.

Panic Attacks and Depressíon

The prevalence of panic in six of the nine PTSD sufferers at eight-

months suggests that this type of anxiety may be a common component

of the phenomenology. Depressed affect was also reported by 67Vo of

the PTSD group. This raises the possibility that a subgroup of PTSD may

represent panic disorder or depression that has been triggered by

extreme adversity.

The overlap between PTSD, affective disorders, and anxiety

disorders has been observed by four other groups (Davidson et al., 1985;

Escobar et al., 1983; Fairbank et al., 1983; Sierles, et aI., 1983) and one of

these studies also found that a significant proportion of PTSD sufferers

had a family history of depression and anxiety disorders (Davidson et

al., 1985). Because these observations were made in patient populations,

one possible interpretation of these data is that people with PTSD and

some other disorder may be more likely to seek Íeatment. This

explanation would not explain the concurrence of these disorders found

in this community sample and suggests that the question requires

further study.

Triggering event and phenontenology

Several phenomena, such as survivor guilt and estrangement,

were relatively uncommon, in contrast to reports of PTSD following

other triggers (Atkinson et al., 1984). Rather than experiencing

estr,angement, many of these victims reported a sense of increased

communal identity and involventent following their efforts at

reconstruction. In contrast, r,ictinrs of concentration canìps and combat

are probably much more likely to have relationship problems because
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of the interpersonal nature of the trauma independent of whether they

have PTSD. These observations raise the possibility that the prevalence

and quality of some phenomena of PTSD may be influenced by the

nature of the traumatic event.

Previous studies (Horowitz et al., 1980) have noted the prominence

of physical symptoms in PTSD as described by these firefighters. Some

mention of these symptoms in the diagnostic criteria or associated

phenomena should occur because their prominence may be one reason

that the diagnosis of this condition is frequently missed (chapter 3).

Conclusion

viewed against the caveat about small sample size, this study

provides some indication of the aspects of the DSM-III diagnostic

criteria of PTSD in a community sample that require further

examination in a Iarger group. While providing general support for the

ability of the diagnostic criteria to identify a pattern of chronic and

disabling posttraumatic morbidity, the nature of the relationship

between a disturbance of attention, panic symptoms, and PTSD appears

to require further investigation. The possibility exists that the intrusive

memories of the traumatic event have a low specificity in close

temporal proximity to the traumatic event and are a marker of distress

in the' victims of trauma. The nature of the traumatic stimulus also may

have some impact on the symptom patterns in PTSD, a hypothesis that

can only be tested by contrasting the phenomenology of PTSD in victims

of different traumatic events.
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Chapter 17

AVOIDANCE AND INTRUSION IN POSTTRAUMATIC

STRESS DISORDER.

Summary

This study aimed to investigate an information processing

(cognitive) model of the aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder. The

intervening role of the intrusive and distressing memories between the

experience of a disaster and the onset of symptoms was examined using

path analysis. The subjects consisted of fire-fighters (N = 290) who

were surveyed by questionnaire four, 11 and 29 months aftet being

exposed to a natural disaster. At 42 months all those who were at risk

of having developed a psychiatric disorder (N = 113) were interviewed

using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule as were a randomly selected

comparison group (N = 34) who had never developed symptoms.

The intrusion subscale score of the Impact of Events Scale solely

accounted for the aetiological link between the disaster and

posttraumatic disorders. Avoidance had no direct relationship with the

onset of symptoms and appeared to be a defensive strategy to contain

the distress generated by the re-experiencing of the disaster. These

data indicate the importance of separating these phenomena from

disordered mood and arousal in PTSD. This model was validated using

three different data sets, suggesting its robustness. Using cross-lagged

panel correlations, a bidirectional relationship was demonstrated

between disorder and intrusive recollections. This suggests that the

intensity of the recurring memories of a traumatic experience are as

indicative of the presence of a disturbance of mood and arousal as of the

exposure to the trauma.
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AVOIDANCE AND INTRUSION IN POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS

DISORDER.

The role of cognitions in the aetiology and phenomenology of

psychiatric disorders has been an area of growing interest to psychiatry

(Bebbington, 1985). Beck's (L967) pioneering work into the nature of

cognitive distortions in depression has led to a general awareness of the

way that the process of thought can determine emotional reactions. This

approach to the aetiology of psychopathology has subsequently used to

examine a number of other disorders, for example, panic disorder

(Hibbert, L984; Ottaviani & Beck, 1987) and anorexia nervosa (Garner &

Bemis, 1982). It has been assumed that in these disorders the

characteristic set of symptoms stem from the errors or deficits in

thinking (Beck et al., 1979).

Independently, Horowitz (197 6) has developed a similar

formulation of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) which is based on an

information processing model. According to this theory, there is a

predictable pattern of psychological response following a sudden

traumatic event (Horowitz, 1979). This proposes that the initial reaction

is characterized by intrusive symptoms. However, the painful nature of

such states of mind causes them to be warded off by avoidant

manouvers. This leads to an oscillation between intrusive and avoidant

states. In an adaptive outcome, the magnitude of these oscillations

decrease with time as the implications of the event are worked through.

A pathological outcome "is usually not the result of some different

response, but rather of responses that are of such a magnitude that the

person requires help, or they are responses that do not progress towards

adaptive completion over an extended time" (Horowitz &. Kaltreider,

1980). Therefore the symptoms of PTSD are presumed to result directly

from this pattern of information processing. This formulation also
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proposes that the symptoms of PTSD fall along only two axes, intrusion

and avoidance (Horowitz et aI. L979; Horowitz, 1986). A similar

psychodynamic perspective has been taken by Brett and Ostroff (1985)

who propose that PTSD has two basic dimensions: repetition of traumatic

imagery and affective and somatic states, and the defenses against them.

This model was developed from a detailed examination of the literature

about traumatic neurosis.

The examination of this model in a group of 251 Vietnam veterans

supported the conclusion that PTSD was best seen as having denial and

re-experiencing subsets of symptoms that directly originated from the

different aspects of the traumatic experience (Laufer et al. 1985a). In

other words, Laufer et al. (1985a) proposed that specific experiences of

war stress are related to different long-term patterns of PTSD with

combat causing intrusive imagery whereas participation in abusive

violence is more directly linked to severe forms of numbing. They

proposed that the participant in abusive violence may be showing

especially high levels of defensive behaviour because he cannot tolerate

consciously experiencing imagery about Vietnam. In other words,

images of personal complicity in atrocities are relatively more disturbing

to the veteran than the terrifying images of combat.

Laufer et al. (1985b) have gone as far as to suggest that PTSD

should be viewed as having two forms, as defined by these dimensions.

However, this study was conducted more than decade after the war

which allows the possibility that a range of intervening factors may

have confounded the relationship between specific war experiences and

types of posttraumatic phemonena. As well, Davidson et al. (1989) did

not confirm this proposition as they failed to demonstrate any

correlation between combat intensity or exposure and either intrusion

or avoidance phenomena in PTSD.
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For other reasons, the relationship between symptoms and

cognitions in PTSD may be more complex than that suggested by these

formulations. For example, Simons et al. (1984) compared the effect of

cognitive therapy and medication alone in the treatment of depression

and found that they both changed cognitive schemas equally. They

concluded that the cognitive distortions in depression appeared to

behave more as symptoms than as causes. In PTSD, the intrusive

recollections and the numbing can also be changed with

pharmacotherapy (Davidson et al. 1987: Bleich et al., 1986), suggesting

fhat a similar process may be occuning as in the treatment of

depression. Zucker et al. (1989) similarly found that the cognitive

distortions were not the initial event in panic disorder, although anxious

thoughts may exacerbate or maintain these faulty cognitions. Therefore

it is important not to assume the direction of cause and effect between

the cognitive distortions found in psychiatric disorders and their

aetiology.

This issue was examined in the longitudinal study of children who

had been exposed to a natural disaster and the data suggested that a

bidirectional relationship existed between symptoms and posttraumatic

phenomena (chapter 9). A high level of anxiety soon after the disaster

predicted the imprinting of traumatic memories and these memories

subsequently served to maintain and predict future symptomatic

disorder. A similar bidirectional relationship could exist in adults who

have experienced traumatic events.

Other evidence from several sources raises the possibility that

these patterns of information processing are not necessarily the primary

dimensions around which the phenomena of PTSD aÍe organised. First,

the two published factor analytic studies of the DSM-III PTSD diagnostic

criteria have demonstrated a more complex clustering of symptoms

(Silver & Iacono, 1984; Pearce et al. 1985). In particular, reexperiencing
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and numbing have fallen on different axes than symptoms of

hyperarousal and disturbed attention. The factor analysis of Davidson et

al. (1989) could be seen to support the two dimensional model of PTSD,

however sleep disturbance, constricted affect and impaired

concentration, central symptoms of disturbed arousal fell on a third

factor. Particularly since the sleep disturbance in PTSD has been

suggested to be the hallmark of PTSD, this third factor can not be simply

dismissed (Ross et al., 1989). Similarly a longitudinal study of PTSD has

suggested that many victims of trauma experience the intrusive

memories of the event and associated avoidance but do not have the

disturbance of arousal and attention which are also part of the

diagnostic criteria (chapter 16). Thus these phenomena may be a.

marker of the fact that people have been exposed to a traumatic event

and that they are distressed rather than that they have a psychiatric

disorder. The same study also found that the level of distress

experienced after a natural disaster was the intervening process which

lead to the onset of symptoms.

The frequent concurrence of PTSD and a range of other disorders

also challenges the formulation that the psychological effects of

traumatic stress fall on the two proposed axes of intrusion and denial. A

number of studies have now demonstrated a substantial degree of

overlap between PTSD and anxiety and affective disorder (Davidson et

a1.,1985; Escobar et al. 1983; Sierles et aI. 1983, Breslau & Davis, 1987,

Green et al. 1989). This raises the possibility that these disorders

account for some the phenomenology of PTSD, such as the insomnia and

disturbed memory and concentration, rather than these being solely

determined by posttraumatic imagery. As well, the vulnerability to

these disorders may predict who develops a PTSD in contrast to people

who become distressed after exposure to a traumatic event but do not

develop a psychiatric disorder.
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Against this background, this chapter aimed to investigate the

nature of the causal relationship between imagery and disorder. The

subjects to be studied were followed longitudinally after a natural

disaster, offering a unique opportunity to examine the direction of

causal relationships. The strength of the relationship between imagery

and disorder and the factors which determined the transition from

distress to disorder were also examined. Finally, the validity of the

separation of posttraumatic phenomena into those characterizing

intrusion and avoidance was investigated.

It was hypothesized that the presence of the imagery would be the

intervening phenomenon between exposure to the trauma and the onset

of disorder, but that there would be a bidirectional relationship between

imagery and disorder. However it was proposed that the strength of the

relationship between imagery and disorder would be weak but

significant, and that the presence of other coping and vulnerability

factors would account for the transition from imagery to disorder. It

was also hypothesized that the phenomena of PTSD could not be simply

grouped along two axes characterized by reexperiencing and denial, as

proposed by Laufer et al. (1985).

Method

Study design

On 16th February 1983, bushfire disaster devastated large areas of

south-eastern Australia. A large organization of trained volunteer fire-

fighters exists in Australia to combat such bushfires. These volunteers

come from all sections of the communities they serve to protect. The

sample for this study consisted of a representative group of 469 of these

fire-fighters who had had a particularly intense exposure to this disaster

(chapter 10). This group was examined four, 11 and 29 months after

the disaster (chapter 13). A subgroup who were at particularly high
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risk of having a PTSD was then selected from the original sample, based

on the General Health Questionnaire data collected in the previous three

stages of the study, and were interviewed 42 months after the disaster.

A total of 175 fire-fighters were approached. Firstly all subjects who

scored as probable cases on the GHQ on two or more occasions were

approached (N = 106) as well as all subjects who scored only as probable

cases at four months as this group may have developed an acute PTSD

which subsequently resolved (N - 29). A further group of forty subjects

who did not score in the caseness range of the GHQ were randomly

selected as a control group. Effectively, this method allowed the

screening of a population over a period of 29 months after the disaster

and the identification of the group most likely to have developed

clinically significant symptoms at 42 months who could then be

compared with a group who had consistently been without symptoms.

The interviews were conducted by one psychiatrist, one psychiatric

registrar and five medical students who had been trained to conduct a

psychiatric interview and had had 100 hours of lectures in clinical

psychiatry. Training in the use of the DIS involved group discussion and

practice interviews over a two week period and an adequate level of

inter-rater reliability was obtained although this was not examined

statistically. As well, the coding of all interviews was checked by me so

that any ambiguity or inconsistencies were removed.

Data collection.

The four month questionnaire included an inventory of the

disaster (chapters 10 and 11), the Lnpact of Events scale (IES) (Horowitz

et al., 1979) and the l}-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)

(Goldberg, 1972). The inventory of the disaster documented the fire-

fighter's bereavement and property loss, the injuries sustained and the

nature and duration of their exposure to the fires (chapter 10). The IES
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(Horowitz et al., 1979) measured posttraumatic distress with its two

components, intrusion and avoidance. This instrument has been widely

validated and found to be a highly reliable instrument (Schwarzwald et

al., L987). The final component was the l}-ítem GHQ (Goldberg, 1972)

which has been found to be a valid and sensitive measure of psychiatric

impairment in Australian populations despite its brevity (Tennant,

1977; Henderson et al., 1981). In these fire-fighters it was found to

have a 90 percent specificity and 78 percent sensitivity of PTSD (chapter

13). At 11 and 29 months a further L7 items were added to the GHQ,

chosen where possible from the 60 item version, which covered the all

the symptoms in the diagnostic criteria for PTSD not included in the 12-

item GHQ or the IES (4.P.4., 1980). The 11 month questionnaire

collected information about the methods used by the fire-fighters to

cope immediately after the disaster (chapters 14 and 15). The 29 month

questionnaire also documented whether the fire-fighters had sought

professional help for psychological problems before the disaster and also

included the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1964).

At 42 months, 143 high risk subjects agreed to be interviewed

using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) (Robins et al., 1981),

including the PTSD section. The IES was again administered and a

detailed family history of psychiatric illness was obtained.

Statistical analysis

The causal relationship between the disaster and the onset of

disorder was examined using path analysis (SPSS Inc., 1983). A

longitudinal model was developed on the basis of an earlier cross-

sectional analysis of the four month data (chapter 11) and data obtained

from a subgroup of subjects interviewed at eight months (chapter 16).

This proposed that the imagery experienced after the disaster was the

intervening factor between the exposure and losses sustained and the
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onset of disorder. This model further proposed that intrusive memories

of the disaster would account for this causal relationship and that

avoidant phenomena would be a reaction the intrusions and would have

no independent relationship with either the experience of the disaster or

disorder. Property loss and the intensity of exposure (chapter 10) were

used as the measures of the impact of the disaster because they

accounted for most of the relationship between the disaster and

disorder. The most robust test of this model was to examine the

contribution of the intrusion and avoidance experienced at four months

(measured by the IES subscales at four months) to onset of any disorder

developed after the disaster and defined by the DIS af 42 months. The

DIS allowed the exclusion of any subject who may have had symptoms

at the time of the fire through the use of the onset codes. Furthermore,

the f.act that intrusion and avoidance were measured on a different

occasion than disorder increased the certainty about the longitudinal

direction of causality. This model was also retested using the four

month IES and the 11 month GHQ and repeated using the 11 month IES

and 29 month GHQ. These data sets again allowed the direction of the

path to be clearly established because the intrusion and avoidance were

always measured in the time frame before disorder.

The direction of causal effect between imagery and disorder was

examined using cross-lagged panel correlations (Rozelle 8L Campbell,

1969). This appeared to be a valid method of analysis because the data

appeared to fit the necessary causal assumptions (Kenny, 1975).

The variables which predicted the transition from imagery to

disorder was examined using discriminant function analysis. The

subjects who were experiencing high levels of imagery but were not

disordered were compared with the disordered group with high levels of

imagery, measured by the IES total at four months and the DIS diagnosis

to account for the variables predicting this transition.
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R e sults

The sample.

A return rate of 84 percent (N = 395) was obtained at 11 and 29

months. At 11 and 29 months the response rates for those who were

cases and not cases at the previous stage were not significantly different

(chapter 13). Thus the longitudinal sample at 11 and 29 months was not

biased to a more or less disordered group. During the disaster, 2O

percent believed that they came close to death and 23 percent suffered

property damage often affecting their livelihood. A more detailed

account of their exposure and losses are described in chapter 10. At 42

months, of the 162 subjects who could be traced and contacted, 5 had

moved interstate, one had died, 10 refused to be interviewed, and the

interview or data was not complete with four subjects. Their mean age

was 38 years and 74 percent were married.

Examination of the DIS found that 52 (36Vo) had a PTSD and a

further 18 (137o) had a borderline PTSD. When other diagnoses apart

from PTSD were considered, 73 fire-fighters received one or more

diagnosis and these had begun in all but 11 subjects in the aftermath of

the disaster. In all analyses, these 11 subjects were excluded because

the disaster did not play a precipitating role in the aetiology of their

disorder even though their symptoms were usually intensified. Only 16

subjects had a PTSD and no other disorder. The borderline PTSD

subjects were defined on the basis that they neither had not consulted a

doctor about their symptoms nor saw their symptoms as "interfering

with their life a lot". However the intensity of distress in a number of

these people was significant and they were therefore included in the

analyses.
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T¡ble 1

GHQ and IES dala from 4 months, 1l monlhs ¡nd 29 month¡ (N = 290)

4 months
Mean (SD)

l1 months
Mean ISD)

29 months
Mean lSDl

GI]Q
IES

1.55
t7.4
I 1.5
ó.1

(2.60)
(l s.3)

(9.6)
(7.4)

t.42
7.5
4.9
2.5

1.24
10.5
7.O
3.E

(2.06)
(l 1.7)

(7.4)
(5.e)

(2.32)
(e.5)
(s.e)
(s.0)

Intrusion
Avoidanso

Table 1 reports the l2-item GHQ score and the IES scores at four,

11 and 29 months of the 290 subjects who had a complete set of data on

all occasions. While there was no significant decline in the GHQ scores,

there was a significant decline in the intensity of both the intrusion and

avoidance subscales (P < 0.05) using analysis of variance with Scheffe's

procedure. The rate appeared to be most marked in the first year after

the disaster. These data indicate the relative independence of the

Figure I

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISASTER, 4.MONTH INTRUSION AND
avoIDANcE AND DISoRDERFffJ,åtiiii îi^lt MroNrHS: BEIA coEFFIcIENrs

TIME DISASTER 4 MONTHS 42 MONTHS

PROPERTY 05

.07

AVOIDANCE
LOSS ....'¡ 

:i:.21

-.13,,,"
.60*{,{< DISORDER

I
t {< {<

Ð(POSURE INTRUS
15

.t2

,. P < 0.05
{ê1. P < 0.01
#. P < 0.001
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measure of symptoms (the GHQ) and the measure of cognitive distress

(the IES) attributable to the disaster.

Path analysis

The aetiological role of the disaster in the psychiatric disorder, in

particular the intervening role of the intrusive cognitions, was tested

using path analysis. In the first model the intrusive and avoidant

thoughts were defined by the IES subscale scores at four months and

disorder was defined according to the DIS interview at 42 months. A

preliminary examination of the data demonstrated that the intrusive

phenomena had a similar role in affective disorders, anxiety disorders (P

= 0.33, P < 0.001) and PTSD (þ = 0.46, P < 0.001), and therefore any

subject who developed a disorder following the disaster was included. A

complete data set was available for Il7 subjects once missing data from

any of the three stages was taken into account and 11 subjects who

were disordered prior to the disaster were excluded.

In this analysis, neither property loss or the intensity of exposure

directly predicted the onset of a disaster related disorder (see figure 1).

The only significant aetiological path was from the extent of property

loss, via intrusion to disorder. The intensity of intrusion also directly

lead to the avoidance phenomena (P = 0.60). Avoidance had no

independent relationship with either exposure or property loss (P >

0.05) and similarly had no independent relationship with disorder. This

model was then re-examined using two other data sets which included

all the subjects who had been involved in the four, 11 and 29 month

stages of the study, disorder being defined as a probable case on the

GHQ, using a Il2 cut-off.

Firstly, the model using the four month IES and the 11 month GHQ

data was examined. The disaster experience had no direct relationship

with either disorder at 11 month. In contrast, the intrusion subscale
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Figure 2

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISASTER, 4.MONTH INTRUSION AND
AVOIDANCE AND DISORDER MEASURED AT 11 MONTHS: BETA COEFF.ICIENTS

OF PATH ANALYSIS

TIME DISASTER 4 MONTHS 11 MONTHS

o2
I

I

PROPERTY

LOSS

¡ 0.07 AVOIDANCE

î.

,,,O4

I
.14*

EXPOSURE INTRUSION .21*
.26**

:* {r {< DISORDER

-.0 1 ,,"
)

I

50

. P<0.05
+* P < 0.01
*r* P < 0.001

Figure 3

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DISASTER, 11 MONTH INTRUSION AND
AVOIDANCE AND DISORDER MEASURED AT 29 MONTHS: BETA COEFFICIENTS

OF PATH ANALYSIS

TIME DISASTER 11 MONTHS 29 MONTHS

-.05

PROPERTYI

LOSS
AVOIDANCE

" ",,,,..05

.19*

-.01

.65**

EXPOSURE INTRUSIO

DISORDER

I

I
I

| 16*
04

* P<0.05
i.* P < 0.001
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score was directly related to property loss (þ = O.I4, P < 0.05) and

exposure (þ = 0.26, P < 0.05). The intrusive memories were also

appeared to account for the avoidance subscale score (þ = 0.64, P <

0.001) which had no independent association with the disaster.

Intrusion alone also accounted for the causal relationship between the

disaster and disorder (p = 0.21, P 1 0.05) whereas avoidant phenomena

had no significant direct relationship with disorder (þ = 0.04).

Second, the model using the 11 month IES score and the 29 month

GHQ data were examined. Again this confirmed the model, where the

only link between the disaster and disorder was accounted for by the

path, exposure (þ = 0.16, P < 0.05) and property loss (B - 0.17, P < 0.05)

lead to intrusion which then leads to disorder (B = 0.19, P < 0.05).

Avoidance again did not play a role in the aetiological path, being

predicted by the intensity of intrusion (B = 0.65, P < 0.001). On this

occasion, the intensity of avoidance had an inverse relationship with the

intensity of exposure.

Cross-lagged panel correlations

While these data demonstrate the role that intrusion plays in the

onset disorder, it is also possible that the intensity of the person's

symptoms will have a feedback effect of increasing the severity of the

distress response. Therefore the relationship between imagery and

disorder was explored longitudinally from four to 11 and 11 to 29

months. Table L outlines the IES and subscale scores and the GHQ data

at four, 11 and 29 months. All variables were highly correlated both

cross-sectionally and longitudinally at significance level of P < 0.01 (see

figure 4). Examining the difference between the correlation coefficients

at four and 11 months (table 1), no significant difference existed (z -
0.56, P > 0.05). Similarly, the 11 month GHQ score was as strong a

predictor of the 29 month IES score as the 11 month IES score was of
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Figure 4

CROSS.LAGGED PANEL CORRELATION EXAMINING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
rEs aND GHQ AT 4, 11 AND 29 MONTHS

4 MONTHS 11 MONTHS 29 MONTHS

0.62* 0.67*
IESIES IES

o.29* 0.36*

GHQ CHQ
0.32*0.47 *

0.43* 0.49* .40*

0.33 * 0.34*

GHQ

* P < 0.001

the 29 month GHQ Q = 0.264, P > 0.05)- Therefore a bidirectional

relationship existed across both sampling frames between the IES and

GHQ scores. A similar cross-lagged panel correlation was used to

examine the relationship between disorder and intrusion. The results

will not be reported in full because of their similarity. Again all

variables were found to be highly correlated at a significance level of P <

0.01 or greater. There was not predominant direction of causal effect

(four-ll month time frame, z= 0.21, P ) 0.05: ll-29 month time frame,

z - 0.L3, P > 0.05).

Discíminant function analysis

The fire-fighters who experienced high levels of intrusion (IES > 10

at four months) and were not disordered at any stage after the fire were

compared with the high intrusion and disordered group, where disorder

was defined by the DIS at 42 months. A family history of psychiatric

illness, neuroticism, a past history of seeking treatment for a
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Tsble 2

DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF IIIGII INTRUSION ÄND
MOL DISORDERED SUBJECTS (N = 27) ÄND IIIGH INTRUSIoN AND

DISoRDERED suBJrcrs 1v = 49¡*â

Cmonical Function
Coefficient

Co¡relation of Vs¡iables
and Discriminant Function

Fmily History of Psychiatric Disordor
Neuroticism
Past History of "St¡ess P¡oblem"
Extrov ersion

0.44
0.97
b
b

0.28
0.89
0.08

-0.01

High intrusion defined as Intrusion subscale of IES at 4 months greate¡ than 10, diso¡der defined by DIS at 42 months.

Ente¡ed in the {unction but did Dot load significantly.

psychological problem and extroversion were examined to determine

their ability to separate these two groups in a discriminant function

analysis. These variables were chosen because of their significance in

earlier analyses (chapters 12, 14, 15). One canonical function separated

the groups correctly 67Vo of the time and was characterized by a family

history of psychiatric disorder (F - 12.34, P < 0.001) and neuroticism (F =

7.54, P < 0.01). The centroids for the high intrusion, no disorder group

was -0.60 and 0.33 for the high intrusion, disordered group. Thus a

combination of family history of psychiatric disorder and neuroticism, a

personality Irait predicted the progression from distress to disorder

with a significant degree of accuracy.

Discus sion

This chapter examined the role of intrusive cognitions and

imagery, relating to a traumatic event, in the onset and maintenance of

posttraumatic psychiaffic disorders. The path analyses demonstrated

that these cognitions and images are responsible for the causal link

between the traumatic event and the onset of PTSD and other

postdisaster disorders. Contrary to the hypothesis that the sttessor has

a substantial direct relationship to the onset of posttraumatic symptoms

(e.g.Green et a1.,L986; Breslau & Davis, 1987), neither the magnitude of

*lt
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people's losses nor the intensity of their exposure were a direct cause of

disorder. As well, only the intrusive phenomena and not the avoidance,

as measured by this subscales of the Impact of Events scale, was directly

linked to the disaster. In two of the three path analyses, both property

loss and exposure determined the severity of the intrusions suggesting

that both the threat experienced and the extent of losses were

independent causes of distress (figures 2 &. 3)

The avoidance strategies did not have a direct relationship to the

severity of symptoms and were solely predicted by the intensity of the

intrusive memories (figures 1, 2 &. 3). These findings are supported by

those of Solomon (1989) who found that IES intrusion subscale was

more highly correlated with all three groups of PTSD diagnostic criteria

than with avoidance. He found that this was true even for psychic

numbing, which apriori reflects avoidance. As well, the findings that

avoidance and numbing is underreported (Solomon 8L Canino, 1989) and

less frequent in the victims of natural disasters (Madakasira &. O'Brien,

1987) suggests that these avoidance phenomena are a defence and way

of containing the intense affect cause by the recurring recollections of

the trauma. Hence, these strategies represent the response to the

distress and pain caused by the trauma rather than being primarily

linked to the symptoms.

The only direct relationship between the disaster and avoidance

phenomena occurred at 11 months when an inverse relationship

emerged with the intensity of exposure suggesting that fire-fighters who

had been exposed to particular threat were more willing to tolerate their

intrusive memories. As is the case with war veterans where intrusive

thoughts of atrocities are particularly intolerable (Laufer et al.,

1985a&b), the nature of the trauma seems to influence the person's

ability to tolerate recurring memories. Further Support for the

hypothesis that avoidance is primarily a defensive response also came
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from the ECA population where symptoms of indicative of hyperarousal

and sleep disturbance were seen as more characteristíc of PTSD than

reexperiencing and emotional numbing (Helzer et al., 1987).

These data support Horowitz' (1986) information processing model

of posttraumatic stress disorder and that traumatic events lead to

psychiatric disorder as a consequence of the inability to integrate the

active memories of the horror and loss with pre-existing schemata.

However, many of the fire-fighters in this study had the intensely

distressing memories of the disaster without developing a psychiatric

disorder. Thus the same problem of coming to terms with the trauma

exists in fire-fighters who remain well and those who become

disordered and they equally use avoidance as a strategy to contain their

distress. The onset of disorder is not simply due to the magnitude of the

response or the failure of adaptive completion as suggested by Horowitz

and Kaltreider (1980), but rather that these cognitions initiate a further

process of symptom formation in some people. In the path analysis,

these recurring images and the associated distress only predicted 20

percent of the variance of disorder, suggesting that a variety of

vulnerability factors were influencing the onset of symptoms.

Therefore, while the cognitive distress caused by a traumatic event

might be the initiating process, a range of other factors play an

important part in the aetiological process. The strength of this

relationship is similar to that found by Laufer et aI. (1985b) and, in

contrast to their prediction, is not of a greater magnitude, despite the

fact that this study was carried in the immediate aftermath of the

trauma. This further suggests that their model of PTSD requires

qualification.

In particular, the nonspecific vulnerability factors of a family

history of psychiatric illness and the personality trait of neuroticism

were able to predict the progression from distress to disorder in 677o of
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cases on discriminant function analysis. This is a highly significant

result because disorder was defined throughout the 38 month period

which followed the high intrusion score at four months which meant

that a variety of other environmental and psychodynamic variables had

the opportunity to act during this period. These findings suggest that

the the vulnerability to develop a pathological pattern of arousal is an

important predisposing factor to the development of the disordered

arousal in PTSD, a similar finding to the onset of psychiatric disorders in

other community samples (Henderson et al., 1981). The fact that a

family history of psychiatric disorder was important indicates that the

genetic determinants of arousal and affect are likely to play a role in

PTSD.

These path analyses suggest that the response to a traumatic stress

needs to be understood along three rather than two dimensions;

intrusion, avoidance, and disturbed arousal and affect. Further support

for this proposition comes from the fact that all published studies which

have examined the co-morbidity of PTSD find that it is the exception

rather than the rule for an individual to suffer only from PTSD

(Davidson et a1.,1985; Escobar et aI. t983; Sierles et al. 1983, Breslau &

Davis, 1987, Green et aI. 1989). In this population, other disorders had a

stronger relationship with PTSD (þ = 0.55, P < 0.001, 12 = 29Vo) than

existed between PTSD and intrusion (B - 0.4'7, P < 0.001 , 12 = 2OVo)

suggesting the importance of their role in the phenomenology of PTSD.

It is possible that the propensity to develop a similar state of affective

disturbance as in depression and/or the pattern of disordered arousal in

panic disorder, may be a prerequisite to the development of PTSD. In

particular, the process of intrusion and avoidance appear to be essential

elements of both the normal and pathological response to traumatic

stress. Any psychopathological model of PTSD needs to be able to

explain the progression from a state of distress to disorder. To date, this
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issue has been largely ignored in the literature with PTSD being seen as

an extension of the normal response to traumatic stress (Horowitz &

Kaltreider, 1980). The growing interest in the biological substrates of

PTSD (Kolb, L987; Burgess 'Watson et al., 1988, Ross et al., 1989) might

help to delineate whether categorical differences separate those with

disorder from people who remain unaffected despite the experience of

traumatic stres s.

This formulation implies that there aÍe three different types of

phenomena embedded in the current DSM-III-R diagnostic criteria for

PTSD. Firstly, there is the re-experiencing phenomena which are

relatively nonspecific and are an indication that the individual has been

through a markedly distressing experience (chapter 11). Second, the

group C criteria describe a pattern of disturbed arousal that are shared

by both major depression and the anxiety disorders. Finally, the

avoidance phenomena are the disabilities and handicaps (McFarlane,

1988) indicative of the individual's attempts to contain the distress of

the memories of the trauma and his/her affective instability and over

arousal. The relationship between these phenomena is demonstrated by

the cross-lagged panel correlations. A bidirectional relationship exists

where the intensity of intrusions not only predict disorder but where

the severity of the person's depression and anxiety have a feedback loop

effect of increasing the frequency of the re-experiencing phenomena.

Thus once a PTSD is established, the cognitive preoccupation is as much

a measure of the people's disturbed arousal and affect as it is an

indications of their exposure to a markedly distressing event. However,

the intrusive phenomena progressively declined over time in contrast to

symptoms and fluctuated less ovsr time (four months v's 11 months, r =

0.63; 11 months v's 29 months, r = 0.62) than symptoms (four months

v's 11 months, r - 0.41; ll months v's 29 Íroûths, r = 0.30), emphasizing

the dimensional separation of these phenomena.
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These findings need to be discussed against the background of a

series of methodological issues. First, this study has a number of

methodological strengths. The careful documentation of the effects of

the disaster and the scaling of the losses (chapter 10) in the months

immediately after the disaster also means that the nature of the fire-

fighters was not subject to retrospective distortion of memory as often

occurs in the recall of life evonts (chapters 1 and L4). The initial wave

of data was collected four months after the disaster and this meant that

the cognitions recorded by the IES at this stage were more directly

linked to the fire-fighters' experience of the disaster than the problems

in the post trauma environment or the presence of an established

disorder. This contrasts to many other studies of PTSD amongst Vietnam

veterans where the data has been collected eight to 15 years after active

service (e.g. Laufer et al., 1985b). This an important issue as it has been

shown that the initiating role of cognitions in panic disorder has been

overemphasized by the retrospective study of chronic patient groups

(Zucker, 1989) and the similar problems of interpretation could arise in

studies of PTSD. The longitudinal nature of this study is another

important strength because it allowed the use of waves of data collected

at different time points in the path analyses. This increases the causal

direction which can be implied from these analyses. Furthermore the

fact that the model was tested using three different data sets and time

frames points to robustness of the proposed model.

Breslau and Davis (1987) have pointed out that the strength of

association between a stressol and symptoms can be increased by

studying patient populations, a problem not present in this study which

examined a community group. The inclusion of victims of a disaster who

did not develop a psychiatric disorder means that any analysis in this

study had to differentiate between the normal distress response and

PTSD, an important problem which patient based studies do not have to
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contend with. The large number of subjects involved in this study

means the absence of statistically significant other significant

relationships can not be attributed to a type 1 error.

The decision to include all disorders that began in the aftermath of

the disaster in the path analyses may have been a potential source of

distortion in a study examining purporting to examine PTSD. However,

the same causal model emerged when the diagnosis of PTSD was used in

the first path analysis. The data including all postdisaster disorders was

reported because the triggering role of the intrusive thoughts appears to

be as important in the onset of depressive and anxiety disorders as in

PTSD following this event. If anything the intensity of these re-

experiencing phenomena was greater in the group with affective

disorders than in the PTSD only group. This raises a number of

questions about the relationship between PTSD, affective disorders and

anxiety disorders which will be examined in chapter 18.

In conclusion, this study supports the view that the intrusive and

distressing memories experienced by the victims of traumatic stress

play a triggering role in the onset of psychiatric disorder which is caused

by the trauma. The cognitions and the associated affects provide an

insight in people's ability to integrate the traumatic experience and their

vulnerability develop a psychiatric disorder. Once a person has become

disordered the intensity of the cognitions also is determined by the

severity of their disordered mood and arousal. Thus a bidirectional

relationship exists between these traumatic memories and disorder.

These data suggest that avoidance is one dimension of the distress

response but is not directly related to the onset of symptoms although

its intensity will be greater in disordered victims because of their

greater level of distress. Thus a two dimensional model of PTSD may not

take account of the difference between the victims of traumatic stress
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who develop a psychiatric disorder and those are distressed but not

symptomatic.
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Chapter 18

MULTIPLE DIAGNOSES IN POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

IN THE VICTIMS OF A NATURAL DISASTER.

Summary

A population of 469 fire-fighters who were exposed to a natural

disaster were screened usíng the GHQ four, 11 and 29 months afær a

natural disaster. On the basis of these data, a high risk group of subjects

who had scored as probable cases (N = ll2), and a symptom free

comparison group (N = 35), were interviewed using the DIS 42 months

after the disaster. The prevalence of posttraumatic stress disorder

(PTSD), affective disorders and anxiety disorders was examined. Only

237o of the 70 subjects who had developed a PTSD did not attfa:ct a

further diagnosis, major depression being the most common concurrent

disorder. Comorbidity appeared to be an important predictor of chronic

PTSD especially with panic disorder and phobic disorders. The subjects

who only had a PTSD appeared to have had the highest exposure to the

disaster and adversity experienced both befo¡e and after the disaster

influenced the onset of both anxiety and affective disorders. The

implications of these findings for classification and treatment are

discus sed.
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MULTIPLE DIAGNOSES IN POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

IN THE VICTIMS OF A NATURAL DISASTER.

The classification of psychiatric disorders which follow in the wake

of extremely traumatic events has been greatly influenced by the

uncertainty about whether such events lead to a. unique pattern of

symptoms. Prior to the inclusion of PTSD in DSM-III, earlier systems of

classification tended to assume that the acute symptoms following an

extremely stressful event would be time limited unless some preexisting

character pathology was present that contributed to their maintenance

(Green et al., 1985). This implied that the long term effects of traumatic

stress were adequately defined by existing categories of

psychopathology. For example, in DSM-II the diagnosis of transient

situational disturbance was used if the symptoms were short lived and

then the categories of anxiety or depressive neurosis would be used for

more enduring symptoms. Simitarty, DSM-I included the category of

gross stress reaction to describe the acute effects of overwhelming stress

but did not define a unique pattern of symptoms which were caused by

the long-term effects of traumatic stress despite the fact that this

volume was drafted in the wake of the second World War and the Nazi

Holocaust. It is interesting to note that the Israeli Army Medical Corp

continues to separate combat stress reaction from PTSD in the

substantial body of research that has been conducted since the

publication of DSM-III (Solomon, 1989).

Following the definition of the diagnostic criteria for PTSD' many

studies focused on the validation of the specific characteristics of the

typical phenomenology of stress response (e.g. Laufer et al., 1985, Keane

et al., 1987; Van Kampen et al., 1986; Kuhne et aI., 1988, Woolfolk et al',

1988) which conrributed to the significant revisions of PTSD embodied

in DSM-III-R (4.P.4., 1987; Brett et aI., 1938). Many of these studies
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focused on the data that confirmed the accepted hypotheses about the

characteristics of this disorder but failed to consider the influence of

concurrent disorders. This is an important issue because every study

which has specifically examined the relationship between PTSD and

other axis I disorders has found a very high rate ôf comorbidity

(Davidson et al., 1985; Escobar et al. 1983; Sierles et al. 1983, Breslau &

Davis, 1987, Loughrey et al., 1988, Birkheimer et al. 1985, Behar, 1987,

Helzer et al., 1987, Green et al. 1989). As well, many studies which have

examined the associated phenomena in PSTD have found high levels of

both anxiety and depressive symptoms (eg. Madakasira & Obrien, 1987,

Kuhne et aI., 1988; Horowitz et aI., 1980).

The early accounts of traumatic stress often also focused on

anxiety, phobic and somatic symptoms as well as the phenomena

included in the current diagnostic criteria (Ettedgui &, Bridges, 1985).

For example, in the first V/orld War Russel (1919) specifically noted

hypochondrical, phobic and anxiety symptoms as well as phemonena

such as nightmares, startle reactions to noise and irritability. As a result

of their experiences in the second World War, Grinker and Spiegel

(1970) categorized five neurotic reactions to combat stress based on the

chief presenting symptoms of free anxiety states, phobic states,

conversion states, psychosomatic reactions and depressive states. A

similar range of symptoms have been observed after a variety of

civilian traumas (Adler,1943; Kinston & Rosser,l974). The exclusion of

anxiety and depressive phenomena from the diagnostic criteria of PTSD

has been significantly determined by preponderant view that PTSD

symptoms are organised around the two dimensions of intrusive

phenomena, and avoidance and numbing (Horowitz, 1986; Brett 8L

Ostroff, 1985; Brett et al., 1988).

In the published studies examining co-morbidity, more than SOVo

of subjects with a PTSD appear to have another disorder although the
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specific figure is not clearly stated in several reports (Davidson et

a1.,1985; Escobar et al. 1983; Sierles et aI. 1983, Breslau & Davis, 1987,

Loughrey et al., 1988, Birkheimer et al. 1985, Behar, 1987, Helzer et aI.,

1987, Green et al. 1989, Reist, et al., 1989; Lerer, 1987,; Mollica et al.,

1987). The prevelence of associated disorder has varied from sample to

sample, despite the fact that all but Helzer et al. (1987) have exclusively

examined populations affected by the Vietnam war. Drug and alcohol

abuse was the most common diagnosis in Escobar et al. (1983), Davidson

et al. (1985) and Behar's (1987) studies while anxiety and affective

disorders were the most common concurrent diagnoses in Green et aI.

(1989) and Helzer et al's (1987) reports. Escobar et al. (1983) and

Davidson et al. (1985) also found that depression and anxiety disorders,

particularly of a phobic type were very common. Breslau and Davis

(1987) found a very high incidence of affective disorder with EOVo have

major depression and 447o mania. The ability to generalize from these

studies is very limited because alt investigations have focused of

Vietnam veterans at least eight years after the veterans served in

combat (in Helzer et al's (1937) study many of the people in the ECA

study with PTSD were also veterans) and all but the study of Helzer et

al. (1987), have included patients.

This raises questions about the effect of being a patient, a war

veteran and chronicity on this level of comorbidity. In particular, the

fact that these veterans still have symptoms many years after the war

raises the possibility that comorbidity accounts for their resistance to

treatment and the chronic nature of their symptoms. Furthermore, the

existence of multiple disorders is likely to increase the chance of a

veteran seeking treatment because of the greater distress and suffering,

although H:elzer et al's (1987) data suggests that this is not the sole

explanation for the comorbidity. The issue also arises as to whether the

nature of the triggering tfauma is an important determinant of
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comorbidity, although the existence a depressive syndrome in 34Vo of

the victims of violence in Northern Ireland suggests that this effect is

not uniquely attributable to the Vietnam war. This is an important issue

in the light of Green et al's (1989) finding that the involvement in

atrocities accounted for 247o of the variance of PTSD/panic disorder in

contrast to the association of PTSD/phobic disorder and general life

threat. However, they did not discuss what diagnostic hierarchy used

for the 167o of subjects (approximately ll3 of their disordered group)

who had three or more diagnoses which creates some difficult in the

interpretation of their data. Brelau and Davis (1987), on the other hand,

found that co-existing disorders could not be so directly linked to the

nature of the stressor as PTSD.

Against this background, this chapter aimed to investigate the

onset of the range of psychiatric disorders developed by a community

sample exposed to a natural disaster who were not selected on the basis

of seeking treatment. In particular, the incidence and comorbidity of

affective, anxiety and posttraumatic stress disorder was examined. The

contribution of the disaster to the onset of the different diagnoses was

examined by investigating the aetiological role of the people's exposure

to the disaster and their losses. Furthermore the role of adverse life

events experienced prior to, and after the fire in determining the

pattern of disorder was investigated because an earlier study

demonstrated these events influenced the level of symptoms in this

population (chapter 14). It was hypothesized that PTSD would be the

most common diagnosis in this population but that in the majority of

cases it would coexist with other disorders. Secondly, it was proposed

that subjects who developed PTSD as a sole diagnosis, would have

suffered greater losses and/or exposure in the disaster. Finally, the

hypothesis that a chronic outcome for PTSD would be associated with

other concurrent disorders was tested'
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Method

Study Design

On 16th February 1983, bushfire disaster devastated large areas of

south-eastern Australia. A large organization of trained volunteer fire-

fighters exists in Australia to combat such bushfires. These volunteers

come from all sections of the communities they serve to protect. The

sample for this study consisted of a representative group of 469 of these

fire-fighters who had had a particularly intense exposure to this disaster

(chapter 10). This group was examined four, 11 and 29 months after the

disaster (chapter 13). A subgroup who were at particularly high risk of

having a PTSD was then selected from the original sample, based on the

General Health Questionnaire data collected in the previous three stages

of the study, and were interviewed 42 months after the disaster. A total

of 175 fire-fighters were approached. Firstly all subjects who scored as

probable cases on the GHQ on two or more occasions were approached (N

= 101). As well, all subjects who scored only as probable cases at four

months was interviewed because this group may have developed an

acute PTSD which subsequently resolved (N = 29). A further group of 40

subjects who did not score in the caseness range of the GHQ were

randomly selected as a control group. The only group who had

developed symptoms after the disaster who were not screened were

those who scored as a probable case on the GHQ at only 11 or 29 months.

These 52 subjects were not interviewed because of the limited resources

available for the study and because an examination of the data

suggested that there was a very low probabílity that they had

developed significant psychiatric disorder as a result of their exposure

to the disaster (chapter 16). Five of these subjects were randomly

selected for interview and the results supported this assumption.
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Effectively, this method allowed the screening of 421 of the

original population 469 (89.77o) over a period of 29 months after the

disaster and the identification of the group most likely to have

developed clinically significant symptoms at 42 months who could then

be compared with a group who had consistently been without

symptoms. The interviews were conducted by one psychiatrist, one

psychiatric registrar and five medical students who had been trained

conduct a psychiatric interview and had had 100 hours of lectures in

clinical psychiatry. Training in the use of the DIS involved group

discussion and practice interviews over a two week period and an

adequate level of inter-rater reliability was obtained, although kappa

coefficients could not be calculated as the N was inadequate. As well,

the coding of all interviews was checked by me so that any ambiguity or

inconsistencies were removed.

Data collection.

The four month questionnaire included an inventory of the

disaster (chapter 10), the Impact of Events scale (IES) (Horowitz et al.,

1979) and the t}-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) (Goldberg,

1972). The inventory of the disaster documented the fire-fighter's

bereavement and property loss, the injuries sustained and the nature

and duration of their exposure to the fires. The IES (Horowitz et al.,

t979) measured posttraumatic distress with its two components,

intrusion and avoidance. This instrument has been widely validated and

found to be a highty reliable instrument (Schwarzwald et aI., 1987). The

final component was the l2-item GHQ (Goldberg, 1972) which has been

found to be a valid and sensitive measure of psychiatric impairment in

Australian populations despite its brevity (Tennant, 1977; Henderson et

al., 1981). In these fire-fighters it was found to have a 90 percent

specificity and 78 percent sensitivity of PTSD (chapter 13). At 42
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months, 143 high risk subjects agreed to be interviewed using the

Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) (Robins et al., 1981), including the

affective disorder, anxiety disorder and PTSD sections which gave DSM-

III diagnoses.

Results

The sample.

These fire-fighters had had ï particularly intense exposure to this

fire storm. Twenty percent believed that they came close to death and

23 percent suffered property damage often affecting their livelihood.

Their mean age was 38 years and 74 percent were married.

At 42 months, of the 162 subjects who could be traced and

contacted, five had moved interstate, one had died, 10 refused to be

interviewed, and the interview or data were not complete with four

subjects. A total of L47 subjects were interviewed ^t 
42 months which

meant that, in conjunction with the GHQ screening data, it was possible

to define the diagnostic status of 398 of the original sample of 469

(867o). Of the 35 the group of subjects who had never been a probable

case at four 11, or 29 months, only one was diagnosed as having a

disorder on the DIS. OnIy 23 of the subjects who at been a probable case

on the GHQ at four, and/or 11 and/or 29 months did not receive a DIS

diagnosis and the absence of a diagnosis was most frequent amongst the

subjects who were GHQ positive at four months only. This meant that

the GHQ was an acceptable indicator of no disorder in the subjects who

had never been GHQ positive and were not interviewed at 29 months.

Examination of the DIS found that 50 had a PTSD and a further 20

had a borderline PTSD. The borderline PTSD subjects were defined on

the basis that they neither had not consulted a doctor about their

symptoms nor saw their symptoms as "interfering with their life a lot".

In the other diagnostic categories a similar situation arose on occasions
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where the subject satisfied the criteria for a diagnosis, but failed to meet

the severity code. These subjects often satisfied the severity code for

another diagnosis. The validity of this separation of severity by the

patienrs is potentially a source of error. As Nisbett and Wilson (1977)

have discussed, the validity of people's attributions and judgements

about their motivations for actions such as seeking treatment are

frequently spurious. In these data, this introduced the most substantial

erïor in the diagnosis of panic disorder where these subjects did not see

their anxiety as a primary concern, but were ofton motivated to seek

help for their panic related somatic symptoms. The stem structure in

the DIS tended not to pick up the severity of the symptoms in these

subjects wi¡h 487o failing to be given a definite diagnosis. Therefore,

both borderline and definite diagnoses were combined for the analyses

of the data, except in the hierarchical groupings where the primary

disorder had to be definite (table 3, 5, 6 and 8). The prevalence of the

various diagnoses defined by severity aÍe reported in table 1 and the

differences in the prevalence of definite and borderline disorder was

only substantial for panic disorder and obsessive compulsive disorder.

Disaster related disorder and comorbidity.

V/hen diagnoses including PTSD were considered, 89 fire-fighters

received one or more diagnosis. Eleven subjects were suffering from a

disorder at the time of the disaster and six of these then developed a

PTSD and two developed another disorder after the fire. Only 16

subjects had a PTSD and no other disorder. In all analyses, the three

subjects who were disordered at the time of the disaster and did not
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T¡blc I

FREQUENCY OF DIÀGNOSES (¡V = t9t)

Dcfini to B ord crlinc Tor¡l

PTSD
Poic Di¡adcr
Phobic Dirc¡dq
Gæ¿nli¡cl Auioty Dirordor
Mrjor Dcprærivo Bpirodo
Muic Epirodo
Obs¡ivo Cmpuhivo Diødc

50
r5
28
25
34

6
8

20
l4

3

9
7,
4

70
29
3¡
34
4l

8
t2

(12.s%)
(3.E%)
(1.2%)
(6.4.h)
(8.5%)
(1.5%)
(2.0%)

<sc")
(3.s%)
(0.7%)

Q.3%)
(2.0%)
(0.s%)
(1.0%)

(r8*)
c¡.3s)
(7 ß.k)
(8.5%)

(10%)

<4%)
(3ç)

T¡blc 2

FREQUENCY OF NON. PTED DI.AGNOSES IN PTSD 6UBJECT8, NO PîSD SUBJECT8 AND RESOLUTION OF NON.PISD DIAGNOSES OVER,
¡I2 MONTHS

PfSD

(N = 70)

NOPTSDBUT
OTI{ER
DISORDËR

NIJMBERSTILL
PRESENT 42
MONTIISAFTER
DISASTER
(% rørioing)(/v = 19)

Puic Di¡ordq
Phobic Dirc¡dq
Gøoli¡od Auicty Dirordcr
Mrjor Doprorivo Dirordu
Muic Epirodo
Obs¡ivc Cmpulrivo Dircrdc

26
23
21
36

6
9

(37 %)
(33%)
(39%)
(sl ß)

(r%)
l3%)

(ló%)
(50%)
(37%)
(26.b)
(l0s)
(ló%)

3

I
1

5
2
3

l4 (48%)
r't (55%)
7 Qr.b)

r ó (39.h)
3 (37%)
3 (25%)

develop new symptoms were excluded because the disaster did not play

a precipitating role in the aetiology of their disorder.

Table 1 reports the frequency of all diagnoses in the population.

PTSD was the most prevalent disorder (LBVo) followed by major

depression (L07o) which had begun after the disaster in all but three

subjects. Table 2 indicates that major depressive disorder was

experienced by 5l7o of the fire-fighters with a PTSD, followed by

generalized anxiety disorder and panic disorder in 39Vo and 37Vo

respectively. Phobic disorder was the most frequent diagnosis in

subjects without PTSD (507o).

Comorbidity and the course of PTSD

When the course of these associated disorders was examined more

than 6OVo had resolved except for phobic disorder where 55Vo remained
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T¡blc 3

FREQUENCY OF OTHER DTAGNOSES IN RESOLVED PTSD GROUP AND PTSD STILL PRESENI 
^T 

a2 MONTE GROUP

PTSD PRESENT

AT 42 MONTHS
Qv = a0)

RETCLVED

PTSD
(N = 30)

¿

Puic Di¡ordo¡

Phobic Dircrds
Ocnmli¡cd Auicty Dírordcr
Mrjor Dopruivc Dirordc
Muic Epirodo
Obs¡ivo CmpuLivc Diærdor

2 | (53%)

18 (45%)
r7 (43ß)
23 (58%)
6 (r5%)
? (rE%)

4 (r?t)
s (l?%)

l0 <93.h'
13 (43%)
o (os)
2 Q%'

?.96S b

5.V2 t
0.2t
0.87
3.30
0.96

I

b
P < 0.01

P < 0.05

T¡blc ¡l

COURSE OF PTSD AND MEAN NUMDERS OF OTITER DIAGNOSES

Numbcr Numbor of orhor
di¡mo¡s

Mm (sD)

Schcffo'¡
Procoduro
Oroup Diffmø

No PTSD
Aoæ PI$D
Rælvod Cb¡mic PTSD
Dohyod Oræt PTSD
Fluctu¡tht Ch¡ooic PTSD
Cbrcnic PTSD

77
I

22
6

2L
t2

0.38
t. t2
t.1t
1.83
2.t4
z.9r

(0.72>
(0.ee)
(1.05)
(2.Ltt
(r.74)
(1.44)

> No Di¡ordq
> No Dircrdc, Aeo, Roolvod

and panic disorder where 48Vo remained (table 2). Table 3 examines the

association between specific disorders and the longitudinal course of

PTSD. If a PTSD co-exists with either a panic disorder or a phobic

disorder, there is a significantly greater chance that the PTSD would not

have resolved at 42 months, a finding that would appear to be the case

with a manic episode but was not significant because of the small N in

the 72 analysis. By 42 months, PTSD remained in 40 subjects in this

group, indicating a chronic outcome in 56.57o. Table 4 demonstrates that

fluctuating chronic and chronic PTSD was associated with a significantly

greater number of associated disorders. Similarly the 12 subjects who

had no fluctuations in their symptoms had more associated disorders

than either the acute or resolved PTSD groups (F = 16.8; df 5; P < 0'000)'

Thus the development of symptoms of another disorder appears to be a
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T¡blc 5

DIAGNOSTIC UIERARCIIY: AFFECTIVE DISORDER
> ANXIETY DISORDER > PTSD

N Mro ItI of
Diegooro

Affcctivc Di¡ordq

Anxicty Dirordø

with PTSD
with Auiay Diordor

with PTSD

44
85%
88%

1.7

1.0

2E
59*

l6

2.3

PTSD Ooly

major determinant of a chronic course in PTSD and panic

phobic disorder appear to be particularly associated with

symptoms.

disorder and

chronic

The role of the disaster and other life events.

Table 5 applies a diagnostic hierarchy as defined in DSM-III where

a diagnosis of an affective disorder overrides an anxiety disorder

diagnosis. While no hierarchy applies to PTSD, for the purpose of these

analyses it was placed at the bottom of the hierarchy to examine the

characteristics of 'PTSD which occurred in isolation. Subjects with an

affective disorder had r very high concordance with both anxiety

disorders and PTSD whereas only 59Vo of primary anxiety disorder

subjects suffered a PTSD. These data support such a hierarchy where

Trblc ó

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DIAGNOSTIC GROUPS ON DISASTER
EXPERIENCE AND OTHER LIFE EVENTS

USINC HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION

,v Porco¡l
la¡

Mu (sD)

P.opotty
L¡¡¡

Mru (SD)

Exporuro

Mcu (SD)

Inj u ry

Mou ('SD)

Evcnt¡ bofo¡o
Dirutø Erpouo

Mo (SD)

Evot¡ rftq
Fi¡o

Mo (SD)

Affæ¡ivo Di¡ordcr
Auicty Dirordcr
PTSD Ouly
No Di¡ordcr

(0
(0
(0
(l

0.4
0.5
0.?
0.4

;t,
.7)
.e)
.0)

0.ó
0.8
t.2
0.4

( 1.2)
( 1.1)
(1.0)
(l.l)

(r.2)
(1.0)
(0.8)
(0.9)

( r.?)
( 1.0)
(0.7)
(0.e)

't.4 (1.3)
7 .s ( 1.3)
7 .3 ( 1.8)
6.9 ( r .5)

(r.01)
(r.5)
(1.2)
(0. E)

F = 0.49
df3
P=0.?

F=t.Z
df3
p=0.3

F=1.6
df3
p=0.2

F=4.5
¿1 ?

P = 0.m5

44
28
1ó
5E

F =26
df3
P < 0.05

t.7
1.8
t.6
1.7

F=1.2
ðf3
p=0.9

I.l
t.2
1.0
0.8

2.r
1.3
1.0
1.0
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T¡blc 7

COMPARISON OF PTSD ONLY AND PîSD WITII OTIIER CO.EXISTING DISORDERS ON DISASTER EXPERIENCE AND OTSER LIFE
EVENTS

¡{c Pømrl
Los

Man (SD)

PropGrty

Mqn (SD)

Erporuro

Møn (SD)

Injury

Mu (SD)

Evont¡ bofqo
Di¡¡rtq

Mo (sD)

Bvo¡t¡ rftor
Firo

Mo (sD)
l¡¡¡

PïSD Orly
PISD ud Otba

r 6 o.7 (0.9) r.2 (1.2) 7.1

7.6 (
ó.9 (

(t.8)

F=3.0
dÍ =2
P = 0.05

1.6 (r.0) 1.0 (0.8) r.0 (0.?)

F = ó.0O

ö=2

PTSD&oth¿r
>1,¡o

Di¡ordc¡
No Dimrdq

54
58

(0.7)
(1.0)

08
04

0.4
0.4

(1.3)
(0.8)

1.2)
l.s)

1.8 (1.2)
t.7 (r.l)

1.3
0.8

0.9 (l.s)
r.0 (0.9)

(1.2r
(0.9)

I s0.&l
4f =2
P E 0.¿t4

F=3.9
4-2
P =O.V¿
PTSD>No.
only

F = 0.25
¿l=3
P = O.12

F = 4.92

4=2
P = O.tz
PTSDIÈothc¡
>Nq

depression in association with anxiety is more comtnon than anxiety in

association with depression.

Using this hierarchy, the relative contribution of the disaster and

life events experienced before the clisaster and life event in the

aftermath was examined in relation to the onset of affective disorders,

anxiety disorders and PTSD alone (table 6). While no statistically

significant group differences emerged suing Scheffe's procedure, the

PTSD only group appeafed to have suffer more property loss (F = 2.6; df

3; P < 0.05). In contrast, the affective disorder group had suffered

significantly more adversity in the aftermath of the disaster than the

PTSD only group and the not disordered subjects (F = 4.5i df 3; P < 0.01).

Thus PTSD alone appeared to be associated with more losses in the

disaster, whereas affective disorder seems to be predicted by adversity

in the aftermath of the disaster.

The interaction between PTSD and concurrent disorder was further

examined to see if the disaster experience and unrelated life events

influenced this association of disorder (F - 3.9; df 2; P < 0.05). Table 7

indicates that the PTSD alone group had the greatest property loss and

that higher levels of exposure were experienced by the PTSD groups
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although no group differences emerged with Scheffe's procedure (F =

3.0; df 2;P < 0.05). The group who had PTSD as well as some other

disorder were more tikely to have experienced adversity both before

the disaster (F = 4.2, df 2; P < 0.05) and in the aftermath (F = 6.0, df 2; P

< 0.01), according to Scheffe's procedure.

A further analysis examined the difference between all subjects

with a PTSD and those with another disorder but without a PTSD. The

PTSD group had suffered more property loss (F = 3.78, drz; P < 0.05) in

the disaster but had also experienced more adversity before (F = 4.34, df

2; P < 0.01). However, both the PTSD group and the other diagnoses

group had suffered greater adversity after the fire (F = 3.71; df 2; P <

0.05) than the not disordered group. Taken together with the data

reported in tables 6 and 7, this suggests that PTSD in isolation is

associated with greatest losses in the disaster but not the experience of

greater adversity before or after the fire. If the individual experiences

stressful life events before and after the disaster, this predicts the

development of PTSD and an associated disorder, even though the

exposure to the disaster is not particularly intense. Those individuals

who develop an affective or anxiety disorder but not a PTSD have a

relatively low exposure to the disaster and only experience greater

adversity in the aftermath of the fire.

Tsblc E

IMPACT OF EVENTS SCALE AND SUBSCALES IN DIFFERENT
DIAGNoSTIC GROUPS: MEAN (SD)

Dirgnoaic Orouprr IES Scorc Int¡u¡ion
Subslc
Mo (sD)

Avoidr¡cc
$hcdr-¡
Ma (SD)(sD)Mou

l. Affætivc Di¡ordcr
2. Auicty Disordø
3. PTSD Oaly
4. PISD ¿l Ohcr Di¡ødq
5. No PTSD q Otl¡q Di¡ordø
6. No Di¡ordcr

31.6
25.4
28.t
31.6
158
15.7

2þ.9
16.0
t?. r
20.t
t0.ó
10.6

(9.4)
(7 .4)
9.1)
(8.3)
(7.8)
(8.9)

I1.7
9.4

lo.9
12.0

52
5.3

(r.4)
(6.6)
(8.0)
(7.9)
(s.?)
(6.8)

t Thøc gtoup" .ro not mutu.lly o¡clu¡ive

( l4.e)
( 12.3)
( 12.4 )
(12.2)
(ll.r)
(14.2)
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Intrusíon and Avoidance.

The IES score was compared between various groups to ascertain

which diagnostic groups experienced the most intense intrusion and

avoidance, the two dimension thought to be particularly characteristic of

pTSD (Brett & Ostroff, 1985). Table 8 presents the IES scores and the

intrusion and avoidance subscale scores collected four months after the

disaster for various combinations of diagnoses. When the hierarchy of

diagnosis was applied, affective disorder (group l) and PTSD (group 3)

only, scored significantly greater than the no disorder group (F - 13.2; df

3; P < 0.001), but using Scheffe's procedure, only the affective disorder

group scored significantly greater than the no disorder group (group 6)

on the intrusion (F = 6.5; df 3; P < 0.001) and avoidance (F = 1L.4; df 3; P

< 0.001) subscales. When the PTSD only subjects (group 3) were

compared with the PTSD group who also experienced an associated

disorder (group 4) and the not disordered group (group 6), both PTSD

groups scored significantly higher than the not disordered group on the

toral score (F = 30.0; df 3; P < 0.001) and the intrusion (F = 12.5; df 2; P <

0.001) and avoidance (F = 26.0; df 3; P < 0.001) subscale scores. Finally,

when PTSD and/or other disorder groups (groups 3 and 4) were

compared with the other disorder (no PTSD) group (group 5) and not

disordered group (group 6), the PTSD subjects scored higher on the total

IES (F = 32.9; df 2;P < 0.001), intrusion (F = 27.2; df 2; P < 0.001) and

avoidance (F - t5.2; df 2; P < 0.001) scores. Thus, individuals who

developed a PTSD as well as an associated disorder were likely to have

the most intense intrusions and avoidance, particularly if they had an

associated affective disorder. The levels of intrusion and avoidance in

the subjects who had developed an affective or anxiety disorder but no

PTSD were similar to the not disordered group.
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D iscuss ion

This chapter examined the incidence of PTSD, anxiety and affective

disorders in a population of 398 volunteer fire-fighters who were the

victims of a natural disaster. This disaster lead to a rise in the

prevalence of psychiatric disorder from 11 (2.7Vo) to 89 (22.47o). PTSD

was rhe most common disorder (187o) with the major depression being

the second most frequent diagnosis, occurring in lOVo of the subjects.

This supports the view that PTSD is the most frequent constellation of

symptoms likety to be triggered by an extremely traumatic event.

However, on|y 237o of the fire-fighters who developed a PTSD did not

develop another disorder. This high level of comorbidity is particularly

significant because this was a community sample, in contrast to most

other studies which have included patients (Davidson et a1.,1985;

Escobar et al. 1983; Sierles et al. 1983, Breslau & Davis, 1987, Loughrey

et aI., 1988, Birkheimer et al. 1985, Behar, 1987, Green et al. 1989, Reist,

et aI., 1989; Lerer, 1987). Therefore this frequent overlapping of

disorders is not a bias introduced by people with PTSD and a coexistant

disorder being more likety to seek treatment. As well, this high level of

comorbidity followed a natural disaster, suggesting that it is not a

phenomena only associated with PTSD trigger by a war. Thus these data

demonstrate that extreme adversity acts as a powerful trigger to the

onset of anxiety and depressive disorders as well as PTSD and that the

pure constellation of PTSD symptoms is the exception rather than the

rule.

Chronic PTSD in this group was associated with a significant

increase in the number of associated diagnoses (table 4) and panic

disorder and phobic disorders appeared to be particularly predictive of

a chronic outcome (table 3). Therefore, it is not surprising that studies

of Vietnam veterans which have generally conducted more than eight
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years after the end of the war, have found such high levels of

comorbidity. These data, in part, support the formulation of DSM-II that

anxiety and depressive diagnoses could account for the chronic effects of

traumatic stress, particularly when a hierarchical system of diagnosis is

used.

However, the disorder of the 16 subjects who only had a PTSD

would not have been categorised as disordered without access to this

diagnosis. It is interesting to note that this group who only had a PTSD

had suffered significantly greater losses than those who developed PTSD

and an associated disorder (table 7). Often these losses involved the

death and injury of livestock which had to be killed and buried in the

days after the fire. This was a particularly distressing and grotesque

activity with animals having lost their hooves, ears and lips but

remaining alive. Adversity experienced before and after the disaster

also seem to have played an aetiological role in the onset of PTSD with

coexisting disorders and this group's exposure to the disaster was not

remarkable. While the disaster must have been the precipitant to the

PTSD in these subjects, their experience did not differentiate them from

fire-fighters who did not develop symptoms. It was also this group who

tended to have the more chronic course, suggesting that the severity of

exposure alone is not sufficient to understand the onset and course of

PTSD.

The aetiological process may be different in those who have a pure

PTSD from those who have a PTSD with an associated disorder. This

raises the question as to whether the diagnosis of PTSD should be

reserved for those subjects who do not have PTSD with an associated

diagnosis. When an associated disorder does exist these subjects could

be diagnosed, using a hierarchy where PTSD is a subsidiary diagnosis.

Further to this proposition is the fact that once a subject has either an

affective disorder or an anxiety disorder, they will almost automatically
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satisfy the group D diagnostic criteria for PTSD of disturbed arousal,

characterised by sleep disturbance, inability to concentrate and

irritability. As demonstrated by the IES data, a number of fire-fighter

who did not develop a disorder after this disaster, would have described

the phenomena of intrusion and avoidance. The intensity of these

phenomena is partly determined by any associated disturbance of

arousal and affect and not just the severity of the trauma (chapter L7).

Thus, as shown in table 2, relatively few subjects who have an affective

or anxiety disorder in the setting of a natural disaster, do not satisfy the

criteria for PTSD almost by default. Why some subjects do not develop a

PTSD requires further investigation and may offer some clues as to the

threshold of exposure to trauma necessary to trigger a PTSD.

These data point to important questions about the role of

vulnerability factors such as past and family history of psychiatric

disorder in the onset of anxiety and depressive disorders in this setting.

In contrast to the data of Green et aI. (1989), the nature of the stressor

did not appear to predict the type of associated disorder. Similarly,

depression was not associated with greater degrees of loss and anxiety

was not predicted by higher levels of threat as suggested by Finlay-

Jones and Brown (1981). The role of vulnerability factors to the onset of

affective and anxiety disorders warrants further investigation.

There has been considerable debate about whether PTSD should be

categorized as an anxiety disorder or as part of a separate group of

stress related disorders (Horowitz et al., 1987). The finding that some

PTSD sufferers have a clinical picture dominated by affective

disturbance whereas others have a strong association with the anxiety

disorders suggests that PTSD is a syndrome that sits astride various

other major diagnostic groupings. Therefore no single solution may exist

as to where PTSD should be categorised and a central issue remains as to

which group the subjects who have a pure PTSD should belong. The fact
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that the subjects who had a concurrent affective disorder scored highest

on both the total and intrusion and avoidance subscales of the IES

suggests affective disturbance can have the effect of increasing the

intensity of the reexperiencing of the trauma. Similarly, Davidson et al.

(1985) noted that the emergence of major depression triggers or

reactivates previously dormant symptoms of PTSD. Thus the intensity

of the symptoms of PTSD are not determined alone by the nature of the

trauma but also by the presence of associated disorders of affect or

arousal. Therefore a coexistant disorder increases the chance of an

individual's symptoms reaching the threshold of severity necessary for a

DSM-III diagnosis. Therefore the threshold criteria for a diagnosis

perhaps should be increased if there is a coexistant disorder.

Finally, these data indicate that the treatment of PTSD can not be

discussed with some reference to the issue of comorbidity (Birkheimer

et al., 1985; Bleich et al., 1936). This.^'particularly important in

examining the results of a number of recent studies discussing the use of

tricyclic antidepressants and MAOI (Reist, et al., 1989; Lerer, 1987). It

is easy to see how the coexistence of a tricylic antidepressant responsive

disorder such as panic attacks or major depression could dramatically

influence the outcome of these trials (Reist et al., 1989) . To date, the

small number of subjects in these trials has prevented an adequate

examination of this question, in particular, whether PTSD in the absence

of an associated disorder does respond of antidepressant treatment. The

study of Frank et al. (1988) did provide some support for this

possibility. Equally, groups who propose the exclusive

psychotherapeutic or counselling management of the victims of

traumatic stress in services without direct liaison with a psychiatric

service, which is an increasing trend in Australia, could lead to the

undertreatment of many patients by failing to identify the severity and

significance of associated symptoms of anxiety or depression. This
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raises the question as to whether the early identification and treatment

of these coexistent disorders has an impact on the long-term prognosis

of PTSD. Equally, it is unclear whether the course of a major depressive

disorder or anxiety disorder which is triggered a traumatic stress and

coexists with a PTSD is different from their prognosis in other settings.

These data need to be interpreted against the methodological issue

of including the subjects who had a borderline disorder in the analyses.

As indicated in table 1 this only substantially increased the number of

subjects with panic disorder. In this population, many took an

excessively stoical attitude to their suffering which introduced a bias in

the interpretation of the severity code of the DIS. This is partly a

culturally determined attitude of men in the Australian rural

communities. The psychiatrist and psychiatric registrar who

interviewed r significant proportion of the subjects often were critical of

this method of defining the severity of symptoms, particularly when the

subjects had a primary somatic focus. For example, these anxiety

symptoms had led to phobic behaviour but the subjects did not see their

symptoms as interfering. Furthermore, the DIS was used in another

population after this disaster (chapter 2l) and found to be a relatively

insensitive measure of disorder, failing to diagnose people in an

epidemiological sample who scored very high on total symptoms scores

and who also sought treatment and were given a clinical DSM-III

diagnosis. Therefore, these data need to be interpreted against this

methodological issue.

Conclusion

Whereas most earlier studies which have examined patient

populations or Vietnam vetefans, this study of a community sample of

disaster victims demonstrated that only 23Vo of subjects who developed

a PTSD did not have a concurrent disorder. Thus the extent of
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comorbidity identified in these other studies does not appear to have

been simply a product of sampling bias. PTSD was the most prevalent

disorder in this group (incidence = L87o) supporting the view that this

unique constellation of symptoms is necessary to describe the

psychopathological consequences of traumatic stress. As well a chronic

course was predicted by comorbidity. This suggests that the early

diagnosis and treatment of any concurrent disorder might have an

important implications for the prognosis of PTSD.

The fact that both affective and anxiety disorders were prevalent

in PTSD sufferers suggests that PTSD may not simply be classed in

association with one of these groups of disorder. Rather, these data

suggest that PTSD may have phenomena that are characteristic of both a,

disorder of affect and/or arousal, similar to many of the early

descriptions of the effects of traumatic stress.

This study failed to support Green et al's (1989) finding that the

nature of the stressor determined the type of the disorder that coexists

with PTSD. There was some evidence however that adversity both

before and after the disaster increased the probability that an individual

would develop a depressive or anxiety disorder in association with a

PTSD. Thus the combination of events may partly determine the

constellation of diagnoses, although other predisposing factors such as

family history are likely to play a significant role.
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Chapter 19

POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER: A DTSORDER OF

ATTENTION?

S ummary

This chapter examines the hypothesis that the central impairment

in PTSD is a disorder of attention and questions the validity of the two

dimensional model of PTSD incorporated in DSM-III-R. The

phenomenology of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was investigated

in a high risk group of 147 subjects who were selected from a larger

sample of 469 subjects using the diagnostic interview schedule (DIS) 42

months after a natural disaster. A series of added questions

investigated attention related phenomena and the triggering of

traumatic memories. The DSM-III-R symptoms of PTSD all were

significantly more prevalent amongst the PTSD sufferers, supporting the

validity of the current diagnostic criteria. In three separate factor

analyses of the phenomenology of PTSD, the first factor was

characterized by a disturbance of attention. No support emerged for a

two dimensional model of PTSD. A discriminant function analysis, where

items describing attentional dysfunction separated 52 subjects who had

a definite PTSD from 72 subjects who did not have a PTSD wíth an 89Vo

degree of accuracy, providing support for the central role of this

dysfunction in PTSD.

The accumulated evidence from experiments on animals suggests

that noradrenaline and dopamine play a central role in the attentional

process and that a relative depletion/loss of modulation of these

catecholamine functions can produce many of the phenomena found in

PTSD.
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POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER: A DISORDER OF

ATTENTION?

This chapter further aims to examine the phenomenology of PTSD.

The current criteria of PTSD define three sets of symptoms,

reexperiencing phenomena, estrangement and avoidance and disordered

arousal (4.P.4., 1987) and this formulation has been based on empirical

evidence and theoretical constructs about the nature of the stress

response (Brett et al., 1988). However, many uncertainties remain about

whether traumatic events do lead to a unique pattern of symptoms

(Solomon & Canino, 1989; Robins, in press) and the relationship between

PTSD and other disorders such as depression and anxiety (Breslau &

Davis, 1987; Green et aI., 1989; Escobar et al., 1983). These problems in

the definition of PTSD are partly a Legacy of the traditions of

classification in psychiatry.

The classification of psychiatric disorders depends upon the

systematic observation of clinical phenomena and the definition of

patterns of symptoms which characterize particular groups of patients, a

practice exemplified by Kraeplin (1899). It is only in the last three

decades that the same traditions of careful observation have begun to be

applied to the classification of the less severe psychiatric disorders such

as anxiety. Previously the dominance of Freud's theory of

psychodynamics and symptom formation inhibiting relatively theory

free observations about depression and anxiety disorders for many

decades. This has also tended to mean that the diagnostic categories for

these disorders have been as much tied to theoretical concepts about

aetiology as being defined by valid and reliable criteria, a nexus seve¡ed

for the first time in DSM-III (4.P.4., 1980).

As well, changes in the classification of anxiety have largely

followed the development of new treatment methods (Tyrer, 1984)
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rather than clustering of symptoms in epidemiological or clinical studies.

For example, the introduction of behaviour therapy as a specific

treatment for phobic anxiety (V/olpe, 1958) lead to the separate

categorization of phobic anxiety and Klein's (1964) observation that

panic attacks respond to treatment with imipramine and that

generalized anxiety does not prompted the further subdivision of

anxiety disorders in DSM-III. Thus the classification of anxiety has to a

large extent been tied to prevailing views about its aetiology and

treatment.

These clinical and theoretical pressures are apparent in the

decision to include PTSD in DSM-III. The definition of PTSD was not

solely the product of the 'best available knowledge" but was also

influenced to a. significant degree by special interest groups and the

prevailing political atmosphere (Escobar, 1987). For example, PTSD's

induction into psychiatric nomenclature was obviously catalyzed by the

passage of legislation favouring the Vietnam veteran (Fuller, 1985). As

well, the development of a cognitive processing model of stress response

syndromes by Horowitz (I97 6) provided an organising theoretical

justification for the grouping of the diagnostic phenomena and the

linking of symptoms to the traumatic experience. Much of the research

that has examined PTSD has focused on the validation and development

of this perspective (Brett & Ostroff, 1985; Brett et al., 1988; Laufer et al.,

1985). This work has tended to focus on the data that supports the

current conceptualization of PTSD rather than the inconsistencies

(Ursano, 1937). For example, in the light of PTSD's high degree of

comorbidity with other disorders (Green et al., 1989, IIelzer, 1987) and

Escobar (1987) has warned that the widely accepted practice of

assigning the PTSD syndrome a dominant hierarchical role may

underestimate the role of extremely traumatic events as precipitants of

a range of psychiatric phenomena. Many studies have described the
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frequency of the symptoms of PTSD and considerable variation in the

incidence of the DSM-III phenomena has emerged (e.g. Horowitz et al.,

1980; Mackey, 1983: Wilkinson, 1983, Van Kampen et aI., 1986) and the

interpretation of these inconsistencies has seldom been used to

challenge the current two dimensional conceptualizaion of PTSD (Brett et

eI, 1988).

The current dominance of the DSM-III system of classification and

the major potential for current aetiological perspectives to cloud the

investigation of the phenomenology of PTSD indicated the need for using

an atheoretical approach. Factor analysis provides such an atheoretical

approach and provides an opportunity to discover which variables in a

data set form coherent subgroups that aÍe relatively independent of

each other. It reveals a great deal about the hypothetical structures or

processes that have generated the combinations of outcomes that have

been measured in a population as well as reducing the number of

variables necessary to define the characteristics of a population

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983), indicating its appropriatness for use in this

study.

Against this background this chapter's first aim was to explore the

phenomenology of PTSD using the atheoretical technique of factor

analysis. This technique has only been used in only three studies of

PTSD in adults. Firstly, Silver and Iacono (198a) found that problems

with concentration characterized the first of a four factor solution.

However, they indicated that this was an indicator of depression.

Secondly, Pearce et aI., (1985) described nine factors with the first factor

representing anger and depression. The items included in the analysis

did not appear to include specific questions about attentional

phenomena while using other items which did not relate to psychiatric

symptoms such as avoiding trouble with the police.
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Davidson et al. (1989) confined their study to subjects who all had

a PTSD and found a three factor solution where the first item on the first

factor was an exaggerated startle reaction. Reexperiencing phenomena

fell on both the first and second factors and a third factor emerged

including disturbed concentration and sleep disturbance. When

critically examined, none of these solutions unequivocally confirmed the

proposed two dimensional model of PTSD (Horowitz, 1976; Brett &

Ostroff, 1985) and two suggested that attentional phenomena aÍe central

to the dimensions of PTSD although this interpretation was not placed on

the data. Similarly, the one factor analysis conducted in children

(Pynoos et al., 1987) found a three factor solution where intrusiveness

and avoidance both fell on the first factor, fear and anxiety

characterized the second factor and disturbed concentration and sleep

defined the final factor. This third factor best characterized the

phenomena which separated the moderate and severe reactions in these

children.

The second aim was to use factor analysis as a technique to

investigate the role of disturbed concentration in the phenomenology of

PTSD because of the earlier finding that disturbed concentration had

been found to be the most specific symptom of PTSD and predictive of

chronicity (chapter 16). It is hypothesized that a disorder of attention is

the primary impairment in PTSD and is characterized by the group D

diagnostic criteria of DSM-III (4.P.4., 1980, 1987) and that much of the

phenomenology of this disorder can be explained by an abnormality in

the neurobiological mechanisms that modulate and focus the brain's

response to internal and external stimuli. Attention is defined as the

process involved in the selective or differential processing of

simultaneous sources of information (Treissman &. Schmidt, 1982) and

depends upon an information-processing syStem that reflects the

selective aspects of perception (Oades, 1982).
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The idea that PTSD involves some defect in the brain's ability to

modulate environmental stimulation is not new. Freud (1920) originally

proposed that traumatic neurosis involved a defect in the stimulus

barrier, which failed to protect the individual from excessive

stimulation. Since this original formulation, most of the development of

the notion of a stimulus barrier has focused on its role as an ego

defensive system (Brett & Ostroff, 1985). Kardiner and Spiegel (1947)

saw war neurosis as an adaptive failure, characterized by the

individual's psychological withdrawal from the environment and that

the acute phase represented an attempt to shut out the external world.

Horowitz (1976) has focused on how the traumatized individual

struggles to contain the memories of the trauma in manageable

proportions. This perspective views the stimulus barrier from an

information processing framework, rather than Freud's focus on drive

modulation. Although Freud discussed the role of both ego defensive

operations and neuroanatomical functions, Kolb (1986) has suggested

that subsequent theorists have largely concerned themselves with the

psychodynamic processes involved, ît the expense of considering the

effects on the "barrier structure itself" (p l2l).

However, there is a growing number of studies that examine the

psychobiology of the trauma response and PTSD (van der Kolk &

Greenberg, 1986; Brende, 1982; Mason et al., 1982; Davidson et aI., 1985;

Lavie & l¡jrefiz, tg7g, Kudler et al. 1987; Kosten et aI., 1987; Kauffman ¿f

aI., 1987; Wolf et al., 1988), which attempt to tink the phenomenology of

PTSD with disturbances of various neufophysiological systems. In

general, these studies have focused on the biological substrates of

arousal and the role of the dorsal noradrenergic ascending bundle which

arises from cell bodies in the locus coeruleus of the dorsal pons and has

widespread cortical projections (Kolb, 1987 Burgess Watson et al.,

1988). This system also plays a central role in the attention process
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(Clark et al., 1987a&b; Robbins, 1984; Oades, 1985), a function that has

received no consideration in relation to the disturbed concentration in

PTSD.

Kolb (1987) and van der Kolk (1987) have proposed that much of

the phenomenology of PTSD could be explained by a loss of the

modulatory role of this system. Furthermore, the data available from

the study of unavoidable electric shocks in animals (Weiss et al., 1982)

suggests that traumatic events can trigger a depletion in the levels of

noradrenaline and dopamine, two key neurotransmitters in the attention

process. In fact, van der Kolk & Greenberg (1986) have postulated that

this is an experimental paradigm for PTSD. Both MAO inhibitors and

tricyclic antidepressants, which effect locus coeruleus activity (Goodman

& Charney, 1985), have been found to decrease the effects of

unavoidable shocks in animals (Martin et al., 1987). In PTSD, they have

improved the concentration (attention) difficulties in the three studies

that have specifically examined these phenomena (Davidson et al., 1987;

Bleich et al., 1986, Lerer et al., 1987).

The only published study focusing on any information processing

disturbance in PTSD demonstrated significant memory impairment

which was postulated to be due to an abnormality in the locus coeruleus

system (Everly & Horton, 1989). Van der Kolk (1987) also describes the

finding of an unpublished study which demonstrated a marked decrease

in short term memory for neutral stimuli in individuals in the

constricted phase of PTSD. Thus a body of empirical data is emerging

which is indicative of a disturbed selective attention and short term

memory (Pitman, 1989) in PTSD.

Against this background, this study examined the phenomenology

of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) by studying the clustering of its

symptoms in a population of disaster victims. These subjects were

chosen from a larger group who had been followed longitudinally and
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included all subjects who had developed symptoms after the disaster

independent of the diagnosis. This meant that the sampling biases

inherent in studying a patient population were avoided.

Method

Study Desígn.

On 16th February 1983, bushfire disaster devastated large areas of

south-eastern Australia. A large organization of trained volunteer fire-

fighters exists in Australia to combat such bushfires. These volunteers

come from all sections of the communities they serve to protect. The

sample for this study consisted of a representative group of 469 of these

fire-fighters who had had a particularly intense exposure to this disaster

(chapter 10). This group was examined four, 11 and 29 months after

the disaster (chapter 13). A subgroup who were at particularly high

risk of having a PTSD was then selected from the original sample, based

on the General Health Questionnaire data collected in the previous three

stages of the study, and were interviewed 42 months after the disaster.

A toral of 175 fire-fighters were approached. Firstly all subjects who

scored as probable cases on the GHQ on two or more occasions were

approached (N = 101). As well, all subjects who scored only as probable

cases at four months were interviewed because this group may have

developed an acute PTSD which subsequently resolved (N = 29). A

further group of 40 subjects who did not score in the caseness range of

the GHQ were randomly selected as a control group. The only group who

had developed symptoms after the disaster who were not screened were

those who scored as a probable case on the GHQ at only 11 or 29 months.

These 52 subjects were not interviewed because of the limited resources

available for the study. To ensure this did not lead to a significant error,

five of these subjects were randomly selected for interview and an

examination of the data suggested that there was a very low probability
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that they had developed significant psychiatric disorder as a result of

their exposure to the disaster.

Effectively, the three questionnaire phases allowed the screening

of 421 of the original population 469 (89.77o) over a period of 29 months

after the disaster and the identification of the group most likely to have

developed clinically significant symptoms at 42 months. They could

then be compared with a group who had consistently been without

symptoms. The interviewers were conducted by one psychiatrist, one

psychiatric registrar and five medical students who had been trained

conduct a psychiatric interview and had had 100 hours of lectures in

clinical psychiatry. Training in the use of the DIS involved group

discussion and practice interviews over a two weok period and an

adequate level of inter-rater reliability was obtained, although kappa

coefficients could not be calculated as the N was inadequate' As well,

the coding of all interviews was checked by me so that any ambiguity or

inconsistencies were removed.

Data Collection.

The four, 11 and 29 month questionnaires included the Impact of

Events scale (IES) (Horowitz et al., 1979) and the l2-item General Health

Questionnaire (GHQ) (Goldberg, 1972). The IES (Horowitz et al., 1979)

measured posttraumatic distress with its two components, intrusion and

avoidance. This instrument has been widely validated and found to be a

highly reliable instrument (Schwarzwald et aI., 1987). The final

component was the l2-item GHQ (Goldberg, 1972) which has been found

to be a valid and sensitive measure of psychiatric impairment in

Australian populations despite its brevity (Tennant, 1977; Henderson et

al., 1981). In these fire-fighters it was found to have a 90 percent

specificity and 78 percent sensitivity of PTSD (chapter 13). At 42

months, 143 high risk subjects agreed to be interviewed using the
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Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) (Robins et aI., 1981), including the

affective disorder, anxiety disorder and PTSD sections which gave DSM-

III diagnoses. This interview also included five questions which

explored distractability, irritability and attentional problems (table 1).

These were developed from several observations made about the

phenomenology of PTSD in the course of treating and assessing more

than 100 victims of the natural disaster. In particular, changes in

attention and in emotional lability were reported spontaneously by

some patients who were treated with phenelzine, who found that they

were again able to read a newspaper or book without having to reread

the text frequently and that they could again become involved in a

movie. Similarly, their distractability decreased, and they were less

easily upset by bad news whereas, previously even trivial issues had

caused excessive distress. Some of these patients noticed that they were

able to cease their constant involvement in activity which had proved to

be an effective method of controlling distractability.

The extent to which the triggering of reexperiencing phenomena

had generalized to nonspecific stimuli was also investigated as an

indicator of the individual's attentional focus and distractability (van der

Kolk, 1987). Seven questions were added to the DIS which asked about

the extent of triggers for the subject's symptoms, in particular whether

events not specifically related to the fire could precipitate symptoms.

These questions aimed to examine the degree to which triggers had

generalized to nonspecific stimuli. Secondly, the subjects' answers to the

seven questions about triggers, was contrasted to the accuracy of the

one general item in the DIS which explored triggering. This aimed to

provide some indication of people's ability to report accurately and

introspect about the phenomena of PTSD (table 1). This strategy was

introduced because experience with the DIS in another population of

victims after this disaster suggested that the format of asking the
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patient to state that they had developed a particular symptom

specifically tied to the experience of the fire lead to significant

underreporting of the symptoms. The need to explore the sensitivity of

the DIS format was also based on the clinical impression that the

symptoms of PTSD require more careful exploration and clarification in a

clinical setting than many other disorders. This impression was

subsequently highlighted (Burgess 'Watson, 1987) and Solomon and

Canino (1989) have demonstrated the insensitivity of the PTSD section

of the DIS in another setting.

Statistical Analysis

The relationship between the phenomena about attentional

disturbance and emotional lability and the DSM-III diagnostic criteria

was examined by factor analysis (SPSS X Inc., 1983) of the added items

and the DIS items (Robins et aI., 1981) together. Items which had a

correlation coefficient of greater than 0.40 were interpreted as loading

significantly on each factor and factors which had an Eigen value of

greater than 1 were retained (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1983). The ability of

these symptoms as a means to identify subjects with a PTSD from those

people who did not have a PTSD was examined using discriminant

function analysis (SPSS X, 1983). This provided a method of

investigating the degree to which these attentional phenomena could

identify the PTSD sufferers accurately, independent of the DSM-III

criteria. Subjects who had a borderline PTSD were excluded from the

discriminant function analyses as they appeared to have a less severe

disorder than did patients who were seen in clinical practice. The

borderline PTSD group met the DSM-III criteria for PTSD, but had not

consulted a doctor about their symptoms, had not received medication,
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and did not believe that their symptoms interfered greatly with their

lives.

Results

The Sample.

These fire-fighters had had a particularly intense exposure to this

fire storm. Twenty percent believed that they came close to death and
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23 percent suffered property damage often affecting their livelihood.

Their mean age was 38 years and 74 percent were married.

At 42 months, of the 162 subjects who could be traced and

contacted, five had moved interstate, one had died, 10 refused to be

interviewed, and the interview or data was not complete with four

subjects. A total of 147 subjects were interviewed at 42 months which

meant that, in conjunction with the GHQ screening data, it was possible

to define the diagnostic status of 398 of the original sample of 469

(85Vo). Of the 35 the group of subjects who had never been a probable

case at four, 11, or 29 months, only one was diagnosed as having a

disorder on the DIS. Only 23 of the subjects who at been a probable case

on the GHQ at four, and/or 11 and/or 29 months did not receive a DIS

diagnosis and the absence of a diagnosis was most frequent amongst the

subjects who were GHQ positive at four months only. This meant that

the GHQ was an acceptable indicator of no disorder in the subjects who

had never been GHQ positive and were not interviewed at 29 months.

Examination of the DIS found that 50 had a PTSD and a further 20

had a borderline PTSD. The borderline PTSD subjects were defined on

the basis that they neither had not consulted a doctor about their

symptoms nor saw their symptoms as "interfering with their life a lot".

P henomenolo gy .

At interview, 52 of the 143 fire-fighters were diagnosed as having

a definite PTSD and 18 subjects as having a borderline PTSD. When all

other diagnoses were considered, 73 fire-fighters received one or more

non-PTSD diagnosis. These had begun in all but 11 subjects in the

aftermath of the disaster and seven had developed another disorder

after the disaster. Only 16 subjects had a PTSD and no other disorder.

These patterns of disorder and comorbidity are described in more detail

elsewhere.
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Of the 72 fire-fighters who did not have a PTSD, 20 subjects were

diagnosed as having either an anxiety disorder, other than PTSD, or an

affective disorder, a further 18 had scored as a probable case on the GHQ

at some stage and 34 had never had significant symptoms since the

disaster. This group of 72 subjects was compared with the 52 who had a

definite PTSD. All the diagnostic criteria in the DIS for PTSD were

reported significantly more by the subjects with PTSD (table 1)'

Recurring memories of the fire was the most sensitive item being

complained of by 83Vo of the fire-fighters but was also one of the least

specific as it was also experienced by 13 (187o) of the fire-fighters with

no PTSD. Disturbed concentration was described by 63Vo of the PTSD

sufferers and only 6Vo of the no PTSD subjects'

The phenomena covered in the items that were added to the

interview were reported frequently by the subjects who suffered from a

PTSD, but were experienced seldom by the fire-fighters who did not

have a PTSD (table 1). For example, distractability was prominent in

467o of the PTSD group, whereas lflo of the subjects who did not suffer

from a PTSD had this symptom. Irritabílity also was a commonly

reported phemonena in the PTSD group. The probability that subjects

under-reported their symptoms was demonstrated by the finding that

35Vo of the people reported triggering phenomena in response to the DIS

question but 89Vo described one or more of these phenomena when

asked seven questions about specific triggers that had been observed

commonly in the patient population (table 1).

Factor Analysis

When the added and DIS items were placed in the same factor

analysís, 36Vo of the variance could be accounted for by 1 factor with an

Eigen value of greater than 1.0. The only factor (Eigen value = 5'81,

variance = 36.3Vo) was characterized by items relating to a disturbance
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T¡blc 2

FÂCTOR ANALYSIS FOR DIS, PTSD ÄND ADDED ITEMS ('V = T43)¡

SyEptoms

CoEEutrrlityb
V¡rimrx rot¡tioq

Frctor lordin¡

Fætor l
Troublc øaccutrrting
Dist¡¡ct¡bility
Rceding difficultiæ
Cu't bæomo i¡volvod in movio¡
Unusually forgotful
It.ñ 

^o, 
tØdiãt o^ lqciot I

Morc initablc, quick to utcr
Rcmi¡dc¡¡ orko problcmr wono
Ræuniog momo¡io¡ of di¡¡¡tc¡
Læt plaeuro in rctivity ud/or
lrr rbility to üo ¡bout othon
Drqm¡ or nighurru
Focl r¡ if ovdt ir hrppô¡i¡g ¡t¡i¡
Slcop dirturbrnæ
Exrggcrrtcd ¡t¡rtlo rospo[¡o
A¡hmcd rbout Íill boing rlivo
Easily upect by rny brd ncwr
Avoid ¡omi¡dc¡¡ of di¡r¡tor

Eigu valuc

Vuiuco (%)

0.?8
0.69
0.61
0.37
0.33

0.80
0.74
0.6 r
0.44
0.43

0.55
0.41
o.42

0.3 r
0.t8
o.2r

o.32
0.ó5
0.46
o.44
o.29
0.ró
0.38
0.95

o.26
0.t6
o.22
o.2t
0. l7
o.27
o.20
0.tt

5.81

36.3%

All itom¡ luding with r øofficioot > 0.40 so roportod in f¡ctor
b Bofor. vúiorx rol¡tio¡

of attention (table 2). The DSM-III diagnostic criteria of memory and

concentration disturbance loaded with three of the five added items on

this factor after varimax rotation. The added items were about reading

difficulties, distractability and an inability to become involved in movies

which also related to problems of selective attention. Intrusion and

avoidance phenomena loaded on a second factor but this did not qualify

for inclusion because the Eigen value was 0.83.

Two further factor analyses were performed to check the validity

and reliability of this first analysis. Firstly, the inclusion of a number of

items that focus on attentional disturbance could have biased the

solution to this dimension of the phenomenology of PTSD. This may

have decreased the chance of the proposed two dimensional model of

PTSD (Brett et al., 1988) being identified. To maximize the chance of this

solution, the intrusion and avoidance subscales of the IES, collected at

the same time as the interview were entered into an analysis with the
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FACTOR ANALYSIS IN PTSD INTERVIEW ITEMS AND INTRUSION ¡,ND AVOIDANCE SUBSCALES OF IES COLLECTED ¡,7
42 MoNTHS (N=l'f3)r

Communrlity b Yuimu Ror¡tion
Frctor lardiug

Factor I
Troublc @Dcotrt¡¡tiDg
Itritebiliry
Ability to cro/¡orc of pløre
Morc forgorñrl
Intru¡ivc mcmoric¡
Slæp dirtubuø

Voriablct rct tædi^g
I¡tru¡ion
Avoidr¡co
Drorm r[{ightmrror
Fh¡hb¡ck¡
Strrrlc Roponro
Swivq Ouilt
Avoidod ¡ooiudor¡

Ei¡on Vrluo

Vuiuæ (%)

0.48
0.53
0.38
0.39
0.48
0.52

0.6ó
0.63
0.57
0.5 r
0.49
O.¡fO

0.ó8
0.ó9
0.ó6
0.51
0.39
0.18
0.ó8

0.08
0.3I
0.2E
0.09
o.24
0.38
o.2r

4.55

t5.h

All it6. loeding with r cæfficiøt > 0.40 uc rcport¿d itr f¡ctor

Bcfo¡o vrimu rot¡tion

items similar to the DSM-III-R diagnostic criteria as possible (table 3).

On this occasion, only one significant factor (Eigen value = 4.55,

variance=35%o) emerged and disturbed concentration was again the item

that most strongly characterized the solution (r = 0.66) and then

followed by initability (r = 0.63). Estrangement and loss of pleasure (r =

0.57), intrusive memories (r = 0.49), forgetfulness (r = 0.51) and sleep

disturbance (r = 0.40) also loaded significantly. The IES subscales did

not load but characterized the third factor which accounted f.ot only 5Vo

of the variance in this population. This second analysis confirmed the

central role of disturbed concentration in the phenomenology of PTSD

although the three groups of phenomena in the first solution all fell on

the same dimension.

The third analysis only used questionnaire data which extracted

PTSD symptoms from the GHQ (chapter 14) and the avoidance and

intrusion subscales of the IES (table 4). These data tested the

I

b
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['Á,CTOR ANALYSIS oF G¡IQ PTSD QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS AND IES DATA COLLECTED AT ¡i2 MONTES

V¡¡im¡r Pnr¡tim F¡anr lrdi¡c

Commuq¡lityb F¡ao¡ I F¡cq 2 F¡cto¡ 3

Factor l
Problcm¡ cooccntrstitrg
koblco¡ meking dæicionr
Problco¡ wit! mcmory
Noruour ud rtrutrt up
Puicky for no roúon
Ho¡drcho¡
lau of onjo¡aoot

F¿ctq 2
IBS Avoiduæ
IES I¡¡ru¡ion
Body Prir
Mood up ud dom
Puicky for ¡o rilotr

Føto 3
hrbility to cxpror wumth
Mood up ud dou
Irrit¡biliry
Ncryou¡ ¡rd Stnng up
Iau of øjo¡æcnt
P¡oblcm¡ Bctti¡g rloot
with frmily

It¿ñ ^o, loodiag in onolyrit
Ilct rlæp ovq wory
Rcrtlc$ nighrr
S¡r¡lo Rqction
Short of B¡c¡th
Prlpitrtionr
Not phying uccful prn
Hüd to I,ot oD with othcr!

0.91
o.77
0.58
0,82
0.53
o.5l
o.57

0.83
0.82
0.61
0.5E
0.55
o.49
0.¿18

0.?5
0.4ó
o.42
0.ó8
0.53

0.03
0.08
0.13
0.65
0.02

o.72
o.4z
0.50
0.E2
0.57
0.3 6

0.28
0. l4
0.15
o.58
0.48
0.03

-0.04
o.47
o.29
o.24
0.24

-0.02

0.57
0.E7
0.23
0. r3
0.63
0. t6
0.6r

0. l3
0. r3
0.15
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.35

o.o7
0. r0
o.24
0.r4
0.55

0.31
0,09
0.20
0.05
0.0?

-0.02
o.24

0.r5
o.02
o.2!
o.24
o.44
o.37
o.24

0.E3
o.62
0.53
o.47
0.44

o.2r
0.14
o.37
0.19
o.25
0.02

-o.o2

0.30
o.z7

-0.08
o,52
0.02
0.o9
0.¡18

0.ó8
0.65
o.52
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I
b

All itoru lordiag wirb ¡ cæfficioat >'O.4O rrc rcportcd ia frctor rn.lyti!
Boforo vrrinu rotrtio¡

reliability of the interview based data and there was no opportunity for

interview bias to contaminate the data. Three factors emerged, with the

first factor (Eigen value = 6.79, variance - 32Vo) again being

characterized by disturbed concentration (r = 0.83), problems making

decisions (r = 0.82) and memory problems (r = 0.61), all phenomena

related to disturbed selective attention. The second factor (Eigen value =

1.64; variance - 7 .\Vo) was dominated by the avoidance (r = 0.83) and

intrusion (r - 0.62) subscales of the IES. The third factor (Eigen value =

1.18; variance = 5.7Vo) was defined by affective instability and

withdrawal. The highest loading items were inability to express warmth

(r = 0.68), mood up and down (r = 0.65), irritability (r = O52) and feeling

nervous and strung up (r = 0.52). The first two factots of this analysis
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were very similar to the factor analysis reported in table 2. Thus the

validity and reliability of the data are substantial.

Discriminant Function AnalYsis

When the five added items were placed in a discriminant function

analysis, they correctly separated the cases of persons with a PTSD form

those who do not have a PTSD 89Vo of the time wíth one discriminant

function (table 5). This function included two items that were

characterized by emotional lability, and another two items indicating

disturbed concentration (canonical correlation = 0.78). Another

discriminant function analysis was performed after the DSM-III criteria

of disturbed concentration, forgetfulness and hyperalertness were

added. This analysis is not reported in detail as forgetfulness only was

added to the discriminant function, and the increase in the separation

(zfto) between the subjects who had a PTSD and those who did not was

not significant.

A second set of discriminant analyses examined whether the

triggers that led to intensified memories differed in the group of

T¡blc 5

DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSES COMPARING DEFINTTE'PTSD
SUFFERERS (Iv = 52) WITH NO-PTSD GRoUP (Iv = 72)

Cuoniql Dircrimi¡mt
Funclio¡¡l Cæfficient¡

Codrtiou Bctwæn
Function & Vui¡ble

1 . Aætysis examiniag oddcd itcæø
Moro inirrblo, quick to engcr
Troublo rording
Eesily upcct by roy brd ncwa
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Difficuh to gct involvcd in moviø
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0.35
0.lE
N/A
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o.68
0.53
0.53
0.45
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Mcdir rcportr of roy diurtcr
Spccific ¡cmi¡dqn of tbc firc
Otbcr triggcrs not lisrcd
No obvious rcr¡oq
High firo risk drys
Figbtirg othcr fircs
Mcd¡r rcpon! of tho di¡a¡to¡
Spøkirg ¡bout thc dis.rter

o.57
0.51
o.3t
o.z4
N/A
N/A
NiA
N/A

o.1'l
0.70
0.3r
o.47
0.18
0.3 5
0.39
o.42

Only onc dircriminut function w¡¡ idcntificd for cach mrlysis
Not includcd i¡ tl¡o diærimin¡nt funcúonN/A
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subjects with a PTSD and the group who did not suffer from the

disorder. One function separated the subjects in the two groups with

75Vo accuracy (canonical correlation = 0.55). It was characterized by a

tendency to have symptoms triggered by nonspecific reminders (for

example, media reports of other disasters or no obvious reason) and

situations that involved nonverbal reminders (for example, the smell of

smoke), in contrast to triggers, such as fighting other fires or high fire-

risk days, that were more obvious in their link with the disaster (table

5).

These discriminant analyses were repeated, after subjects with a

borderline PTSD were included in the disordered group, to examine

whether the inclusion of these borderline subjects altered the findings.

The variables defining the functions were identical and the size of the

canonical correlations was of the same order of magnitude as for the

group that included persons with a definite PTSD only (function for

added items, correlation = 0.73). This finding suggested that these

attentional phenomena provided a categorical separation of subjects

with PTSD from the no PTSD group.

Comorbídity and Attentional Dysfunctíon.

1¡blc ó

COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSTIC GROUP ON ATTENTION RELATED PIIENOMENA

l, Affætivo Digdcr
+Ê rtSD
(N = ¿14)

2. Auioty Di¡qder
+/- PTSD
(IV E 2E)

3. PTSD
O¡ly
(rv = 16)

4. No
Di¡ordcr
(N = 58)

f
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Memory Problcmr
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Difficulty Røding
I¡volvcd i¡ T.V.

Easily Upset by bed ncwr
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15 (34e6)
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8 (28%)

6 Qt.h,
7 Qs'h)
2 Q%)
t2 (43%)

I (50%)

3(r9 )

8 (5o%)

6 (37.h)

4(25 O

3 (r9%)

7 (M%)

5 (9%)

| (2%)

3 (s%)

| (2%)

0

0

3 (5%)

o 22 (0.56)

29.7'
l6.o¡
31. l'
22.7t
33.6'

26.o'
3E.o'

F = 3O.5r3.t8 (22t) r.68 (r.74) 2.44 (r.'tg)

r2,3/ t,>?

¡ P < o.ool
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The prevalence of these phenomena was then examined in relation

to the comorbidity of PTSD. A diagnostic hierarchy was used where

affective disorder was placed at the top, followed by anxiety disorder

and the PTSD. Thus subjects with a PTSD were included under the

affective disorder and anxiety disorder groups unless the subject had

only a PTSD (N = 16) which was the exception rather than the rule.

When these groups were compared on the individual items (table 6),

significant differences emerged for all the phenomena. In general, the

affective disorder group experienced more of these impairments than

anxiety disorder group with the PTSD only group were in the middle.

When the mean scores for the groups were compared, all three gfoups

scored significantly greater than the no disorder group (F = 30.5, P <

0.001) and the affective disorder +/- PTSD gloup (mean = 3.18) also

scored significantly higher than the anxiety disorder +/-PTSD group

(mean = 1.68). These data suggest that the attentional impairments in

PTSD occur independently of co-existent anxiety or affective disorder.

D iscus sion

This chapter found substantial support for the DSM-III (A.P.A.'

1980) diagnostic criteria for PTSD with all the phenomena documented

in the DIS PTSD section occurring significantly more frequently in PTSD

sufferers than in a group who also at high risk of developing the

disorder as well as having been exposed to the same trauma (tablel).

The decision to exclude survivor guilt in the DSM-III-R criteria seems to

have been justified as this had the lowest sensitivity (lOVo) of any of the

diagnostic criteria. The inclusion of irritability was similarly supported

as this was present in 657o of PTSD subjects and only 4Vo of the fire-

fighters without this diagnosis.

However, none of the analyses supported the propose two

dimensional nature of the phenomenology of PTSD (Horowitz, 1976;
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Brett & Ostroff, 1985) and the organisation of the diagnostic criteria

around these dimensions in DSM-III-R (Brett et al., 1988). Similarly,

none of the five published factor analytic studies (Silver & Iacono, 1984;

Pearce et al., 1985; Pynoos et aI., 1987; Davidson et al., 1989) of PTSD

has confirmed this two dimensional model.

Rather, the data support the hypothesis that a disturbance of

attention is a primary impairment in PTSD. The phenomena examined

in these subjects such as increased distractability, forgetfulness and

problems focusing a specific task such as reading all represent a

disruption of the attentional process and were described significantly

more often by the PTSD sufferers. In this context, attention is a process

involved in orientating an individual to stimuli and involves decisions

about relevance (Oades, L982), i.e. deciding which target stimuli receive

priority processing over concurrent nontarget stimuli and to manipulate

the information flexibly (Sohlberg 8L Mateer, 1987). Attention is

therefore the mechanism which allows an individual to respond

selectively to a specific event while being able to inhibit responses to

simultaneous events (Johnston & V/ilson, 1980). As such, most models

of attention are based on an information processing approach.

These disturbances of the attentional process do not fall on the

sarne dimension as the intrusive memories in this disorder as proposed

by Horowitz (L976). The discriminant function analysis also

demonstrated that these attentional problems and emotional lability

separated those who suffered from a PTSD from those who did not with

a high degree of accuracy, independent of the DSM-III diagnostic criteria

and that their presence was not solely determined by the presence of an

anxiety or affective disorder (table 6). This suggests that better

definition and characterization of these phenomena can be used to assist

in the diagnosis of PTSD. However that is not to imply that they should

be the only diagnostic criteria for PTSD. Furthermore, the fact that these
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phenomena aÍe also common in affective and anxiety disorders in

isolation (Brand & Jolles, 1987) as well as in associated with PTSD

following this disaster (table 6), suggests that disturbed selective

attention may play an important role in determining the extent of

comorbidity of PTSD.

This finding poses the question that if a disturbance of attention is

a primary impairment in PTSD why do not the patients focus more on

this problem and make the major source of their complaint? Firstly it

was observed that many patients were often not aware of the

occurrence or severity of these attention related phenomena until they

improved in the course of treatment. Rather, there is little question that

the cognitive and affective recall of a traumatic event dominate patients'

awareness and are central elements of their complaints and distress.

This may explain why the central role of intrusive, unwanted traumatic

memories and imagery in the phenomenology and psychopathology of

PTSD has been emphasized in a number of reports (e.9. Laufet et

at.,1985; Green et al., 1989; Bleich et al., 1986; Horowitz et al., 1980;

Schwarzwald et al., 1987). The cognitive impairment and numbing are

similarly seen generally to be secondary to this re-experiencing of the

trauma (Brett & Ostroff, 1985). However, as in the delusions in

schizophrenia which are secondary to the perceptual distortions and

thought disorder, it is possible that the intensity of cognitive and

affective preoccupations with the trauma aÍe partly epiphenomena of a.

primary impairment, disturbed selective attention, that is largely

beyond the patients' conscious awareness.

Against this background the subtlety of the occurrence disturbed

attention in PTSD and the problem of articulating such an abnormality of

an unconscious process may explain why sufferers do not complain of

this phenomenon more readily, in contrast to the conscious cognitive and

affective intrusion of traumatic imagery. As Nisbett and V/ilson (1917)
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have suggested, people are often not able to observe their cognitive

processes and the causes of these processes. Thus, the importance of

careful observation and documentation when investigating the

phenomenology of psychiatric disorders and the significant probability

that patients either overemphasize or underreport aspects of their

experience aÍe highlighted. This means that patients with psychiatric

disorders other than the psychoses, such as a PTSD, may be unable to

define or report the primary impairment associated with their illness.

The obvious problem of being aware of phenomenological

disturbance was demonstrated by the observation that 54Vo of people

who experienced triggering of symptoms did not report this using the

stem in the PTSD section of the DIS. This phenomenon only emerged

when prompted to with a specific direct question. Thus, the descriptive

value of any study of the phenomenology of PTSD depends on the ability

of the interview or questionnaire that is administered to maximize the

self-observation of the subjects, without prompting false positive

responses, because there is always a substantial probability of

underreporting of any subtle disturbance of perception or attention.

Equally, the bias of the research design can influence which internal

processes ale brought to the awareness of the subjects.

The conclusions of this study are supported by the factor analytical

study of Silver and Iacono (1984), in which trouble in concentrating was

the first item loading on their first factor, although they regarded this as

an indication of depression. My interpretation of their data differs, in

that disturbed concentration may not be secondary to depression or

anxiety. Also, chapter 16 found that disturbed concentration present

eight months after the disaster was the best predictor of the presence of

chronic PTSD three years later, emphasizing the prognostic significance

of disturbed attention in PTSD. These findings contrast with Van

Kampen et al.'s (1986) data, which suggested that disturbed
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concentration is not a primary symptom of PTSD. However their data

may have been confounded because their control group comprised of

inpatient alcoholic veterans and many of them would have had trouble

in concentrating due alcohol withdrawal, similar to the study of Kuhne er

¿/. (1988). Helzer et aL (1987) also found that the traumatic

reexperiencing and emotional numbing aÍe less common than disturbed

arousal and attention in the ECA survey population sample.

These conclusions need to be discussed against the background of

several methodological issues. Firstly, unlike earlier studies using factor

analysis, the sampling method used in this population meant that these

fire-fighters were representative of all symptomatic outcomes of this

disaster. This meant that there were no sampling biases which may

have influenced the pattern of symptoms in the population as is the case

in patient populations. Furthermore, the other factor analytic studies in

adults were conducted at least eight years after the veterans had

returned from combat. The temporal proximity of the trauma in this

group decreased the possibility that intervening variables such as

treatment failure and alcohol and drug abuse may have modified the

symptom pattern in the population. Secondly, the underreporting of

items on the DIS may have altered the factor structure. However, the

fact that the factor structure was very similar for the questionnaire and

interview data minimizes the possibility that this was a major source of

error.

The validity of factor analysis as a technique also requires

consideration. One problem is that the value of factor analysis depends

on the interpretability and ambiguity can not be resolved by appeal to

objective criteria. However the consistent emergence of attention

related phenomena as the first characteristic of the analyses in this

study and the absence of any other study to find a two factor solution

emphasizes the robustness and lack of ambiguity of the conclusions.
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Two of the other studies have used principal components analysis

rather than factor analysis (Pearce et al., 1985; Davidson et aI., 1989).

Principal components analysis aims to extract the maximum variance

from the data set whereas the goal of factor analysis is to'reproduce the

correlation matrix with the fewest number of factors. It could therefore

be argued that the condensed solution found in this study is due to the

use of factor analysis rather than principal components analysis.

However, Tabachnick and Fidell (1983) state that factor analysis is the

preferred technique when a hypothetical solution is being tested

because the solution is uncontaminated by unique and error variability.

Furthermore principal components analyses were conducted on these

data as the first step in the factor analyses by SPSS-X and these failed to

support the two dimensional model. As well, the disturbance of

selective attention continued to dominate the first factor.

The only two factor solutions of posttraumatic phenomena have

emerged in the development of the IES (Horowitz et al., 1979) and two

validation studies (Zilberg et al., 1982, Schwarzwald et aI., 1987)' but

this instrument does not include information about the group D

phenomena of PTSD (4.P.4., 1987) and these two dimensions of response

occur in normal individuals' responses to traumatic events. Thus while a

two dimensional model of intrusion and denial characterizes the distress

response, this is categorically different from PTSD.

With these caveats in mind, these data suggest that the central

impairment in PTSD is a disorder of selective attention and that the

phenomenology of the disorder is organised around this problem of

information processing. Firstly, PTSD sufferers lose the ability to focus

their attention selectively to a given stimulus. This relative loss of

selective attention is demonstrated by their difficulty in reading or

becoming involved in a movie ("tuning in"). It is also reflected by

increased distractability ("tuning out") and the resultant problem of not
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being able to concentrate. The characteristic of the memory disturbance

in PTSD (Everly & Horton, 1989) appears to be a consequence of

sufferers not being able to discriminate minor happenings, and is

probably due to a failure to define the significant features of such

background happenings from other background stimuli (that is, "fine

tuning attention"). Their intrusive memories and distractability can be

lessened by consciously focused activity (i.e. a secondary coping

phenomenon). This suggests that deliberate involvement in behaviours

that maintain a moderate level of external stimulation can partially

override an attentional disturbance. Therefore, the severity of the

symptoms in PTSD are partially under the control of the sufferer and the

nature of the external environment.

Secondly, they lose the ability to modulate their affective

responses, which is reflected by their increased irritability and

exaggerated startle response (Ornitz & Pynoos, 1989). This pattern of

reaction seems to involve the failure to inhibit the extremes of the range

of emotional reactions (van der Kolk, 1987). This is related to the

sufferers' recurring imagery of the traumatic event and the

intensification of their memories, often by nonspecific triggers. The

susceptabilty to recall of the traumatic event seems to indicate an

inability to switch away from the internal emotional set, molded around

the traumatic experience, which overrides the registration of the

emotional quality of more immediate experiences. Thus such persons

aÍe less attentive or responsive to environmental cues which might

trigger a range of emotional states, such as pleasure from activities and

affection in relationships (factor 3 in table 4). They experience a pattern

of sleep disturbance characterized by insomnia, nightmares and

increased motor restlessness (Lavie &. Hertz, 1979, Schlosberg &

Benjamin, 1978).
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One consequence of this disturbance of attention and emotional

lability may be the subtle disruption of the fine motor and perceptual

skills needed for tasks such as driving. An increased mortality due to

motor vehicle accidents was demonstrated in a sophisticated recent

study of the effects of war service (Hearst et aI., 1986) which provides

support for the general hypothesis about the nature of the primary

impairment in PTSD.

Finally, these conclusions need to be considered against the

emerging evidence about the role of MAO inhibitors and tricyclic

antidepressants in treating PTSD (Bleich et aI., 1986, Lerer et al., 1987'

Davidson et al., 1987). Their efficacy has now been examined in two

placebo-controlled trials, with Reist et al. (1989) finding a significant

decrease in depressive symptoms but not intrusions, in contrast to the

more general improvement found by Frank et aI. (1939) in a group of

PTSD patients who did not have a concurrent affective disorder. In the

light of the action of these drugs on the locus coeruleus and its

noradrenergic projections (Goodman &. Charney, 1985) and the role of

this system in the attention process (Clark et aI. 1987a&b; Robbins,

1984; Oades, 1985), investigations which define the mode of action of

these drugs in PTSD may give some valuable insights into the

neurobiology of PTSD (Kolb, 1987; Burgess Watson et al., 1988). Further

support for this line of investigation comes from the findings of Lerer et

al. (1987) that beta adrenergic receptors have decreased functional

responsiveness due to abnormally low cyclic AMP signal transduction

and Perry et aI. (1987) who found decreased numbers of alpha two

adreno-receptors. Ornitz and Pynoos (1989) have similarly focused on a

brain stem dysfunction to explain the phenomenology of posttraumatic

stress disorder. In particular, it is conceivable that these drugs may act

by improving the disturbance of selective attention found in this study

of PTSD.
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C onclusion

This study found substantial support for the hypothesis that the

central impairment in PTSD is a disorder of selective attention. In

particular, disturbed concentration characterized the first factors in

three separate analyse used to examine the clustering of symptoms in

this disorder. None of these analyses confirmed the current two

dimensional model of PTSD and the data that has been used to support

this model is discussed.

The importance of this attentional disturbance in PTSD may have

been underestimated because of the difficulty patients have in

observing their own cognitive processes. In this regard, the DSM-III DIS

is likely to underestimate the severity of these phenomena in PTSD.

This attentional disturbance is also experienced in anxiety and affective

disorders and may account for part of the comorbidity of PTSD. The role

of these phenomena in molding the symptoms of PTSD may give some

insights into the underlying neurobiological disturbance in this disorder.

The locus coeruleus and its noradrenergic projections are central to the

process of selective attention and are also thought to be disrupted by

traumatic stress. This is the same system on which tricyclic

antidepressants and MAO inhibitors are thought to exert their

therapeutic effects. The effectiveness of these drugs in the treatment of

PTSD may be mediated by their normalization of the attention process.
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Section 5

THE PREVALENCE OF PSYCHIATRIC DISORDER AFTER A

NATURAL DISASTER AND THE RELATIOI{SHIP BETWEEN

PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY AND THE INTENSITY OF

EXPOSURE.

Chapter

Chapter

20.

2I.

The prevalence of psychiatric morbidity 12

months after a natural disaster:

An Australian bushfire.

Are "markedly distressing events an unusually

potent cause of psychiatric symptoms? An

examination of the stressor criterion for

posttraumatic morbidity.

The prevalence of psychiatric disorders in all the registered

victims was also investigated 12 months after the disaster and is

reported in section 5. A major impetus for conducting this latter study

had been the uncertainty about how representative those cases seeking

treatment were of the disaster victims and whether the small number of

referrals in the year that followed the fires was due to low levels of

psycholo gical morbidity due to the fires or whether it resulted form the

inadequate case detection by primary health caÍe workers in the

disaster region. The GHQ was chosen so that other large epidemiological

studies which have used this screening questionnaire could be used as

comparison groups. These results are reported in chapter 20. In chapter

21, the relationship between the victims symptom scores and their

disaster experience and losses, and the difficulties experienced in the
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postdisaster period are examined. These data provided atr unusual

opportunity to examine whether such an extremely traumatic event

does have an usually strong relationship with the resultant psychiatric

morbidity. This did not prove to be the case which raises important

doubts about the current formulation of the stressor criterion for

posttraumatic stress disorder in DSM-III-R.
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Chapter 20

THE PREVALENCE OF PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY L2 MONTHS

AFTER A NATURAL DISASTER: AN AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRE

Summary

This chapter investigated the prevalence of psychiatric

impairment using the 28-item General Health Questionnaire amongst all

the registered victims of the Ash Wednesday bushfire disaster in South

Australia, 12 months after the event. The GHQ was validated against the

Diagnostic Interview Schedule. Forty two percent of the disaster victims

(N = 1,526) were defined as probable cases which was a significantly

greater level of morbidity than in any other community studied in

Australia using the GHQ. This is the first study to examine all the

victims of a large scale disaster and demonstrates that such events

cause lasting psychiatric morbidity.
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THE PREVALENCE OF PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY L2 MONTHS

AFTER A NATURAL DISASTER: AN AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRE

The prevalence of psychiatric morbidity after natural disasters is

of interest for several reasons. First, studying the impact of disasters

provides information about the role that traumatic life events play in

the onset and maintenance of psychiatic illness, free of some of the

methodological problems that exist in the investigation of multiple

random life events (chapter 1). Second, if a significant increased level of

chronic morbidity can be demonstrated, a substantial case caî then be

made for instigating prevention programmes (Raphael, 1980). Despite

the fact that many disasters have now been studied, a controversy

continues as to whether these events do have a long-term detrimental

impact on the mental health of the affected communities (Quarantelli,

1 e85).

The communal disruption and evacuation of disaster victims to a

variety of locations often makes systematic sampling difficult. Many

studies have reported high rates of disorder in various subgroups of

victims but these results cannot lead to any generalizations because of

their unrepresentative nature (Green, 1982). Shore et aI.'s (1986) study

of the Mt. St Helen's volcanic eruption overcame this problem by

systematically sampling several populations who had decreasing levels

of exposure to the disaster. Their study was conducted 38-42 months

after the disaster and then attempted to retrospectively estimate the

prevalence in the different groups, using the diagnostic interview

schedule. However, the accuracy of this instrument to make such

retrospective estimates has been questioned (Burvill, 1987).

This study aimed to estimate the prevalence of psychiatric

morbidity in all the registered victims of a disaster, in such a way as to

minimize these methodological problems. First, the existence of a
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detailed register used for dispersement of disaster relief meant fhat the

whereabouts of all the victims of the disaster was documented and

validated for statutory purposes. It was aimed to survey all the

households directly affected by the disaster in aî attempt to overcome

the problem of biased sampling, the first such large scale study. Second,

the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) has been used extensively in

epidemiological research in Australia and has an established validity

(Henderson et al., 1981). In the absence of predisaster morbidity data

on the population to be studied, the data from several of the major

epidemiological studies that had used the GHQ, could be used for

comparison of prevalence rates with the disaster victims. The meaning

of a raised symptom score in close proximity to an event is difficult to

interpret (chapters 1 and 3) and can not necessarily be seen to be

indicative of clinically significant disorder (Tennant et aI. 1981).

Therefore this chapter aimed to define more stable and established

disorder by examining the population 12 months after the disaster. The

null hypothesis proposed by Quarantelli (1985), that disasters do not

have any significant long-term impact on mental health, was tested.

M etho d

The disaster

The disaster of February 16, 1983, the Ash Wednesday bushfires,

devastated Iarge areas of southeastern Australia. This study examined

the impact of the fires in the state of South Australia, This disaster

claimed 28 lives and resulted in injuries to more than 1500 people, 85

of whom were hospitalized because of the severity of their burns and

heat exhaustion. While 385 homes were destroyed, many more were

damaged. Nearly 1,000 rural properties were affected by the fires and

10,000 kilometres of fencing were destroyed. Some 560 vehicles were

destroyed and sheep and cattle losses exceeded 250,000. Extensive
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damage to national parks occurred and one quarter of the commercial

forests in the state were burnt. An estimate of the cost of property

losses exceeded $4200,000,000. At the time when this study was

conducted, much of the reconstruction work was still continuing.

The sample

The South Australian Department of Community 'Welfare (D.C.W.)

made available their master file of all people who had registered with

the Red Cross immediately following the fires, and those who later

contacted D.C.W. and were granted financial assistance. The total

number of adults on this file was 2,997. One week after the first

anniversary of the disaster, the 2,254 households that represented the

postal addresses of these people were mailed two copies of the study

questionnaire, together with the request that, where possible, two adults

should complete one copy each. Of the potential respondent households,

280 could not be contacted because their address was unknown to

Australia Post, reducing the number of households surveyed to 1,974. A

reminder letter was sent out three weeks later and the media publicized

the study in order to encourage the victims to respond.

The restrictions for the use of the register laid down by D.C.V/. on

the grounds of confidentiality placed severe limitations on the control of

the sample. Al1 names and addresses were computer selected by D.C.W.

and all the questionnaires were posted by them. It was forbidden that

any items should be included in the questionnaire that would have

identified the subjects or invited them to communicate further with the

research team.

The questíonnaire

A series of items collected demographic information about the

subjects. This section was followed by an inventory of the impact of the

disaster, developed for use in other studies of this disaster (chapters 5
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and 10). The 28 item GHQ was used (Goldberg, 1978) as the measure of

nonpsychotic psychiatric impairment. This version of the GHQ has four

subscales, somatic, anxiety, social dysfunction and depression and was

developed from a facl"or analysis of the 60 item version (Goldberg and

Hillier, 1979) and similar subscales have been demonstrated in a

replication study (Burvill et al., 1984).

Validation of the GHQ

The GHQ was validated against the Diagnostic Interview Schedule

(Robins et aI., 1981), to determine its ability to detect posttraumatic

stress disorder and to ensure that a high frequency of false positive

responses did not commonly arise due to the distress of a population

who had sustained severe losses and continuing hardships as a result of

the fires. In other words, it was necessary to ensure that the GHQ was

detecting diagnosable psychiatric disorder and not continuing social

disadvantage and distress due to the impact of the disaster.

Furthermore, the possibility existed that the chronicity of disorder in

this population could lead to an unacceptably high rate of false

negatives because the wording of the GHQ asks subjects to judge their

current psychological state against how they might usually be

(Goodchild & Duncan-Jones, 1985).

This was done by asking D.C.W. to allow contact with a group of

victims who had sustained major losses in the disaster, a population who

where the ability of the GHQ to distinguish ongoing social distress and

psychiatric disorder would be especially tested. To meet this

department's regulations about confidentiality, they randomly selected

80 subjects from their register who had had a first degree relative killed

in the disaster, had their home destroyed, suffered major property

losses affecting their income and/or sustained severe injury in the

disaster. D.C.W. wrote to these people explaining the reason for the
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contact, and asked them if they were willing to be interviewed. If they

were agreeable, they returned a signed consent form that had been

included with the letter. It was not permissible to examine how

representative the responders were of the 80 subjects contacted or the

larger population of all the registered disaster victims; all that caî be

concluded is that they were a nonrepresentative sample because of the

method of selection. Therefore the positive and negative predictive

values for the GHQ for the larger sample could not be measured because

they aÍe highly dependent on prevalence, in contrast to sensitivity and

specificity (Goldberg, 1988).

The comparison groups

In the absence of prevalence data collected from these disaster

victims before the bushfire, seven large published prevalence studies of

psychiatric morbidity in Australia that have used the GHQ were used for

comparison groups (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1978; Klugman,

1975; Shiraer and Armstrong, 1918; Henderson et aI., 1979; Andrews et

al., 1977; Finlay-Jones & Burvill, L917). As none of these studies had

specifically used the 28 item version of the GHQ, this made direct

comparisons between the 12 or 20 item and 28 item prevalence open to

some uncertainty (Burvill & Knuiman, 1983). Therefore the raw data

were obtained from the Perth community study (Finlay-Jones & Burvill,

1977) on computer tape and the caseness rates calculated for the 28

item GHQ using a 415 cut off. The effect of using the l2-item with a ll2

cut off as against the 28 version with a 415 cut off could therefore be

ascertained. The data from the Perth community study also allowed a

comparison of this population with a disaster-affected group on the four

subscale scores.
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R e sults
Table I

DEMOGRAPEIC DATÄ AIIOUT TTIE DISA,STER YICTIMS

Age Mean (SD)
Male
Marital Status

Single
S ep arated/Div orced
Widowed
Mar¡ied
Defacto relationship

B i¡thplace
Australia
UK o¡ New Zealmd

Occupation
Prof essional-technical
Farm ing
Home duties
T¡adesm an
Pensione¡
Unemployed
Executiv e-Manager

43.4 yearc
5Llo

rr5%
!.6qo
4,6th

78.7qo
t.6?o

(N = 17s)
(N = ss)
(N = 70)
(N = 1197)
(N = 25)

(r4.4)
(N = 788)

(N = t22't)
(N = 159)

(N = 201)
(N = 3s0)
(N = 405)
(N = 9s)
(N = ?1)
(N = 19)
(N = s6)

80.57.
to.4qo

13.6lo
23.71o
27.4E,

6.4Eo

4.8%
t.1Eo

3.8q)

The sample

Demographic information about the population is provided in table

1. A total of t,023 households replied, with a double response being

received from 503, resulting in 1,526 questionnaires being returned.

This represented a response tate of 527o. Communications were also

received from people who found the questionnaire too upsetting and

stressful to complete and these respondents are therefore not included

in the sample. For example, respondent number 10041 wrote in a letter

"In the evening I can still hear my mate when he was calling to me aS

he was burning. Your paper stirs up these bad memories, so you can

understand why I don't want to answer" (Clayer et al., 1985). Such

responses suggest that the nonresponding group may have been more

adversely affected by their disaster experiences. Also those who had

sustained major losses and had injuries tended to be under-represented

in the survey sample, The following response rates were observed: 2l

(257o) of the 85 people who were admitted to hospital, 11 (maximum

39Vo) first degree relative of the people killed, 261 people living in the

385 homes destroyed in the fires (the equivalent of 45Vo return rate,
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allowing for two questionnaires being returned from 49Vo of the

responding households).

The impact of the disaster

Injury of sufficient severity to require medical cares was reported

to have occurred to 239 (L6Vo) first-degree relatives and 5l (37o) more

distant relatives of the respondents. Forty victims had experienced the

death of a relative, with two people having lost six relatives. As well,

143 (97o) reported the death of close friends, with 27 (27o) of the victims

having lost three or more friends. Property damage, including the loss

of homes was experienced by 1159 (76Vo) of the victims and another

347 (237o) had their property threatened by had successfully defended

it. The property damage had affected the livelihood of 836 (55Vo) of the

respondents, with 493 farmers having had livestock killed.

The validity of the GHQ

The 43 subjects who agreed to be interviewed (response rate =

54Vo), included six victims who had suffered the death of a spouse or a

child, four who had had a close friend killed, 13 whose homes had been

destroyed, two who had sustained severe burns and 26 who had

suffered a major loss of income. Ten (23Vo) had a scoro of greater than

four on the 2ï-item GHQ when interviewed 2O months after the

dis aster.

Six victims were diagnosed as being currently disordered

according to the DIS, with five receiving the diagnosis of posttraumatic

stress disorder, three of who also had a major depressive disorder and a

sixth subject had this latter diagnosis alone. A detailed examination of

the DIS interviews revealed that on clinical grounds another three

subjects would have received a diagnosis of a posttraumatic stress

disorder. Furthermore two of these latter subjects had subsequently
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Tablc 2

GHQ DATE FOR THE BUSEFIRE YICTIMS

Men
(N =744\

Fomale
lN = ?O4l

Comparison of Men
v's Slomen

Caseness using 4/5 cut off

Totql score mean (SD)

Subsqlæ mean (SD)

Sonatic

Anxiety
Social Dysfünction

Depression

37%

4.9

t.4

(6.3)

(1.e)

Q.4)
(2.0)

(r.2)

46%

6.4

1.8

(7.1)

1.8
1.3

2.4
1.5

(2.2)

(2.6)
(2.2)

( 1.5)0.4 o.7

2a
7 = 12.3

¿
U =293045

a
U ='247828

E
a = 241953
U =26150l

å
U = 2A7354

a

U
P < 0.001
Mann-Whitney U test

Table 3

COMPARISON OF ASE WEDNESDAY BUSEFIRE YICTIMS WITE OTHER LARGE AUSTRALIAN EPIDEMIOLOCY STUDIES
USING TEE GHQ

Fom ofGHQ
(cut off)

N Total Sample Male FemaleS tudy

Ash Wednesday Victims

Austrqliau Health Suwey

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1978)

Perth Community Sample
(Finlay-Iones & Bunill, 1977)

St Mary's Health Survey)
(Klugman, 1975)

NS\\¡ Hølth Care Survey
(Shiraer and Armstrong, 1978

Gosford/Wong District

Illswars District

Botauy Bay

(An<lrews et al., 7977)

Canberra

(Henderson et al., 1979)

2a |4ls)

L2 (L t2)

(1t2)12

20 (3t4)

c
2ilÇo

c
24qo

27Ço

L8%

31Co 467o

c
L3?o t9Co

c
24 36Eo

28Ço

26qo

L,526

25,!54

2,324

519

2,900

3,600

863

735

42qo

289¿

c
76Eo

!lqo

24lo

c
3OEo

6o (rrltz)

t2 (tlz)

12 (rl2)

L2 (rl2)

c

c b

c

c

a

c
3lqo 30Co

b

c

Data allowing breakdown by sexes not ¿vsilable

P<O.0rr¿,df =r)t
P<0.001 (t,dÍ=I)
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been referred to me for treatment of this disorder. Another six subjects

had had a diagnosable psychiatric disorder which had begun after the

disaster but had resolved before the time of the interview with or

without treatment. The specificity of the GHQ was 86Vo and the

sensitivity was 83Vo, using the strict DIS computer scoring. If the clinical

reclassification a disorder was imposed, the specificity rose to 97Vo and

the sensitivity to 89Vo.

The prevalence of psychiatric morbidity

The mean GHQ score for the total sample was 5.6 (SD = 6.8) and

427o were defined as probable cases using Golberg's recommended 415

cut-off. On the total and subscale scores and the rates of caseness,

women demonstrated significantly higher levels of morbidity except on

the social dysfunction scale (tabLe Z). Thirty seven percent of the men

were defined as cases which was significantly less Íhan the 46Vo of

women so defined (table 2)

Comparison with other epidemiological data

The seven published studies of Australian communities,

unaffected by disaster, documenting probable disorder ranging from

l37o to 3l%o for men and from l97o to 36Vo for women (table 3). Thus,

the disaster victims had significantly higher levels of psychiatric

morbidity than any of the previously surveyed communities. This level

of morbidity ranged from 1.2 to 2.8 times greater for men and from L3

to 2.4 times greater for women.

However, as indicated in table 3, the version of the GHQ used

varied between the various epidemiological studies. No study had used

the 28 item GHQ which was used in the Ash Wednesday sample. IJsing

the original data tape of the Perth community data, the caseness rate of

2l%o was calculated using a 415 cut-off with the 28-item version. This

compared with a caseness rate of 2l7o wing a U2 cut-off with the 12
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COMPARISON OF REANÀLYSED PBRTE COMMUNITY STUDY DATA (IINLÄY-JONDS AND BURYILL' 1977)

TO GIYE 2&ITSM GEQ DATA WITE 2&ITDM GSQ DATA FROM BUSEFTRE VICIIM GROUP

Total Saple U Men u
Bushfi¡e Perth Bushfire

'9lomen

4.s (6.3) 204,9948

767

24%
2t
x=u

2.a 47) 6.4

(1.4)

(1.6)

(1.4)

(1.1)

U

a(?.r) 2î7,089

Perth Bushfire

JV

Cæass rats
(4/5 ot off)

Total Scæ Mro (SD)
Subseþs Mro (SD)

Somatic

Anxiety

Social dysñnction

Depression

U
?

Mam Whitney U test

P < 0.001

Perth

t439 1526

zlqo 42qo
2s

1=78
2.5 (4.4) 5.6 (6.8) 836,7554

678

77%

744

gt%

?04

46%

2
I=

2.2 (4.0)

a
69

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.3

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.3

0.9

0.9

0.7

o.4

1.8

2.4

1.5

o.7

(1.Ð

(1.5)

(1.3)

(1.1)

t.6

z.L

r.5

0.5

(2.r)

(2.5)

(2.1)

(1.4)

885,6?Oa

814,3064

a7g,tg6à

879J964

(2.2)

(2.6)

(2.2)

( 1.1)

a
224,209

a
198230

l
223,201

N
2s2,150

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.3)

(0.e)

1.4 (1.e)

1.8 (2.4)

1.3 (2.0)

0.4 (r.2)

2132774

212,9402

2s2,675N

204,994
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item version and a caseness rate of l77o using a 314 cut-off with the 20

item version. Thus the l2-item version of the GHQ would appear to give

similar prevalence estimates to the 28-item version. In contrast, the 20,

30 (l\Vo) 60 (l6Vo) forms gave slightly lower prevalence estimates

(Burvill & Knuiman, 1983). Therefore the error introduced by using

different version of the GHQ in different comparison gtoups does not

appear to be major.

Comparison of bushfire sample and comparison sample of subscales

'When the Perth community 2}-item GHQ data were compared

with the Ash Wednesday bushfires victims, the bushfire gloup had

twice the prevalence of probable cases. The increased symptom scores

in the disaster victims occurred on all four subscales of the 28-item GHQ

(table 4). The women in the Perth sample scored significantly lower

than the disaster-affected women on all the subscales. In contrast, the

men did not score significantly higher on the depression subscale. In

general, the greatest increases occurred on the anxiety subscale.

Discussion

This study demonstrates that the prevalence of psychiatric

morbidity in this disaster-affected population was significantly greater

than found in every other epidemiological study of an Australian

community sample.

The smallest differences occurred with Henderson et al.'s (1979)

Canberra sample. This group probably is not a valid control because

Henderson et al (1981) had already suggested that this population,

particularly the men, had abnormally high levels of neurotic symptoms

compared with other Australian communities. Furthermore, the high

scores on the GHQ in this Canberra population were not indicative of

substantial levels of psychiatric disorder when validated against the PSE
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with prevalence estimates of 1.OVo being made for males and Ll.OVo for

females (Henderson et aI., t979). In contrast, in this bushfire affected

population caseness using a 415 cut-off on the 28-item GHQ had a high

specificity of 86Vo for a definite psychiatric disorder according to the

Diagnostic Interview Schedule. This suggests that a score of greater

than four in this disaster-affected population was a good predictor of

clinically significant psychopathology.

The most valid comparisons in this study are with the study of the

Australian Bureau of Statistics (1978) because of its sample size and a

very careful sampling and the 28-item GHQ daLa extracted by reanalysis

of the Perth community sample (Finlay-Jones & Burvill, 1978). In

contrast, the Gosford and Illawara communities are demographically

distinct populations being a commuter/retirement population on one

hand and an immigrant industrial labour force on the other (Henderson

et al., 1979). These comparisons suggest that the rates of psychiatric

disorder was probably doubled in this disaster affected group.

The low rates of divorced single parent families, unemployed and

the relatively high socioeconomic status of the fire-affected population

ate factors that would tend to lower the prevalence rate of disorder in

this community (Andrews et al., 1977). Therefore this population was

not highly vulnerable, a further factor that may have decreased the

difference in the levels of psychiatric morbidity in this disaster-affected

group in relation to the comparison populations. The fact that none of

the comparison groups could be matched for demographic variables is

an inadequacy of this study which needs to be taken into account when

interpreting the results.

The timing of this study, close to the anniversary of the disaster,

raises the possibility that the high rates of morbidity fepresent an

anniversary effect. Howevet, a longitudinal study of a group of fire-

fighters involved in containing this disaster failed to demonstrate an
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anniversary effect, rather demonstrating a lower rate of morbidity at L2

months, in contrast to four and 29 months after the disaster (chapter

13 ).

The validity of any conclusions drawn from these data depends

upon the GHQ's ability to detect psychiatric morbidity. The small

validation study suggested that its specificity of 86Vo and sensitivity of

83Vo against the DIS were adequate, similar to another examination of

the L2-item GHQ's ability to detect posttraumatic stress disorder

(chapter 13). Detailed scrutiny of the false positive and false negative

cases, including a discussion with the interviewers (a psychologist and a

fourth year medical student), suggested that the GHQ was a more

sensitive measure of clinically significant posttraumatic stress disorder

than the DIS. This is in keeping with other studies which suggest that

the DIS may have a relatively low sensitivity for detecting anxiety

disorders (Katon et al., 1987; Folstein et al., 1985; Von Korff, et aI.,

1987). Furthermore, the diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder can

be difficult in a clinical setting because of the predominance of physical

symptoms and the tendency of the sufferer to avoid a direct description

of the symptoms (chapter 3), factors that are not well catered for by the

design of the DIS's posttraumatic stress disorder section.

Despite the extensive issues of the subjects interviewed in the

validation sample, many had a low GHQ score (< 4), despite the fact that

they were still coping with the practical and emotional stresses of the

on-going effects of the disaster. This demonstrates that the GHQ was not

detecting a pattern of nonspecific emotional distress or "problems with

living" due to the disaster. Rather, it was a specific measure for the

detection of diagnosable psychiatric disorder. Although this disorder

was chronic in most cases, the GHQ continued to accurately detect its

presence, contrary to the prediction of Goodchild and Duncan-Jones
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(1985). Therefore the GHQ proved to be a valid instrument for defining

the presence of psychiatric disorder in a disaster-affected community.

It is difficult to compare the prevalence estimates from this study

with other disaster studies because of differences in their sampling

procedures. For example Maj et al., (1989) compared rates of morbidity

in general practice attenders four years after aî Italian earthquake

between people remaining in the affected community, people who had

to be relocated and a control sample. The prevalence rates according to

the 3O-item GHQ were 55.37o, 55.2Vo and 47.2Vo respectively. It is

difficult to interpret these data because general practice attenders are

known to have increased rates of psychiatric morbidity, independent of

whether their community has been affected by a disaster. Similar

problems existing in interpreting Sethi et al.'s (1987) finding after the

Bhopal gas disaster that 22.67o of adult outpatients at government clinics

were suffering from mental disorders four to six months postdisaster, in

contrast to ll.7%o in a general health service setting. Such studies of

select populations obviously do not allow community prevalence

estimates.

Shore et al.'s (1986) study of the Mt. St. Helen's volcanic eruption

compared a control population with a low and high exposure group,

using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule. Their data suggested that 97o

more men and 20Vo more women had experienced a diagnosable

psychiatric disorder in the high exposure group compared with the

controls in the three years after the disaster. These levels of morbidity

are similar in magnitude to those observed in the victims of the Ash

Wednesday bushfires. The losses of the bushfire victims would have

meant that most of them would have been categorized as having a high

exposure using Shore et al.'s (1986) criteria. After this disaster the

longitudinal study of primary school children which demonstrated a

similar doubling of probable caseness rates (chapter 4). These data
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suggested that following a major disaster a doubling of morbidity can

probably be anticipated in both adults and children.

These findings are important because they demonstrate the

existence of a pattern of chronic posttraumatic morbidity that

represented more than a pattern of transient distress caused by the

impact of the disaster (chapter 11). \Mhile each disaster presents a

unique set of stressors and care is therefore required in making

generalizations (Green, L982), the facf that this study surveyed the

entire population who sustained losses in this disaster, using a measure

that allowed the comparison with several unaffected communities,

disproves Quarantelli's (1985) hypothesis that disasters do not have any

substantial impact on the mental health of the affected populations.

This level of morbidity existed despite the fact that a special team

of welfare workers had been appointed to facilitate the provision of

disaster relief with minimal bureaucratic interference, following the

lessons learnt from a smaller disaster that had occurred three years

earlier. This team had face to face contact with all of the registered

victims of the disaster and had provided crisis intervention counselling

to many families and individuals. As well, some victims had consulted a

variety of community and mental health providers. Thus the level of

morbidity may have been decreased by these interventions, stressing

the size of the adverse impact of these bushfires on the mental health of

the affected communities.

On the other hand, while the level of psychiatric morbidity was

increased by the impact of the disaster, the majority of the population

were not so affected as was the case after the Mt St Helen's eruption

(Shore et al., 1986). Thus these data challenge the view that is on

occasions expressed that psychiatric disorder is highly probable in

people exposed to a major disaster (Breslau & Davis, 1987). The

resilience of many people was partially demonstrated in the sample who
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were interviewed for the validation of the GHQ. Despite the loss of both

next of kin and home, four had developed no diagnosable psychiaîic

disorder. Therefore it is important to emphasize the moderate size of

the increased prevalence of psychiatric morbidity in these disaster

victims.

These data raise the obvious question about the aetiological

relationship between the impact of the disaster and the development of

subsequent disorder. This is relevant to the life events literature

(chapter 1) investigating the role of adversity in the onset of psychiatric

disorder. Furthermore, the increased prevalence of psychiatric

morbidity after this disaster and its chronic nature (chapter 13)

suggests that preventative services may have an important role after

such events. The degree to which the disaster experience predicts

morbidity is an important question as it may define high risk groups

who deserve particular attention in any preventative effort. These

issues aÍe investigated in the next chapter.
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Chapter 2I

ARE ''MARKEDLY DISTRESSING EVENTS'' AN UNUSUALLY

POTENT CAUSE OF PSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOMS?

AN EXAMINATION OF THE STRESSOR CRITERION FOR

POSTTRAUMATIC MORBIDITY

Summary

The stressor criterion for posttraumatic stress disorder implies

that extremely traumatic events have unusually direct causal

relationship with psychiatric disorder. Breslau and Davis (1987) have

suggested that the existence of this relationship is not supported by

empirical data. This chapter aimed to investigate this issue in a

population of 1,526 registered victims of the 1985 Ash Wednesday

bushfire disaster in South Australia. These people had all had an

extreme exposure to the disaster. They were studied one yeal after the

disaster and psychiatric symptoms were measured using the 28-item

GHQ. Their losses were extensively documented and the problems

experienced in the postdisaster period were also investigated.

The disaster only accounted for 5Vo of the causal variance of

disorder, suggesting that the effect of this traumatic event was no

greater than the relationship found between psychiatric disorder and

life events in general. The problems in the postdisaster period had a

more significant effect, accounting for l3%o of the variance. These data

raise important doubts about current hypotheses about the unique

effects of extremely traumatic events.
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ARE ''MARKEDLY DISTRESSING EVENTS'' AN UNUSUALLY

POTENT CAUSE OF PSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOMS? AN

EXAMINATION OF THE STRESSOR CRITERION FOR

POSTTRAUMATIC MORBIDITY

The definition of stress disorder in DSM-III (American Psychiatric

Association 1980) has lead to a. Ereat deal of research examining the

effects of traumatic stress. The validity and the definition of the

boundaries of the stressor criterion has emerged as one of the most

controversial aspects of the DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric

Association 1987) diagnostic criteria (Breslau & Davis 1987: Solomon &

Canino 1989). For example DSM-III-R states that the triggering event

must be "markedly distressing to almost everyone" (p. 25O American

Psychiatric Association 1987), yet no definition is given of the word

distress, a state of mind which is given remarkably little attention in

psychiatric text books. Particularly in the medico-legal setting, the lack

of clarity of this stressor criterion frequently leads to differences of

opinion between expert witness about appropriatness of posttraumatic

stress disorder as a diagnosis after a range of traumatic events.

This chapter contributes to an examination of the validity of the

stressor criterion by investigating whether an individual's experience in

a natural disaster is a potent predictor of subsequent psychiatric

morbidity. Although DSM-III uses a natural disaster as an example of a

markedly distressing event, it is important to examine the validity of

this assertion. The extreme threat and destructiveness of Australian

bushfire has been documented in chapter 1 and the danger to personal

safety is illustrated by the fact that the intensity of the heat from five

metres of the fire front on Ash Wednesday was equivalent to the energy

output of a large power station ('Webster 1986).
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Evidence to support the existence of a strong link between

traumatic stress and a characteristic set of symptoms comes from

various settings. For example, Matessek (1975) has demonstrated that

specific experiences in concentration camps during the holocaust led to

more long-term posttraumatic symptomatology. Abusive violence was

found to predict increased psychopathology amongst Vietnam Veterans

(Laufer et al 1985, Breslau & Davis, 1987b). Studies of disasters by the

Cinnicinatti Disaster Group have suggested that traumatic bereavement,

injury and exposure to grotesque death were predictors of increased

symptomatology (Gleser et aI., L987, Green et al., 1985). Sales et al.

(1984) demonstrated that the degree of violence in a rape assault

affects long-term symptoms.

To the contrary, Breslau and Davis (1987) on examining a range of

literature concluded that there is insufficient empirical evidence to

establish the existence of a unique set of symptoms characteristic of a

stress disorder. For example, Madakasira and O'Brien (1987),

demonstrated that a, variety of demographic factors including the degree

of injury and property damage did not appear to be related to the

presence of posttraumatic stress disorder amongst the victims of a North

Carolina tornado. Hourani et aL (1986) conducted a household

surveillance study of 5,788 civilians during the 1982 Lebanon war and

found a low incidence of psychological distress despite the substantial

danger and dislocation of their lives. Conversely, in an often cited paper

of Horowitz et al. (1980), which describes the typical symptoms of

posttraumatic stress disorder, a number of the subjects probably did not

qualify for the stressor criterion. These data suggest that its symptoms

may follow less extreme events. As well, methodological problems limit

the reliability of the data about the severity of the stressor (chapter 14)

particularly in studies of Vietnam Veterans (Escobar et al., 1983). These

methodological problems aÍe demonstrated in the study of Green et al.,
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(1985) who found that 457o of the outcome variance one year after a

night-time fire could be explained by the individual's experience in the

disaster. However, their sample consisted of ll7 subjects recruited

from a possible 2,500 victims, a fesponse bias that prevents the

generalisation about the size of this causal association among other

victims in the interpretation of the literature. Other methodological

problems are an important source of confusion.

Firstly it can be difficult to establish causal links if only small

numbers of victims are studied. Within an individual disaster, there aÍe

a variety of component experiences such as injury, perceived threat,

bereavement and loss of property which might contribute to psychiatric

symptoms. The many different experiences of the victims of a disaster

mean that a large number of subjects has to be examined if the effects

of these different components and their interactions are to be predicted

by valid statistical analysis.

To overcome this problem the exposure to a disaster is often

defined by separation into groups such as low, medium and high

exposufe (Shore et aI., 1986, Weisaeth,1984). These studies show that

as the intensity of exposure increases, the number of victims who

develop a stress disorder increases progressively. Such findings are

used as example of "a distinct linear dose response relationship" (p.175,

Snow et al., 1983) between the impact of the trauma and posttraumatic

stress disorder and are used to argue the primary role of the stressor in

posttraumatic stress disorder. However being able to demonstrate a

dose related effect makes no comment about the strength of that

relationship. Furthermore, the fact that generally at least half of the

people exposed to traumatic events do not develop a posttraumatic

StreSS disorder despite the experience of extreme danger, loss and

threat (Green, 1982, Sethi et al., 1987, Lystad, 1988) emphasizes the

importance of examining the amount of causal variance accounted for by
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the disaster experience in association with a variety of vulnerability

factors. These issues point to the importance of examining a large

population who have been exposed to an extreme trauma using an

epidemiological method to estimate the risk of symptoms attributable to

exposure. No such study has previously been conducted (Breslau &

Davis 1987a).

The stressor criterion in DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric

Association, L987) implies that an extremely traumatic event has 
^

unique aetiological effect in comparison to less dramatic life events.

This assertion can be tested in a population who have experienced an

extremely traumatic event which would fall within the stressor criterion

guidelines by also examining the role of other life events affecting these

people. The curïent conceptualization implies a different quantitative

and qualitative relationship (Lindy et al., 1987) between these two

types of events and psychopathology.

In one such study Solomon and Flum (1988) examined the impact

of adversity before and after combat and found that the number of

negative prior life events was also found to be associated with

posttraumatic stress disorder intensity, as measured by the number of

symptoms. These prior life events were found to be more important

determinants of long-term adjustment rather than acute symptoms

caused by combat. Furthermore, negative life events experienced after

the war were also found to be an important determinant of combat-

related stress disorder in these soldiers (Solomon et al., 1989). Their

data did not compare the size of the relative contribution of the

individual's combat experience and other life events to symptomatology

This has been examined in 469 fire-fighters whose disorder four

months after the disaster was predicted equally by the individual's

experience in the disaster and preceding life events (chapter 10).

Furthermore when the role played by life events which occurred afte¡
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the disaster were examined, they were found to play an increasingly

important role in perpetuating morbidity (chapter l4). These data did

not support the hypothesis that the disaster experience, which had been

particularly carefully documented in this study, played a unique or

potent role as a cause of symptoms in this population. Rather, these

disaster victims seemed to become unusually vulnerable to subsequent

adversity and unable to contain or manage further disruption because

these events re-evoked their distress.

Against this background, this study aimed to examine the size and

nature of the aetiological role played by a natural disaster in

determining the psychological symptoms experienced by all the

registered victims. This study aimed to prevent the introduction of any

bias in the data by investigating all the victims rather than a high risk

or atypical subsample. As well, the relative contribution of the

difficulties experienced in the year after the disaster was compared

with initial impact of the disaster. The null hypothesis that a disaster

would not have stronger causal link to psychological symptoms than

other types of life events was tested.

Method

The disaster

This study examined the impact of the Ash 'Wednesday bushfires

of February 16, 1983 on the victims in South Australia. This disaster

claimed 28 lives and resulted in injuries to more than 1500; 85 of whom

were hospitalized because of the severity of their burns and heat

exhaustion. Nearly 1,000 rural properties were affected and 385 houses

were totally destroyed while many others were severely damaged.

Sheep and cattle losses exceeded 250,000 and 10,000 kilometres of

farm fences were destroyed. Some 560 vehicles were burnt. Extensive

damage to national parks occurred and one-quarter of the commercial
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forests in the state were burnt. An estimate in 1983 of the cost of

property losses exceeded $4200,000,000. At the time when this study

was conducted, much of the reconstruction was Still continuing.

The sample

The South Australian Department for Community 'Welfare (D.C.IW.)

made available their master register of all people who had registered

with the Red Cross immediately following the fires, and those who later

contacted D.C.W. and were granted financial assistance. The total

number of adults on this file was 2,997. Generally these people had

sustained significant damage or were bereaved or seriously injured. A

number of other families who had sustained only minor loss did not

register. One week after the first anniversary of the disaster, the 2,254

households that represented the postal addresses of these people were

mailed two copies of the study questionnaire, together with a request

that, where possible, two adults complete one copy each. Of the

potential respondent households, 280 could not be contacted because

their addresses were unknown to Australia Post, reducing the number

of households surveyed to L,974. A reminder letter was sent out three

weeks later and the media publicized the study, in order to encourage

the victims to respond.

The restrictions for the use of the register, laid down by D.C.V/. on

the grounds of confidentiality, placed severe limitations on the control

of the sample. All names and addresses were computer-selected by

D.C.W. and all the questionnaires were posted by them. It was

forbidden that any items should be included in the questionnaire that

would have identified the subjects or invited them to communicate

further with the research team.
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The questionnaires were returned over a period of approximately

two months. A response rate of 52Vo was obtained with L,526 being

returned.

The questionnaire

The questionnaire consisted of five parts. First, a series of items

collected demographic information about the subjects. This section was

followed by an inventory of the impact of the disaster (chapter 10)

which documented the injuries suffered by the respondents and their

relatives and the bereavements and property losses that had been

sustained in a series of 27 forced choice questions. These required

yes/no answers. The data were coded both in categorical and scaled

form. The method of scaling is described in chapter I 1. Where the

severity of bereavements and losses were taken into account and

quantitative scores applied (e.g. death of spouse or child = 3, death of

parent or sibling = 2, death of close friend - 1).

The third section enquired about the continuing consequences of

the disaster in three true frames, namely immediately after the

disaster, during 1983 and at the time the questionnaire was being

completed. The consequences listed were financial problems, property

reconstruction problems, home difficulties, mental difficulties, work

problems and problems with the behaviour of others. For correlational

analyses, the total number of problems in each time period was

culminated. The fourth section consisted of a series of questions (Louge

et al., 1981) which recorded the perceived impact of the disaster on the

victim's physical heath and the results of these data have been reported

elsewhere (Clayer et al., 1985).

Finally the 28-item version of the General Health Questionnaire

was included (Goldberg 1978) as a measure of non-psychotic psychiatric

impairment. This form of the GHQ was chosen because it has four
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subscales (somatic, anxiety, social dysfunction and depression). The GHQ

was validated in this population against the Diagnostic Interview

Schedule (Robins et al., 1981) and found to have a specificity of 887o and

a sensitivity of 86Vo (chapter 19). The GHQ had also been found to be a

sensitive instrument for detecting posttraumatic stress disorder in

another population after this disaster (chapter 13). Thus while

detecting morbidity, the use of this GHQ made no assumptions about

which symptoms may be most strongly linked to traumatic stress.

Statistical analysis

Parametric methods of analysis, particularly in multivariate

analyses are commonly used in studies of traumatic stress, despite the

symptom scores being skewed and many variables such as bereavement

and property loss not being normally distributed amongst the victims.

To prevent this source of error, where possible, non-parametric

analyses were used. In particular, loglinear analysis was used to

examine the impact of the components of the disaster experience and

their interactions. Loglinear models identify relationships among

categorical variables and generate a goodness of fit model. Logit was

used which is a specific type of loglinear model which indicates the

relationship between dichotomous dependent variables and one or more

independent variables. Derivation of an appropriate model is an

iterating process of successive approximation which is tested for

goodness of fit (SPSS Inc. 1983).

As well, property loss, bereavement, injury to self and relatives,

were treated as described. Their contribution to the GHQ score and

subscales were examined using multiple regression analysis. Because no

single transformation of the GHQ and subscales could normalize the data,

a probability of less than O.Ol7o for the inclusion of the F value
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coefficients was taken as the criterion of interpretation

15).

Results
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Impact of the disaster

The high exposure and the substantial losses incurred by this

group in the disaster are reported in table 1. Fourteen percent were

injured and sixteen percent lost their homes indicating the immediate

impact. The long-term effects were apparent from the fact the 537o
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suffered property damage affecting their livelihood as many were

farmers. Those victims scoring in the "caseness" range on the GHQ had

significantly more losses than the "non-cases" except on other property

loss/damage and the death of a relative (table 1).

When these data were scaled, property loss had the largest

correlation with the GHQ score and the subscales. While bereavement

significantly correlated with the total GHQ score, anxiety and depression

subscales, tro significant correlation emerged between bereavement and

somatic and depressive subscales (table 2).

Impact of postdisaster period

Table 3 demonstrates how the victims experienced many

difficulties in the three time periods after the disaster. Problems

related to the destruction of property and livestock were the most

common handicaps but interpersonal difficulties such as marital

difficulties and problems with children were experienced by more than

I}Vo of the population. In this way many of these people suffered a

substantial disruption of their immediate relationships apart from the

ongoing physical deprivations caused by the disaster.

The total number of difficulties experienced in the three time

periods examined were all highly correlated with the total number of
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symptoms experienced and the somatic, anxiety, social dysfunction and

depression subscales (table 2).

Logistic regression

A series of models were examined to investigate the degree which

disaster variables predicted "caseness" on the GHQ. Bereavement, injury

to relatives, property loss and personal injury were all investigated' All

main effect, two and three-way interactions wefe examined and non-

significant terms removed (see table 4). The contribution of

bereavement was insignificant in all analyses. In other words there was



no significant association between developing a probably significant

psychiatric disorder and the death of a relative in the fires.

Injury to self, injury to relative and major property loss (i.e. loss

of house or major impact on income) were associated with an increased

risk of caseness (see table 4). However while significant, the increased

risk was not substantially greater than the predicted case:non case ratio

of 1.0:0.86, the greatest being 1.08:0.68 for major property loss' Two

way interactions between property loss, injury to self and injury to

relative all proved significant. The greatest risk (1.34) was associated

with a combination of injury to relative and property loss (table 4)'

This was further increased to 1.59 if the subject was also injured, in

contrast to a case:non case risk of 1.13 if the subject was not injured.

These were the only significant three way interactions. In other words,

the effects of injury to a victim were significantly worsened if a relative

was injured and he/she also experienced major property loss'

MuItípIe regression analYses:

s28
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POST.DISASTER PERIOD
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First, the contribution made by the various components of the

total GHQ score was examined. A total of 5Vo of the causal variance was

accounted for by the disaster with injury to a relative and property loss

contributing three and two percent of the variance respectively.

Bereavement did not contribute significantly to any of the regression

analysis. The most variance (5.4Vo) was predicted for the anxiety sub-

scale and the least (3Vo) for the depression sub-scale of the GHQ.

When the contribution of difficulties experienced after the disaster

were examined, these accounted for more of the variance of the GHQ

score at 12 months than the disaster experience itself. In particular,

problems being experienced one year after the fires contributed l3%o of

the variance of symptoms. Injury to a relative was the only fire related

variable which continued to contribute to symptoms, once the impact of

problems after the disaster were taken into account. Again these

postdisaster variables account least for the variance of the depression
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subscale score in this population. Thus the disaster generally accounted

for less variance than the demands and stresses of the postdisaster

period.

D iscussion

This population suffered major property losses in this disaster and

were exposed to extreme levels of danger. Forty people had a first

degree relative killed and 239 had injured relatives. According to the

criteria of similar studies they had an intense exposure (Shore et al.,

1986, lVeisaeth, 1984) and would satisfy the stressor criterion for

posttraumatic stress disorder in DSM-III-R (American Psychiatric

Association, 1987). Despite their experience, only 5Vo of the variance of

symptoms was accounted for by the disaster, and this was the same size

of causal effect found in a group of 469 fire-fighters after the disaster

(chapter 10). The strength of this association is very similar to that

found in studies of day to day life events and their causal role in

psychiatric illness (Rabkin &. Streuning 1976; Paykel, 1978; Andrews &.

Tennant 1978; Lloyd, 1983). These data confirm the null hypothesis

and provide substantial support for the Breslau and Davis (1987a) view

that empirical evidence does not support doubts that extremely

traumatic events have a special role in causing psychiatric illness.

Cooke and Hole (1983) have challenged the conclusions about the

small aetiological role of life events in psychiatric illness, especially in

studies which have used causal variance to explain this relationship.

They proposed that measures such as attributable risk were more

appropriate because it takes account of the frequency of the risk factor

in the community and the chance association of the disease and the risk

factor. Logistic regression which also deals with the prevalence of risk

factor was therefore used in this study. However, it failed to

demonstrate that component experiences of the disaster had a
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significantly more powerful aetiological role. These analyses suggested

that victims who both lost property and had a relative injured were

most at risk. Surprisingly the death of a first degree relative did not

predict psychiatric disorder.

The problems experienced in the year after the disaster were

found to be more strongly associated with psychiatric symptoms similar

to the findings of Solomon and Flum (1988) and chapter 14. The more

enduring effects of the disaster including rebuilding the property and

financial losses accounted for l37o of the causal variance of symptoms,

suggesting that the delayed impact of the bushfires played a greater

role in causing psychiatric morbidity than the disaster itself. Titchener

and Ross (1974) have suggested that the original trauma in stress

disorder changes people's ability to cope with subsequent stresses

because they aÍe constantly reinterpreted in terms of the initial

experience. In this wây, the problems involved in rebuilding their lives

may have an important effect on these people by maintaining their re-

experiencing of and preoccupation with the disaster. It is perhaps

surprising that these problems in the postdisaster period did not play a

more important role as a cause of symptoms.

As well, many of the problems experienced in the postdisaster

period may have been as much caused by the victim's symptoms as the

reverse association. For example the irritability and interpersonal

withdrawal associated with posttraumatic stress disorder are an

important cause of marital conflict (chapter 6) and emotional and

behavioural problems in children (chapter 5). Similarly major

depression and stress disorder were very disruptive of the victim's

ability to plan and make decisions about the reconstruction of their

homes and farms. Therefore the problems after the fires were, in part,

a consequence of the victim's distress and not "independent" life events

(Paykel, 1983). This may explain why these events were more strongly
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correlated with the GHQ score than the impact of the fires. On the other

hand, because the problems after the disaster were partly a

consequence of the victim's emotional adjustment, it is surprising they

were not more strongly associated with disorder.

These data suggest that a variety of vulnerability factors were

playing an important role in the onset of symptoms in this population.

Neuroticism, a personal or family history of psychiatric illness, coping

style and the personal meaning of the trauma are likely to be

aetiological variables (chapter l4).

These conclusions need to be considered against the background of

several methodological issues. First, the smaller than expected impact of

the disaster may have arisen because the 28-item GHQ was an

inadequate measure of symptoms. To the contrary, the GHQ was more

sensitive than the DIS (Robins et al., 1981) at detecting stress disorder

in this population (chapter 20). Secondly, the return rate in this study

was 52Vo and this sample could have been skewed to a less disordered

group of victims. This could have served to decrease the size of the

relationship between the disaster and psychiatric morbidity. Third, the

statistical methodology does not appear to have been an important

source of error with parametric, non-parametric and logistic regression

analysis demonstrating a similar order of effect. One of the unusual

strengths of this study is the size of the sample. This also meant that

sufficient numbers of victims had experienced the various effects of the

disaster, such as bereavement and loss of home, to analyse their

individual effects.

Finally, many of the studies which have found a stronger

association between the trauma and symptoms have examined patient

populations (Green et al., 1986 Breslau & Davis 1987a,d,b; Laufer et al.,

1985; Solomon et al., 1989). This raises the possibility that the severity

of a posttraumatic stress disorder may be substantially affected by the
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nature of traumatic experience but that the trauma is a less adequate

predictor of who develops symptoms in the first instance. Most of these

studies depend on correlational analyses which raise problems of clinical

interpretation when the diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder is

categorical procoss.

The failure to demonstrate a greater aetiological role of the

disaster raises several important questions. It has been demonstrated

that many of these people had a posttraumatic stress disorder and that

their symptoms were triggered by the disaster (chapter 5). The absence

of a stronger correlational relationship may signify that î threshold

effect exists for traumatic events and that once over this threshold,

premorbid vulnerability predicts the onset of symptoms. A relatively

low exposure to a traumatic experience, less than most of these victims,

may be all that is required to trigger posttraumatic stress disorder

(chapter l2). This would tend to suggest that the curent definition of

the stressor criterion in DSM-III-R excludes a number of less traumatic

experiences which aÍe equally capable of uiggering the same pattern of

symptoms as found in stress disorder.

Despite the absence of substantial statistical associations between

symptoms and the impact of this disaster as a cause of psychiatric

morbidity, this community had twice as many people experiencing

clinically significant symptoms as predicted from a comparison

population which represent 207o of the victims (chapter 20) of the

disaster. This represents an attributable risk of 94.6Vo. The institution

of a mental programme which aims to prevent the onset of

posttraumatic stress disorder and to detect and treat people with

significant symptoms should be an important priority. These data

suggest that the severity of losses and bereavement are not good

predictions of who is at risk and that high risk groups may be better
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identified by the degree of their distress soon after the trauma and

various vulnerability factors.
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Section 6.

THE TREATMENT OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS

DISORDBRS.

Chapter 22. The treatment of

disorders: Clinical

future research.

posttraumatic stress

issues and directions for

Section 6, chapter 22, summarizes the current literature about the

treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder. The treatment of 56 patients

is described against the background of this knowledge and series of

issues are identified which require clarification in future research into

the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorders.
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Chapter 22

THE TREATMENT OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

Summary

This report highlights the inadequacies of studies of the treatment

of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) by describing the clinical

dilemmas faced in treating 56 PTSD sufferers. A review of current

knowledge reveals that only one study either meets Epstein and Vlok's

(1981) criteria for good outcome research or has been conducted in a

situation where subjects were randomly assigned to experimental and

control groups. Few reports mention the central problems faced by

clinicians instituting a treatment programme for PTSD. A series of

recommendations are made about future treatment studies of PTSD.
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THE TREATMENT OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

Although there is continuing debate about the exact definition of

posttraumatic stress disorders (PTSD) (Scurfield, 1985; Van Kampen et

al., 1986; Davidson et al., 1985) the existence of specific inclusion and

exclusion diagnostic criteria for this syndrome in DSM-III (American

Psychiatric Association, 1980) has led to a dramatic increase in the

amount and quality of research examining the aetiology and

phenomenology of long-term psychological consequences of extremely

traumatic events. However, there has been little empirical research

conducted into the treatment of posttraumatic morbidity. This led

Andrews et al., (1985) to state: "the available empirical evidence is of

such poor quality that it does not allow any conclusive statements to be

made about the treatment efficacy" of PTSD.

CURRENTKNOWLEDGE

Three types of reports about the treatment of PTSD exist. First,

there aÍe descriptive accounts of different treatment programmes

(Hendin et al., 1984; Somnier & Genefke, 1986; Sax, 1985). These accounts

outline the basis of a therapeutic approach and often include case

examples to highlight the proposed central components of treatment, as

well as providing details that may assist other therapists in their clinical

work, (e.g. Brende, l98l). Such reports express the clinical experiences

and points of view of the authors without any detailed analyses of

outcomes

A second body of information comes from papers which review

aspects of the phenomenology and treatment of PTSD from a number of

sources, and in certain instances make specific recommendations about

treatment (Rose, 1986; Walker, 1982; Bleich et al., 1986). Many of these

reviews emphasize particular elements of treatment, such as
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psychodynamic therapy (Rose, 1986) or pharmacological therapy

(Walker, 1982), without attempting to integrate these specific

approaches into the wider body of knowledge about this condition.

However, several reports (Bleich et al., 1986; Kolb, 1986) have

emphasized the need for an eclectic approach; for example, Bleich et al.

(1986) concluded that "the therapist needs to have a broad,

comprehensive, flexible outlook both in terms of therapeutic techniques

and in the system within which he wishes to direct his therapeutic

efforts". Thus, it remains difficult to judge the validity of these accounts

of treatment in the absence of pre- and post-treatment outcome

measures.

The third group of studies examining the treatment of PTSD has

included more detailed information, in particular, pre- and post-

treatment assessments, about patients. A number of these studies have

involved reports of less than five patients (Keane & Kaloupek, 1982;

Hogben & Cornfield, l98l). In general, such reports include enough

details about the treatment programme to allow other clinicians to

implement a similaf programme (Balson & Dempster, 1980). Recently,

studies of larger groups have described the treatment of combat

reactions (Bleich et aI., 1986; Solomon & Benbenishty, 1986) in Israeli

defence forces and rape victims (see Stekettee & Foa, 1987). This has

added significantly to the more objectively documented outcome studies

of PTSD, as did a more recent series of examining the effectiveness of

antidepressants (Davidson et al., L987, Frank et al., 1988, Reist et al.,

I e8e).

However, only one study (Frank et al., 1988) meets the criteria for

good outcome research proposed by Epstein and Vlok, (1981). In

particular, there has been few attempts to randomly assign subjects to

experimental and control groups although several controlled
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investigations of combat-related PTSD aÍe currently being conducted

(Fairbank & Nicholson, 1987).

PROPOSED TREATMENT PRO GRAMMES

A range of treatment programmes for PTSD has been suggested.

Individual psychotherapy, using a number of different approaches, has

been the most commonly proposed treatment (Fairbank 8L Nicholson,

1987). The advocates of different schools of individual therapy have

contributed to the descriptive knowledge about the phenomenology and

treatment of this often chronic disorder. For example, Horowitz (1974)

has emphasized the usefulness of dynamically oriented psychotherapy

in modifying the intrusive repetitions, numbing and denial experienced

by people with this condition. A second approach, which has

emphasized desensitization to memories of the traumatic event, has

been made by practitioners using specific behavioural techniques, such

as implosion and flooding (Keane et al., 1985). While common ground is

seldom acknowledged, both practitioners of psychodynamic therapy

(Horowitz, L974) and of behaviour therapy (Keane et al., 1985) have

emphasized the importance of focusing on people's memories of the

traumatic event.

The use of hypnosis in posttraumatic stress disorders has long

been proposed as a way of confronting individuals with the traumatic

stimulus (Brende, 1985) as have abreactions with the assistance of drugs

such as amylobarbitone (Perry & Jacobs, 1982). However' some

therapists, particularly those who have worked with survivors from

concentration camps, emphasize the need for supportive psychotherapy

that aims to provide a consistent and waÍm relationship without

detailed enquiry into the nature of the traumatic experience, as the

latter has been noted to intensify symptoms (Boehnlein et aI-, 1985). A

stress management programme aimed af" containing current symptoms
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of PTSD has also been proposed; this provides a more structured,

supportive approach than psychoanalytically orientate psychotherapy

(Keane et al., 1985). At the other extreme there is a long history of

psychoanalysis being recommended for certain patients (Rado, 1942).

Group psychotherapy has also been proposed as an important

treatment stfategy in PTSD (Brende, l98l; \Malker & Nash, l98l). Lifton

(1978) has emphasized how "rap groups" were initiated by Vietnam

veterans themselves, because they did not consider themselves as

patients, yet wanted to come to terms with the impact of their war

service. These groups, in part, arose from the veterans' distrust of

health professionals, whom they identified as part of the military

establishment. Inpatient programmes have been described by a

number of authors for the treatment of more disturbed veterans. Such

programmes depend on a number of therapeutic approaches, but the

principles of group treatment play an important role (Rosenheck, 1984;

Berman & Gusman, L982).

The importance of considering the family group of a person who

has PTSD has also been emphasized (Marrs, 1985; Stanton & Figley'

1978). This is particularly so because of the interpersonal estrangement,

irritability and occasionally violent behaviour that has been noted,

especially among war veterans. Also, in families where more than one

member has been exposed to a particular traumatic event, such as a

natural disaster, it is very important to consider the impact of the event

on other family members and the possibility that mofe than one

individual may be suffering from PTSD (chapter 6).

A range of pharmacological treatments have been used in PTSD

(\ù/alker, 1982; van der Kolb, 1983). Tricyclic antidepressants (Bleich er

al., 1986) and monoamine oxidase inhibitors (Hogben & Cornfield, l98l)

have both been used with some success to decrease the intrusive

imagery, nightmares and anxiety symptoms experienced by sufferers of
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PTSD. Benzodiazepines and antipsychotic agents (phenothiazines) have

been used to contain excessive anxiety, irritability and explosive

behaviour (Kolb, 1984). Lithium carbonate has also been reported to be

of use in patients whose main complaint is of feeling out of control,

which is associated with explosive behaviour and an exaggerated startle

response (van der Kolk, 1983). Other agents such as beta blockers and

clonidine have been used, with some success (Ettudugi & Bridges, 1985).

CLIMCAL APPLICATIONS OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE

An important test of existing knowledge about the treatment of

PTSD is application of this knowledge in a clinical setting. Theoretícal

accounts and empirical outcome data should provide clinicians with

information that assists them to make the decisions necessary to

instigate specific treatment programmes. One test of the adequacy of

current knowledge and an indicator of the issues which require further

examination is to describe the problems faced by a clinician instituting

treatment programmes for patients with PTSD.

TIIE PATIENT SAMPLE

I will discuss the treatment of 56 patients who have satisfied the

DSM-III (American Psychiatric Association, 1980), diagnostic criteria for

PTSD. I treated 40 (717o) of the sample; the remaining 16 (28Vo) were

seen by me for a consultant opinion about treatment. The traumas that

led to PTSD included natural disasters (46 patients); motor vehicle

accidents (six patients); rape (two patients); electrocution (one patient);

witnessing the suicide of a family member (one patient); and other

threats to life (eight patients). Eight patients had experienced more

than one trauma. 26 of the patients were men, and 42 were married.
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TREATMENT PROGRAMMES

Two of the 56 patients refused treatment, and a further three of

the 40 patients I followed withdrew after the second appointment. The

remaining 5l patients in the sample received a form of individual

psychotherapy. In 10 patients, a dynamically-oriented

psychotherapeutic approach was used; a further eight patients received

behaviourally oriented psychotherapy. In three patients, both

approaches were instigated at different stages of their treatment. The

remaining 3l patients were treated with either a brief or a supportive

psychotherapeutic approach. In the majority of cases, this involved

explicit examination of the nature of the individuals' recurring

preoccupation with their traumatic experience, although carthasis

seldom occurred. Similarly, an attempt was made to place the event in a

more longitudinal context in the patients' lives, with particular focus on

the continuing impact of their constricted affect and interpersonal

estrangement. In cases where patients were adolescents at the time of

exposure to the trauma, the developmental impact of the experience

was often discussed at length. Major gains in treatment generally

occurred within the first three months.

Fourteen of the 5l patients who received treatment were treated

with psychotherapy alone; the other 37 required medication in

conjunction with psychotherapy. Of these, 17 patients received a

monoamine oxidase inhibitor with or without a benzodiazepine, ll
patients received a tricyclic antidepressant, three patients received a

benzodiazepine only, three patients received a combination of lithium, a

neuroleptic and an antidepressant, and one patient received

phenothiazine and a monoamine oxidase inhibitor. For the remaining

two patients no successful medication could be found. Four patients

who responded adequately to a monoamine oxidase inhibitor had
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previously received a tricyclic antidepressant, with little effect.

Benzodiazepines generally were prescribed for nocturnal sedation only,

except in one case in which alprazolam (2mg, three times a day) was

prescribed for the treatment of panic in a patient who had a past history

of epilepsy.

TREATMENT ISSUES

Seven issues appeared to be central to the treatment of PTSD in

the patients in this study. These issues are discussed below.

Establishing a therapeutic alliance

A major problem was the ambivalence of patients towards

receiving treatment. Although only five patients specifically declined

treatment, another six patients were treated only as a result of a

relative presenting for treatment. This ambivalence about receiving

treatment has been noted in a number of other settings (Lindy et al.,

l98l; Haley, 1985). A further issue complicating the formation of a

therapeutic alliance is the fact that a significant percentage of patients

with PTSD present with predominantly physical symptoms (Weisaeth,

1984; Horowitz et al., 1980). Unless these symptoms are assessed

carefully and an adequate reason is given for their presence, such

patients are likely to reject psychological treatment. Similarly, patients

often have a complex set of attributions and beliefs to explain their

distress. The Agent Orange controversy (Hall, 1986; Korgeski & Leon,

1983) was based partly on this fact. Some patients surprisingly, did not

link their symptoms and distress directly with the traumatic event

despite the presence of recurring imagery.

Until the therapist and patient negotiate a mutually agreed-upon

assessment of the problem, specific treatments cannot be instituted.

This is a major hurdle in treating PTSD. High rates of non-compliance in
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PTSD emphasize the importance of making explicit agreement

(Burnstein, 1986).

Non-specific components of treaîment

Frank (1961) has alerted all therapists to the importance of

instilling hope in the sick and providing a system of explanation for

their distress. There are perhaps few situations where these non-

specific components of treatment ate more important than in the

therapy of PTSD. Often such patients have never confided the nature of

their traumatic experience, and the simple process of unburdening their

distress with another person appears to play an important role in

evoking a sense of hope. This contrasts with the demoralization and

isolation that these patients have experienced previously. Therefore, an

important element in treatment is the fact that the individual makes a

decision to challenge his or her isolation, by choosing to speak to the

therapist about his or her psychological concerns. This process involves

the potential for re-exposure to healthy dependence (Strupp, 1972) in

contrast to the estrangement from others that is typical of PTSD.

Equally, the apprehension generated by the decision to seek treatment

involves some confrontation of emotional constriction.

The therapist's awareness and acknowledgement of this issue can

be an important vehicle to encourage the person with PTSD to re-

involve himself or herself in social and family relationships (Strupp,

1972). The substantial level of improvement in waiting-list subjects in

psychotherapy trials is evidence of the importance of this process of

assessment of a patient's difficulties and the confiding of the nature of

their distress, independent of any specific therapeutic intervention

aimed at bringing about change (Sloane et al., 1975).

I found it difficult to define the essential elements of treatment

with these patients, which poses a relevant question for all studies of
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psychotherapy (Greenspan &. Sharfstein, l98l). While some therapists

may discount the importance of these non-specific components of

treatment and emphasize specific therapeutic skills, in the Temple

University psychotherapy study it was unclear whether behaviour

therapists and psychotherapists "did actually use fundamentally

different approaches" (Editorial, 1976, p. 1226). For example, patients

suggested that the provision of insight and explanation, discussion of the

patient-therapist relationship, catharsis, trust and the development of

confidence were as important therapeutic ingredients of the relationship

with a behavioural therapist as of the relationship with a psycho-

analytically oriented psychotherapist (Sloane et aL, 1975). Thus, the

therapist's description of what happens in treatment may be viewed

very differently by the patient (Sloane et al., 1977). Similarly, Strupp

and Hadley (1979) examined the role of specific therapeutic techniques

in psychotherapy and demonstrated the central importance of non-

specific elements of treatment. Much of the evidence suggests that this

is the case in PTSD. However, as Mamor (1980) has suggested, the ,skill

and training required to maintain the necessary therapeutic relationship

should not be underestimated.

Treatment of the specífic components of posttraumatic sffess disorder

Five central issues seemed to require particular attention in the

treatment of the separate phenomenological components of PTSD in the

patients in this study. First, it is important to explore and understand

the nature of the intrusive cognitions experienced by the patient

(Horowitz, 1976). A psychodynamic approach is central to this element

of treatment and can be assisted by specific behavioural strategies in

overcoming patients' avoidance (Seagraves & Smith, L976). Second, it is

often important to differentiate the intrusive, painful and troubling

traumatic memories and the feelings of loss and bereavement. The nine
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patients in this group who experienced PTSD after a bereavement often

described two separate components to their preoccupation. On the one

hand, they experienced longing for, and positive but distressing

recollections of, the person who had died. The quality and acceptance of

this was different from their avoidance of the pain and sense of

persecution resulting from traumatic memories, for example, of the

gruesome nature of the death. Thus, psychotherapy with such patients

needs to examine both the bereavement process and the patients' sense

of traumatization.

Third, control of the patient's disturbance of attention and arousal

was often critical to the success of the treatment of PTSD. Relief from

these symptoms often played a central role in ensuring the patient's

commitment to the treatment process. Similarly, once a person's

individual level of distress decreased he/she often found it easier to

focus otr, or think through, traumatic memories outside the therapeutic

setting. This appears to be one of the ways in which medication can be

a helpful adjunct to psychotherapy. V/hile the issue of combined

psychotherapy and drug treatment for PTSD has not been examined this

experience seems similar to the treatment of depression, in which the

combination of these therapies does not conflict (Rounsaville et aI., l98l)

but results in greater efficacy (Conte et al., 1986; 'Weissman, 1979).

Relaxation techniques and hypnotherapy can also help to control

anxiety.

Identification of a patient's emotional constriction requires specific

attention in treatment and involves assisting the patient to define the

degree to which he or she has withdrawn in an attempt to control his or

her inner sense of distress. Encouraging involvement and re-

engagement in activities and ¡elationships can be difficult, because it
provokes an increased sense of vulnerability and conflicts about basic

trust (Strupp, 1972).
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Finally, family and group therapy was required in a number of

patients in this study to allow a focus on the interpersonal and social

dimensions of the disorder. In some cases, the severity of the

underlying overarousal and mood disorder had substantially decreased

but the person had adapted to a lifestyle and a pattern of relationships

that had become self sustaining. Therefore, the social dimension of PTSD

can require specific attention.

It is important to separate the impairments and social handicaps

(World Hsalth Organization, 1980) in PTSD because they are likely to

have different, though interrelated causes, and therefore need different

treatments (Ettedugi & Bridges, 1985). For example, the presence of an

underlying neurophysiological disorder is more likely to explain

impairments such as disturbed attention and concentration than marital

or interpersonal difficulties that may be associated with PTSD. The

personality and the relationship skills of the sufferer and the nature of

his or her relationships will also play an important role in determining

the type and severity of interpersonal dysfunction. Therefore, the

primary social and psychological characteristics of the person may play

a greater role in determining the social handicaps than the primary

symptoms or impairments in PTSD.

This has important implications for treatment. For example, drugs

that act on underlying neurophysiological mechanisms are likely to play

a primary role in changing the disturbances of attention and arousal, i.e.,

the impairments. Any improvement in interpersonal functioning,

emotional reactivity and work performance after the prescription of a

drug will be consequent upon the patient's perceiving and adapting to

his or her normalized neurophysiological functioning. There are some

reasons to suggest that such changes may not necessarily follow (Judd &

Burrows, 1986). For example, work with depressed patients has

demonstrated that tricyclic antidepressants, which relieve the
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underlying mood disturbance, may not greatly improve the social

withdrawal that accompanies this disorder (De Lisio et al., 1986; Hurry &

Sturt, l98l). Family therapy may also play a very important role in

minimizing the social handicaps of marital difficulties, overprotective

parenting (chapter 6) and marital violence associated with PTSD, whilst

not leading to any major change in the underlying pattern of attention

and arousal. Thus, patients with PTSD should have their patterns of

symptomatic impairment and social handicaps specifically assessed and

the various treatment modalities available focused at these elements.

Understanding the multidimensional nature of the presentation of

psychiatric illness (World Health Organization, 1980) therefore, helps the

therapist to understand why so many different treatment methods have

been proposed. Often these modalities have been focused at a different

level of disturbance within the disorder without recognition of the fact

and a successful treatment strategy for the handicaps associated with

PTSD may have little effect on the primary impairments.

Treatment of associated disorders

As chapter 18 discussed, there is a growing body of evidence that

over 507o of persons with a posttraumatic stress disorder have a co-

existent psychiatric illness (Davidson et al., 1985; Escobar et al., 1983;

Sierles et al., 1983). The other DSM-III axis-one diagnoses (American

Psychiatric Association, 1980) in the patients in this study included panic

disorder (12 patients), major depressive disorder (16 patients), bulimia

nervosa (two patients), and schizophrenia (one patient). Often the

successful treatment of PTSD is difficult unless the nature of the

associated disorder is understood and treated. For example, in several

patients, the intensity of their posttraumatic imagery only inc¡eased to

the point of being a major problem when they developed a major

depressive disorder (Davidson et al., 1985). Thus, a delayed onset of
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PTSD can be caused because the individual becomes significantly

depressed for other reasons - treatment of the underlying depression

substantially resolved the PTSD in four patients. Panic disorder can also

lead to a major change in the quality of the preoccupation associated

with traumatic memories (Davidson et al., 1985). An association

between alcohol abuse and PTSD (Lacoursiere et al., lg$o; Branchey ef

al., 1984) was diagnosed in five patients in this study, and required

careful assessment.

Escobar et al., (1983) found an association between PTSD and

certain personality disorders. In my group a personality disorder was

diagnosed in only six (llVo) patients. Personality traits, however, seemed

to predict this pattern of outcome; for example, avoidant or borderline

personality traits in particular were associated with greater social

handicap. The role of personality strengths needs to be considered

when planning treatment.

Context of the illness

The impact of a traumatic event on other family members

requires assessment. It is common for other family members to have

been exposed to the traumatic event, particularly after a. natural

disaster; therefore, they are psychologically at risk. If one partner in a

marriage is experiencing intrusive memories these will resonate with

the distress experienced by his or her spouse if the spouse also has a

PTSD. In this group of patients, many of whom were the victims of a

bushfire disaster, untreated PTSD in a spouse was an important

predictor of chronicity of the disorder in the patient.

Re-exposure to the environment in which the traumatic event

occurred may also influence the pattern of morbidity. After a war,

servicemen are withdrawn from the field of battle, so that the event is

left increasingly to their memories and imaginations. Conversely,
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survivors of a natural disaster that threatened or destroyed their homes

often continue to live at the site of the disaster. Thus, they are re-

exposed constantly and involuntarily to reminders of the trauma. This

appeared to influence the patterns of symptoms; for example, the

avoidance of triggers decreased. Therefore, the nature of continual

exposure to reminders of the traumatic event was an important factor to

consider when defining the role of implosion in the treatment of these

patients.

The possibility of receiving financial compensation also appeared

to influence outcome. For example, the Ash V/ednesday bushfires were

initially believed to have been "an act of God", but were subsequently

proved to have been caused by arcing powerlines. This meant that the

victims could sue for financial compensation. Several of these patients

commented that it was much more difficult to come to terms with an

event for which blame could be attributed than with an event that was

seen as an "act of God." Traumatic events that result from personal

negligence may maintain the victims' preoccupation with the trauma

through a desire for revenge.'

Perpetuating faclors

PTSD is often a chronic condition (Archibald & Tuddenham, 1965;

Leopold & Dillon, 1963) which emphasizes the need to define the

precipitating factors and the perpetuating factors separately. For

example, a. sub-group of these patients had a particularly intense fear of

a recurrence of the traumatic event, (Krupnick & Horowitz, l98l) and

seemed to be unable to develop any cognitive mastery as to how they

would manage if a further catastrophe occurred. This fear left them

feeling excessively vulnerable and vigilant. Similarly, some individuals

who develop PTSD do not develop avoidance behaviours to real or

symbolic reminders of the trauma, whereas others do. Sufferers who do
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not avoid triggers aÍe more likely to desensitize themselves to the

trauma than rle those who avoid traumatic triggers. Hence, excessive

avoidance of triggers in the early phase after a traumatic event may

predict the long-term course of the disorder. Premorbid personality

also appears to be important (Horowitz, 1976) - an extroverted

individual is less likely to become estranged in relationships after a

traumatic event because of his or her basic gregariousness. Thus,

introversion may imply vulnerability to social and interpersonal

dysfunction. Similarly, neuroticism, implying neurophysiological

reactivity (Eysenck, 1970), may predict unusual vulnerability to a

chronic pattern of emotional lability.

The ago at which an individual experiences the trauma also

influences outcome. This was particularly so in this study for

adolescents, who became prematurely aware of their vulnerability to

the dangers of life. This premature awareness seemed to interfere with

their capacity to take the necessary risks involved in developing a

career or relationships. In contrast, adults, whose intimate relationships

and careers were already established, were supported by the

predictability of their social roles after the traumatic event. In this way,

PTSD in an adolescent can cause disruption of normal development.

The Traumatic Event

The time that has elapsed between individuals' exposure to the

traumatic event and their presentation for treatment can influence the

choice of treatment. By implication, the treatment of an acute and of a

chronic posttraumatic stress disorder are different. In an acute form of

the disorder, social and interpersonal dysfunctions are still evolving and

therefore will be more amenable to treatment. However, in one woman

who had had a PTSD for 15 years the underlying disturbance of attention
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and arousal had largely resolved, while the constricted affect and

estrangement remained and were the major focus of treatment.

The interpersonal context of the trauma also moulds the

phenomenology. The moral and interpersonal impact of being involved

in a war or being raped is very different from that of experiencing a

natural disaster - in a natural disaster the victim is not subject to the

atrocities or violence of another individual's behaviour. The issues of

trust and the destruction of human dignity appear to be more common

in victims of violence, and the interpersonal dysfunction associated with

PTSD precipitated by a natural disaster is generally less severe than

with that that occurs after rape or war.

The intensity of an individual's exposure is a final element of the

triggering event relevant to treatment. Often it is the victims'

perception of how close they came to death or the meaning of the event,

rather than the reality of their experience, which is the critical issue.

The prolonged impact of a confrontation with death can pose a problem

for a therapist's empathy, because the trauma is beyond the bounds of

normal experience. The therapist's ability to confront the reality of the

trauma is an important predictor of outcome (Lindy et al., 1983) as well

as of the cause of prolonged morbidity (Haley, 1985).

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

Generally, the issues discussed above have not been emphasized in

the literature about treatment of PTSD. There are a number of other

uncertainties that confront any therapist dealing with persons suffering

from PTSD. In particular, there is tittte knowledge of the natural history

of the condition against which to measure the effectiveness of specific

treatment interventions. Green et al., (1985) have called for longitudinal

research to answer a number of questions about the factors that

maintain ^ prolonged pattern of morbidity.
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Differences in the treatment of acute, delayed-onset and chronic

PTSD require delineation. For example, Solomon and Benbenishty's

(1986) follow up of Israeli servicemen suffering from acute combat

stress reactions, demonstrated that a, number went on to develop a

chronic PTSD although the acute responso had been managed

successfully. This raises questions about the efficacy of treatment

during different stages of PTSD. For example, while a crisis intervention

approach may successfully treat acute traumatic stress reactions, it may

be relatively ineffective in preventing the evolution of, or treating a

chronic PTSD. The limitations of the crisis intervention approach

(Szmukler, 1987), and the point at which behavioural or dynamic

psychotherapy aÍe necessary, in conjunction with medication, in the

evolution of PTSD, require clear definition. Enthusiasm for primary

prevention methods, after traumatic events, may possibly delay the

institution of diagnosis and effective treatment.

The eclectic clinician also faces considerable uncertainty in the

literature because therapists often write from the bias of a particular

therapeutic school. As no study has examined specific, as opposed to

non-specific, elements of treatment, such bias makes it difficult to

define the central ingredíents of treatment. Keane et al., (1985) alone,

have proposed a study that may define the role of non-specific factors.

It is important to describe the possible negative effects of any

potentially powerful treatment (Hadley 8. Strupp, L976). This is

probably particularly true in the treatment of PTSD because discussion

of the traumatic event can be a powerful stimulus to an intensification

or recurrence of symptoms. However, few studies have discussed the

negative effects of treatment. The exceptions include one case report

which described two patients who experienced extreme anxiety after

relaxation therapy (Jacobsen & Edinger, 1982). Also Horowitz (1976 p.

l2I) has concluded that "for some [victims of catastrophic stress] the
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damage appears irreversible; the horror was too great and the

treatment can become only a reliving but not a dispelling of the

nightmares". This issue was also highlighted by Boehnlein et al., (1985)

in their treatment of Cambodian concentration camp survivors. Van der

Kolb (1983) has also described how some patients who received a

monoamine oxidase inhibitor experienced a worsening of daytime

traumatic memories, further emphasizing the need for discussion of the

negative effects of treatment with all modalities.

Above all, the ambivalence of sufferers with PTSD about seeking

treatment is a factor that must not be forgotten by clinicians designing

treatment programmes or studies (Weisaeth, 1984). The acceptability of

treatment to the victims of trauma and their involvement in the

treatment process is one of the major factors predicting successful

outcome (Lindy et al., 1983). It is therefore surprising that there has

been little discussion of sufferers' attitudes to treatment or of their

acceptance of different forms of treatment. Lindy et al., (1983) have

emphasized the reluctance of traumatized persons to engage in

treatment with a person who is perceived to be distant from their

traumatic experience. Equally, they found that the level of clinical

experience of the therapist was an important predictor of success (Lindy

et al., 1970), in contrast to other areas of psychotherapy research where

the value of experience has been more difficult to prove (Strupp &.

Hadley, 1979). Therefore, reports should describe the therapists'

knowledge of the trauma, their level of training and their experience.

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In the light of this review of the literature and my own

experiences in applying this knowledge in clinical practice, I wish to

make a number of recommendations about issues that should be

considered in future studies of the treatment of PTSD.
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1. All studies should describe their selection bias in the referral of

patients for their particular treatment programme. The numbers of

refusals and dropouts also require a specific mention (Steketee & Foa,

1987); there is questionable validity in describing a treatment process

which is acceptable to only a minority of patients without reporting this

fact. For example, Roth (1984) has emphasized that 20-26Vo of persons

with agoraphobia are unwilling to participate in a response prevention

programme. It is reasonable to expect that a significant percentage of

persons with posttraumatic stress disorders will avoid treatment

(weisaeth, 1984; Lindy et al., 1983) particularly if exposure is a central

element, as avoidance is a critical issue in this condition.

2. Sufficient detail of the treatment process should be assessed so

that a judgement about the relative importance of specific and non-

specific elements of treatment can be made.

3. Any past and concurrent treatments received by the individuat

should be stated. The multidimensional nature of the phenomena in

PTSD indicates that a range of treatment strategies will often be

required, and the outcome of one treatment strategy should not be

judged in isolation.

4. The time between an individual's exposure to the traumatic event

and entering treatment should be specified because of the

phenomenology of the disorder may change with time. In other words,

a treatment that may be effective in the acute stages of the disorder

may be of no benefit in later stages.

5. The impact of the traumatic event on other famity members

should be discussed, and any treatment they have received should be

described.

6. The age of the patient at the time of the trauma is critical to

assessment of the developmental issues that need to be considered in
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treatment, and may also influence the acceptability of the treatment

modality.

7. The different phenomenological components of PTSD should be

separately assessed, and their responsiveness to treatment discussed.

Welt accepted measures should be used to allow the comparability of

results (Fairbank & Nicholson, 1987).

8. It is critical that each study employ a case-control design with

pre- and post-treatment measures (Fairbank &. Nicholson, 1987). There

is norw an adequate body of data about the possible ranges of treatment

in PTSD; these need to be tested if more definite recommendations are

to be made about the treatment of this condition.

9. Any study should carefully document the presence of negative

effects of treatment. Many therapists find this a difficult issue to

acknowledge; therefore, it is important that independent assessors are

involved in treatment trials to ensure the adequate documentation of

negative effects.

10. The interaction between different treatment methods requires

examination. This has received little attention in outcome studies.

However, Bleich et aI., (1986) concluded that pharmacotherapy appeared

to have a positive impact on psychotherapy in 70Vo of cases in their

study, emphasizing the importance of discussing this issue in any

treatment study.
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Section 7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION.

Chapter 23. The prevention and management

psychiatric morbidity of natural

Australian experience.

of the

disasters: an

Chapter 24" Posttraumatic stress disorder: Conclusions

about phenomenology and aetiology.

The final section consists of the discussion and conclusions and is

divided into two parts. Firstly, the implications for the design and

provision of postdisaster psychiatric services are outlined in chapter 23,

based on the various observations made about the nature and

prevalence of psychiatric morbidity following this disaster. Second in

chapter 24, these studies are discussed in relation to the

phenomenology and aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorders.
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Chapter 23

THE PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE PSYCHIATRIC

MORBIDITY OF NATURAL DISASTERS: AN AUSTRALIAN

EXPERIENCE

Summary

This report examines the case for implementing preventive

mental health strategies after disasters based on an analysis of the

patterns of posttraumatic morbidity identified after the "Ash

Wednesday" bushfires in Australia. While a significant increase in

psychological morbidity was demonstrated in adults, children and

emergency service workers, a number of problems were identified

which would tend to hinder the acceptance and implementation of any

such preventive se¡vice. Also, the available objective evidence about

the effectiveness of crisis intervention services following traumatic

events remains tentative. Based on this experience, a series of

recommendations are made about the future management of similar

events.
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THE PREVENTTON AND MANAGEMENT OF THE PSYCHIATRIC

MORBIDITY OF NATURAL DISASTERS: AN AUSTRALIAN

EXPERIENCE

Introd uc tion

One of the main reasons for investigating psychological sequelae of

natural disasters is to provide information that will assist the prevention

and treatment of the psychiatric morbidity of future disasters. This part

of the conclusion focuses on the need for and development of such

services on the accumulated evidence collected from the 1983 Ash

'Wednesday bushfire disaster in South Australia. It is the case study of

one disaster which attempts to bring together the main conclusions of

the chapters of this thesis about the impact of the disaster as well as

presenting a number of observations relevant to the provision of

services following this bushfire. While the reports of the individual

chapters have been presented in the light of the relevant international

literature, this conclusion will focus on the problem of disaster

management in an Australian setting, the setting where this information

is likely to have its most direct impact.

DISASTERS AND PSYCHIATRY

While many people in the psychiatric community accept that

disasters have a substantial and long-term impact on those affected

(Raphael, 1986), this view is not necessarily accepted by other

disciplines involved in disaster management. For example, Quarantelli

1985, a sociologist who has been very influential in disaster policy

formulation in the U.S.A., questions much of the evidence on which the

claims about high levels of psychiatric morbidity are based. Although a

number of the points he raises warrant serious consideration these
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criticisms are seldom answered in the psychiatric literature. This is

despite the fact that a series of major methodological problems with

research into the psychological impact of disasters, have been identified

by Green (1982) limiting the validity of many of the generalizations that

are made. While several recent studies (Shore et al., 1986, V/eisaeth,

1984) have ovorcome a number of these problems, this subject requires

continued examination.

This controversy is also reflected in the literature about the

aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder. On the one hand are those

who suggest that such a disorder is highly probable in most people

following exposure to an extreme stressor, while others suggest that the

strength of the aetiological link between such events and chronic

disorder has been exaggerated (V/eisaeth, t984, Breslau & Davis, 1987).

The debate about the extent and duration of such the psychiatric

morbidity is particularly relevant to the provision of psychiatric

services in the postdisaster period. Unless mental health authorities are

able to establish a need for such services that is acceptable and

convincing to government bodies that are responsible for disaster

management, postdisaster psychiatric services ate likely to be grossly

inadequate. Disasters are distressing and emotive events for all those

involved, including researchers and those involved with providing

disaster relief. Such an environment engenders strong feelings and

opinions and it is therefore vital that any judgement be based on

carefully validated and replicable measures, rather than on subjective

opinion. This is particularly important because disaster managers are

often unfamiliar with and suspicious about psychiatry. To date, in

Australia no generally accepted plan for postdisaster psychiatric

services exists, despite the demonstrable need as discussed in chapter

13.
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In the past, in Australia, the provision of mental health services

after disasters has been provided largely on an ad hoc basis, and has

depended on the expertise and concern of individuals rather than on

adequate disaster planning. The provision of bereavement services

after the Granville train disaster in Sydney in 1976 is one such example

(Raphael, 1977). While the impact on psychological health of a number

of disasters in Australia has been studied (Abrahams et al., t976, Milne

et al., 1977, Parker, 1977, Singh & Raphael, 1981), these studies have

not led to any significant changes in disaster planning in Australia

(McFarlane, 1984). As with disaster research conducted in other

countries (Green, 1982), it has been difficult to make general

tecommendations based on results of these studies for a number of

reasons.

First, the samples chosen for study often have been highly

selective and therefore do not accurately represent victims of disasters

in general. For example, Parker studied a number of people who had

been evacuated to Sydney after Cyclone Tracy, which devastated

Darwin, several thousand miles away (Parker, 1977). The preselection

factors operating in such a population are obvious. Second, some studies

have failed to use clear definitions of psychiatric disorder, so that it is

difficult to interpret their findings in clinical practice (Milne, 1977)..

Third, the use of unvalidated questionnaires makes interpretation of the

findings difficult (Milne, 1977). Fourth, if generalizations are to be

developed for other disaster settings, it is important to document the

losses and nature of the exposure suffered by individuals. Again, this

has seldom been incorporated in the reports of studies conducted to

date (Abrahams, et al., 1976). Thus the methodological problems

associated with this research have been partly responsible for why the

conclusions of these studies have failed to lead to any adequate
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planning for the management of posttraumatic morbidity in Australian

disaster plans.

The failure to use agreed-upon definitions of psychiatric

impairment has also been an impediment to the interpretation of much

disaster research. In general, there have been three overlapping, but

distinct, perspectives. First, a number of researchers have examined the

distress experienced by persons exposed to natural disasters, i.e. the

expected and understandable response to an individual's experience.

Second, researchers from a psychotherapeutic background have been

interested in the dimension of psychodynamic trauma and have

examined the effects of people's experience on their "inner world" and

intrapsychic functioning. Finally, a minority of studies have attempted

to examine symptomatic disorders, i.e. psychiatric illnesses that can be

clearly identified by reliable diagnostic criteria such as those

established in DSM-III (A.P.A., 1987).

Whilst the first two areas require study and concern, it is

important not to assume that such disturbances necessitate treatment,

nor that they aÍe indicative of mental illness. Conversely, many persons

who are distressed and traumatized by their experiences in disasters do

not see themselves as being in need of treatment or assistance.

Separation of these phenomena is important for health administrators

who may be attempting to assess the need for mental health services

following a natural disaster (chapter 1). Therefore, knowing the

prevalence, aetiology and longitudinal course of definable psychiatric

disorder is of particular relevance in providing postdisaster psychiatric

services. Following the "Ash Wednesday" bushfire disaster, a series of

investigations have allowed a more precise definition of these issues.
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PSYCHIATRIC MORBIDITY OF TI{E ''ASH WEDNESDAY'' BUSHFIRES

Prevalence data were collected for both adults and children. The

first study of adults examined 1,974 households in which disaster

victims were registered as living (Clayer et aI., 1985), 12 months after

the disaster. A total of 1,526 questionnaires were returned, a response

rate of 52 per cent. Forty-two per cont of the 1,526 respondents wore

defined by the General Health Questionnaire (Goldberg, 1972) as

probably disordered. This instrument was demonstrated to be a valid

measure of psychiatric morbidity in this disaster affected population.

This finding contrasts with four other large epidemiological studies of

Australian populations which employed the GHQ (Henderson et al.,

1981), and suggests that, at a minimum, 50 per cent more of the

population in this study were experiencing psychological symptoms at a.

level typical of psychiatric patients one year after the disaster than an

unaffected community (chapter 2O). This increased prevalence of

disorder occurred despite the fact that counselling and an effective

welfare relief programme had been provided by a specially instituted

team of welfare workers to all the registered victims.

Morbidity in children

Prevalence data were also collected from a group of 808 primary

school children who lived in a geographically well defined community

affected by the disaster. They were compared with a group of 734

primary school children from a demographically similar region (chapter

4). Using Rutter's parent questionnaire (Rutter et al., 1970), the

prevalence of probable disorder in the disaster affected children rose

between 2 and 26 months from 7 to 2l per cent. The validity of this

questionnaire for making prevalence estimates has been previously

established in a rural Australian population. This finding contrasted
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with tl per cent of the children in the comparison group. Thus there was

a significant increase in the prevalence of psychiatric disorder both in

adults and children, 12 and eight months after the disaster, respectively.

The case for providing some special service to deal with any

increased prevalence of disorder after a disaster also depends on such

disorder having a chronic course rather than spontaneously and rapidly

resolving. The longitudinal course of posttraumatic stress disorder was

investigated in a group of 469 fire-fighters who had a particularly

intense exposure to the disaster. Over a period from four to 29 months,

no significant decline in the prevalence of morbidity occurred (chapter

13). Of those who were disordered at four months, 53 per cent

remained so at 29 months.

In the study of primary school children, the prevalence of

morbidity was found to increase with time, contrary to prediction. At

two months 7 per cent were probably disordered, at eight months l7 per

cent were probably disordered, and by 26 months this figure was 2l pet

cent. Thus in both adults and children a pattern of chronic morbidity

emerged.

The provision of a prevention service is helped considerably if
high risk individuals or groups can be identified. On the basis of the

existing literature it was hypothesized that those who had sustained

high levels of property loss were bereaved, were injured or who came

close to death would account for the greater percentage of those who

developed posttraumatic morbidity (Raphael, 1986). In the study of all

the registered bushfire victims (chapter 2l), only seven per cent of the

variance of disorder 12 months after the disaster could be accounted for

by the disaster experience.

Similar results were found in the fire-fighters' study where only 5

per cent of the variance of disorder four months after the disaster were

accounted for by experience and the losses (chapter l0). Rather a past
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history of psychiatric disorder and avoidance as a character trait had

greater predictive power (chapter 15). Adversity experienced after the

disaster played an important role in maintaining chronic morbidity. The

intensity of distress in the postdisaster period was also found to be the

intervening variable between the disaster experience and the onset of

posttraumatic stress disorder (chapter 11). The possibility that

inadequate social support was an important determinant of postdisastor

psychiatric morbidity has been investigated in two other studies. Hill

(1983) studied a group of victims six months after this disaster, and a

similar sample was studied by TVallace et al. (1984) in Victoria, which

was also affected by the Ash Wednesday bushfires. Neither study

found that social support accounted for more than 3 per cent of the

variance of disorders. This suggests that the type and amount of social

support provided did not influence the development of psychiatric

disorders greatly following these bushfires.

In the children, there was similarly only a small direct

relationship between emotional and behavioural problems and the

extent of property losses or loss of income by the families, and

bereavement. In contrast, 20 per cent of the psychiatric disorder in

these children could be attributed to posttraumatic phenomena in the

parents and a pattern of overprotective parenting, which was frequently

observed (chapters 5 to 9).

P redictors

In summary, contrary to prediction the experience of the

individual in the disaster or the losses sustained did not appear to be a

good predictor of disorder in any of the studies conducted. Therefore

these objective measures of disaster experience would be inadequate

predictors for defining high risk victims who may benefit from primary

prevention. Rather high levels of intrusive thoughts about the disaster
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and a vulnerability to psychiatric disorder appeared to be more

accurate predictors of risk. (chapters 11 and 17)

Thus, in contrast to many previous studies, these studies report a

series of epidemiologicalty based observations about the prevalence,

natural history and aetiology of the resultant psychiatric morbidity, in

adults and children after this disaster. The limitations of these data are

several. In the school children's study the parent questionnaires, whilst

developed to define "possible caseness", were not validated against a'

clinical interview in this setting. However, similar data was collected

from the children's teachers which, in general, confirmed the parent

questionnaire results.

In both the survey of all the registered disaster victims and the

study of the fire-fighters, the results were again only based on a'

screening questionnaire, the one which has been shown to have greatest

reliability and validity in an Australian setting. Unlike the children's

study, the ability of this questionnaire to detect psychiatric disorder

was validated against a, structured interview which increases the

validity of these data. In the fire-fighters' study all the disordered

subjects were subsequently interviewed using the Diagnostic Interview

Schedule (Robins et al., 1981), again confirming the robustness of the

General Health Questionnaire (chapters 16 to 19). A further caveat

should be placed on these studies, namely the low return rates. While it

was difficult to establish the exact reasons for this low participation

Íate, it would appear that it did not alter the prevalence rates of

disorder to a significant degree.

Psychosomatic asPects

Data from another source also provide important information

about the problems which arose in diagnosing and treating psychiatric

morbidity of this disaster. A register of all patients presenting to
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specialist psychiatric services demonstrated that, in many of these

patients, physical symptoms were the major complaint and their reason

for seeking assistance (chapter 3). This was true of 66 per cent of those

who had a posttraumatic stress disorder, the most common physical

symptoms being chest pain, shortness of breath and musculoskeletal

pain. The majority of patients had been misdiagnosed and treated

incorrectly by their general practitioners. The patients in this study

also reported that, on occasions, the specially appointed welfare workers

were reluctant to acknowledge the pathological nature of the patients'

symptomatic disorders. Some of these workers attempted to convince

victims that their response was to be expected considering what they

had been through. This was not the case, a fact that motivated them to

seek treatment. Similarly, in the fire-fighters' study, only 5 per cent of

the subjects who were disordered had been diagnosed or treated

correctly, despite frequent contact with health services.

TTIE CASE FOR INTERVENTION AFTER THIS DISASTER

The studies of this disaster demonstrated that a substantial

proportion of the population suffered a notable decline in their mental

health. This morbidity did not spontaneously remit in a significant

percentage of cases. This evidence is sufficient to indicate a need for

implementing specific mental health interventions following similar

disasters in the future. The case is further strengthened by the

demonstrated disabilities and social consequences of this disaster.

First, the study of 808 primary school children who experienced

the fire demonstrated that posttraumatic stress disorder in their

parents had a substantial effect on these children. In contrast to the

control group these children were spending significantly more days

away from school, and 25 per cent of them were reported by their
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teachers to be underachieving educationally. This had increased

between eight and 26 months after the fires (chapter 4).

In the second study, 33 per cent of the fire-fighters who had

developed a posttraumatic stress disorder were abusing alcohol. This

led to an increased risk of accidents and to marital discord. The spouses

and families of all persons with posttraumatic stress disorder suffered

because of the increased irritability and withdrawal which occur in this

disorder (chapter 6). The period following the disaster was a

particularly inopportune time for the disruption of such persons' closest

relationships as they needed the support of their families in coping with

the destruction of their homes and with bereavements.

There was some evidence that a minority of victims of this

disaster had also experienced a decline in their physical health

(Weisaeth, 1984, Clayer et al., 1985). Finally, some of the fires that

occurred in South Australia on Ash Wednesday were caused by the

arcing of power lines. As a result the electricity authority responsible

was liable to pay damages for property loss and personal injury. Only a

small minority of potential claimants chose to take out writs for damage

to their psychological health. However, in other disasters in which

damages suits aÍe more widespread, minimizing the prevalence of

disaster-related morbidity and its duration may offer the affected

community substantial savings (Lopez-Ibor et al., 1985).

These demonstrated consequences further strengthen the case for

providing some preventive service after such a disaster. However,

before discussing what is the most appropriate type of service, it is

necessary to describe some of the impediments that such a service could

meet. These potential difficulties were observed in a variety of settings

following this particular disaster.
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PROBLEMS FOR A POSTDISASTER MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE

When setting up a mental health service following a disaster, the

three groups involved - disaster planners and administrators, the

victims, and disaster relief workers - will raise different issues. One of

the main obstacles that confronts the health and welfare workers is that

psychological issues are often seen as unimportant by disaster planners.

Disaster managers

The issues of containment of and dealing with an acute emergency

often dominate the structure of the counter-disaster organizations.

Many counter-disaster planners in Australia come from an armed

services background, and tend to minimize issues such as psychological

suffering and the possible long-term consequences of the disaster. Any

crisis intervention service may be perceived as a distraction from the

practical relief and rescue work that is undertaken in the early days

after a disaster. Similarly, in the honeymoon phase that follows a'

natural catastrophe, the optimism of disaster planners anticipates that

time will mend victims' distress quickly. This attitude encourages

denial of the long-term psychological morbidity that can be experienced

by disaster victims.

Víctims

For the victims, a different but related set of issues are important.

First, avoidance appears to be a central psychological method of

adaptation for victims of trauma. In fact, there is some evidence that

strategic withdrawal and disengagement may be an adaptive fesponse

to stress in certain settings (Caplan, 1981). Similarly, in posttraumatic

stress disorder, avoidance is an important aspect of the way people deal

with their intrusive memories and recollections (Horowitz, 1976). This

may mean that they avoid any mental health proglamme. Second, the
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victims of a disaster are often reluctant to admit to psychological

suffering. Many persons who are affected adversely by extremely

traumatic experiences are ambivalent about acknowledging the nature

of their distress. This was perhaps best demonstrated in a study of the

victims of a nightclub fire in Beverley Hills in 1977 (Lindy et al., 1981).

When a crisis intervention team attempted to set up a preventive

service, only 5 per cent of the persons approached accepted

involvement in this service. Third, many victims have a significant

decline in their reported physical health following disasters (Clayer et

al., 1985). However, many of these physical symptoms indicate an

underlying psychological disorder. These persons are unaware of the

link between their psychological and physical distress and they do not

initially see the relevance of psychological intervention.

Relíef workers

For relief workers a different set of problems emerge. First,

persons who are perceived to have little first-hand knowledge of a

disaster are often kept at a distance by victims of the disaster. This has

been described as a "trauma membrane" that victims of disaster set up

around themselves - close friends and relatives protect and buffer the

survivor from perceived further external stress and may prevent the

involvement of outsiders (Lindy et al., 1981). This phenomenon has

been demonstrated in the low response rates that are common in

disaster research, in contrast to other types of epidemiological research

(chapter 4). Second, the slow emergence of the psychosocial morbidity

of disasters often is not anticipated, and the disaster relief workers are

withdrawn prematurely. Third, in the past, a grief model has been used

for understanding the reactions of people to traumatic events (Singh et

dl., 1981). However, the evolving knowledge about posttraumatic stress

disorder (Horowitz, 1916), viewed in the light of the experience gained
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in Ash Wednesday bushfires, suggests that it is often critical to

understand the nature of the cognitive process in reactions to trauma

and the way in which it differs from grief. Finally, disaster workers

who are not members of the traumatized community often aÍe

underutilized by a disaster-affected group; the victims prefer to use

their day-to-day methods of problem resolution, which include local

health professionals. Therefore, it is very important that clear and

appropriate links are established by the support services with local

community health services.

TTIE EFFECTIVENESS OF PREVENTATIVE MENTAL IIEALTH SERVICES

V/hile there is a compelling logic in the provision of crisis

intervention services following disaster, it is necessary to examine the

evidence about the effectiveness of such a preventive strategy. To date

there have been no adequate intervention studies examining the

effectiveness of these services. This is not surprising considering the

many difficulties faced by clinicians working in this setting. However,

four studies have been conducted that offer only relatively weak

support for the effectiveness of such programmes.

First, Singh and Raphael's follow-up study of bereaved persons

after the Granville train disaster in 1976 found only tentative evidence

to suggest that the bereavement counselling service had had a beneficial

effect (Lindy et al., 1983). While their results were not conclusive they

observed that such services seemed to play a beneficial role.

The difficulties in providing an effective service were highlighted

by Lindy et al.'s study of the victims of a nightclub fire in Beverley Hills

(Hill, 1983). While their data suggested that an untreated comparison

group failed to improve at the same rate, many difficulties existed. For

example, out of a possible 30 persons who sought crisis intervention,

only 10 completed the programme successfully. Five subjects avoided
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involvement and 15 ended their therapy prematurely. This group did

not benefit from the treatment they did receive. The only group who

gained from their intervention were those who completed treatment.

Sixty per cent of patients of the therapists with more than l0 years'

experience completed their treatment, while only 30 per cent of

patients of a junior therapist finished their treatment. Thus a need

exists for sophisticated clinical training for persons who work with the

victims of trauma.

Military studies

A recent study of persons in the Israeli armed services (Solomon

& Benbenishty, 1986) demonstrated the benefits of an acute

intervention programme for treating combat Stress reactions. The

success of this programme enabled soldiers to return to the battlefront.

However, some 50 per cent of the groups with the best outcomes, when

followed up a year later, had persistent chronic posttraumatic stress

disorder. This suggests that, while crisis intervention may minimize and

decrease the distress experienced in close temporal proximity to the

event, it may not prevent the evolution of established posttraumatic

morbidity.

On the other hand, in a study of 175 Royal Air Force officers who

had survived ejection from aircraft, Folie and Averline suggested that

those who received medical care in an environment where they felt able

to express the affects associated with their experience had a better

outcome (Folie & Averline, 1985). However, the outcome measures in

this study were subjective.

Thus, the evidence of the effectiveness of preventive intervention

services for the victims of trauma is far from conclusive. As many

questions remain about the value and benefit of crisis intervention

services, it is important that adequate documentation of the
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effectiveness of any such service occurs, as this may help to improve

practice in future disasters.

PROPOSED MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Previous research in Australia did not allow detailed

recommendations based on epidemiological data about what type of

clinical service, if any, would be needed. As a result of the research

described in this thesis, and on the basis of similar work overseas,

(Shore et al., 1986) it is possible to make some recommendations for the

management of future disasters. However, every disaster, must be

considered as an unique event (Green, 1982). As well, any service

must anticipate that a range of responses will be observed in victims of

a. specific disaster.

The following general recommendations can be made:

(a) The role of crisis intervention and psychiatric services needs to be

clearly defined in disaster plans. While these services will be required

in the postdisaster period, they may not be implemented unless a clear,

predetermined strategy exists.

(b) In the predisaster and the immediate postdisaster periods, mental

health professionals have two roles. Firstly, they can contribute to the

training of people involved in disaster containment, particularly in

making them aware of the range of psychological reactions to such

events. As well, they should provide more general information to the

public in the region of the disaster about possible reactions to the

disaster and about steps that can be taken to minimize victims' distress

(Raphael, 1984).

(c) Emergency services need to be given adequate information about

the probability of psychological morbidity among their workers.

Strategies such as debriefing should be devized to minimize the

prevalence of morbidity.
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(d) As discussed previously, general practitioners and welfare

workers have had a number of difficulties in correctly identifying and

treating the posttraumatic disorders that arose after this disaster.

Therefore, a major priority should involve the development of

educational programmes for general practitioners and mental health

workers in regions affected by disaster. Similarly, consultant services

that are skilled in the management of such disorders should be made

freely available and should liaise closely with any organisation

providing welfare to disaster victims. Unless a disaster is of massive

proportions, existing health services, in conjunction with specialist

consultant services, should be able to manage the increased prevalence

of posttraumatic disorders without demands for a large number of extra

personnel. One possible exception is in country or remote regions in

Australia where mental health services aÍe generally inadequate at any

time. Specific placement of mental health personnel in these districts

may need to be considered after disasters.

(e) It is important for mental health workers to recognize the

limitations of the crisis intervention approach (Szmukler, 1987). Once a

psychiatric disorder exists, specific treatment is needed and, on

occasions, the necessary referral may not follow if the disaster victims

should understand the importance of diagnosis and that crisis

intervention is not a treatment approach for establishing psychiatric

illness.

(f) Any mental health service provided after a disaster should

include constant surveillance of the prevalence of morbidity and an

audit of the effectiveness of the service. Such audits should be

conducted using established scientific principles and should not simply

be based on anecdotal reports. It is equally important that the victims'

views about mental health services aÍe canvassed in a systematic way.
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(g) While the effectiveness of the treatments for some postdisaster

psychiatric syndromes, such as major depressive disorder and panic

disorder, is established, a number of questions remain about whether it

is possible to prevent the onset of such disorders. As described, there is

some tentative evidence that preventive counselling for the bereaved

(Parke6i, 197?) and debriefing can decrease the prevalence of

posttraumatic disorders. Any recommendation for the provision of such

services currently should be considered as experimental until its

effectiveness is better established. At this stage, however, preventive

services should give priority to the early identification of posttraumatic

disorders particularly in view of their tendency to become chronic. It

would appear that the more chronic these conditions become the more

difficult they are to treat because of the permanent social disruption

that results from untreated illness.
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Chapter 24

POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER.

CONCLUSIONS ABOUT PHENOMENOLOGY AND AETIOLOGY.

lntroduction

The incorporation of posttraumatic stress disorder in DSM-III

(4.P.4., 1980) has acted as a major catalyst for clinical observation and

research into the effects of traumatic stress. Prior to its definition, it

was as if the psychiatric community had to rediscover the importance of

traumatic neurosis after every major war and calamity (Lindy et al.,

1987). There now appears to be a stable foundation on which future

knowledge can be built. However, a number of controversies remain

about the uniqueness of the phenomenology of posttrauntatic stress

disorder, its aetiology and treatment.

For example, Breslau and Davis (1987) have suggestecl that the

literature on disasters, civilian and wartime, and on more ordinary life

events does not support the view that extreme stressors form a discrete

class of events in terms of the probability of psychiatric sequelae or the

distinctive nature of subsequent psychopathology. On this basis they

questioned the validity of the diagnosis of posttraumatic stress disorder

as it is currently defined. Solomon and Canino (1989) have suggested

that some common stressful life events relate more closely to

posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms than do extraordinary events.

Futhermore they raise the possibility that the group C and D diagnostic

criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder (A.P.A., 7981) might also be

misplaced and belong in other diagnoses. Robins (1989) has also raised

a number of doubts about the coherence of the syndrome.

This conclucling chapter will explore some of these controversies in

the light of the body of data presented in this thesis. The setting of this
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disaster provided an unusual opportunity to study the acute and long-

term psychological effects of a disaster because the populations affected

were easily identified and tended to remain and rebuild within the

disaster area rather than move to unaffected locations. As well, the

victims who did not develop psychiatric symptoms, could be studied to

elucidate the patterns of reaction that differentiated the people who

remained relatively immune to long-term effects of the experience.

This comparison group also meant that it was possible to carefully

examine the phenomenology of the trauma response and what

characterized the pathological outcomes. Against this background, the

cufrent diagnostic criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder (4.P.4.,

1987) will be examined with an analysis of their validity and

discriminatory ability. As well, the aetiology of posttraumatic stress

disorder will be examined against the background of these

uncertalntles

PHENOMENOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

The Stressor Criterion

Posttraumatic stress disorder was included in DSM-III because of

the belief that a unique pattern of symptoms followed the experience of

extremely stressful events. This evidence was accumulated from a

variety of settings including World War I and II (Brill & Beebe, 1955;

Slater, 1943), the Vietnam war (Figley, 1978), nuclear war (Lifton,

1967), the Holocaust (Eitinger, 1961) and various natural and man made

(Gleser et a\.,1981) disasters. However, Breslau and Davis (1987) state

that there is "insufficient data to show that the set of symptoms

characteristic of posttraumatic stress disorder is strongly and uniquely

associated with extraordinary stressors." They emphasize that previous
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studies examining survivors of various disasters and wars have focused

on a wide range of psychological problems and psychiatric symptoms.

The divergence of opinion about the definition of the stressor

criterion has made attempts to characterize the central features of these

catastrophic events a highly controversial and difficult task. DSM-III-R

(A.P.A., 1987) states that the type of events that lead to posttraumatic

stress disorder aÍe those experiences outside the range of usual human

experience and that would be markedly distressing to almost anyone.

There aÍe some who believe that the current criteria are too restrictive

whereas other clinicians are concerned that the diagnosis will lose its

utility if the category is widened. The use of posttraumatic stress

disorder in personal injury claims means that precise definition is an

important issue. The application of these criteria with the bushfire

victims allowed a series of observations about the utility of this

definition.

Firstly, the definition of an event that is markedly distressing to

almost everyone has a number of associated problems. To begin with

DSM-III-R does not provide a definition for the term "distress" and no

major psychiatric textbook discusses the concept at all. The word

distress was not differentiated from disease until the 15th century,

emphasizing the blurred boundaries of the concept (Ingham, 1981). In

fact, the problem of separating minor symptoms of sadness and worry

from clinically significant depression and anxiety has been given

remarkably little attention in the literature (chapter 1). This is partly

because behavioural and psychodynamic theories of aetiology do not

distinguish between clinical disorder and the minor psychopathology of

everyday life. This problem of definition is an important issue for

epidemiological psychiatry because of the problem of interpreting the

clinical significance of short-lived symptoms triggered by the

experience of minor adversity. Quarantelli (1985) would also argue that
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disasters are a potent cause of distress but not disorder and that mental

health professionals have little role in these settings, further challenging

the use of the term distress in the definition of posttraumatic stress

disorder.

While Horowitz (1986) has extensively explored cognitive and

affective processing of traumatic events using an information processing

model, he has largely avoided an explicit discussion of normal distress.

Many of his observations about the impact of traumatic events are

perhaps more relevant to the understanding of the normal distress

response than to the psychopathology of posttraumatic stress disorder.

Essentially he proposes that there are two dimensions to this pattern of

response where the individual is, on one hand, haunted and preoccupied

by intrusive memories of the trauma while simultaneously attempting

to avoid them and the distress they evoke. In essence these images

occur because the event is new information which the individual must

integrate into his/her preexisting view of the self, others, and the world.

The cognitive and affective reworking fluctuate between the intrusion

and denial, in an attempt to process the information without the :

individual becoming overwhelmed by the enormity of the trauma. As

the trauma recedes into the past these involuntary recollections

decrease until an equilibrium is reached where the person incorporates

the experience into his/her world view. Brett and Ostroff (1985) have

also suggested that this two dimensional framework be used to

characterize the symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder. None of the

clinical accounts which they reviewed of these phenomena in victims of

traumatic stress have attempted to differentiate this pattern of

response in those who manage to adapt successfully after these events

from those who develop posttraumatic stress disorders.

The available evidence fails to demonstrate that this pattern of

response is unique to people who develop posttraumatic stress
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disorders after catastrophic stress but would rather suggest it is a

universal reaction. This is supported by a series of observations of the

three different groups after this bushfire (chapters 8, 11 and l7). There

were many adults and children who experienced intense and intrusive

images soon after the disaster and also used a same range of strategies

to avoid their thoughts and affects but who did not go on to develop

symptoms of pathological anxiety. In general, the more intense and

prolonged the exposure to the disaster, the greater the intensity of these

phenomena. While these images tended to decrease in frequency fairly

quickly after the disaster, people who did not have a posttraumatic

stress disorder continued to have triggered thoughts for many years

after the disaster particularly if the weather conditions were similar.

This suggests that the phenomena described by Horowitz (1986)

and Brett and Ostroff (1985) are not a pathological pattern of response

to a stressor but rather the normal distress response. If the distress

were defined using this information processing model in the diagnostic

criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder, it would allow an observable

and quantifiable criterion for characterizing the type of events that

were likely to lead to this disorder. This would assist the better

understanding of the intensity of exposure and the characteristics of the

traumatic experience that were liable to cause chronic symptoms.

The stressor criterion also implies that posttraumatic stress

disorder is particularly likely to follow an event that would be

markedly distressing to almost anyone. The fire-fighters study did find

that posttraumatic stress disorder was the most frequent diagnosis.

While this finding did offer some support for the unique link between

extremo adversity and posttraumatic stress disorder only 16 out of 70

subjects had a posttraumatic stress disorder alone. Fifteen of the 22

fire-fighters who had an anxiety disorder diagnosis also had a

posttraumatic stress disorder. Of the 44 who satisfied the diagnostic
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criteria for major depression, 35 also had a posttraumatic stress

disorder and 30 also had another anxiety disorder diagnosis. The group

who only developed a posttraumatic stress disorder did not have a more

intense exposure to the disaster in terms of physical injury,

bereavement or exposure but did sustain greater property losses

(chapter 15). In other words, posttraumatic stress disorder was not

predicted by the threat experienced during the height of the disaster

but rather the acute and chronic distress caused by the destruction of

farms and animals. These data suggest that the nature of the

experience alone is an inadequate predictor of the pattern of symptoms

after such an event and that while posttraumatic stress disorder is the

most common disorder, it is not a unique syndrome in the setting of a

dis aster.

The nature of the relationship between the fires and the onset of

symptoms was also examined in a series of correlational analyses. Even

four months after the fires, the disaster only predicted five per cent of

the variance of the symptoms in the fire-fighters population and this

was very similar to the four per cent of the variance predicted by other

life events that had occurred prior to and independent of the disaster.

By 29 months after the disaster, it no longer acted as a predictor of

symptoms in this population. This implied that the disaster experience

and the magnitude of the losses were a relatively poor predictor of

symptoms in this population. This issue was also examined in a study of

all the registered disaster victims (chapter 2l). Again the disaster only

accounted for four per cent of the variance of symptoms suggesting that

the small size of this relationship was not due to a type 2 error in the

analysis. The study of the primary school children also failed to find a

strong correlational relationship between the disaster and the onset of

symptoms (chapter 5).
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Thus consistently the onset of symptoms after this disaster were

not predicted to any greater degree by the nature of the experience

than after other types of adversity. Evidence from well conducted

studies examining the impact of the adversity of everyday life have

similarly found that life events account for less than lOVo of the variance

of disorder (Tennant, 1983). This does not support the hypothesis that

there is a strong and direct relationship between the experience of

inescapable horror of a natural disaster and the onset of posttraumatic

stress disorder but there appeared to be a more complex interplay

between the meaning of the event, the individual's previous life

experience and personality style. The importance of the personal

meaning of the event as the central determinant of the onset of

symptoms was particularly evident in the patients seen after the

disaster (chapter 3). The constant reinterpretation of the images of the

disaster in terms of personal conflicts and responsibilities seemed to be

critical in determining the ongoing distress and extent of chronically

disturbed arousal. Many of these people seemed to lose the ability to

form symbolic representations of events that followed the disaster

(Lifton, 1967, 1973). These events repeatedly recapture the victims

preoccupation with their losses, sense of vulnerability and the fragility

of their control. However, if this issue of personal meaning was included

into the stressor criterion it would create many problems by introducing

the concept of personal vulnerability.

Thus the systematic studies of this disaster do little to clarify the

borderline of the stressors that are likely to cause posttraumatic stress

disorder. Equally, while posttraumatic stress disorder emerged as the

most frequent diagnosis, major depressive disorder and anxiety

disorders were almost as frequently triggered by the disaster suggesting

that the specificity of the trauma is not as greaf as the diagnostic criteria

would imply. The results of this thesis are similar to the findings of
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other groups (Escolsor, et el., 1985, Davidson, et aI., 1985, Sierles, et al.,

1 985).

The Reexperiencing Phenomena

Mental health professionals are required to differentiate between

the various states of cognitive and affective disturbance which occur

after extremely traumatic events for several practical reasons. Firstly,

after a major calamity when the available services would be unable to

meet the demand for treatment some form of triage would be necessary.

This means that services would need to be directed to the high risk

group of victims whose distress was not likely to subside and those

whose symptoms were likely to be a major source of disability and

handicap in the long-term. Secondly, following events where negligence

results in personal injury claims, mental health professionals are legally

obligated to make precise definitions about psychiatric disorder. In

Australia, financial compensation will only be paid if the individual

experiences a diagnosable disorder in contrast to a state of nonspecific

distress or interruption to an individual's projected developmental path.

Thirdly, administrators and health care planners can be assisted in

developing services if it is possible to define the morbidity that can be

directly attributed to the strossor, in contrast to psychiatric illness that

would already exist within the affected community.

When the specificity and sensitivity of the various diagnostic

criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder were examined, the

reexperiencing phenomena were found to have the lowest specificity of

alt phenomena (chapter 16). For example, the intrusive imagery had a

specificity of only 39o/o eight months after the disaster and the triggering

of intrusive images was an almost universal phenomenon. The

frequency, intensity and extent of the triggering of memories ltowever

was significantly greater in the people with posttraumatic stress
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disorder. Nightmares and feelings as if the event were recurring were

highly specific but only occurred in a minority of the subjects with

posttraumatic stress disorder. Dreams of a less frightening quality were

more common and also specific.

Thus these phenomena are as much a marker of the fact that an

individual has had an extremely traumatic experience as they aÍe of

psychopathology. On the other hand, in a typical outpatient setting, such

imagery would be a highly specific marker for posttraumatic stress

disorder because very few patients would have been exposed to

extremely stressful life events. These findings might suggest that the

discriminant value of these phenomena could be improved if the

diagnostic criteria stated that these symptoms had to occur on a certain

number of occasions within a given time period. However the

longitudinal investigation of the victims of this disaster found that the

frequency of the intrusive memories and dreams tended to descrease

significantly in the first four years after the event and that the rate of

decay of these symptoms was similar in victims who developed a

posttraumatic stress disorder and those who remained well. The only

differentiation was that the disordered group had significantly more

symptoms immediately after the event. As well, a number of people

who had a severe disorder of arousal but had adapted by the extensive

use of avoidance only infrequently had intrusive memories. However

when the disaster was brought to awareness these people were

particularly distressed by their memories. Thus the inclusion of a

frequency threshold for these phenomena in the diagnostic criteria

would lead to the exclusion of a number of people who had severe

posttraumatic reactions.

While intrusive memories and images of the traumatic event are

obviously a central experience of people with posttraumatic stress

disorder, the fact that they are also a part of the normal distress
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response creates Some difficulty when using them aS "sytnptomatic"

criteria. A more detailed examination of the role of these phenomena

demonstrated that the intensity of the distress response was the

intervening process between the individual's experience of the disaster

and the onset of a disordered pattern of arousal. This was

demonstrated both cross-sectionally (chapter 11) and longitudinally

(chapter l7). The avoidance phenomena did not play a role in the onset

of symptoms but rather were a reactive strategy to the intensity of the

distress experienced.

Thus the experience of these phenomena, in close temporal

proximity to the disaster, were a much better predictor of who was at

risk of developing a psychiatric disorder than the extent of the losses

sustained or the intensity of the individual's confrontation with death or

injury. This suggests that preventive programs provided in the setting

of a disaster may be better aimed at those who are very distressed by

their experience and whose distress does not rapidly resolve rather

than targeting the victims who had a particularly intense exposure.

Figure 1
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Once anxiety symptoms and/or depression have become

established a feedback effect begins to occur where the intensity and

frequency of the memories of the disaster are increased. In both the

adults and children studied after this disaster (chapters 9 and I7), once

a pattern of symptoms has become established, depression and anxiety

are as important determinants of the intrusive memories as is the

reverse relationship where the memories lead to anxiety and depression

(see figure 1). This is a clinically important observation because the

onset or a co-existent anxiety disorder or major depression play a major

role in determining the intensity of the patient's nightmares and

intrusive memories (Davidson et al., 1985). The identification and

treatment of a concurrent depressive episode is often critical to the

successful management of the individual's posttraumatic stress disorder

as is the specific treatment of traumatic memories. In the longitudinal

investigation of the fire-fighters, one important factor which

differentiate subjects with chronic posttraumatic stress disorder from

those with more short-lived symptoms was the experience of concurrent

disorders (chapter 18).

Following a natural disaster, more than one family member may

develop a posttraumatic stress disorder. A series of important

interactions can occur between individuals which can have a significant

bearing on the adjustment of other relatives. To begin with, if one

person has been particularly adversely affected this will be a constant

reminder of the effects of the disaster and prevent the family from

working through the experience. The intensity of preoccupation

frequently resonates between family members and affects many

interactions such as the pattern of parenting (chapter 6). Children

quickly pick up their parents' anxiety and react to any overprotection

with an increase in their fear about various dangers including the

possibility of a recurrence of the disaster. In this way, the
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reexperiencing symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder can be an

important indicator of the family's pattern of response as well as the

extent of individual traumatization.

Avoidance and Numbing

The ability of people to tolerate their traumatic memories varied

widely in the victims of this disaster. This issue confronts both the

clinician and researcher in these settings. To begin with the return

rates from epidemiological surveys tends to be much lower than in

many other settings and tends to skew the response towards those less

affected. Subsequent conversation with many of the victims who did

not respond to the survey which examined all the registered victims

indicated their irrational anger about this enquiry because it was

experienced as a major challenge to their attempts to put the experience

out of their mind. Similar attempts to collect data from patients was not

infrequently met with a refusal because they could not face the effort of

reporting aspects of their experience without the support of the

clinician.

The extent of the avoidance was also demonstrated by the low

rates of diagnosis of psychiatric disorder in the victims by their general

practitioners (chapter 3). This was despite the fact that a series of

physical symptoms were often presented. The length of time that

elapsed between the presentation of these complaints and the disaster

meant that a possible link with the fires and these symptoms was

frequently overlooked. Rather it was the lawyers who were managing

the victims property damage claims who often identified the extent of

the victims ongoing but partially hidden distress. They observed that

there were unusual difficulties in getting the victims to complete the

necessary paper work for the lodgement of claims. In fact a significant

number of victims had chosen not to lodge damages claims because they
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could not face the distress this would cause and others accepted

unreasonably low offers for damages to avoid the need to continue

thinking about the disaster because of the continuing legal proceedings.

The intensification of symptoms following an assessment interview

was another important manifestation of the degree to which avoidance

was used by these patients to contain their ongoing distress. It was

important to acknowledge this issue and not to evoke a degree of

catharsis that would leave the person feeling threatened and out of

control. Only a small proportion of the people with clinically significant

and disabling symptoms sought professional help despite the fact that

many continued to have problems six years after the fire.

Many problems would appear to exist in the reliable definition of

the avoidance and interpersonal estrangement. Particularly in an

instrument such as the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (Helzer, 1987),

these phenomena aÍe elicited using direct questions that require yes/no

answers. Symptoms such as constricted affect and emotional numbing

require considerable exploration and description before they can be

definitely said to be present. Therefore research interviews that

depend on a structured format are likely to underdiagnose

posttraumatic stress disorder. Solomon and Canino (1989) were able to

demonstrate this in the E.C.A. data set. The extent to which the

symptoms interfere with people's lives are also often disguised by the

use of busyness in work and trivial activities. Rather people lose the

ability to relax and use their time in a relatively unstructured manner.

As a conseçluence, they find it difficult to pursue recreational interests

or spend time with spouses and children.

In essence many of the phenomena included in this set of

diagnostic criteria represent the disabilities and handicaps (McFarlane,

1988) that arise from the impact of traumatic stress. They describe the

various behavioural and interpersonal strategies which can be put in
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place to contain the intrusive memories and the emotional liability,

anxiety and disturbed concentration. In part, they severe an adaptive

purpose but they also become a source of distress and regret. They

tend to be less prominent in the early stages after the trauma and

slowly emerge as the individual copes with the continuing disruption

caused by his/her symptoms. In the longitudinal study of the fire-

fighters a subgroup of 50 subjects were interviewed at eight months

and then again a,t 42 months (chapter 16). Of the five subjects who

were found to have a borderline disorder at eight months, three were

found to have a definite diagnosis at 42 months. At eight months the

lack of constricted affect, numbing and estrangement were not present

but emerged during the next 34 months. Thus these diagnostic criteria

have questionable validity particularly in close proximity to the

triggering event.

The likelihood of a traumatized individual demonstrating these

phenomena is also influenced by his/her premorbid character. A person

who is an extrovert is less likely to respond by withdrawing socially and

may do the reverse of being drawn into a variety of social supports in

an attempt to resolve hisiher distress. In contrast, the introvert who is

naturally shy and inhibited in social settings is much more likely to

withd¡aw after a traumatic event. The introvert's characteristic

behaviour pattern is also partly portrayed by these phenornena

meaning that there is a greater probability of satisfying these diagnostic

criteria. Similarly, people who tend to avoid conflict as a characteristic

coping strategy aÍe also more likely to fulfil these criteria. Therefore,

the probability of satisfying this group of diagnostic criteria is partly

dependent on the individual's premorbid personality.

Finally, the nature of the traumatic experience also influences the

extent to which the individual resorts to the use of avoidance. In this

disaster, the range of experiences was considerable. Sonle people came
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close to losing their lives after being trapped in the enormous fire storm.

In contrast, others were involved in situations where people died. On

occasions, this latter group often had thoughts that their behaviour had

contributed to the death; for example one man who found human

remains on the front of his car after driving along a road through smoke

and flames that completely obscured his vision. He subsequently found

out that a person had been found burned to ashes on the road he had

driven along. He could not bring himself to discuss this situation with

anyone and had changed general practitioners when one doctor began to

enquire about his posttraumatic symptoms. Thus the degree to which a

person feels his/her behaviour is culpable in a traumatic situation will

also influence the extent of the use of avoidance and interpersonal

estrangement. Again this means that this set of phenomena are not just

a measure of the individual's experience but also an indicator of the

nature of the traumatic experience and may decrease the likelihood of

the diagnosis foltowing events that do not involve personal violence or

feelings of responsibility for the death or injury of others.

Disordered Arousal and Attention

In contrast to the low specificity of traumatic imagery, the

disturbance of attention and arousal appeared to discriminate more

precisely between those victims with and those without posttraumatic

stress disorder (chapters 16, l7 and 19). At eight months the

disturbance of concentration was found to have a, specificity of 8LVo.

Also disturbed concentration at eight months after the fire was the one

symptoms that predicted the continued presence of posttraumatic stress

disorder three years later. At 42 months all of the fire-fighters in this

study who had experienced significant syrnptoms on any of the previous

four sampling stages were interviewed using the Diagnostic Interview

Schedule (Helzer, et al., 1987). The role of these attention related
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phenomena was specifically investigated by î series of questions

focusing on distractibility. Factor analysis was used to characterize the

pattern or grouping of phenomenA incorporated in the existing

diagnostic criteria. The only factor was characterized by a disturbance

of attention, suggesting that these impairments best distinguished

people with posttraumatic stress disorder frotn those who did not have

the disorder (chapter 19). Thus these data did not find that

posttraumatic phenomena fell on two polarities of intrusion and

avoidance as suggested by Horowitz (1986) or Brett and Ostroff (1985).

The subtlety of the occurrence of disturbed attention in posttraumatic

stress disorder may explain why sufferers do not complain of this

phenomenon more readily, in contrast to cognitive and affective

intrusion of traumatic imagery (Nisbett &. Wilson, t9l7).

The importance of disturbed arousal as a central element of

posttraumatic stress disorder was also suggested by Weisaeth's (1984)

landmark longitudinal investigation of a factory fire where he found

that anxiety symptoms and sleep disturbance in close proximity to the

disaster were the best predictors of long-term disorder. Helzer, Robins

eî al. (1987) also found in the E.C.A. catchment area study that the

victims of trauma infrequently developed survivor guilt, the belief that

the traumatic experience was recurring or entotional numbing. The

common symptoms were jumpiness, sleep problems, and nightmares;

those included in the group D criteria of posttraumatic stress disorder.

A similar observation was made in the longitudinal study which

examined the posttraumatic reactions of the primary school children

(chapter 5). Here the data indicated that distractibility and restlessness,

akin to poor concentration and memory in posttraumatic stress disorder

were consistent predictors of children with clinically significant levels of

symptoms 26 months after the disaster.
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This attentional abnormality is currently being investigated using

cortical evoked potentials in collaboration with Dr. C.R. Clark.

Preliminary findings have demonstrated that posttraumatic stress

disorder subjects have significantly excessive responses to a range of

background stimuli, but particularly to distractors. This attentional

deficit appears to be improved by the prescription of tricyclic

antidepressants which decrease the attention devoted to irrelevant

stimuli but increase attention involved in the processing of target

stimuli. Thus, tricyclic antidepressant may exert their beneficial effects

by altering the information processing abnormality which appears to

exist in this disorder.

The memory disturbance which was included in the original DSM-

III diagnostic criteria (4.P.4., 1980) would appear to be related to this

attentional abnormality. It appears to be a consequence of the sufferer

not being able to discriminate and register relatively minor events and

is probably due to a failure to define the salience of a relevant stimulus

in comparison to other background environmental information.

Similarly the exaggerated startle response in posttraumatic stress

disorder is probably a direct consequence of the sufferers inability to

shut out background environmental noise and happenings that have

little or no relevance to the individual. It is as though their sensory

gate is open and unable to filter much of the irrelevant stimulation from

the environment. This phenomenological observation may provide

some insight into some of the proposed neurobiological abnormalities in

posttraumatic stress disorder.

The work of Kolb (1987), van cler Kolk (1987) and others (Burges

Watson, et al., 1988) have focused extensively on the possibility that

posttraumatic stress disorder involves a depletion of noradrenaline in

the projections from the locus coeruleus. They have suggested that the

animal model of learned helplessness following inescapable electric
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shocks may provide important insights into the neurobiology of

posttraumatic stress disorder (van der Kolk, et al., 1985). In particular,

learned helplessness has long been associated with noradrenaline

depletion, particularly in the coeruleal noradrenaline system and this

has been postulated to result from the failure to replenish

noradrenaline after a large increase in turnover produced by stressors

such as unpredictable, unavoidable electric shocks,

The accumulated evidence in both humans and animals suggests

that noradrenaline plays a central role in the process of attention by

modulating forebrain activity (Robbins, 1984). In particular, the dorsal

noradrenergic ascending bundle is necessary for the discrimination of

relevant environmental information and turnover is increased by both

noxious and not obviously aversive or stressful stimuli. Locus coeruleus

activity correlates positively with attention but not perceptual, motor or

emotional states and any abnormality of its activity will be reflected in

an individual's capacity to attend. This role of noradrenaline in the

attention process has not been discussed in relation to posttraumatic

stress disorder. Thus, the disturbance of concentration and

hypervigilance may be a manifestation of this abnormality of

noradrenaline production.

Therefore the disturbance of this neurophysiological process may

be the phenomenon which best accounts for the nature of the symptoms

of posttraumatic stress disorder and its differentiation from other

disorders and states of distress following 'à severe stressor. That is not

to say that the other phenomena do not play an important role in the

formation of this pattern of response. l-Iowever the vulnerability to

develop a disturbance of noradrenaline production following an extreme

trauma may be ^ biological predisposing factor that plays an important

role in the onset of chronic posttraumatic symptoms. The fact that more

than 50Vo of posttraumatic stress disorder patients have a family history
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of psychiatric disorder (Davidson, et al., 1985) suggests that this may

partly relate to an inherited predisposition related to cerebral

catecholamine production. Davidson et aI.'s (1985) study found an

incidence of depression and anxiety very similar to the relatives of

patients with generalized anxiety disorders and unreported data from

the fire-fighters' study found that a family history of psychiatric

disorder was particularly associated with a chronic course. These

observations further suggest that posttraumatic stress disorder in its

more chronic forms may be related to some underlying disturbance of

neurotransmitter modulation of cortical function.

The possible role of such a biological disturbance is further

suggested by the frequent coexistence of posttraumatic stress disorder

with other disorders. The concurrence of posttraumatic stress disorder

has now been studied in several patient populations and more than 50

per cent are found to be suffering from another psychiatric disorder

(Davidson et al., 1985; Escobar et al., 1983; Sierles et al., 1983). This

degree of concurrence was also been found in the sample of fire-fighters

described (unpublished data), suggesting that this finding in patient

populations is not simply the product of concurrent disorders increasing

the severity of symptoms and increasing the likelihood of becoming a

patient. These data suggest that posttraumatic stress disorder probably

shares common aetiological processes with both the anxiety disorders

and depression and hence may share some of the same vulnerabilities.

This raised the important and unanswered question about whether

similar aetiological pathways exist in posttraumatic stress disorder.

From a clinical perspective there is considerable evidence that the

sleep disturbance, hypervigilance, disturbed concentration aÍe

significantly worsened if the person develops a coexistent disorder. In

fact a number of patients with posttraumatic stress disorder initially

present at times when they develop major anxiety or depressive
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symptoms. Similarly the patients' intrusive thoughts often become

much more distressing and frequent if there is an intensification of their

depression (see figure 1). Equally subsequent adversity also can play an

important role in intensifying the disturbed arousal and the attentional

abnormalities in posttraumatic stress disorder. Thus a complex web of

psychodynamic, biological and environmental factors influence the

intensity of this aspect of the phenomenology of posttraumatic stress

disorder. This web is equally relevant to an understanding of the

aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder.

AETIOLOGY OF POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER

These studies also provided an unusual opportunity to make a

series of observations about the aetiology of posttraumatic stress

disorder. The role of personality and vulnerability factors is one of the

major controversies that has continued to surround the psychological

effects of extremely traumatic events. This issue has tended to be

polarized according to the prevailing attitudes and the dominant theory

of psychopathology of the time. The political and social ferment which

surrounded the Vietnam war played a major role in changing the tone

of the debate. The classification of the psychiatric disorders following

traumatic stress changed with time and has reflected the existing views

about the relative contribution of vulnerability factors and, prior to

DSM-III (American Psychiatric Association, 1980), separated the acute

reactions to stress from the more enduring effects of combat and other

types of catastrophic stress. The research which has examined these

issues has been subject to a number of methodological biases that have

influenced the interpretation and analysis of the available data. These

inconsistencies are frequently ignored and few attempts have been

made to resolve or confront the conflicting opinions in the literature.
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One important dynamic influencing this debate has been the

clinical issues involved in the treatment of the effects of traumatic

stress. The need for social justice and the prevention of the

stigmatization of victims has been a major concern of some clinicians,

aware of how the victims of traumatic stress can all too easily be

blamed for their disorder. This clinical dilemma also raises theoretical

concerns. As Spiegel (1988, page 18) stated:

"Traditional psychiatric theory has been especially weak in dealing with
post-traumatic stress disorders, because developmental dynamíc
theories are unequipped to account for the sudden intrusion of major
Iìfe stress. In fact, to apply traditional techniques to individuals
sufferíng from a rape or combat expericnce is by its very nature to
belittle the importance of the trauma and attempt to interweave iî into
a pattern of the person's development. Many patíents with post-
traumatíc stress disorders find this demeaning and humíliating sínce it
relegates to the periphery the importance of their emotíonal reactíons to
the trauma itself. Further, it reínforces the common irrational belief
that they ere somehow responsible for the tragedy which befell them,
and thereby encourages them to avoid working through the
helplessness which is at the core of PTSD symptomatology."

Despite the importance and common sense of this perspective, it is

essential that this concern with inappropriate blame does not interfere

with the scientific examination of the role of vulnerability and

personality in the aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder.

Classification and Aetiology

The aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder is inexorably bound

up with the issue of classification. The classification of psychiatric

disorders which follow in the wake of extremely traumatic events has

been greatly influenced by the uncertainty about the role of personality

and other predisposing factors in the aetiology of these disorders. The

inclusion of posttraumatic stress disorder in DSM-III (American

Psychiatric Association, 1980) arose from 'à consensus view that the

nature and intensity of the stressor was the primary aetiological factor
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determining the symptoms which people develop in the setting of

extreme adversity. When discussing the role of vulnerability factors in

the aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder, it is necessary to examine

the historical origins of this uncertainty about the nature and

phenomenology of the effects of traumatic stress. Earlier systems of

classification were influenced by several issues.

Firstly, the predominance of psychoanalytic theory in determining

the early classification of neurotic disorders and its emphasis on

intrapsychic factors as aetiological determinants of anxiety and

depression, inevitably focused on the role of character pathology in

posttraumatic symptoms. This theoretical perspective has coloured the

debate about the role of personality in posttraumatic morbidity to a

greater extent than the empirical evidence would warrant (Boman,

1986). The inclusion of posttraumatic stress disorder in DSM-III (4.P.4.,

1980) was partly facilitated by the removal of the term "neurotic" from

the name of the category for nonpsychotic psychiatric disorders.

Horowitz' (1986) information processing model became the organízing

theoretical perspective in the classification of posttraumatic reactions,

perspective which focused on the central role of the trauma in

determining the pattern of symptoms.

Secondly, earlier systems of classification separated the issues

involved in the development of acute symptoms from more enduring

patterns of psychopathology, in contrast to the more recent discussions

about the effects of traumatic stress, For example, the previous systems

of classification tended to assume that symptoms would be time limited

unless some preexisting character pathology was present which would

contribute to their maintenance (Green et al. 1985). In DSM-I, "gross

stress reaction" was a disorder that was thought to rapidly resolve

unless perpetuated by premorbid personality pathology. Similarly,

DSM-II categorized the effects of traumatic stress under the diagnosis
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"transient situational disturbance" if the symptoms were short lived and

then would used the category of "anxiety neurosis" for more enduring

symptoms. This implied that the stress response was transient in

nature unless the individual had some particular pre-existing

vulnerability. Thus the notion that very traumatic events in adult life

could have prolonged adverse psychological consequences represents a

recent change in the formulation of the effects of traumatic stress.

Follow up studies of the survivors of concentration camps

(Ettinger, 1961) and the atomic bomb blasts (Lifton, L967) of the second

world war perhaps first began the change from focusing on the

individual to inescapable consequences of the horror of these calamities.

This shift in emphasis ,was not necessarily in response to empirical

evidence about the unimportant role of premorbid personality but

rather reflected a repugnance with the barbarity of the Nazi regime and

recognition of the enormous threat that nuclear war posed to all

humanity. The dehumanizing role of social systems and the danger

posed by unchecked scientific and technological developments made

people concentrate on external threats because the victims could not be

individually held responsible for their suffering.

Finally, clarification of the role of personality factors in the

aetiology of PTSD has been hampered by the inadequate discussion of

what constitutes a normal response to an extremely traumatic event

(chapter 1). Most clinicians working with the victims of traumatic stress

will have heard the claim that PTSD is a normal response to an abnormal

stress. This mirrors how some professionals dealing with the victims of

trauma are uncertain about whether PTSD is a. psychopathological state,

particularly in close proximity to the stressor (Rahe, 1988). This

confusion is also reflected in the research literature where sociologists

such as Quarantelli (1985) have argued that traumatic events such as

disasters have little or no long-term effects on the mental health of the
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victims, although they see such events as an important cause of distress

and problems with living.

Thus, historically, the classification of the psychiatric disorders

following traumatic stress has been intimately bound up with the

question of the role of personality and predisposing factors in the

aetiology of individual stress responses. The current system represents

a focusing away from the individual to the role of the trauma. The

debate about the problem continues to attract attention and a diversity

of opinions (see Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease volume 176,

1987). In this volume Breslau and Davis (1987) reviewed the available

literature which challenged the current conceptualization of PTSD,

indicating that many contradictions and uncertainties remain to be

clarified. The current conceptualization of PTSD has tended to focus

research and clinical investigations on the role of the stressor,

emphasizing how the definitions focus the prevailing views about the

relative importance of the stressor or the individual. However, this

debate has also been influenced to a significant degree by a series of

social, moral and scientific factors.

Factors Influencing the Debate about Aetiology

Historically, the debate about the role of the trauma and

individual responsibility has been an emotive issue for moral and legal

reasons and this has, at times, made it difficult to examine the scientific

validity of the various claims. Issues of cowardice and moral inferiority

have sometimes become confused with the notion of vulnerability

because of the problems that decompensation on the battlefield poses to

the military, the setting where the answer to this question of

vulnerability has had particular relevance. Any discussion of the issue

of vulnerability as a cause of PTSD in war veterans is therefore one of
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considerable sensitivity and has implications for policy about armed

service recruitment.

The interest in Vietnam veterans' long-term psychiatric morbidity

contrasts starkly with the initial claim during the war that there were

very few psychiatric casualties (Boman, 1982). The reasons why the

role of individual vulnerability has been played down in this group, in

contrast to the veterans of other wars, has complex origins. This relates

as much to the political and social conflict which surrounded that war as

to the objective scientific data. The unpopularity of the war and the

nature of the regime that was being supported in South Vietnam,

contrasts to attitudes about the other major wars of this century that

have been the investigated by the English speaking psychiatric

community. The community's guilt about the effects of this

questionable antiguerilla war on a generation of conscripted soldiers has

lead to a wish to compensate these individuals' for the long-term scars

which they bare. This has influenced the attitudes and emphasis of

researchers because to investigate the role of vulnerability factors can

be interpreted as blaming the soldier rather than the war.

A similar atmosphere of suspicion and prejudice often surrounds

the victims of accidents who seek financial compensation for their

psychiatric disorders. In this setting, the question of legal liability

directly confronts the question about whether the accident can account

for the symptoms experienced or whether the individual's vulnerability

is the critical issue. This can shift the balance of legal argument against

the victims in determining the size of a damages settlement.

The investigation of the role of personality has also been

hampered by several other issues. Firstly, the populations that have

been studied have often been screened in a variety of ways. For

example, combat servicemen in the second World War in various allied

armies went through a range of screening procedures in an attempt to
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decrease the number of cases of shell shock which had at times

seriously debilitated the fighting capacity of the forces in the first World

War (Boman, 1986). Similarly the men on oil rigs in the North Sea

(Weisaeth, 1985) are likely to be a highly preselected group. This

means that many of the obvious vulnerability factors such as a personal

history of psychiatric illness will already have been used to screen out

the potential victims of the several accidents that have been studied.

Emergency service personnel tend to be similarly vetted.

This will have several effects which will tend to decrease the

chance of finding that predisposing factors play an important role in the

aetiology of PTSD. Firstly, researchers will obviously tend to look at the

role of the same personality and vulnerability factors that are used in

the screening procedures as the researcher and the personnel managers

will have access to the same knowledge base. This means that these

variables will have a low incidence in the traumatized population and as

a result will have little probability of being identified as playing a

significant role. As well, the subjects may have withheld information

during the selection process which they anticipated may have lead to

their preclusion from being selected for their particular job. In the

event of some major trauma, they are unlikely to volunteer this

information as it could interfere with any compensation claim that may

ari se.

Furthermore, the very decision to chose a position that potentially

puts oneself at risk of danger also means that many personnel chosen

for combat roles have a particular character type. Thus the study of

servicemen and highly selected occupational groups may lead to quite

atypical results that could minimize the role of vulnerability factors in

PTSD. This possibility is seldom discussed in the literature but raises

the importance of methodology in the investigation of this issue.
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Research Issues in Defining Causal Effects

The role of personality in determining the response to traumatic

stress has been a difficult problem to study for a variety of reasons. This

further complicates the interpretation of much of the available

information.

Life events research has been bedevilled by the fact that many life

events can be the result of the individual's illness rather than its cause

and much effort has been spent trying to define those events that are

"independent" of the person's control (Brown & Harris, 1978). According

to the criteria developed, a natural disaster or war would be seen as

events that are beyond the individual's control and could not possibly

have been caused as a result of illness. Therefore, much research into

the aetiology of PTSD has used the intensity of the traumatic stress and

the nature of the person's experience as an independent variable.

However, close examination of this issue suggests that the picture is

somewhat more complicated.

Firstly, people's mental state at the time of the trauma can have a

significant impact on their behaviour during the impact of the stressor.

Studies of military conflict have generally found that there is a direct

relationship between the number of psychiatric disorders and the

intensity of the conflict (Artiss, 1963; Reid, 1948; Levav, l9l9). This

has been used as evidence about the direct effect of the stress of combat

as a cause of PTSD. A recent examination of the relationship between

combat exposure and psychological stress came up with a challenging

finding (Palinkas 8L Coben, 1987). It confirmed that American Marines

injured in Vietnam had a significantly increased risk of psychiatric

hospitalization. However, most of the first psychiatric hospitalizations

occurred before being wounded in action. Furthermore, psychiatric

patients who were treated and then returned to duty had a significantly
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greater than expected risk of subsequently being wounded. These data

suggested that psychiatric casualties had a significantly greater risk of

being wounded. Therefore these findings call into question the validity

of using combat casualties as a measure of combat exposure.

Similarly it is possible that the probability of being injured in a

natural disaster may be partly a measure of the individuals' mental

state at the time as well as the intensity of the disaster. Deaths in

disasters may also be a consequence of the individual's mental state.

For example one study describes the case of a woman with agoraphobia

who died in bushfire because she was unwilling to leave her house

despite the fact that it was ablaze (chapter 3). Weisaeth's study (1984)

of a factory explosion demonstrated that at least 2O per cent of people

behave in ways that do not optimize their survival and McFarlane's

study of a group of volunteer fire-fighters found that panicking or

coming close to panic was related to the personality trait of neuroticism

(chapter l4). These findings indicate how personality factors influence

people's capacity to survive in the face of danger and that their

experience and perception of the event is not an entirely independent

event.

The potentially confounded relationship between combat and PTSD

comes from studies that found that the participation in atrocities has

been found to increase the risk of psychological and behavioural

disturbance above and beyond the cumulative exposure to combat.

Breslau and Davis (1987b) found that involvement in atrocities

accounted for 29 per cent of the variance of PTSD and that other combat

stressors only accounted for a further six per cent of the variance. They

concluded that "the participation in atrocities conferred a uniquely

strong risk for PTSD" (p.581). The reasons for being involved in

atrocities are complex and Lifton (1913) has suggested that to resist

required an exceptionally well grounded sense of right and wrong.
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Against this background, however, it is important to consider that such

behaviour involves the choice of the individual at one level and can not

be seen as independent of personality (Hendin & Haas, 1984). As well,

Yager et al. (1984) stressed that individual reactions to atrocities varied

widely, again stressing personality differences. Therefore a strong

association between measures of combat stress and PTSD in the Vietnam

war does not resolve the issue about the possible aetiological role of

personality factors.

The problem of accurate recall is another issue that can be a

source of error in the investigation of the aetiology of PTSD which can

minimize the role of vulnerability factors. This was demonstrated in the

fire-fighters study (chapter 15) where a chronically symptomatic group

recalled their experience with perfect accuracy, in constrast to the group

without symptoms where only 43o/o continued to report that they were

injured. The victims who were not disordered seem to forget the

personal trauma involved, in contrast to the PTSD group whose

memories are intrusively and vividly imprinted. Hence any

investigation that does not collect quantitative data about the event in

close proximity to the event may exaggerate the size and nature of the

association between the stressor and the disorder because of the lower

rates of recall of the not disordered group and as a consequence

minimize the role of other factors. This is an important issue because of

the significant amount of research into the aetiology of PTSD has looked

at populations of Vietnam veterans more than a decade after they

returned from combat. In other life events research the accuracy of

recall has been found to decay significantly once the event occurred

more than six months before the time of questioning (Henderson et al.,

1981; Paykel,1983).

The method of analyzing ancl presenting the data can significantly

influence the interpretation of the relative role of the stressor. There
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are many studies of Vietnam veterans which have compared PTSD

patients with a variety of other groups, often inpatients with other

diagnoses. These studies have generally concluded that combat

exposure has played a central role in the onset of chronic PTSD. These

populations aÍe often highly selected and the validity of the control

groups has been questioned (La Guardia et al., 1987). This strength of

association between combat and significant symptoms is less clear cut in

carefully designed studies where non-patient samples have been

examined (Yager et al., 1984; Helzer et al., 1979). The latter studies

have used correlational analyses inbetween group comparisons. The

assumptions and biases about the character of the relationship implicit

in these different methods of analysis are seldom articulated.

The data from studying a variety of traumatic stresses suggests

that even the most devastating trauma seldom leads to more than 50

per cent of the population developing a PTSD (Green 1982, Sethi et al.,

1987, Lystad, 1988). As the intensity of exposure increases, the number

of victims who develop a PTSD increases progressively (e.g. Shore et al.,

1986). Such findings are used as an example of a "distinct linear dose-

response relationship" (p. L75, Snow et al., 1988) between the impact of

the trauma and PTSD and have been used to argue the primary role of

the stressor in PTSD. However a dose related effect makes no comment

about the strength of that relationship. Particularly if the relationship is

relatively weak in terms of the amount of variance accounted for, a

number of other aetiological variables will be required to explain the

onset of symptoms. The fact that generally at least half the people

exposed to traumatic events do not develop a PTSD despite the

experience of extreme danger, loss and threat emphasizes that variables

other than the event are also required to explain the onset of PTSD in all

but the most extreme circumstances.
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If a group of victims who have a similar exposure to the trauma

are studied and those who have a PTSD are compared with those who do

not have a PTSD, such a method of analysis is likely to highlight the role

of personality and other predisposing factors. An approach that would

be of considerable interest is not to ask the question of whether

vulnerability factors play a role, but rather what is the relative risk

which they predict and at what intensity of trauma do they cease to

have predictive capacity. These are important questions because there

is no stressor that invariably leads to disorder. In other words, the

question exists as to whether the prevalence of PTSD in an exposed

population is the same as the prevalence of vulnerability factors or

whether a further group of individuals decompensate in an extremely

traumatic setting in whom such risk factors do not operate.

The current diagnostic criteria also create the possibility of some

bias in any examination of the role of personality in the aetiology of

PTSD (Burges-Watson, 1987). By focusing on the withdrawal from social

relationships and avoidance, the group C criteria for PTSD are more

likety to be endorsed by any individual who is premorbidly an introvert

and/or avoidant. In this wÍty, the very definition of PTSD as it currently

stands, means the diagnosis is likely to be made in individuals of a

certain constellation of personality traits independent of whether these

characteristics do, in fact, increase the probability of intrusive memories

and disturbed arousal and attention. Conversely the individual who

does not respond to the intrusive memories by withdrawal and

avoidance will not attract a diagnosis of PTSD even though he or she is

significantly impaired.
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Research Evidence About Aetiology

The research evidence about the impact of the relative role of the

trauma and personality factors is conflicting with some studies

emphasizing the role of the event while others focus on the contributing

role of vulnerability. In essence no hypothesis is sustainable if
contradictory evidence exists and any conclusion needs to take account

of both bodies of data, once the evidence has been examined in the light

of the various methodological issues discussed.

The stressor

1. Combat.

The data about the effects of combat and the role of vulnerability

factors are contradictory. There have been a large number of studies

examining this issue after the Vietnam war which can not all be

examined in the context of this review. One group of investigators have

failed to find any relationship between preservice or service adjustment

and postservice difficulties (e.g. Figley, 1978; Kadushin et al., 1981;

Laufer et aI., 1984 ; Penk et al., 1981; Card, 7987, Foy et aI., 1984),

arguing that combat is the critical determinant of post service

adjustment. Card (1987) has argued that these studies were conducted

at a later time than the studies which demonstrated the role of

predisposing factors and that they utilized more sophisticated research

designs and sampling methods.

However, the results from some well designed studies suggest that

the role of combat alone is not large (Andrews et al., 1985). For

example, Helzer et aI. (1979) found that postservice depression was

more frequent in those who showed defects in personality, parenting,

education and alcohol intake prior to service. Helzer et al. (1987) also

found in the E.C.A. catchment area study that behavioural problems
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before the age of 15 predicted the exposure to physical attack and

combat among Vietnam veterans and to the development of

posttraumatic stress disorder, suggesting the complex role of

vulnerability. Van Putten and Yager (1984) have also pointed out that

despite the suffering of many veterans of the Vietnam war, many had

similar combat experiences and remained well adjusted.

A recent meta-analysis examined 67 studies appearing in the

literature from 1972 through to 1985 (Kaylor et al., L987) provides

some understanding of these inconsistent findings. This technique

provides a method of determining the overal trends from a large

number of studies as well as the role that study design might play in

the influencing its conclusions. Vietnam veterans fared significantly

worse on a variety of mental health indicators (effect size = -0.53) than

non-Vietnam veterans. There was a tendency for larger effect sizes to

emerge in the studies that appeared later and/or were published by

researchers affiliated with the Veterans Administration, which more

often documented the veteran's combat history, but did not incorporato

a comparison group. This analysis suggested that there were two

general bodies of research on the effects of Vietnam service: (a) those

studies concerned with psychopathology as it is manifest in clinical

samples and with its causes and treatment (e.g. Foy et al., 1984; Penk ¿f

al., 1981) and (b) those sociopsychological or epidemiological field

studies concerned with determining the extent of problems within the

Vietnam veteran population as a whole (e.g. Card et al., 1983, Egendorf

et al., 1981). The conclusions and recommendations generated from one

type of study are not necessarily generalizable to the other type of

research. The failure to acknowledge this issue has lead to much of the

confusion about the impact of service in Vietnam. Furthermore, this

meta-analysis suggested that the issue preservice vulnerability has

become too polarised and that future investigations should more
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usefully examine the impact of the preexisting factors on

maladjustment, for a given level of combat exposure. This method was

used in a number of the analyses in this thesis but seledom used in the

Vietnam veterans literature.

Studies from other wars similarly suggest that vulnerability

factors may play a role. Kettner (1972) studied a group of Swedish

soldiers serving in the United Nations Forces in the Congo and found

that soldiers who did succumb to combat exhaustion were defined by

several vulnerability factors, such as a family psychiatric history. A

simila¡ study of the Yom Kippur War demonstrated that, while the

intensity of battle was an important predictor of the number of

psychiatric casualties, personality factors influenced who

decompensated and the rate of recovery (Levav et al., 1979). Brill and

Beebe (1955), in a follow up of 'World 'War II vetorans, found

participation in combat not to be predictive of the veterans' later mental

health, but preservice personality disturbance highly associated with

illness at follow-up.

Perhaps the most carefully conducted study looking at these issues

has been conducted by Solomon et al. (1987, 1988). Their findings show

that a number of different factors such as ãEo, education and economic

status, previous war-related psychological problems, battle experiences,

and the extent of the combat stress reaction, all made independent

contributions to the prediction of PTSD. Post-war social functioning was

mainly related to the demographic variables. They concluded that the

more vulnerable soldiers suffered more severe PTSD a year after the

Lebanon V/ar. They argue for the generalizability of their findings

because, in contrast to many studies of the Vietnam war (e.g. Foy et al.,

1984; Penk et a1.,1981), they drew their subjects from a fairly

representative group of soldiers. These studies that have shown that

predisposition plays a role in the onset of PTSD, have also shown that
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preexisting psychiatric illness is neither necessary nor sufficient for the

diagnosis of psychiatric morbidity after massive trauma (Ursano &.

Holloway, 1985).

2. Disasters

In 1982, Green reviewed the literature which examined the

psychological consequences of disasters and concluded that the

methodological problems were sufficiently extensive to prevent any

accurate generalizations. As well, much of the earlier research aimed to

describe the range of psychological reactions and their course and little

attempt was made to define vulnerability factors other than the

demographic predictors of distress. Much of the research published

since that time has been affected by the same problems of sampling and

some of the better studies have not examined the role of vulnerability

(e.g. Shore et al., 1986). For example, a study conducted by Green and

her colleagues (1986) found that PTSD in the victims of a supper club

fire was largely accounted for by the traumatic experience of the

disaster 1607o of the variancel with vulnerability factors playing a minor

role. However this investigation had examined only lL7 out of the 2500

affected people and the representativeness of the sample could not be

defined.

Two published studies have examined the issue of vulnerability in

a more systematic manner. Firstly, V/eisaeth (1984) successfully

followed up all the victims of a huge Norwegian factory paint fire in a

study that commenced several days after the accident. He found that

the prevalence of acute PTSD was determined by the initial intensity of

the exposure. However, the prognosis at four years was as much

influenced by the pre-accident psychological functioning as the intensity

of exposure to the explosion.

This issue was also examined in two ways in the fire-fighters

study described in this thesis. When the relative contribution of the
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disaster experience and vulnerability factors to the symptoms in this

group were compared over time, the role of the threat experienced and

the losses incurred progressively decreased over a 29 month period. In
contrast, the longer the symptoms of posttraumatic morbidity remained

the greater the role played by several vulnerability factors such as

neuroticism, a family or personal history of psychiatric illness and a

tendency not to confront conflicts. Because the measures used in this

study had also been used in several other epidemiological studies in

Australian populations it was possible to compare the contribution of

these vulnerability factors to the development of symptoms in

populations unaffected by disaster. The contribution of neuroticism to

symptoms was less than half the size of that found in an average urban

population (Henderson et al., 1981) suggesting that the role of

vulnerability factors play a significantly smaller role in the onset and

maintenance of post-traumatic morbidity than in the other types of

psychiatric impairment more commonly present in non-traumatized

populations (chapter l4).

The determinants of acute, delayed onset and chronic PTSD were

also examined after the three questionnaire stages (chapter 15) and also

after the 42 month stage (unpublished data). The acute PTSD group had

no major vulnerability factors and seldom had a coexistent psychiatric

disorder. In contrast, the chronic PTSD group scored significantly higher

on a number of the vulnerability factors such as concurrent psychiatric

disorder, a positive family history for psychiatric disorder, avoídance as

a personality trait as well as being older and having panicked more

during the disaster. The combined clata from this study suggest that

while the disaster event plays a critical role in the onset of PTSD, its

chronicity is predicted to ^ significant degree by a variety of premorbid

factors but that these probably exert a lesser impact than in other

psychiatric disorders.
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The Three Mile Island Nuclear Incident was also extensively

investigated. Whether this event would qualify for the type of stressor

required to cause PTSD is a moot point as there was no loss of life or

destruction of property. Rather the effects of this event were much

more to do with the issue of the psychological impact of a potential

rather than a real threat or any confrontation with immediate death.

The absence of any significant increase in the population of psychiatric

patients exposed to the nuclear accident (Bromet et al., L982) would

suggest that this was not a pathogenic stressor. However Bromet et al.'s

(1982) data suggested that the patients' perception of danger and their

perception of the adequacy of their social supports (Henderson et al.

1981) indicates the importance of the meaning to the individual rather

than the real threat involved.

3. Other stressors.

A variety of other individual traumas have been studied, for

example rape (Steketee & Foa, 1987) and other violent crimes

(Kilpatrick et al., 1989). While many of the studies examining these

groups were not specifically studying PTSD, the evidence tends to

suggest that a variety of vulnerability factors appear to operate such as

prior psychiatric disorder (Atkeson et al., 1982) and drug and alcohol

abuse (Ruch & Leon, 1983). On the other hand, other accounts do not

support the role of vulnerability (Kilpatrick et al., 1989).

In summary, looking across a range of stressors, the evidence is

conflicting with many studies suggesting that personality and other

vulnerability factors predict the onset of PTSD whilst other have failed

to demonstrate the role of factors other than the intensity of the

stressor. At this stage it is not possible to reach a definite conclusion

but any interpretation of the data needs to take into account the
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problems of conducting research in this area which have been

highlighted. Inevitability, it would seem probable that the answer falls

somewhere between the poles of opinion. As well, the role and effects

of an acute and short-lived stressor has not been adequately compared

with the more enduring traumas such as repeated heavy combat or

concentration camp victims.

Family History

Both Slater (1943) and Symonds (1943) in their investigation of

World War II veterans thought that genetic factors were important in

soldiers who broke down under minor stress whereas severe stress was

necessary to bring out symptoms in those without a positive family

hi story.

The one published systematic study which has examined this

issue in a patient group found that 66 por cent of the PTSD veterans

gave a family history of psychiatric disorder (Davidson et aI., 1985).

When the relative prevalence of anxiety and depression was examined

in these patients families, the data supported the view that PTSD is one

form of pathological anxiety. The incidence of anxiety and depression

were very similar to the relatives of patients with generalized anxiety

disorders.

Interestingly similar findings emerged in the fire-fighters' study

where 55 per cent were found to have a positive family history (chapter

l2). Unpublished data from a latter stage of this study found that a

higher incidence of a family history was found in the more chronic

cases. These findings suggest that Davidson et al.'s conclusions (1985)

were not simply a product of the fact that they were studying a patient

population. Thus these family studies suggest that PTSD sufferers have

a pattern of psychiatric morbidity in their families similar to other
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patient groups where a family history is thought to be one vulnerability

factor operating.

Concurrent psychiatric disorder

The diagnostic parsimony of clinicians means that co-existing

disorders are often underdiagnosed, a practice that was encouraged by

the use of hierarchical diagnosis prior to the publication of DSM-III-R.

The concurrence of PTSD has now been studied in a number of patient

populations and more than 50 per cent are found to be suffering from

another psychiatric disorder (e.g. Davidson et al., 1985; Escobar et al.,

1983; Sierles et al. 1983). This raised the important and unanswered

question about whether similar aetiological pathways exist in these

disorders. This degree of concurrence has also been found the group

fire-fighters described in this thesis, suggesting that this finding in

patient populations is not simply the product of concunent disorders

increasing the severity of symptoms and increasing the likelihood of

becoming a patient.

These data suggest that PTSD probably shares common aetiological

processes with both the anxiety disorders and depression and hence

may share some of the same vulnerabilities. In other words, the

vulnerability to a range of psychiatric disorder appears to convey a

nonspecific vulnerability to posttraumatic stress disorder. This is

further qualified by a recent study which examined the effects of a

hurricane on the relapse rates of bipolar disorder patients attending a

lithium clinic (Aronson & Shukla, 1989). Only l{Vo of the patients

relapsed, indicating that not all people predisposed to psychiatric

disorder are equally vulnerable to the effects of traumatic stress. This

suggests that a complex web of predisposing factors need to be

considered to understand the predisposition to posttraumatic stress

disorder.
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CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE

While the research evidence about the aetiology, classification and

phenomenology of posttraumatic stress disorder leaves a number of

important issues unresolved, introduction of this diagnostic category in

DSM-III has lead to a much more sophisticated understanding of

patients who have been the victims of traumatic stress (Speigel, 1988).

Firstly, the debate about the predominant aetiological role of the

trauma and vulnerability is given perspective in the clinical setting.

Inevitably, a clinician cannot assess or treat a patient with a PTSD

without considering the issues of personality and individual meaning.

To focus solely on the impact of the trauma fails to deal with the

personal context of an event which requires consideration in the

treatment process. It is the uniquely individual perceptions of the

experience that determine the reality for the victim. This was

graphically demonstrated by a patient who had been brutally tortured

and survived the experience to live in Australia as a refugee. His most

traumatic and distressing memories were not of the physical or

psychological abuse he suffered but rather the delusions and

hallucinations he experience when he became delirious because of the

physical consequences of his torture. The most distressing intrusive

memory was of an hallucination that his father was also being tortured

which had no reality as his father had never been incarcerated.

The exploration of the individual's perceptions inevitably the

focuses on a range of issues that may have heightened the person's

vulnerability to particular aspects of the trauma. Horowitz (1986) has

proposed that in PTSD there is a blocking of the cognitive and affective

process which involves the integration of the representations of the

trauma with the individual's pre-existing schemata. This is particularly

likety if the individual had conflictual schemata prior to the trauma that
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were defended against, but were brought to awareness by the event.

For example, the recognition of not being in control and feeling of

intense helplessness when trapped in a bushfire with flames 800 feet

high was devastating to a man who had fought throughout his adult life

to assert his independence and control.

Paradoxically, the psychotherapeutic treatment of PTSD often

focuses on an attempt to decrease patients' sense of responsibility for

their trauma and focus on the external reality of the situation (Speigel,

1988). This can only be done by understanding the individual

vulnerability to internalizing the horror of the trauma. Thus, while

treatment aims to focus on the external event and minimize the

individual's responsibility for their symptoms, in contrast to neurotic

disorders, this does not mean that the issue of personality or

vulnerability is unimportant to the aetiology. In fact, patients with

PTSD are frequently poorly treated because clinicians fail to recognize

the way a horrific event in adult life can organize internal perceptions

and the phenomenology of PTSD. Such clinicians inappropriately blame

the symptoms on some earlier trauma in the developmental period. At

the same time it is necessary to examine the way that the meaning of a

trauma can be moulded by some previous event that the person had

otherwise successfully coped with.

Thus the treatment of patients with PTSD requires a delicate

balance between acknowledging the central role of the trauma in

determining the intrusive thinking and the avoidance and the part

played by vulnerability factors in determining the meaning of the

trauma and the pattern of disordered mood and arousal. The

consideration of premorbid vulnerability factors does not mean that the

clinician either blames the patient or minimizes the importance of the

trauma in moulding the clinical picture.
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The recognition of the unique nature of the therapeutic tasks with

posttraumatic stress disorder patients has perhaps been one of the most

important results of the separation of posttraumatic syndromes in DSM-

III. Thus the central therapeutic task involves establishing the meaning

of the trauma and the incompatibility between its schematic

representations and the victims previous understanding of the world

(Horowitz, 1986). The role of classical conditioning is also central to

understanding the intensification of symptoms particularly on exposure

to reminders of the trauma (Kolb, 1987). This conceptualization can be

very useful in the clinical setting to help patients understand the

fluctuation of their symptoms.

An examination of the role of a variety of treatment approaches

has also been encouraged in a more systematic way by the definition of

posttraumatic stress disorder. The indentification of psychodynamic,

behavioural, biological and social processes in the trauma response

means that patients aÍe most likely to benefit from a combined

treatment approach. The inadequacy of the treatment literature

(chapter 22) has also been highlighted by the specific definition of

posttraumatic stress disorder so that the various approaches are no

longer immersed in the treatment literature about depression or

anxiety. In particular, there is considerable need to define the essential

therapeutic elements in traumatic reactions.

The treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder also raises some

important questions regarding the separation of this disorder from

depression and anxiety disorders. Even if the underlying disturbance of

affect and arousal in posttraumatic stress disorder proves to be similar

or identical to depression or anxiety, clinical observations after this

disaster would suggest that the continuing cognitive and affective

preoccupation with the event seem to play a major role in determining

the chronicity of the symptoms. Thus a traumatic event which leads to
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the onset of a psychiatric disorder may cause a different type of

psychopathological state because of the chronic reinforcing role of the

traumatic memories. This is not dissimilar to the proposed role of

negative cognitions in the maintenance of depression. The difference of

these cognitions in posttraumatic stress disorder is that they arise from,

and aÍe organized by, some external event rather than from an internal

characterological set. The tendency to constantly reinterpret

subsequent life experience in terms of the trauma (Lifton, 1967) further

serves to perpetuate the central role of the trauma in the maintenance

of symptoms. The chronicity of posttraumatic stress disorder may be

one of its main differentiating features and a major justification for its

separation from other psychopathological states. This is an issue that

requires investigation.

Victims of this disaster are still presenting for treatment although

nearly seven years have elapsed. As well, some of the patients treated

in the first and second year after the fires have been reassessed for a

variety of reasons. This has allowed some observations to be made

about the proximity of the trauma on the effectiveness of the

therapeutic intervention. It would seem that the chance of significant

improvement in the course of treatment is much greater in the patients

seen sooner rather than latter. This observation is reinforced by the

fact that the patients who presented earlier were probably the more

disordered and had also sustained the greatest losses and had had the

most intense exposure to the fires. Therefore early treatment may be

associated with a better prognosis, an hypothesis supported by the

evidence of the value of early intervention in depression (Kupfer et al.,

1989). The patients with more long-standing symptoms seem not to

have the same diminution of their preoccupation or withdrawal. This

raises the possibility that there may be a therapeutic window during

which treatments are more likely to be efficacious. Whether this arises
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because of a basic shift in the individual's personality and capacity to

conceptualize experiences independent of the trauma or because of a

more permanent biological abnormality caused by the chronic

facilitation of a disordered pattern of arousal is open to speculation. The

apparent importance of early intervention again raises the important

question of primary prevention (Raphael, 1980). The demonstration of

twice the expected rates of disorder in the victims of this disaster and

its chronicity demonstrates the need to develop strategies that may

lessen such morbidity.

C onclusion

While the definition of posttraumatic stress disorder in DSM-III

(4.P.4., 1980) has led to an explosion of research into the effects of

traumatic stress many uncertainties remain about this disorder. On

balance the data collected after disasters raises a number of questions

about the relationship between posttraumatic stress disorder and other

psychiatric disorders triggered by such events. The division between

posttraumatic stress disorder, major depression, generalized anxiety

disorder and panic disorder is not as clear cut as much of the recent

literature would suggest, particularly as the triggering event recedes

into the past. It would seem that many of the controversies that existed

about the effects of traumatic stress at the end of the second world war

still require further clarification (Rahe, 1988, Palinkas 8L Cohen, 1987).

The doubts raised by Breslau and Davis (1987) or Solomon and Canino

(1989) are certainly not dispelled by the data examining the impact of

this disaster, particularly the question as to whether extremely

traumatic events do have a qualitatively different relationship with

subsequent morbidity. Similarly they do little to solve the question of

whether posttraumatic stress disorder is best classed as an anxiety

disorder as is the case in DSM-III-R. Rather, the studies suggest that
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posttraumatic stress shares features of both major depression and

anxiety disorders by the fact of the shared phenomena in the group D

diagnostic criteria. Furthermore, there would appear to be little

evidence to support Horowitz et al.'s (1987) proposal that posttraumatic

stress disorder should be classed in a category of stress response

syndromes, particularly in the light of the role of various vulnerability

factors.

These data can not simply be dismissed as an exception because

these studies examined representative samples who were studied in

considerably closer temporal proximity to the trauma than most other

research. The failure to demonstrate a strong relationship between the

intensity of the trauma and the severity of posttraumatic symptoms in

three studies raises important doubts about the stressor criterion which

again must be answered because of the intensity of this disaster. On the

other hand, the current formulation of posttraumatic stress disorder

which de-emphasizes the responsibility of the individual and focuses on

the critical organizing role of the trauma has a number of clinical

advantages. The extent to which these data can be generalized requires

clarification.

The understanding of the role of personality and vulnerability

factors in determining the psychological consequences of traumatic

stress remains an issue of controversy. The political and sociological

forces surrounding the problem have, at times, obscured the scientific

investigation of the dilemma. One important factor is that researchers

often become advocates for the victims who they have studied and may

also be called upon to defend claims for compensation in court (e.g.

Gleser et aI., 1981). Similarly researchers who wish to continue

studying groups, such as the Vietnam veterans, must be careful not to

alienate their subjects by publishing data that may disadvantage the

veterans cause. The investigation of the effect of critical incident stress
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debriefing has been significantly hampered because of the delicate issue

of not wanting to alienate emergency service personnel which could

occur if the issue of vulnerability was raised. The participation of

compensable injury victims in research programmes in Australia has

often been discouraged by solicitors who are concerned that the findings

may not necessarily assist their clients claims.

Therefore researchers need to be aware of the factors that might

bias the way they formulate the problem of vulnerability and

personality in PTSD, the method of analysis they chose to examine their

data and the emphases and interpretations they place on positive and

negative findings. It seems that these issues will be best clarified by

further longitudinal studies of large community samples who have a

range of exposures to extremely traumatic events and where the

assessment interviews begin in close temporal proximity to the trauma.

Most disaster and traumatic stress research has examined events

of a relatively minor magnitude that effect relatively small groups, in

contrast to the disasters that often are experienced in the third world

which may involve hundreds of thousands of victims. The extent to

which the results of the research in these more minor events can be

applied to these more devastating situations is an important issue both

for theoretical and humanitarian reasons. Furthermore, the study of

disasters examines the impact of a state of terror that may last for only

seconds in contrast the prolonged exposure of a soldier in battle to the

threat of death. The similarities and the different effects of such

stressors in the aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder has been

given little attention but is important to an understanding of the

aetiology of posttraumatic stress disorder.

Finally, the growth of knowledge into the effects of traumatic

stress has meant future studies will need to be considerably more

sophisticated if they are to provide new information. Disaster research
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has often been poorly planned and repeatedly asked the same

questions, partly because disasters infrequently occur in the same

region, meaning that each event brings a new group of researchers. This

raises important ethical issues about informed consent and the ethical

clearance of disaster research protocols. The victims of disasters are

therefore in some need of havíng their privacy protected and ensuring

that only research that will contribute to the growth of knowledge is

permitted. Collaborative disaster research therefore has much to

recommend it, particularly where groups can decide on uniform

measures to investigate well formulated questions.
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